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Early th century report on the spice and wine trade in Cairo

.  M ICHI EL , Angelo, Venetian merchant (  . early th century). Autograph letter signed.

Cairo,  Sept. . Folio ( ×  mm).  ½ pp. on bifolium. With integral address leaf.  ,

Hitherto unknown letter in Italian to the Venetian consul resident in Alexandria, Biagio Dol  n, reporting on the 

situation of the spice and wine trade. Part of the correspondence between two in  uential Venetian merchants and trade 

offi  cials in Egypt, this letter is an illuminating document of the vast Venetian trading network and of the intricacies 

of trade between the Islamic and Christian worlds. It also highlights the importance of Mecca in the pepper trade via 

the red sea: “[mil]a sarano alla Mecha oltra le altre cosse ai tempi scuto fera manda dalla Mecha alla zornada satende 

ritorno di messo [...]”. While spice imports via Mecca and Baghdad (curiously here called Babylon) went ahead more or 

less according to schedule, the Venetian wine exports to Egypt met greater challenges. Michiel relays a conversation with 

the nâz’ir al-khâs’s (the Sultan’s private treasurer) concerning a wine consignment that had been con  scated by Mamluk 

authorities in the port of Damietta: “I have been in touch with Nadrachas, complaining of what was done at Damietta. 

He answered me that he was sorry, but nothing can be discussed about wines anywhere. And note this: I replied, there 

are no wines, but there are things to eat. He said if they belonged to Venetians, he would look after them” (transl.).

 e offi  cial prohibition on any discussion of the incident and Michiel’s attempt to declare the shipment as foodstuff  

speaks of the criticality of the matter. Wine was tolerated in trade cities like Alexandria but was strictly outlawed in 

Cairo and other places of worship.  e Venetians were permitted to import food and wine free of duty for private use, 

but as they “imported so much wine that they could hardly declare it to be for their own consumption” and the business 

was lucrative, problems frequently arose (Christ, p. ). Since the taxation and regulation of wine imports could not be 

handled offi  cially due to religious interdictions, the fate of the cargo remains open.  e wine might have been poured 

away so as to suppress illegal trade, embezzled, or even discreetly returned to the Venetians.

 e Patrician Angelo Michiel was one of the most senior and important merchants in Alexandria, presiding over the 

“Council of Twelve” governing the Venetian community in the city. In the summer of  he was offi  cially tasked with 

a mission to Cairo to gather information regarding the spice trade on behalf of the newly appointed consul Biagio Dol  n 

(ca. –).  is intelligence was crucial for the delicate timing of the Venetian imports via the port of Alexandria 

every autumn. A vast correspondence of at least  letters exchanged between  August and  September  could be 

reconstructed from the few surviving letters and receipts.  e letter at hand, mentioned in a letter from  September, 

adds to only six other preserved letters from the correspondence and has never been published (Christ, pp. ).

Traces of folds, some browning, stained on the lower right.  ree minor and one deeper tear (touching the text) on 

the lower border. Transcribed in full with English translation.

Provenance: Argyll Etkin Ltd.,  Conduit St., London (), purchased from Christie’s Zurich, / April .

G. Christ, Trading Con  icts: Venetian Merchants and Mamluk Offi  cials in Late Medieval Alexandria (Leiden & Boston: Brill, ). S. 
Conermann, Everything is on the Move:  e Mamluk Empire as a Node in (Trans-)Regional Networks (V&R unipress, ).













Ground-breaking  rst printed illustrated travel account:
a voyage to and in the Middle East

.  BR E Y DEN BACH, Bernhard von. Peregrinatio in terram sanctam.

Mainz, Erhard Reuwich (with types of Peter Schöff er),  Feb. . Folio ( ×  mm). Blackletter,  
(out of ) unnumbered ff . Rubricated throughout, red lombardic initials. With woodcut frontispiece 
(trimmed and mounted on later paper) in contemp. colour, two printed coloured initials,  (out of ) 
folding views (one coloured, two supplied from other copies),  (out of ) half-page coloured woodcuts, 
and several woodcut alphabet tables in the text. Contemporary brown calf, spine on four raised bands, 
covers preserving  (out of ) brass bosses. Remains of clasps. In custom cloth clam shell box.  ,

Editio princeps of the  rst illustrated travel report ever, considered the  rst authentic western source for the Near and 

Middle East, as the illustrations were prepared from actual observation of the lands and people described. A fragment, but 

in contemporary colour. Breydenbach travelled to the Holy Land in / with a large company including the Utrecht 

artist Erhard Reuwich, who drew the maps and views from his observations on the journey and then printed the text 

and illustrations at his own house. He is not known to have published any other works. Following the traditional route, 

the entourage travelled from Venice to Corfu, Modon, Crete, Rhodes and Jaff a before arriving in Jerusalem, and then 

through the Sinai desert to Mt. Sinai, Cairo, and Alexandria on the return journey.  e present  rst edition contains 

three large woodcuts, the  rst ever seen in the West, including panoramas of Modon, Rhodes, and Parenzo. Published in 

German in the year of its  rst appearance, the book quickly became extremely popular and was translated into French, 

Dutch and Spanish before , but the large woodcuts were omitted from most of the later editions and translations. 

 e present  rst edition also includes studies of Middle Eastern costume and pictures of animals encountered on the 

journey (including a crocodile, a camel, and even a unicorn). Wants four of the folding maps and views, as well as the 

woodcut of Bedouin costume and the Arabic script specimens.

Binding somewhat rubbed and scuff ed; some browning and waterstaining to edges; several edge tears. Several contem-

porary marginalia. Contemporary ink dedication above beginning of text: inscribed to the Charterhouse of St. John the 

Baptist at Eppenberg (Hesse), in memory of the theologian Gottfried Bischoff ; followed by a slightly later ms. ownership 

by Caspar Coryli from Hasselbach (received, via his uncle, from an endowment of the Carthusian Daniel Priscitius). 

Later ms. ownership of John Josias Conybeare (–), Professor of Poetry at Oxford, and armorial bookplates of 

Robert Blagden Hale (–) of Alderley House, Gloucestershire.

HC . Goff  B-. GW . BMC I,  (IB. ).





Unknown manuscript copy of the  rst authentic Western source
for the Near and Middle East

.  BR E Y DEN BACH, Bernhard von. Die fart oder reysz über mere zu dem heyligen grab vnsers 
herren Jhesu cristi gen Jherusalem.

Mühlhausen ( uringia), . to ( ×  mm). German manuscript on paper (blank ink bastarda, 
rubricated with red underlinings and chapter headings, half-pages marked by letters in the margins). 
CXVII, () ff . (in all,  closely written pages, including index).  lines per extensum (written space 
ca.  ×  cm). Bound in contemporary full vellum using a th century liturgical manuscript with red 
Lombardic initials (Graduale, Second Sunday in Lent – Reminiscere).  ,

Previously unknown textual witness of Bernhard von Breydenbach’s famous travel report, which had appeared in print 

in February  (in Latin) and then again, in June of the same year, in German.  is meticulously written redaction 

of the German text is the work of the Dominican friar Mathias Sartor (Schneider), “ordinis predicatorum conventus 

Hallensis predicator in Mulhaußen” (fol. LXXIr).  e Dominicans had had to leave their Halle convent in , which 

may explain why Sartor by  was installed in Mühlhausen, a few days’ travel distant.

Breydenbach’s book is hailed as the  rst authentic western source for the Near and Middle East, as it was prepared from 

actual observation of the lands and people described. Breydenbach travelled to the Holy Land in / with a large 

company including the Utrecht artist Erhard Reuwich, who would be the book’s  rst printer. Following the traditional 

route, the entourage travelled from Venice to Corfu, Modon, Crete, Rhodes and Jaff a before arriving in Jerusalem, and 

then through the Sinai desert to Mt. Sinai, Cairo, and Alexandria on the return journey.  e present manuscript copy 

omits the illustrations, as did most of the later editions and translations, though it is not clear upon which printed version, 

if any, the ms. is based, and although it contains the same appendices as the  rst edition (a discussion of oriental religion, 

in particular of the Muslim religion, a lament over the Holy Land, and an invocation to reconquer it), the present text 

appears quite original in its paraphrases and redactions of Breydenbach’s famous travelogue.

Written in Sartor’s close, neat and well-legible hand throughout. Some insigni  cant browning, occasional light ink- and 

waterstaining. Lower cover has a large brownstain, with a few binding cracks and  aws (especially to hinges) repaired, 

but extremely well preserved in general. Provenance: formerly in the collection of Baron Hans Carl Ow von Wartendorf 

(–) with his handwritten table of contents on an inserted bifolium, con  rmed after his death on a separate sheet 

by the Swabian librarian and historian Wilhelm von Heyd (–). Acquired from a private German collection.









Incunabular edition of an in  uential second century description of the classical world, 
including early mentions of China and Arabia

.  DION Y SIUS, Periegetes. De situ orbis habitabilis.

(Venice, Franz Renner, ). Small to ( ×  mm). () ff . With the  rst four lines printed in red 
and  white on black decorated woodcut initials ( series), plus  repeat. Set in roman type,  lines to a 
page, with two words in Greek. Modern blind-tooled calf.  ,

A famous description of the antique world, originally written in Greek verse around the beginning of the second century 

AD by Dionysios Periegetes, also known as Dionysius of Alexandria, including early mentions of China and Arabia. 

 e poem exerted a great in  uence during the Middle ages and remained popular well into the Renaissance. One of its 

main appeals are the literary descriptions of faraway countries, which leave more space for imagination than the more 

scienti  c geographical descriptions like those of Mela and Solinus.

It was translated into Latin prose by the Veronese humanist Antonio da Beccaria and  rst published a year earlier by 

Erhard Ratdolt, the former partner of Franz Renner, two German printers active in Venice.  e poem had  rst appeared 

in print in a free verse translation in Priscian’s Opera in .

“Until the thirteenth century, Asia beyond India was practically unknown in Europe; only vague references to the 

Serica or Sinica of the Graeco-Romans helped keep alive a sketchy knowledge of China’s existence”. Mentions here in 

Dionysius’s text referring to “ ina” hark back to the mentions in the Periplus of the st century AD, which were the 

earliest surviving accounts in European literature (Löwendahl).

Dionysius lived in Pharos, an Alexandrian neighbourhood, at the time of Hadrian (–). Further information in 

the poem suggests a date of composition before . At that period, geography was not deemed an important component 

of the school curriculum but rather an ancillary subject to rhetoric. Dionysius composed his poem with these didactic 

rami  cations in mind. In addition to imparting geographical knowledge, he wanted to acquaint the students with the 

great classical authors, notably Homer. He therefore composed his poem in hexameters, after Homer, and included 

many mythological place names, for instance from the journey of the Argonauts, but also the borders of the historical 

empire of the Seleucids. In this manner, the “Description of the inhabited world” became a guided tour through the 

world of antique geography.

Some minor waterstains in the margins of the second half of the volume, the  rst and last leaves reattached and some 

occasional foxing, otherwise in very good condition, washed.

Goff  D-. IDL . ISTC id. Proctor . Cf. Löwendahl  ( ed.). Sarton, Introduction I, p. . Tozer, A history of ancient 
geography (), pp. –.









With a humanistic manuscript

.  POMPON IUS M E L A . De situ orbis. Hermolai Barbari  deliter emendatus.

[Venice], Giovanni Battista Sessa,  Oct. . to.  pp. With printer’s woodcut device on the title 
page and diff erent device under the colophon; several woodcut initials. Followed by a -page manuscript 
index (beginning with instructions to the “amice lector” on the verso of the colophon) on  blank leaves 
bound after the printed text. th century boards with red morocco spine lettered and decorated in gilt.
  ,

 e  rst edition of the th century: a very rare reprint of the incunable published in , the  rst separate edition 

to be based on the criticism of the Renaissance scholar Ermolao Barbaro. Dedicated to Pope Alexander VI. Mela’s 

description of the ancient world, based on good sources and written during the reign of Emperor Claudius, is the oldest 

Roman geography to have survived.  is edition was not equipped with an index, but a contemporary humanistic owner 

recti  ed the fault by crafting his own: the humanistic “cancelaresca” manuscript provides a list of all cities, places and 

even subjects mentioned, a total of some , references to  paragraph numbers (which the owner, too, provided in 

brown ink throughout the inner margins of the book).

Occasional slight foxing and waterstaining to margins near end, but a  ne copy of this rare book.

Edit , CNCE . Schweiger II., . Ebert . Graesse V, : “Reimpr. rare de l’edition ... de ”. Not in Adams, BM-STC Italian, 
or Riccardi. Not in Brunet or Dibdin.









Post-incunabular edition of the travels of Sir John Mandeville,
visiting Egypt and the lands of Prester John

.  H E SE , Johannes Witte de. Itinerarius Joannis de Hese presbyteri a Hierusalem describens 
dispositiones terrarum insularum montium et aquarum. Ac etiam quedam mirabilia et pericula per 
diversas partes mundi contingentia lucidissime enarrans. Tractatus de decem nationibus et sectis 
christianorum. Epistola Joannis soldani ad Pium papam secundum. Epistola responsoria Pii pape ad 
soldanum. Joannis presbyteri, maximi Indorum et Ethiopum christianorum imperatoris et patriarche, 
epistola ad Emanuelem, Rome gubernatorem, de ritu et moribus Indorum deque ejus potentia, divitiis 
et excellentia. Tractatus pulcherrimus de situ et dispositione regionum et insularum totius Indie, necnon 
de rerum mirabilium ac gentium diversitate.

[Deventer, Jacques de Breda, ]. to. () pp.,  nal blank leaf. Rubricated in red ink throughout, 
Modern full calf in period style.  ,

A scarce and early edition of this important account of travels in the East. A medieval journey narrative comparable 

to the Travels of John Mandeville, the “Itinerarius” of Johannes Witte de Hese, a priest of Utrecht, is thought to date 

to c. .  e text circulated in manuscript in the  fteenth century, with the  rst printed edition being produced in 

Cologne ca .  is postincunabular edition was printed in  in the Dutch city of Deventer by Jacques de Breda. 

During his eastward voyage Witte travels beyond Jerusalem, observing  ying  sh in the Red Sea en route to Egypt, 

then crosses the Sinai desert to visit St. Catherine’s Monastery before returning to the Nile. Sailing from Damietta to 

the coast of Ethiopia, he is brie  y taken captive by brigands before journeying onward to the kingdom of Prester John 

where he marvels at the extraordinary palace there. He also records a visit to the island housing the shrine of St.  omas. 

Before returning to Jerusalem, Witte spends more than a year roaming the remotest parts of the seas. Unicorns, pygmies, 

Gog and Magog, and a whale the size of an island add to the exotic  avour of this seminal text in the development of 

European travel literature.

Nijhoff /Kronenberg . Röhricht B. Tobler .









Rare news of Albuquerque’s conquests in the East

.  A L BUQU E RQU E , Afonso de] – Manuel I, King of Portugal. Epistola potentissimi ac 
invictissimi Emanuelis Regis Portugaliae et Algarbiorum etc. de victoriis habitis in India et Malacha.

(Vienna, Hieronymus Vietor & Johannes Singriener,  Sept. ). to. () pp. Modern brown half calf 
over marbled boards with gilt spine title.  ,

A highly important letter by King Manuel to Pope Leo X, reporting on the great victories of Don Afonso de Albuquerque 

in India, especially the conquest of Malacca in . Albuquerque (–) advanced the threefold Portuguese grand 

scheme of combatting Islam and securing the trade of spices and the establishment of a vast Portuguese Asian empire. 

He was the  rst European to enter the Arabian Gulf, led the  rst voyage by a European  eet into the Red Sea, and was 

also the  rst Westerner to reach the coast of South-Eastern Arabia.  is very rare Viennese edition (the fourth altogether) 

was printed in the same year as the original Rome edition.  e preface states that the text from which it was set was sent 

from Rome to Georg Slatkonia, Bishop of Vienna. “Of this edition, copies must have been so rare even as early as the 

late th century, that neither Andreas and Franz Schott nor Pistorius had knowledge of it. Necessarily, this increases 

the value of the present edition” (Denis, p. ).

Some dampstaining in the margins; lower edge shows slight paper  aws. Old ownership in ink, dated , in margin 

of  nal page. Latterly in the library of Swedish antiquarian bookdealer Björn Löwendahl (–).

VD , P . Denis p. , no. . Not in Adams or BM-STC German.









 e  rst printed eyewitness account of any place in today’s UAE:
 rst illustrated edition

.  VA RT HE M A, Lodovico di. Ludovici Patritii Romani novum itinerarium Aethiopiae: Aegypti: 
utriusque Arabiae: Persidis: Siriae: ac Indiae: intra et extra Gangem. 

Milan, Joannes Jacobus de Legnano et fratres, after  May . Folio ( x  mm).  ff . With woodcut 
device on title-page and woodcut initials. th century vellum-backed boards, red morocco spine label. 
  .

Notably rare  rst Latin edition of Varthema’s in  uential account of his undercover travel through the Ottoman Empire, 

Safavid Persia, and India, “one of the most remarkable travel books of the Renaissance” (Blackmer). A copy with sig-

ni  cant provenance: from the library of the highly cultured imperial secretary Jacopo Bannisio, with his ownership 

inscription below the colophon on the last leaf recto. –  e “Itinerario” contains the  rst printed eyewitness account 

of any place in today’s United Arab Emirates: on his return journey from Mecca (which he was the  rst Westerner to 

describe), Varthema visited Ras al-Khaimah (“Giulfar”) and portrayed the city as “most excellent and abounding in 

everything”, with “a good seaport”, and whose inhabitants are “all Muslims”. While Montalboddo’s famous anthology 

of discoveries, printed in , contained the  rst printed reference to the Arabian Gulf region, it was Varthema’s work, 

published only three years later, that off ered the  rst actual report from the region by a Western traveller who had visited 

the coast. – Ludovico Varthema, as famous in his own time as Columbus, posed as a mamluk named Yunus and escorted 

a pilgrim caravan to Mecca and Medina.  e priority of Varthema’s account of Mecca and Medina is remarkable in every 

respect. It is routinely noted that Varthema’s is the  rst recorded eyewitness account by a European of the Islamic holy 

cities. Yet more than that, it is the  rst account of Mecca in print by any author, Muslim or otherwise. 

In his introduction to the Hakluyt edition of , G. P. Badger states: “Considering that our author is the  rst 

European traveller on record who visited the holy places of the Muhammedans, and taking into account how scanty 

must have been his previous knowledge of the history and distinctive doctrines of Islam, his description of Meccah 

and of the Hajj may fairly claim to be regarded as a literary wonder. With but few exceptions, his minutest details are 

con  rmed by later and far more learned writers, whose investigations on the whole have added comparatively little to 

the knowledge which we possess of the Mussulman pilgrimage through the pages of Varthema; and the occasional 

correspondence between some of his statements and those of Burckhardt is so striking, as to give rise to the conjecture 

that that enterprising traveller had perused his book either before or after his own journey into the Hijaz”. 

 is translation by Archangelo Madrignano was printed in the year following publication of the  rst edition in 

Varthema’s native Italian.  e translation was made at the request of the Spanish Cardinal Bernardino López de Carvajal 

(-), an important literary patron. As the introduction indicates, Carvajal wanted the book to be available in 

the universal language as an inducement for Christendom to deepen its knowledge of the Orient in preparation for the 

recapture of the territories of Jerusalem, of which Carvajal was the patriarch. Copies of any of the early editions are very 

rare in commerce; this is the only copy of the  rst Latin edition to have appeared at auction within the last  years. 

A few small, mostly marginal neat repairs to close tears or small holes, light worming and soiling on  nal leaf, an 

excellent copy. 

Provenance: from the library of Jacopo Bannisio, with his contemporary ownership inscription “Jacobus de Bannissis 

Dalmate” below the colophon. Engraved woodcut vignette incorporating the French royal arms, perhaps retained from 

the  rst binding and mounted on the front board. Sold Sotheby’s,  June , lot , to Bruce McKinney (bookplate); 

his sale, Bloomsbury,  December . 

 e imperial secretary Jacopo Bannisio, in its Latin form Jacobus de Bannissis and in the original Slav form Jakov 

Banicevic (d.  November ), was a Dalmatian from the island of Curzola, a Catholic cleric and diplomat educated at 

the universities of Bologna and Padua. His path crossed that of Cardinal Carvajal, the book’s sponsor, on many occasions. 

Bannisio served Maximilian I, both in Germany and in the Caesarean embassy at the papal court in Rome. From  

Bannisio had special responsibility for the aff airs of Flanders and often visited Antwerp. He held the deanery there and 

met and corresponded with Erasmus, who defended Carvajal in his dispute with Pope Julius II. From  Bannisio was 

the intimate secretary of Maximilian’s grandson, the Emperor Charles V, the Habsburg king of Spain. In  he retired 

to Trent, where he was dean of the cathedral chapter. Bannisio was a friend and patron of artists and humanists; Dürer 

drafted a coat of arms for him and perhaps also a portrait sketch. His particular interest in world travel is shown by the 

personal care he took in  to send detailed dispatches to the Republic of Ragusa, the Eastern Adriatic maritime state 

he regarded as home, with news of Magellan’s circumnavigation. 

Hakluyt Society,  e Travels of Ludovico di Varthema, pp. xiii-xiv. Howgego V . Cf. Blackmer II,  (Milan  ed.). For Bannisio, see Stoyan 
Gavrilovic, “Documents in the Archives of Ragusa on Magellan’s Voyage”,  e Hispanic American Historical Review . (Nov. ), pp. -; 
and for Bannisio and Carvajal, Contemporaries of Erasmus (Univ. of Toronto Press ).









First illustrated edition of one of the most famous early travel reports

.  VA RT HEM A, Lodovico di. Die Ritterlich und lobwürdig reiß [...] Sagend von den landen, Egypto, 
Syria, von beiden Arabia Persia, India und Ethiopia, von den gestalten, sitten, und dero menschen leben 
und glauben.

Strasbourg, Johann Knobloch, . to.  pp. (A, B–C, D, E–F, G, H–J, K, L–M, N, 
O–P, Q, R–S, T, V, X, without the  nal blank). With title woodcut and  woodcuts in the text 
(including  full-page illustration).

(Bound after) II: GIOV IO, Paolo. Libellus de legatione Basilii Magni principis Moschoviae ad 
Clementem VII. Ponti  cem Max. in qua situs regionis antiquis incognitus, religio gentis, mores, & 
causae legationis  delissime referuntur. Basel, [J. Froben], . , () pp. With woodcut printer’s device 
to title-page.

(Bound after) III: FA BR I OF L EUT K IRCH , Johann. Ad serenissimum principem Ferdinandum 
Archiducem Austriae, Moscovitarum iuxta mare glaciale religio. Basel, J. Bebel, .  ff .

(Bound after) IV: R ICOL DO (da Monte di Croce). Contra sectam Mahumeticam libellus. (Georgius 
de Hungaria). De vita & moribus Turcorum. Carben, Victor de. Libellus de vita et moribus Iudaeorum 
(ed. J. Lefèvre). Paris, H. Estienne, .  ff . With large woodcut in the text and several woodcut initials.

(Bound after) V: FICINUS, Marsilio. De religione Christiana &  dei pietate opusculum. Xenocrates de 
morte, eodem interprete. Strasbourg, J. Knobloch, .  ff . With woodcut printer’s device on  nal page.

(Bound after) VI: H AY T HON US (Hatto). Liber historiarum partium orientis, sive passagium terrae 
sanctae scriptus anno Redemptoris nostri M.CCC. Hagenau, J. Setzer, .  ff . With woodcut title 
border and device on  nal page.

Contemporary wooden boards with wide blindstamped leather spine and  brass clasps.  ,

 e  rst illustrated edition (in its second issue) of one of the most famous early travel reports and the  rst Western 

encounter with the Arab world. Of the utmost rarity; not a single copy could be traced on the market for the past sixty 

years; not a single copy in the USA (cf. OCLC).

 e “Itinerario” contains the  rst printed eyewitness account of any place in today’s United Arab Emirates: on his 

return journey from Mecca (which he was the  rst Westerner to describe), Varthema visited Ras al-Khaimah (“Giulfar”) 

and portrayed the city as “most excellent and abounding in everything”, with “a good seaport”, and whose inhabitants 

are “all Muslims”. While Montalboddo’s famous anthology of discoveries, printed in , contained the  rst printed 

reference to the Arabian Gulf region, it was Varthema’s work, published only three years later, that off ered the  rst actual 

report from the region by a Western traveller who had visited the coast.

All early editions of Varthema’s “Itinerario” are exceedingly rare (even the  Hajj exhibition at the MIA, Doha, 

only featured the  reprint; cf. below).  is – the  rst illustrated one – is certainly the rarest of them all: international 

auction records list not a single copy.  e  editio princeps was off ered for US  million at the New York Antiquarian 

Book Fair in April .

First published in , Varthema’s account became an immediate bestseller. In addition to his fascinating account of 

Egypt, Syria, the Arabian Peninsula, and the holy Muslim cities, “Varthema brought into European literature an appre-

ciation of the areas east of India [...] which it had previously not received from the sea-travelers and which con  rmed by 

 rsthand observations many of the statements made earlier by Marco Polo and the writers of antiquity” (Lach, I. i. ). 

“Varthema was a real traveller. His reports on the social and political conditions of the various lands he visited are reliable 

as being gathered from personal contact with places and peoples. His account of the overland trade is of great value in 

that we are made to see it before it had begun to give way to the all-seas route. He even heard of a southern continent 

and of a region of intense cold and very short days, being the  rst European probably after Marco Polo to bring back 

the rumor of Terra Australis” (Cox I, ).

Bound with this work are  ve other th century imprints.

I: VD , ZV . BM-STC . IA . (includes copies in BSB Munich and Wolfenbüttel). Benzing (Strasbourg) . Schmidt (Knobloch) 
. Ritter (IV)  & . Muller , . Kristeller . Paulitschke . Ibrahim-Hilmy II, . Röhricht . Cf. exhibition cat. “Hajj –  e 
Journey  rough Art” (Doha, ), p.  ( Dutch ed. only). Macro, Bibliography of the Arabian Peninsula,  (other editions only).









 e  rst recorded visit of a Westerner to Mecca:
the second original edition, second issue

.  VA RT HE M A , Lodovico di. Itinerario de Ludovico de Verthema Bolognese ne lo Egypto ne la 
Suria ne la Arabia Deserta & Felice ne la Persia ne la India, & ne la Ethiopia. La fede el vivere & costumi 
de tutte le prefate provincie.

Milan, Giovanni Angelo Scinzenzeler, ( April ). Octavo ( ×  mm). XLII ff . (A–E, F). Large 
woodcut on title with decorative woodcut border, putti above and below (Sander  and pl. ). Roman 
letter, numerous  oriated white on black woodcut initials. Modern calf bound to style: covers with con-
centric frames in blind  llets, gilt  eurons at outer corners, central lozenge in gilt. Spine with  ve raised 
bands, lettered in gilt. Marbled endpapers. All edges gilt.  ,

Second original Italian edition, second issue of Ludovico di Varthema’s famous travels to Arabia, Persia, and India: 

the highly important and adventurous narrative containing the  rst printed eyewitness account of any place in today’s 

United Arab Emirates. On his return journey from Mecca (which he was the  rst Westerner to describe), Varthema 

visited Ras al-Khaimah (“Giulfar”) and portrayed the city as “most excellent and abounding in everything”, with “a 

good seaport”, and whose inhabitants are “all Muslims”. While Montalboddo’s famous anthology of discoveries, printed 

in , contained the  rst printed reference to the Arabian Gulf region, it was Varthema’s work, published only three 

years later, that off ered the  rst actual report from the region by a Western traveller who had visited the coast. All early 

editions of Varthema’s “Itinerario” are exceedingly rare (even the  Hajj exhibition at the MIA, Doha, only featured 

the  reprint; cf. below).

Varthema, a gentleman adventurer and soldier from Bologna, left Venice at the end of . In  he reached 

Alexandria and ascended the Nile to Cairo, continuing to Beirut, Tripoli, Aleppo and Damascus, where, adopting Islam 

and taking the name of Yunas, he joined a Mameluke escort of a Hajj caravan and began the pilgrimage to Mecca. 

Varthema was amazed by what he observed: “Truly I never saw so many people collected in one spot as during the twenty 

days I remained there”, he begins, and arriving at the Great Mosque, continues, “it would not be possible to describe 

the sweetness and the fragrances which are smelt within this temple.”  anks to his knowledge of Arabic and Islam, 

Varthema was able to appreciate the local culture of the places he visited. Impressed and fascinated, he describes not 

only rites and rituals, but also social, geographical, and day-to-day details. “I determined, personally, and with my own 

eyes”, he declares in the prefatory dedication, “to ascertain the situation of places, the qualities of peoples [...] of Egypt, 

Syria, Arabia Deserta and Felix, Persia, India, and Ethiopia, remembering well that the testimony of one eye-witness 

is worth more than ten hear-says.” His good fortune did not continue unabated, however: after embarking at Jidda 

and sailing to Aden, he was denounced as a Christian spy and imprisoned. He secured his release and proceeded on 

an extensive tour of southwest Arabia. Stopping in Sanaa and Zebid as well as a number of smaller cities, he describes 

the people, the markets and trade, the kind of fruits and animals that are plentiful in the vicinity, and any historical or 

cultural information he deems noteworthy. Returning to Aden, and after a brief stop in Ethiopia, he set sail for India. 

In addition to visiting Persia, Varthema explored the coasts of Malabar and Coromandel, including a stay at Calicut at 

the beginning of . He also purports to have made extensive travels around the Malay peninsula and the Moluccas. 

Returning to Calicut in August , he took employment with the Portuguese at Cochin and, in , made his way 

back to Europe via the Cape of Good Hope.

First published in , Varthema’s account became an immediate bestseller. In addition to his fascinating account of 

Egypt, Syria, the Arabian Peninsula, and the holy Muslim cities, “Varthema brought into European literature an appre-

ciation of the areas east of India [...] which it had previously not received from the sea-travelers and which con  rmed by 

 rsthand observations many of the statements made earlier by Marco Polo and the writers of antiquity” (Lach, I. i. ). 

“Varthema was a real traveller. His reports on the social and political conditions of the various lands he visited are reliable 

as being gathered from personal contact with places and peoples. His account of the overland trade is of great value in 

that we are made to see it before it had begun to give way to the all-seas route. He even heard of a southern continent 

and of a region of intense cold and very short days, being the  rst European probably after Marco Polo to bring back 

the rumor of Terra Australis” (Cox I, ).

 e  ne title woodcut shows Varthema seated on a bench in front of a building, writing on a globe, behind him a set 

of dividers; in the background a landscape with a ship at sea and a castle. th-century collection shelfmark to title page. 

A very clean, appealingly bound copy; a few minor traces of worming have been professionally repaired. Rare; only four 

copies in international auction records. OCLC lists  ve copies only (Yale, Trinity College Hartford, NYPL, BL, BnF).

Cf. exhibition cat. “Hajj –  e Journey  rough Art” (Doha, ), p.  ( Dutch ed. only). BM-STC . Blackmer . Gay . Röhricht 
. Cordier Indosinica I, . BM :  (). Boies Penrose, pp. –. OCLC . Cf. Macro, Bibliography of the Arabian Peninsula,  
(other editions only). Carter, Robert A. Sea of Pearls, p.  ( edition). Not in the Atabey collection. Not in Adams.









 e  rst non-Muslim account of a visit to Mecca:
an excellent, entirely complete copy with  ne provenance

.  VA RT H E M A, Lodovico di.  e Navigation and v[o]yages of Lewes Vertomannus, Gentelman 
of the citie of Rome, to the regions of Arabia, Egypte, Persia, Syria, Ethiopia, and East India, both within 
and without the ryver of Ganges, etc. In the yeere of our Lorde . Conteynyng many notable and 
straunge thinges, both hystoricall and naturall. Translated out of Latine into Engylshe, by Richarde Eden).

London, Richard Jugge, . to. (), , () ff . With historiated woodcut initials. Splendid modern 
full navy blue morocco, bands on spine with title showing faded gilt, covers double-ruled gilt. 
  ,

 e  rst English edition of Ludovico di Varthema’s famous travels to Arabia, Persia, and India: the highly important and 

adventurous narrative containing the  rst printed eyewitness account of any place in today’s United Arab Emirates. On his 

return journey from Mecca (which he was the  rst Westerner to describe), Varthema visited Ras al-Khaimah (“Giulfar”) 

and portrayed the city as “most excellent and abounding in everything”, with “a good seaport”, and whose inhabitants 

are “all Muslims”. While Montalboddo’s famous anthology of discoveries, printed in , contained the  rst printed 

reference to the Arabian Gulf region, it was Varthema’s work, published only three years later, that off ered the  rst actual 

report from the region by a Western traveller who had visited the coast. All early editions of Varthema’s “Itinerario” are 

exceedingly rare (even the  Hajj exhibition at the MIA, Doha, only featured the  reprint; cf. below).

Varthema, a gentleman adventurer and soldier from Bologna, left Venice at the end of . In  he reached 

Alexandria and ascended the Nile to Cairo, continuing to Beirut, Tripoli, Aleppo and Damascus, where, adopting Islam 

and taking the name of Yunas, he joined a Mameluke escort of a Hajj caravan and began the pilgrimage to Mecca. 

Varthema was amazed by what he observed: “Truly I never saw so many people collected in one spot as during the twenty 

days I remained there”, he begins, and arriving at the Great Mosque, continues, “it would not be possible to describe 

the sweetness and the fragrances which are smelt within this temple.”  anks to his knowledge of Arabic and Islam, 

Varthema was able to appreciate the local culture of the places he visited. Impressed and fascinated, he describes not 

only rites and rituals, but also social, geographical, and day-to-day details. “I determined, personally, and with my own 

eyes”, he declares in the prefatory dedication, “to ascertain the situation of places, the qualities of peoples [...] of Egypt, 

Syria, Arabia Deserta and Felix, Persia, India, and Ethiopia, remembering well that the testimony of one eye-witness 

is worth more than ten hear-says.” His good fortune did not continue unabated, however: after embarking at Jeddah 

and sailing to Aden, he was denounced as a Christian spy and imprisoned. He secured his release and proceeded on 

an extensive tour of southwest Arabia. Stopping in Sanaa and Zebid as well as a number of smaller cities, he describes 

the people, the markets and trade, the kind of fruits and animals that are plentiful in the vicinity, and any historical or 

cultural information deemed noteworthy. Returning to Aden, and after a brief stop in Ethiopia, he set sail for India. 

In addition to visiting Persia, Varthema explored the coasts of Malabar and Coromandel, including a stay at Calicut at 

the beginning of . He also purports to have made extensive travels around the Malay peninsula and the Moluccas. 

Returning to Calicut in August , he took employment with the Portuguese at Cochin and, in , made his way 

back to Europe via the Cape of Good Hope.

First published in , Varthema’s account became an immediate bestseller. In addition to his fascinating account of 

Egypt, Syria, the Arabian Peninsula, and the holy Muslim cities, “Varthema brought into European literature an appre-

ciation of the areas east of India [...] which it had previously not received from the sea-travelers and which con  rmed by 

 rsthand observations many of the statements made earlier by Marco Polo and the writers of antiquity” (Lach, I. i. ). 

Sympathetically washed but not pressed; some minor repairs to title not aff ecting printed surface. Some remaining 

toning and staining in small areas of a few leaves. Generally a wide-margined and appealing copy.

Provenance: Acquired from Quaritch in  by Gregory S. Javitch (–), a Russian-born, Canadian leader in 

the land reclamation sector in Ontario. Javitch formed an important collection of , items entitled “Peoples of the 

New World”, encompassing both North and South America, which was acquired by the Bruce Peel Special Collections 

at the University of Alberta. It was considered the  nest such private collection in Canada at the time and formed the 

cornerstone of the library’s Special collections.  e present volume remained in Javitch’s private collection was acquired 

directly from his heirs.

Howgego M. Brunet I, . OCLC . LCCN -. Alden, European Americana /. Church . Streeter Sale . Arents . Borba 
de Moraes, p. . Hill . BM-STC . Sabin . Cordier, Japonica . Field . Cf. exhibition cat. “Hajj –  e Journey  rough Art” (Doha, 
), p.  ( Dutch ed. only). Macro, Bibliography of the Arabian Peninsula, f. (other editions only). Not in the Atabey or Blackmer collections.









Voyage to the Holy Land in , with sections on Arabia

.  SA L IGN I ACO, Bartholomeus de. Itinerarij Terre Sancte: inibique sacrorum locorum: ac rerum 
clarissima descriptio: omnibus sacre scripture tractatoribus utilissima: peramena auditoribus. 

Lyon, Gilbertus de Villiers, . vo. , (), ( blank) ff . With woodcut coat of arms of Cardinal Jean de 
Guise of Lorraine on the title-page, a full-page woodcut of the cruci  xion,  small woodcuts of Christ’s 
passion in the text, and small woodcut initials throughout. th century red morocco, gold-tooled spine, 
boards and board edges, and richly gold-tooled turn-ins, gilt edges.  ,

First edition of an account of the Holy Land, written by Bartholomeus de Saligniaco.

In  Saligniaco travelled to Jerusalem, starting his voyage in Venice and travelling to Corsica, Cyprus and Joppa 

(Jaff a), also mentioning Rhodes. He describes Arabia, the cities Mecca and Petra, the Red Sea, and the customs of the 

Arabs. Saligniaco gives a very extensive description of Jerusalem, visiting religious sites, churches, sanctuaries, crypts, 

relics, etc., mentioning the diff erent peoples, religions and religious orders..

With a water stain in the lower margin of the  rst three leaves, occasionally a marginal stain, leaf  slightly damaged 

at the gutter causing minor text loss. Provenance: from the library of Fairfax Murray. A very good copy.

Baudrier XII, ; Davies, French  (this copy); USTC ; Yerasimos .









One of the very few travel books from the Aldine press

.  M A N U Z IO, Antonio, ed.]. Viaggi fatti da Vinetia, alla Tana, in Persia, in India, et in 
Costantinopoli: con la descrittione particolare di città, luoghi, siti, costumi, & della porta del gran 
Turco: & di tutte le intrate, spese, & modo di governo suo, & della ultima impresa contra Portoghesi.

Venice, sons of Aldus Manutius, . vo.  ff . (without  nal leaf, blank except for anchor on verso). 
Aldine anchor device on title page. th-century English polished calf.  ,

Second edition (  rst published in ) of this collection of Venetian voyages to the Near and Middle East, edited by 

Antonio Manuzio, son of Aldus. “Tana was the name which the Genoese gave to their factory at Azov at the mouth 

of the river Don.  is volume contains voyages by Giosafat Barbaro (Tana in , Persia ), Ambrogio Contarini 

(Persia –), and Luigi Roncinotto (Ethiopia , Persia and India in ). It also includes Benedetto Ramberti’s 

account of the Turkish Sultan’s campaign against the Portuguese settlement of Diu in northern India in ” (Atabey). 

“ is appears to be one of the very few travel books from the Aldine press” (Blackmer).

Extremities rubbed and bumped, short cracks in joints. Light dampstain to  rst few leaves. Contemp. ink ownership 

to title page, further ownership trimmed away at lower edge (remargined without loss); further contemp. ownership 

“Gioseppe Custodi” under the colophon. Modern ownership inscription “J. W. S. M. / Caius. / Cambridge. / Jan. ” 

on front pastedown – very likely the Caius-educated English entomologist John William Scott Mac  e (–). Later 

himself a traveller to the East, he served as director of the Medical Research Institute in Accra between  and , 

having undertaken the same responsibilities in an acting capacity at Lagos in .

Adams V . Blackmer . Göllner . Renouard  (noting that of the two editions the present is “bien mieux imprimée”). Cf. Atabey  
(  rst edition).









One of the earliest editions of the Cosmographia

.  M Ü NSTER, Sebastian. Cosmographiae universalis lib. VI.

(Basel, Heinrich Petri, September ). Folio. (), , () pp. With woodcut printer’s device on the  nal 
leaf by Urs Graf,  double-page maps as well as  double-page views and approximately  woodcuts 
in the text. Modern vellum.  ,

A very early edition of Münster’s monumental work.  e Cosmographia by Sebastian Münster (–), a German 

cartographer and cosmographer, was one of the most successful and popular books of the th century. It passed through 

 editions in  years, and was most important in reviving geography in th-century Europe, being the most valued 

of all cosmographies.

In very good condition, with some very slight overall discoloration; map of the Americas shows unobtrusive rust mark.

VD , M . Burmeister . Hantzsch .. BM-STC German . Adams M . Sabin . Borba de Moraes II, . BNHCat M . 
Brunet III, . Graesse IV, .









 e latest and by far the best edition of the Cosmographia, with  new maps

.  M Ü NSTE R, Sebastian. Cosmographia, das ist: Beschreibung der gantzen Welt [...].

Basel, (Sebastian Henricpetri), . Folio ( ×  mm). Engr. allegorical title (with a portrait of 
Sebastian Münster within a cartouche at the bottom by Mathäus Merian), (), , () pp. Title-page 
printed in red and black. With  double-page woodcut maps, woodcut portrait of Münster on verso of 
title-page,  double-page woodcut maps, plans and views, and about  smaller woodcut illustrations of 
maps, plans, views, plants, animals, monsters, etc. in the text (including repeats). Contemporary vellum. 
All edges red.  ,

A  ne, tall, and very clean example of the  nal, largest and most important edition of Münster’s monumental work. 

 e “Cosmographia” by Sebastian Münster (–), a German cartographer and cosmographer, was one of the most 

successful and popular books of the th century.  e most highly valued of all cosmographies, it passed through  

editions in  years and was of paramount importance for the revival of geography in th-century Europe.  e present 

copy is of the last German edition, the best and most extensive one. It contains the newly cut woodblocks by Sebastian 

Petri in the “copperplate style” after the corresponding maps in the pre- editions of Ortelius’s “ eatrum”.  is 

includes the famous map of Sumatra with the inset of an elephant that had been moved from the map of Ceylon in the 

 edition, as opinion shifted to make Sumatra the preferred candidate for the island of “Taprobana”. Furthermore, 

 other maps and plans were published here for the  rst time.  e famous map of Europe in the form of a queen (after 

Bucius ) appears on the verso of fol. E.

In very good condition, with remargined paper (and some text) loss to the last leaf but one of the index at the end 

(but supplied with a replacement from a smaller copy of the  edition).  e best and most extended edition of the 

Cosmographia. Provenance: removed from the library of Ericsberg Castle near Katrineholm, Sweden, built for the 

Swedish statesman Erik Karlsson Gyllenstierna (–), in the s (two engraved views of the castle, from Dahlberg’s 

“Suecia antiqua et hodierna”, are laid in; several annotations in Swedish on the pastedowns).

Burmeister . Nordenskiöld collection , . Sabin . Cf. Wessel, Von einem, der daheim blieb (Frankfurt, ); facsimile of this edition 
with introduction ().









Lodovico Varthema, Vasco da Gama, and Duarte Barbosa on the Arabian Gulf

.  R A MUSIO, Giovanni Battista. Delle navigationi et viaggi in molti luoghi corretta, et ampliata, 
nella quale si contengono la descrittione dell’ Africa, & del paese del Prete Ianni, con varii viaggi, dalla 
citta di Lisbona, & dal Mar Rosso à Calicut, & in  n’ all’ isole Molucche, dove nascono le spetierie, et 
la navigatione attorno il mondo.

Venice, heredi di Lucantonio Giunti, –.  parts in  folio volumes ( ×  mm). (), ,  ff . 
,  ff . , ,  (not ) ff . With a total of  engravings in the text ( full-page) and  double-page 
maps and plans ( full-page). th-c. full brown morocco, double-gilt  llet on the covers, spine ribbed 
and decorated with gilt  eurons, mottled edges. Stored in custom-made calf-edged slipcases.  ,

Perfectly complete copy of this superb collection of travels, composed of the  rst edition of the rd part and the second 

edition of the st and nd part.  e second edition, widely enlarged, of the st part, is the  rst and only one to present 

the  double-page maps representing Africa and India that had not been printed in the  rst edition of , and which 

would not be reprinted in the rd edition of  since the wood plates of these  maps had been destroyed in the  re 

that ravaged Giunti’s workshop in .

“ is work, which served as a model to Hakluyt, was the  rst systematical collection of voyages that had so far 

appeared [...] It [...] is carefully and intelligently done” (Cox). “All authors are unanimous of their praise of Ramusio’s 

choice of published narratives. Locke, the English philosopher, states that it is ‘the most perfect work of that nature in 

any language’. Harrisse writes, ‘ e publication of Ramusio’s “Raccolta” may be said to open an era in the literary history 

of Voyage and Navigation. Instead of accounts carelessly copied and translated from previous collections, perpetuating 

errors and anachronisms, we  nd in this valuable work original narratives which betray the hand of a scholar of great 

critical acumen’” (Borba de M.).  e  rst volume, mainly dedicated to Africa and South Asia, happily includes several 

travel reports of the utmost importance for the exploration of the Arabian Peninsula and the Gulf region. Lodovico 

Varthema’s travel report, famous for detailing the  rst recorded visit of a Westerner to Mecca, indeed the  rst western 

encounter with the Arab world, contains accounts of the holy cities of as well as of the port of Jeddah, information on 

Bedouin life and costume, etc. (ff . –).

 e account of Vasco da Gama’s voyage to India is comparable in importance only to Columbus’s in the west, as it 

“opened the way for the maritime invasion of the East by Europe” (PMM ). Da Gama’s pioneering sea voyage ranks 

amongst the greatest historic events of the second millennium and as “one of the de  ning moments in the history of 

exploration” (BBC History, online). It is also considered the turning point in the political history of the Arabian Gulf 

region, followed as it was by a prolonged period of East-West commerce, conquest and con  ict. Critically, the excerpt here 

published includes details on “una isola [i. e., Julfar] verso il colfo Persico dove altro non si fa che pescar perle” (I, f. ).

Duarte Barbosa’s report includes accounts of Mecca and Medina (f. ), the ports of Jeddah (ibid.) and Aden (f. 

), the Arab kingdom of Hormuz (ff . –), Julfar and the islands in the Arabian Gulf (f. , with reference to 

pearl-diving), etc. Also, we  nd the very early and highly in  uential, albeit imprecise data on the Kuwait region: place 

names such as Lorom, Gostaque, Bacido, Conga, Menahaon (p. ) etc. which Slot discusses at some length: “Much of 

the toponymic information in the Kuwait region on the maps from the Gastaldi group is based on an erroneous inter-

pretation of Duarte Barbosa’s text. From this text come the strange names of places in the area of Kuwait like Costaqui 

(Kuhistaq) which should in fact be placed on the other side of the Gulf [...] Loron [...] might be an error for the Karun 

River which is on the Persian side just east of the Shatt al-Arab.  en follows inside the inlet of the Gulf of Kuwait the 

name Manahon.  en follows around this ‘Gulf of Kuwait’ three names which are cased by erroneous plotting [...]: 

Congo (Bandar Kong), Costaqui (Kuhistaq) and Bacido (Basaidu) with the off shore island of Queximi (Qism).  ese 

are names taken from [...] Duarte Barbosa’s book and erroneously plotted on this coast” (Origins of Kuwait, p. ). 

 e volume also includes a set of three woodcut maps by Gastaldi: the  rst showing Africa, the second showing the 

Indian subcontinent, the Strait of Hormuz, the Eastern half of the Gulf, and the Indian Ocean, while the third shows 

Southeast Asia and the East Indies.  ese were a great advance on earlier maps, including even Gastaldi’s own, taking 

into account new information provided by Portuguese explorers. Many of the topographic names in the Gulf region 

derive from the forms used by these navigators and can be identi  ed, sometimes tentatively, from their place on the  rst 

two of these maps and from the early accounts of the voyages: “Cor. Dulfar” (Dhofar), the island “Macira” (Masirah), 

“C. Resalgate” (Ras al Had?), “Galatia” (the ancient site Qalhat), “Mazcate” (Muscat), the island “Quexumo” (Qeshm), 

“Ormus” (Hormuz), and there is even an unlabelled city close to the present-day Abu Dhabi.

Occasional handwritten ink notes. Waterstain on the lower part of vol. , ff . –; some browned leaves; otherwise 

 ne, a washed copy. Provenance: Professor Eva G. R. Taylor (–), historian of science and the  rst woman to 

hold an academic chair of geography in the UK, presented to Birkbeck College, University of London (bookplate) and 

sold through Sotheby’s in .

Sabin , , . Harrisse . Church . Borba de Moraes² f. Bosch . Cox I, . Cordier, BS . Fumagalli (Bibl. Etiopica) 
 (note). Gay . Adams R , , . Brunet IV, f. Slot,  e Origins of Kuwait (), p.  & .









First Latin edition of the African geography by
Hasan ben Muhamed el-Wazzan-ez-Zayyati (–)

.  L EO A F R IC A N US, Johannes. De totius Africae descriptione, libri. IX.

Antwerp, Johannes de Laet, . vo. (), , ( blank) ff . With De Laet’s woodcut oval printer’s device 
with the motto “spes alit agricolas” on title-page. Tanned sheepskin (?), gold-tooled  at spine, each 
board with blind-tooled coat of arms, red sprinkled edges, manuscript lable with press mark on spine. 
  ,

First Latin edition of a justly celebrated work on African geography by the Islamic scholar Hasan ben Muhamed el-Wa-

zzan-ez-Zayyati (–), better known under his Latin name Johannes Leo Africanus. His work long remained the 

principal source of information on the geography of Africa in general and the Sudan in particular.

Title-page slightly dirty and the prilims and last leaves with a faint waterstain. Spine slightly damaged and most of the 

tooling gone, front hinge reinforced, but otherwise in good condition. Provenance:  owner’s inscription on  yleaf 

(name struck through), two owner’s entries on title-page (one struck through and another repeated on the back of the 

title-page), library stamp of St. Patrick’s College, Maynooth, on title-page and last page.

Adams L; Belg. Typ. ; Gay ; Machiels L; South African Bibliography III, p. ; USTC .









Constantinople in 

.  POST EL , Guillaume. De la Republique des Turcs: & La ou l’occasion s’off era, des meures, & Loy 
de Tous Muhamedistes [Histoire et Consideration de l’origine, loy, et Coustumes Des Tartares, Persiens, 
Arabes, Turcs & Toutes Autes Ismaelites ou Muhamediques.... La Tiere Partie des Orientales Histoires].

Poitiers, Enguibert de Marnef, .  ree parts in one volume. to.  ×  mm. Woodcut device on 
general and parts titles. Early blindstamped calf, rebacked and refurbished retaining most of original 
spine.   ,

First edition, second issue. Guillaume Postel travelled to Constantinople in  as offi  cial interpreter to the embassy of 

Jean de La Fort to the Turkish sultan, Suleiman the Magni  cent. He returned there in , and was also the author of 

the  rst Arabic grammar in French. “His work is not so much a descriptive account of his travels as a compendium of 

information gleaned while traveling and from other sources.  e third book, ‘La Tierce Partie des Orientales Histoires’, 

furnished an usually complete and accurate picture fo the governing system of the Ottoman Empire” (Blackmer).

Without  nal blank ff ,  single wormholes in lower margin of opening few leaves, small repair at inner lower corner 

of opening  leaves, early ownership inscription on  rst title.

Cf. Adams P . Atabey . Blackmer .









Diplomatic account of Constantinople under Suleiman the Magni  cent

.  T R E V IS A N, Domenico, Venetian bailo in Istanbul (  . mid-th century). Relazione 
dell’Impero Ottomano].

Northern Italy, probably /s. Folio ( ×  mm). Italian ms. on paper (incipit “S’io mi per-
suadessi”; explicit “debbo servir per sempre alla patria mia. Dixi”).  pp.,  nal blank leaf. Modern 
unsophisticated paper wrappers.  ,

Near-contemporary manuscript copy of the  relation to the Doge of Venice, by Domenico Trevisan, the returning 

bailo (resident ambassador) to Constantinople, about the Ottoman Empire and the duration of his station there. Much 

in the manner of present-day diplomatic cables and station reports, Trevisan gives an account of the ruling dynasty and 

the background of the various living or recently deceased family members to be reckoned with. He discusses the structure 

and hierarchy of the Ottoman administration, relations with foreign powers, events of foreign policy such as the ongoing 

Ottoman-Habsburg wars in Hungary, the weaponry of the army and navy (providing many new and vital details on the 

strength of the Ottoman galleys and their armaments, at a time when the Spanish-Italian  eet of Charles V under the 

command of Andrea Doria was suff ering a series of successive defeats against the Turks), the tributes exacted from the 

various provinces of the Empire (departing in some details from the  gures given by Alberi’s edition), etc.

“ e bailo’s appointment usually lasted two years [... He] was obliged to send Venice information not only about 

politics and colonial aff airs but also about the prices and quantity of the goods sold in local markets. A bailo was more 

important than a consul [...]  e bailo in Istanbul began to deal more and more with the highest Ottoman authorities, 

even if extraordinary ambassadors or lower-ranking diplomatic envoys were also assigned to the city. When a bailo came 

back to Venice he had to deliver a detailed report or country study (Relazione).  e offi  ce of bailo in Istanbul was usually 

much desired by Venetian noblemen because it was the only important position abroad that was pro  table, not expensive. 

It was given to experienced diplomats who often went on to become doges” (Encyclopedia of the Ottoman Empire, p. ).

Well preserved. Some browning and ink bleeding to other side of leaf, but in all well legible. Other manuscript copies 

of the same relation are known in the Bibliothèque nationale de France and the Bertoliana in Vicenza.

Watermark: circle with star; counter-mark: clover and letters SF (or ST?). Briquet lists very similar examples in his  rst 

volume under nos.  and  (the  rst, a specimen in the Venetian state archives, dated Vicenza, , with similar 

examples from Graz [], Vicenza [], Salo [] and Udine [–]; the other, a specimen in the Venetian state 

archives, dated Salo, –). Piccard Online shows similar specimens from the Tyrolean State Archive dating from 

Vienna,  (AT-PO-) and Innsbruck (as early as : PO-).

E. Alberi, Relazioni degli Ambasciatori Veneti al Senato, ser. III, vol. I (), pp. –.









th century Sammelband of two rare pilgrimages to the Holy Land

.  TUCHER, Hans. Gründtlicher und Eigentlicher Bericht der Meerfart [...] gen Venedig, Jerusalem, 
zu S. Katharinen Berg, Sinay, Alexandria, un[d] wider gen Nürnberg gethan, was wunders er zu Wasser 
und Land, und was sich die Bilger in dem heyligen Landt, auch in der Wüsten biß zum Roten Meer, 
leyden müssen, erfaren hat […]. Frankfurt, Georg Rab & Weygand Han, . to. , () ff .

(Bound with) II: FA BR I, Felix. Eigentliche beschreibung der hin unnd wider farth zu dem Heyligen 
Landt gen Jerusalem, und furter durch die grosse Wüsteney zu dem Heiligen Berge Horeb Sinay, darauß 
zuvernemen was wunders die Pilgrin hin und wider auff  Land und wasser zu erfahren und zu besehen 
haben. [Frankfurt, David Zöpfel], . , () ff . With a title woodcut depicting a pilgrim with two 
camels. Contemporary blindstamped leather over wooden boards.  ,

I: A  ne Renaissance edition of Tucher’s pilgrimage to the Holy Land, undertaken in – and  rst published by 

Schönsberger in Augsburg in . Tucher (–) was a wealthy Nuremberg merchant who moved in humanistic 

circles; “his travel report is remarkable in several respects: geographically, because it provides a diff erent, non-traditional 

route from Jerusalem to Mt. Sinai. Tucher departed from Gaza like Breydenbach, Count Solms, and Felix Fabri in 

, and seems to have crossed the Tih by the pass el-Mureikhy (which he calls ‘Roackie’). But Tucher’s stations in the 

desert denote a diff erent route and are even more diffi  cult to reconcile with the known localities. In historical respect, 

Tucher’s account is remarkable for abstaining largely from the fabulous and for revealing a sense of factual reporting, 

even though much space is given to miraculous episodes, as might be expected from a text of this genre and age. Finally, 

it is of linguistic interest” (ADB).

II: Editio princeps of Fabri’s pilgrimage account. Felix Fabri, a native of Zurich and a Dominican preacher at Ulm, 

describes his two pilgrimages made to the Holy Land, the  rst in , as chaplain to Georg von Stein, and the second 

in – as chaplain to Johannes Truchsess von Waldburg, as part of the same party as Breydenbach.

Title-page of Tucher frayed. Some light staining throughout. Worldcat lists  copies of Tucher in the US, and  copies 

of Fabri. Not a single copy of Tucher in auction records; a copy of Fabri in a modern binding commanded  at 

Sotheby’s in .

I: VD , T . Röhricht . ADB XXXVIII, .

II: VD , F . Röhricht  (“Ulm”).









 e  traditional Ptolemaic maps, enriched with  new ones,
including two maps of the Arabian Peninsula

.  PTOLEM A EUS, Claudius. La geogra  a di Claudio Tolomeo Alessandrino, nuovamente tradotta 
di Greco in Italiano, da Girolamo Ruscelli, con espositioni del medesimo [...].

Venice, Vincenzo Valgrisi, . to.  parts in one vol. (), , (), () pp. (=  double-page maps of 
the ancient world); (), () pp. (=  double-page maps of the modern world); , () pp. A total of  
double-page engraved maps. Contemporary limp vellum with hand-lettered blue spine label; wants ties.
  ,

First edition of Girolamo Ruscelli’s Italian translation of Ptolemy’s “Geography”: “a new and important edition in Italian, 

with a new series of maps” (Stevens). Apart from the  traditional Ptolemaic maps, this edition boasts  new ones, 

including three maps of the world, showing the earth according to the description of Ptolemy (“tutta la terra conosciuta 

 n’ à tempi di Tolomeo”) and as it was viewed after the discovery of America (“Tavola universal nuova”, in two hemi-

spheres – “the  rst time that such a representation had been used in an atlas”, Shirley ), with a separate navigation map 

(“carta marina nuova tavola”). Among the “new” maps, the most remarkable ones are those of India, South-East Asia 

and of America, off ering some of the earliest depictions of the newly-discovered continent; other maps include Arabia, 

Asia Minor, Greece, Italy, Germany, France, Spain, and North and South Africa. Ten of the old Ptolemaic series show 

Europe, four show Africa, and twelve Asia. Most of the maps are based on the Gastaldi maps from the  Venice edition 

made by Giulio and Livio Sanuto, but maps not found there include Scandinavia (after Jacob Ziegler, ); Brasil (after 

Ramusio); the Arctic regions; South Africa; and the navigational chart of the World (Shirley ).

Title-page a little stained and remargined in the lower corner. A few insigni  cant lower edge  aws to the  rst quires. 

Printed on strong paper, all maps in stark, excellent impressions. A  ne copy in its  rst binding.

Edit , CNCE . BM-STC Italian . Adams P . Shirley f. Alden/Landis /. Burden –. Norderskiöld Collection :. 
Stevens p. . Phillips (Atlases) . Le Gear . Sabin .









Eyewitness account of a th century diplomatic mission to the Ottoman court, 
illustrated with  watercolours

.  BR A ECK L E , Jacques de. Memoires du voiage de Constantinople de Jacques de Bracle seigneur 
de Bassecourt. Manuscrit du XVIe siècle.

No place, ca. . to ( ×  mm). French manuscript on paper.  ff . Flemish Bastarda in black 
ink,  lines. Bound with  strictly contemporary specimens of Turkish marbled paper, a series of  
watercolours, heightened in gilt and two extensive, early th century manuscript additions (complete 
transcript of the the travelogue and a biography of the author). Slightly later vellum with ms. title. 
  ,

Unique, fascinating and unpublished manuscript containing the account of a diplomatic journey to the Ottoman Empire 

in . Braeckle (–), a Flemish physician, “assisted Charles Rym Baron de Bellem, Ambassador of Maximilian II 

in Constantinople, probably as a secretary. He wrote an account of his journey, which contains interesting details about 

the places he visited, the manners and customs of the inhabitants, incidents, etc.” (Aug. Vander Meersch, in: Belgian 

National Biography II, ). Leaving Prague on  March , the mission passed through Vienna and then Hungary 

and Czechoslovakia before entering Ottoman territory, visiting the mosques and caravanserais of Sokollu Mehmed Pasha 

(c. –), Grand Vizier of Sultan Selim II (–) who ruled the Turks at the time of Rym’s and Braeckle’s journey. 

 eir stay in Constantinople lasted from  May to  August , permitting the author to describe several monuments 

and works of art. During the journey back they travelled through Bulgaria, Serbia (they were held in Belgrade for nearly 

a month), and Hungary.  e mission ended with their return to Germany on  October . Jacques de Braeckle died 

shortly afterwards, in .

 e ms. is accompanied by a beautiful set of  original watercolours heightened in gilt. Showing Turkish people 

in traditional costumes, such illustrations were usually fashioned for sale to travellers in Constantinople or passed on 

to western merchants. However, as the present set includes the caravanserai of the diplomatic legation, it is extremely 

likely that these were created with the sole purpose of illustrating the diplomatic mission of Charles Rym, described 

within the present manuscript.  e  gures are captioned next to the subjects (th century Italian script in black ink), 

indicating that the legends were recorded after the plates were collated and sewn together, or that they were included 

in books before insertion into the present volume. Among the illustrations are the caravanserai of the ambassadors to 

Constantinople, Sultan Selim II, the Mufti, costumes of Ottoman dignitaries and the military, a Persian, a Moor of 

Barbary, a lady in burqa, a Bulgarian, a giraff e, etc.  e author of the Italian captions may have been the ambassador 

Edoardo Provisionali: he was responsible for several diplomatic missions and is known to have appreciated the Ottoman 

culture; furthermore, de Braeckle left Constantinople in his company (cf. Yerasimos).  e manuscript is also bound 

with  remarkable specimens of th c. Turkish paper (title in French in pen on the  rst sheet: “papier de Turquie”). 

At the beginning of the volume is a transcription, calligraphed in an elegant French cursive of the early th century ( 

unnumbered ff ., black ink,  lines per page).  e volume ends with a short biography of the author ( pp., black ink, 

with the arms of de Braeckle). Yerasimos provides a detailed chronology of the journey, listing the major cities visited as 

well as monuments and curiosities noted by the travellers.

Only three manuscript copies of the present travelogue are recorded, mostly restricted to family use: two copies are in 

the National Archives of Belgium in Brussels (Fonds  Lalang, f., cf. Yerasimos); a third copy is bound in a miscellany 

and kept at the communal Archives of Ghent.

Binding rubbed, spine detached, in excellent condition internally.

Stéphane Yerasimos, Les Voyageurs dans l’Empire Ottoman (XIVe–XVIe siècles), Ankara, , pp. f. Not in Blackmer or Atabey.









Complete with the frequently missing third volume

.  M A R MOL C A R AVAJA L , Luis del. Primera parte (Libro tercero y secundo volumen dela 
primera parte / Segunda parte y libro septimo) de la descripcion general de Aff rica, con todos los successos 
de guerras que a avido entro los in  eles, y el pueblo Christiano, y entre ellos mesmos desde que Mahoma 
inve[n]to su secta, hasta el año del señor mil y quinientos y setenta y uno.

Granada & Malaga, Rene Rabut & Juan Rene, –. Small folio ( ×  mm).  vols. (), , 
() ff . (),  (but: ), () ff . (), CXVII ff . th century full calf with giltstamped spine (but spine of 
rd volume rebacked). Marbled endpapers.  ,

Extremely rare  rst edition of this important th century description of Muslim Africa, complete with the frequently 

missing third volume, printed at Malaga. “Ouvrage toujours fort recherché” (Brunet). A native of Granada, Luis 

Marmol Carvajal (–) took part in the  Tunis campaign of King Charles V against the Ottoman Empire’s 

Mediterranean forces. He was taken prisoner and spent more than  years in North Africa, including seven or eight 

years as a captive in Morocco, Fez and Tunis, where he learned Arabic. In his work, he gives an historical account of 

Christian-Muslim con  ict, as well as of inter-Muslim strife, from the time of Muhammad until , when Pope Pius 

V created the “Holy League” to drive Ottoman forces from the eastern Mediterranean. However, Marmol discusses 

not only military aspects, but also and more speci  cally Muslim North Africa, the Moorish militias, institutions, and 

customs, paying particular attention to Spanish commercial interests in these territories. He provides descriptions of 

many Maghreb cities as well of their various sieges and sacks by the Spanish, Portuguese, Genoese, and the Ottomans.

Corners slightly bumped; the  rst sheets of the third volume have been washed and pressed. A good copy splendidly 

rebound in the th century, with  ne provenance: from the library of the great Spanish historian Emilio Lafuente y 

Alcántara (–), with his signature in vols.  and . Later in the library of Feliciano Ramirez de Arellano, Marqués 

de la Fuensanta del Valle (–), founder of the Society of Spanish Libraries, with his armorial bookplate to all past-

edowns; additional bookplate of the bibliographer Antonio Moreno Martin of Almería (d. ) to the third volume. 

Auction records list only two appearances of the present work, both copies lacking the third volume (present here).

Ibrahim-Hilmy II, . Brunet III, f. Heredia . Palau ., . & .. Salvá . For Acuña cf. Ticknor, History of Spanish 
Literature I, ; S. Cory, Reviving the Islamic Caliphate in Early Modern Morocco, p. ; D.  omas, Christian-Muslim Relations. A Bibliographical 
History VI, .









Fine Ottoman costume watercolours, with distinguished provenance

.  CO S T U M E DR AW I NG S .  An album of eight  ne watercolour drawings depicting the 
costumes of Constantinople and the Ottoman World.

Constantinople, later th century. to ( ×  mm).  watercolour drawings, some heightened with 
white or gold, captioned in German in a late th-c. hand, on  leaves and a further  blank leaves (for 
the watermark cf. Briquet : Nuremberg  or –). Contemporary limp vellum without ties. 
  ,

An album of eight splendid costume paintings, by a talented, unidenti  ed artist who may have been a member of 

the entourage of a German ambassador to the Porte.  e subjects in this collection are captioned: “Der Kriechen 

Patriarch” (the Greek Patriarch); “Der Türckisch Keiser” (the Turkish Sultan); “Der Türckisch Babst” (the Grand 

Mufti); “Türckische weiber wie sie p  egen auf der gaßen zu gehen” (Turkish women, as it is their wont to dress in the 

street); “Also sizen die Türckischen weiber” ( us sit the Turkish women); “Ein Epirotische frau wie sie in Iren Heusern 

zu Galata p  egen zu gehen” (a woman of Epirus, as they walk about in their houses in Galata); “Ein Kriegische fraw” 

(a Greek woman); and “Ein Armenerin” (an Armenian woman).

Great attention to both accuracy and details is shown: indeed, the suite may be related to another set of similar drawings 

in the Gennadius Library (A B), dated to about  (cf. Blackmer Cat.).  ere is also some resemblance in style 

and presentation to certain of the costume illustrations in Nicolas de Nicolay’s Navigations (, and later editions). 

Although Nicolay travelled in the Levant in the s and was long thought to have drawn his costume subjects from 

life, doubt has been cast on this view, and it is now generally considered that he drew his subjects from the work of other 

artists and illustrators.

A little light dust-soiling, binding with minor wear, soiling and wormholes. Provenance: from the collection of 

Ferdinand Sigismund Kress von Kressenstein (–), councilman of Nuremberg whose father signed the Peace 

of Westphalia treaty (his armorial bookplate on the front pastedown). Later in the library of Franz Joseph II, Prince of 

Liechtenstein (–), with his armorial bookplate on the  yleaf. Latterly in the collection of Henry Myron Blackmer 

II (–), with his bookplate to the pastedown, sold at Sotheby’s in  (Blackmer sale, lot ) and purchased by 

Herry W. Schaefer (–).

Blackmer  (with two illustrations: p.  and frontispiece facing p. ). Cf. Haydn Williams, “Additional printed sources for Ligozzi’s series of 
 gures of the Ottoman Empire”, in: Master Drawings, vol. , no.  [Summer ], pp. –; Metin And, Istanbul in the th century: the city, 

the palace, daily life (Istanbul, ).









 e  rst serious introduction to Turkish costume

.  N ICOL AY, Nicolas. Le navigationi et viaggi nella Turchia.

Antwerp, Willem Silvius, . vo. () pp.,  blank f.,  (but: ), () pp.,  nal blank f. With woodcut 
title border and  full-page costume woodcuts in the text. th-century vellum with ms. title to spine.
  ,

Rare  rst Italian edition, published in the same year and by the same printer as the second French one. “Fort estimée et 

recherchée pour les excellentes  gures” (Olschki). Silvius re-issued the book in  with a new title page; he simultane-

ously produced a German and a Dutch version, all with the same illustrations, considered “the  rst serious introduction 

to Turkish costume” (Atabey).  e costumes include Janissaries, merchants, pilgrims, peasants, clerics, a physician, a 

cook, etc. “C’est la première série de documents sérieux sur les habillements du proche Orient” (Colas).  e woodcuts, 

based on the etchings in the original edition, which appeared in Lyon in /, are usually attributed to Assuerus van 

Londerseel (Ahasver von Landfeldt), but Mortimer, Funck and Hollstein cite Antonij van Leest. “Nicolay was the royal 

geographer sent by Henri II to Constantinople to join d’Aramon’s embassy in . [...]  e engraved plates are attributed 

to Louis Danet, or Louis  iry” (Atabey).

Some browning due to paper; several marginalia, some slight edge  aws. A  ne copy from the library of the Counts 

della Trinità with their bookplate.

Edit , CNCE . Adams N . BM-STC Dutch . Atabey . Blackmer  (note). Göllner . Funck . Colas . Hiler . 
Hollstein X, . Olschki . OCLC . Cf. Lipperheide Lb  (French ed.). Mortimer (Italian) ; (French) . Weber II, . Olschki f.









First European description of the Great Timur’s court,
the precursor of the Mughal Empire

.  G ONZ A L E S DE C L AV IJO, Ruy. Historia del Gran Tamorlan e Itinerario y ennaracion del 
viage y relacion de la Embaxada que Ruy Gonzalez de Clavijo le hizo por mandado del muy poderoso 
Señor don Henrique el tercero de Castilla y un breve discurso fecho por Gonzalo Argote de Molina para 
mayor inteligencia deste libro.

Seville, Andrea Pescioni, . Folio in s.  ff . With a woodcut vignette on the title-page, woodcut 
initials and a woodcut device at the end. Modern tree calf.  ,

Extremely rare  rst edition of a eye-witness description of the Great Timur’s (–) court in Samarkand (Uzbekistan). 

 is cornerstone travel narrative from Spain to Uzbekistan is considered equal to Marco Polo and Mandeville. In  

Timur’s ambassador visited the Spanish court to bring news of Timur’s victory over the Sultan of Ankara. In response 

the Spanish king Henry III ordered ambassador Ruy González de Clavijo (died ) to venture to the court of Timur 

in Samarkand. González de Clavijo kept a diary during his travel which is published in the present work for the  rst 

time.  e successful conqueror Timur (Tamerlane) founded the vast Timurid Empire, stretching from Turkey to India. 

In  he conquered India and sacked Delhi.

 e voyage from Spain to Samarkand took the author through the Mediterranean and then Constantinople. From 

Armenia followed a land travesty across Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and Persia.  e narrative is precise and detailed, 

with descriptions of the costumes, animals (ostriches, elephants, giraff es) and manners of the magni  cent court, in a 

clear and straight style.

Having never suff ered a loss, Timur is one of the most successful military leaders in world history. In th century 

Europe Timur became a legendary  gure, starting with the present detailed description of his court and made famous 

by Christopher Marlowe’s play Tamburlaine ().

Title-page repaired. Otherwise in very good condition. Provenance: faded owner’s inscription in ink on title-page, 

dated . Rare: according to RBH not being off ered for sale since .

Goldschmidt Catalogue ; USTC ; Palau, ; Salva, .









By the Queen of France, about an exchange of gifts with Sultan Murad III

.  M EDICI, Catherine de’, Queen of France, wife of King Henry II of France (–). Letter 
signed (“Caterine”).

Chenonceau,  Sept. . Folio ( ×  cm).  p. on bifolium. Brown ink on paper, written in a clear 
gothic hand. Folded for sending and addressed on the outside, with a slot for a ribbon and traces of a red 
wax seal. Watermark: B [crowned heart] P, (with the feet of the letters toward the centre of the sheet). 
  ,

An informative letter written by the French regent Catherina de’ Medici concerning the exchange of gifts between France 

and the Ottoman Sultan. Written in French, from Catharine’s favourite palace, Château de Chenonceau in the Loire 

valley near Tours, to Jacques de Germigny (d.  or ), French ambassador to the Ottoman Empire. Catherine, 

mother of King Henry III, last of the Valois kings of France, was a powerful and colourful  gure (familiar in literature 

from the historical novels of Alexandre Dumas), often running the government for her son. In the present letter she 

arranges an exchange of gifts with the Ottoman Sultan Murad III (–). Germigny had written to her on  July 

concerning various items he had selected, and she asks him to send the gifts from the Sultan to André Hurault de Maisse 

(–) at Venice, who was France’s ambassador there. She also suggests a change in one item they are giving the 

Sultan: “J[‘]ay receu v[ost]re l[ett]re du xvij de juillet avec la liste des presens que ma faict la sultane mere du grand seigneur 

lesquelz vous me mandez avoir retenuz par devers vous pour me les faire apporter quant vous partirez de par dela pour 

venir trouver le Roy monsieur mon  lz. Et pour ce quil pourra passer plus de temps jusques la que je ne le vouldrois et 

que je seray bien ayse d[‘]avoir plustost lesd[its] presens je vous prie de les envoier au Sr de Maisse ambassadeur du Roy 

monsieur mon  lz a Venize lequel me les fera tenir par apres. Au surplus j[‘]ay a vous dire touchant Le Rouge que desire 

recouvrer de moy lad[ite] Sultane semblable a celluy que je luy ay cy devant envoie quelle trouve meilleur, et mieulx faict 

que celluy d[‘]Espaigne, que je n[‘]en ay plus maintenant, et ne seay en sorte du monde la recepte et facon de le faire qui 

est cau[s]e que je ne puis contenter a p[rese]nt lad[ite] Sultane de ce qu[‘]elle desire de moy en cest endrent, dont du suis 

bien marrye mais j[‘]adviseray si j[‘]en pourray avoir le moien par cy apres dont je vous advertiray [...]”. Counter-signed 

by her Secretary of State, Pierre Brulart, and addressed to “Mons[ieur] de Germigny, ch[eva]l[ie]r de l[‘]ordre du Roy 

monsieur mon  lz, son con[seill]er et amba[ssa]deur en Levant”.  e two-leaf folio was folded twice on horizontal folds, 

then brie  y once more on a vertical fold without a sharp crease for sending. A cut through the sixteen layers would have 

had a ribbon through it and one can see traces of red sealing wax around the slot on the back.  e letter was stored folded 

horizontally, and eight small worm holes run through the eight layers, but they barely touch an occasional letter of the 

text.  ere are also a few small marginal tears. In very good condition and with the whole sheet of paper untrimmed.









 e  rst printed record of Abu Dhabi and Dubai

.  BA L BI, Gasparo. Viaggio dell’Indie Orientali.

Venice, Camillo Borgominieri, . vo. (),  ff . (misnumbered as ), () p., () ff ., with woodcut 
diagram (f. ), woodcut headpieces and initials. Bound in th c. polished tan calf, gilt spine, gilt 
borders to covers, gilt turn-ins, marbled pastedowns, red edges, silk ribbon bookmark, stamped by binder 
“Dupré” on front  yleaf.  ,

First edition of this important travelogue by the Venetian state jeweller and gem merchant Gasparo Balbi, detailing 

his nine-year voyage from Venice to the Far East between  and , and a work of special historical interest for 

its eyewitness information about the Arabian Peninsula in this early period. In this book, Balbi was “the  rst writer 

to record the place names between al-Qatif and Oman that are still in use today” (G. R. King, p. ). His “interest in 

the area lay in the pearls that came from the oyster beds of which the most extensive are those in the waters around 

al-Bahrayn, those off  the Qatar peninsula and especially those in the western waters of Abu Dhabi. Either taking his 

information  rst-hand from a local individual or using a navigator’s list, Balbi recorded place-names along the coast of 

modern Qatar, the United Arab Emirates and the Sultanate of Oman” (G. King, p. ). According to Slot, “practically 

none of the names of places on the coast between Qatar and Ras al Khaima occur in other sources before the end of the 

eighteenth century” (p. ).  e present work is also of the highest signi  cance for including “the  rst European record 

of the Bani Yas tribe” (UAE Yearbook , p. ), the largest and most important tribe of the Arabian Peninsula, from 

which emerged both the Al Nahyan and the Al Maktoum dynasties, today’s ruling families of Abu Dhabi and Dubai. 

Balbi travelled extensively in the Arabian Peninsula in search of precious stones. He knew “the waters off  the Abu Dhabi 

coast as the Sea of Qatar and mentions the following places now in UAE territory: Daas (Das), Emegorcenon (Qarnein), 

Anzevi (Azanah), Zerecho (Zirkuh), Delmephialmas (Dalma), Sirbeniast (Sir Bani Yas), Aldane (Dhanna), Cherizan 

(identi  ed as Khor Qirqishan, just off  Abu Dhabi island), Dibei (Dubai), Sarba (Sharjah), Agiman (Ajman), Emelgovien 

(Umm al-Quwain), Rasa-elchime (Ras al Khaimah), Sircorcor (Khor al-Khuwair), Debe (Dibba), Chorf (Khor Fakkan) 

and Chelb (Kalba)” (G. R. King, UAE: A New Perspective, ). From Venice Balbi sailed for Aleppo, proceeding to 

Bir and from there overland to Baghdad, descending the Tigris to Basra, where he embarked for India.  e “Viaggio 

dell’Indie Orientali” proved to be the most widely read source of information about India throughout the next century. 

In the tradition of mercantile guidebooks, such as the th century “Practica della mercatura” compiled by Pegolotti, 

this is one of the few secular travelogues to the Orient published in the th century. And in addition to providing the 

kind of practical information required by merchants trading in precious stones among other wares, Balbi, with a jeweler’s 

eye for rarities, allows himself considerable license in recording his personal observations at exotic sights (e.g., the cave 

Temples of Elephanta and his enthusiasm for elephant tusks f. v) or in mentioning incidental occurrences along the 

way, such as his chance meeting in Goa with the famous embassy of Japanese legates on their way home. Balbi dates his 

stays to particular places in a precise manner, always gives a careful explanation of the local system of exchange (coins, 

weights, and measures), describes commercial routes in India in detail and even includes a monsoon calendar. Balbi also 

discusses Goa, Negapatam, and Pegu (Burma), the latter a source of great fascination owing to its sensational wealth 

and the section most frequently anthologized in travel collections.  e “Viaggio dell’Indie Orientali” was reprinted in 

 (also rare).  e account was translated into Latin and equipped with illustrations in the  ‘India’ volume of the 

De Bry series, and a partial English translation (above all, the section on Pegu) subsequently appeared in Purchas. An 

Arabic translation was published in , but a full English translation never appeared.

Minor rubbing and edge wear to spine and boards. Narrow upper margin, mend at f. , otherwise remarkably well 

preserved.

BM-STC Italian . Howgego I, B. Cordier Japonica . Brunet I, . Graesse I, . Kress Library of Economic Literature S . B. J. Slot,  e 
Arabs of the Gulf, –. G. King, “Delmephialmas and Sircorcor: Gasparo Balbi, Dalmâ, Julfâr and a Problem of Transliteration,” Arabian 
Archeology and Epigraphy, vol.  (), pp. –. UAE Yearbook , p. . G. R. King, “ e Coming of Islam and the Islamic Period in the 
UAE,” in UAE: A New Perspective, I. Al-Abed & P. Hellyer (eds.), pp. –. W. M. Floor,  e Persian Gulf: A Political and Economic History of Five 
Port Cities, –. Lach, Asia in the Making of Europe, I., –. Penrose, Travel and Discovery, . Placido Zurla, Di Marco Polo e degli 
altri viaggiatori veneziani piu illustri, II, –. J. Charpentier, “Cesare di Fedrici and Gasparo Balbi,” Indian Antiquary LIII (), pp. –.









Renowned Arabic treatise on geography

.  A L WA R DI, Siraj al-Din ‘Umar ibn. Kharidat al-’Aja’in wa faridat al-gharaib [ e Pearl of 
Wonders and the Uniqueness of Strange  ings].

No place, late th century. to ( ×  mm). Manuscript on paper: red, black and brown ink, in an 
elegant Maghribi script.  leaves (with a diagrammatic drawing of the Kaaba on leaf ), lacking in the 
 nal gathering. th century red leather Islamic binding with  ap, gilt, preserved in a clamshell solander 

box.  ,

Abu Hafs Zayn al-Din Umar ibn al-Muzaff ar Ibn al-Wardi, – H (/–/ CE), known as Ibn al-Wardi, 

was an Arab historian and geographer.  is masterpiece is one of the most renowned treatises on geography in the Arab 

world of the th and th centuries. It is a large, rambling Heredotean narration, mixing all kinds of information on 

places, peoples and traditions known to the Muslim world at the time.  e description of the known world centres on 

Medina and Mecca, unfolding with interesting details, distances, comparisons between cities, tribes or geopolitical sit-

uations,  ora, fauna and legends. He also talks about Slavs and their lifestyle and mentions al-Mahdiyya as the residence 

of the Fatimid dynasty. In the earliest pages of the work he mentions the mythical Mount Qaf, always eager to attract 

the readers attention with strange and bizarre tales. His audience for the work was the cultivated, cosmopolitan and 

urban Arab elite.

In fair condition, with some marginal fraying and signs of use.

GAL II, p. .













With double-page world map

.  A L WA R DI, Siraj al-Din ‘Umar ibn. Kitab kharida al-’Aja’in wa farida al-gharaib [ e Pearl of 
Wonders and the Uniqueness of Strange  ings].

[Ottoman provinces, ca ]. Small folio ( ×  mm). Arabic and Ottoman Turkish manuscript 
on paper,  ff .  lines of black naskh per page (text area  ×  cm), with section titles in red; fol. r 
with an elaborately calligraphed title in black and red, ff . v–r with red, green and gilt frames; ff . v–r 
with an illuminated world map and fol. r with a coloured, marginal illustration of a nilometer in 
cross-section, and f. v with a diagram of the Ka’aba in red and black. Contemporary morocco binding 
with fore-edge  ap, gilt-tooled and blind-stamped, with manuscript Arabic title to lower edge. Pink-dyed 
European endpapers watermarked with a six-point star and the letters AF. th-c. linen pasted over the 
original binding.  ,

An unusually large and attractive copy of the th-century cosmographical compilation most often ascribed to Siraj al-Din 

‘Umar ibn al-Wardi. His authorship and the manner of the text’s composition remain a subject of scholarly research, 

but it was a popular text in the Ottoman world, much copied, and translated into Turkish repeatedly. Its popularity has 

led to a tangled series of recensions, with diff erent copies incorporating various diff erent elements from the text. While 

some copies omit the historical and eschatological sections, ours contains all the expected sections.  e text notes the 

world, its regions, seas, cities, rivers, and mountains. Plants and animals are also described and their various properties 

enumerated.  e  nal, brief sections provide a set of capsule histories and, lastly, a description of the sayings and deeds of 

the Prophet and his companion.  e title and preface of the present copy are in Arabic; the rest of text is an anonymous 

Turkish translation.  ough al-Wardi’s cosmography circulated in Arabic and numerous Turkish translations, this hybrid 

Arabic-Turkish recension is relatively unusual.  e scheme of illustrations is conventional in the world map and diagram 

of Ka’aba, often found in copies of this work with slight variations, but less so in the cross-section of a nilometer on fol. 

r, an illustration we have not seen in other manuscripts of this text.  e nilometer is not located or named in the text, 

but appears beside the section on Fustat, and may be the Abbasid nilometer constructed opposite Fustat in .  e 

geometrically rigid map, commonly known as “Ibn-al-Wardi map”, renders schematically the mediaeval Islamic image 

of the world: “At the center of the map are the two holiest cities of Islam, Mecca and Medina.  e map shows China 

and India in the north and the ‘Christian sects and the states of Byzantium’ in the south.  e outer circles represent the 

seas” (Cat. “World treasures of the Library of Congress: Beginnings” []).

 ough the manuscript’s binding has suff ered from much use and from an unsympathetic attempt to repair it in the 

th century, it provides ample evidence of an expensive, luxuriously produced copy in the traces of the original decora-

tion still visible beneath the later cloth, while its vividly dyed endpapers suggest an unusual taste for colour on the part 

of the patron who  rst commissioned this manuscript.

Pastedowns renewed; heavily worn, but sound. Internally, a little staining to the initial folios, and a small dampstain 

to the gutter, otherwise clean. Ownership inscription of Mustafa, an artillery offi  cer, dated  AH (/ CE).

GAL II, p. .





Including the large world map by Christopher Plantin,
showing Australia’s northern coastline

.  A R I A S MON TA N US, Benedictus. Antiquitatum Iudaicarum libri IX. In quis, praeter Judaeae, 
Hierosolymorum, & templi Salomonis accuratam delineationem, praecipui sacri ac profani gentis ritus 
describuntur.

Leiden, Offi  cina Plantiniana, Franciscus Raphelengius, . to ( ×  mm). (),  pp. With 
woodcut printer’s device on title-page,  (of ) folding engraved maps, and  engraving in the text (p. 
). Contemporary vellum with handwritten spine title; traces of ties.  ,

Rare  rst and only edition of this treatise on historical Palestine and the Jewish people by the eminent Spanish the-

ologian Benito Arias Montano (–), an intimate friend of Plantin’s. Under the patronage of Philip II of Spain, 

Arias supervised the edition of the eight-volume Antwerp Polyglot Bible (–), from which massive eff ort grew the 

present, more specialized work (cf. Voet I,  for the plate of the Temple at Jerusalem).  e remarkable map of the 

world (Shirley : nd state of ), showing the Jewish tribes dispersed over both hemispheres, is taken directly from the 

Antwerp Polyglot. Interestingly enough, “there is an unusual island shown in the position of Australia which has given 

rise to speculation” (Shirley).

Other engravings include a map showing the Middle East as far as Kuwait on the Gulf coast, a representation of Noah’s 

Ark, and several images of the Temple, depicting it as a symmetrically constructed City of God – the same ideal that 

informed the Escorial of King Philip.  e book’s nine parts treat the Holy Land and its geography, the Twelve Tribes of 

Israel, Jerusalem, the Temple, and the ritual institutions of ancient Judaism; the  nal chapter discusses the computation 

of time since the Creation.

 e maps are identi  ed with letters from A to P (some printed in red letterpress, others hand-lettered in ink).  e  rst 

four plates are loose; the remaining plates are erroneously bound before their letter’s respective quire signatures rather 

than in the place indicated by the text; the  nal plate Q (showing a Hebrew priest) is missing.

An old ink note (apparently a shelfmark) to the front pastedown. Occasional light browning; some tears to plates 

professionally repaired. Still a good copy of this rare work.

Adams M . IA .. Fürst II, . Palau . Röhricht  (note). OCLC . Cf. Shirley  and  g.  (p. ).









First European biography of Timur derived from an Arabic source

.  DU BEC CR E SPIN, Jean.  e historie of the great emperour Tamerlan wherein are expressed, 
encounters, skirmishes, battels, sieges, assaults, skalings, taking of cities and strong places, defended, and 
assaulted, with diverse stratagems of warre, the which this great and renowned warriour hath conducted 
and accomplished, during his raigne of fortie or  ftie yeares: with other instructions for the warre, which 
should not be unknowen of them that would attaine unto the knowledge of armes.

London, R. Field for Willam Ponsonby, . to. (), , () pp. With a woodcut device on the title-page, 
woodcut initials, head- and tail-pieces. th century calf, th century gold-tooled spine.  ,

Very rare  rst edition of the  rst English translation of Histoire du grand empereur Tamerlanes the  rst European account 

of the life of Timur (Tamerlane) based on an Arabic source.  e successful th-century conqueror Timur created an 

empire stretching from Syria to India, rivaled the Ottoman Empire and ventured to China.  e story of Timur was 

already known in Europe through several authors, but Du Bec-Crespin stands out as the  rst European author who 

based his work on an Arabic source, which he calls “Alhacen”. Arabic authors were responsible for the survival of the 

supposed autobiography of Tamburlaine, the Mulfazat Timury.

Light stain in the margin of the  rst and last few pages. Leaves trimmed a little close at the head, occasional marginal 

marking or  nger-soiling. Otherwise in very good condition. Provenance: small owner’s mark of James Sotheby (–

) in pencil on title-page “J.S. Sept rd, ”; bookplate on front paste-down of C.W.H. Sotheby; bookplate of Dr. 

& Mrs. H.R. Knohl “Fox Pointe Collection”. 

ESTC S; M.R. Martin (ed.), Tamburlaine the great, pp. –. McJannet, L.,  e Sultan speaks, p. .









Portugal’s failed invasion of North Africa and the ensuing political unrest:
 rst English edition

.  TEIX EIR A, José / MU NDAY, Anthony (transl.).  e Strangest Adventure  at Ever Happened. 
Containing a discourse concerning the successe of the king of Portugal Dom Sebastian, from the time 
of his voyage into Africke when he was lost in the battle against the in  dels, in the yeare , unto the 
sixt of January this present of .

London, Frances Henson, . vo.  pp. (without the  nal blank leaf). Small woodcut device on title, 
woodcut decorations and initials. Fine th century mottled calf by Lloyd, with gilt arms of Sebastião 
Pinto Leite, Conde de Penha Longa (motto “Superabo”) to both covers, gilt  llets and faux raised bands 
to spine, compartments tooled in gilt, two red lettering pieces. Leading edges gilt; inner dentelle gilt. 
Marbled endpapers.  ,

First English edition of this rare work, containing an account of the failed invasion led by the young king of Portugal, 

Dom Sebastian, to the north of Africa, his defeat and death, and the political unrest that ensued.

Sebastian, the  year-old King of Portugal, invaded Morocco in  with an army of , men.  e army was 

crushed by the forces of Marwan Abd al-Malik I Saadi at the battle of Alcacer Quibir and King Sebastian was killed. 

 e fact that he had left no successor paved the way for a series of impostors claiming the throne, only to be captured 

and executed (ultimately, the Spanish king would accede to the throne of Portugal). Teixeira’s work narrates the mach-

inations of the fourth such impostor, a Calabrian by the name of Marco Tullio.

Rare at auction, the last copy sold in .

Bound for the Portuguese politician and entrepreneur Sebastião Pinto Leite (–), Conde de Penha Longa. 

Bookplate of the Fox Pointe Collection Library of Dr. & Mrs. Howard R. Knohl to pastedown. Joints of the  ne 

binding slightly rubbed. Lightly browned throughout; title-page and verso of  nal leaf lightly dustsoiled. Overall in 

excellent condition. Rare.

BM-STC . OCLC .









A history of the kings of Persia and Hormuz:
one of the earliest Western books to mention Qatar

.  T EI X EIR A, Pedro, [Mir Khwand and Turan Shah]. Relaciones de Pedro Teixeira d’el origen 
descendencia y succession de los reyes de Persia, y de Harmuz, y de un viage hecho por el mismo autor 
dende la India Oriental hasta Italia por tierra.

Antwerp, Hieronymus Verdussen, . vo. (), , (),  [but: ], () pp. With a woodcut on title-
page, a woodcut initial and some woodcut tailpieces. th century marbled calf with gilt label to richly 
gilt spine, red edges.  ,

First edition of a “history of the kings of Persia compiled from the Persian histories of Mir Khwand and Turan Shah” 

(Howgego), in the original Spanish, by the Portuguese merchant and adventurer Pedro Teixeira (–?). It is one of 

the earliest European sources to mention Qatar, relating to the pearl  shery in the region: “ e pearl  shery at Bahren 

begins some years in June, but generally in July, an lasts all that month and August …  ey generally go a  shing to Katar, 

a port on the coast of Arabia,  leagues to the southward of the Island Bahren. As soon an oyster is brought up, they 

open it, and take out the pearl.  e pearls of this sea surpass all others in goodness and weight…” (English translation). 

 e work is divided into three parts.  e  rst, which is the largest, deals with the kings of Persia. It is a summarized 

translation of the voluminous Rawzat al-Safa by the Persian historian Mir Khwand (ca. –), and is probably 

the  rst translation of the text into an European language.  e second part is a translation of the Ayyibud emir Turan 

Shah’s (d. ) chronicle of the kings of Hormuz, a text which is today only extant in translations.  ough Teixeira’s 

adventures started in , he reached Hormuz in , where he resided for several years to study its history. Both parts 

contain a chronological account of the kings, but also provide a more general history of the area.  e last and third part 

contains an account of Teixeira’s later travels from India to Italy in – and –, visiting China, Mexico and 

the Middle East. In his preface Teixeira states that he originally wrote the work in Portuguese, but that it was translated 

into Spanish to appeal to a wider audience.  e work appeared in a French translation in , and extracts appeared in 

an English translation appeared in , followed by a translation of the full text in .

Binding slightly rubbed and with a small defect to upper spine. Slightly browned, otherwise immaculate copy in its 

 rst binding.

Howgego, to , T. Maggs Bros., Spanish books a. Not in Blackmer.









 e  rst Latin edition of Balbi’s account of the Gulf coast

.  DE BRY, Johann  eodor. Petits Voyages. Pars I–XII. [Including:] Gasparo BA LBI. Navigationis 
ex Alepo ad regnum Pegui usque, novem continuis annis [...] absolutae descriptio.

Frankfurt, Erasmus Kempff er, –. Folio ( ×  mm).  books bound in  volumes. With  
engr. title pages,  engraved illustrations,  engr. views,  engr. maps, and  armorial engravings. Bound 
at the end are  extra maps and views (including a world map and a view of Jerusalem) from Marino 
Sanuto’s  “Liber secretorum  delium crucis”. Slightly later Spanish limp vellum with ms. title to spine. 
Ties.  ,

All twelve books of  éodore de Bry’s “Petits Voyages”, the greatest single collection of material on early voyages to the 

East Indies and considered unique in its extraordinary wealth of cartographical and visual material on Africa, India, and 

South Asia. Notably, book seven includes Gasparo Balbi’s groundbreaking account of the Middle East,  rst published 

in  as “Viaggio dell’ Indie Orientali” – a mere  years before this present issue, making this the second appearance 

in print altogether and the  rst Latin translation. Balbi, a Venetian jewel merchant, travelled extensively in the Arabian 

Peninsula in search of precious stones. From Venice he sailed for Aleppo, proceeding to Bir and from there overland to 

Baghdad, descending the Tigris to Basra, where he embarked for India. While in the Persian Gulf, he studied the pearl 

industry, noting that the best pearls were to be found at Bahrain and Julfar. He refers to islands in the Emirate of Abu 

Dhabi (including Sir Bani Yas and Das) and to several coastal settlements that were to become permanently established, 

such as Dubai and Ras al Khaima. Balbi was the  rst to record the place names along the coast of modern Qatar, the 

United Arab Emirates and Oman. Practically “none of the names of places on the coast between Qatar and Ras al 

Khaima occur in other sources before the end of the eighteenth century” (Slot).

A composite set, nine books in their  rst, the remaining three in their second edition. As several of the travellers were 

Protestants and their works banned by the Catholic church, this set was censored by the Spanish inquisition of Granada 

in  (cf. vol. II, verso of title). Condemned authors are identi  ed on the title pages, and various passages considered 

too crude or suggestive have been stricken out or obliterated. In vol. X, a marginal note on p.  attempts to refute an 

account denouncing the cruelty of the Spanish in America.

Last in the library of Jean-Paul Morin, with his bookplate on the  rst  yleaf. Rather browned throughout, with 

occasional slight edge defects; two title pages are repaired. Wants a total of  plates, as well as the appendix on the 

Congo in vol. II and the Notice to the Reader in vol. IV. Balbi’s section is complete and well preserved, with only two 

minor censorship marks.  e only comparable copy in recent trade history is the Maccles  eld set in contemporary gilt 

calfskin, auctioned off  at Sotheby’s in  and currently off ered by a U.S. dealer consortium for ,: that copy, 

however, is incomplete, wanting the  nal volumes XI and XII – the latter of which is “so rare that even Church lacked 

much of the text”.

Brunet I, . Church , , , , , , , , –. Cf. Howgego I, B. Ibrahim Al Abed, Peter Hellyer. United Arab Emirates: 
A New Perspective. London . Slot, B. J.  e Arabs of the Gulf, –. Leidschendam, published with the support of the Cultural Foundation 
Abu Dhabi, . Geoff rey King. Delmephialmas and Sircorcor: Gasparo Balbi, Dalmâ, Julfâr and a problem of transliteration. In: Arabian 
archeology and epigraphy  () –. United Arab Emirates yearbook  by Ibrahim Al-Abed, Paula Vine, Peter Hellyer. London . 
 e Heritage Library, Qatar, p. . Carter, Robert A. Sea of Pearls, p. .









A circular world map centered on the Middle East

.  BONG A R S , Jacques]. [Orientalium expeditionum historia.] Gesta Dei per Francos, sive 
Orientalium expeditionum, et regni Francorum Hierosolimitani historia [...].

Hanau, typis Wechelianis, apud heredes Joan. Aubry, . Folio ( ×  mm). (),  (instead of 
, properly ), () pp. (p. f. blank, wants pp. f. & f.). (Includes, as part :) SA N U DO, 
Marino. Liber secretorum  delium crucis super Terrae Sanctae recuperatione et conservatione [...] 
Orientalis historiae tomus secundus. Ibid., . (), , () pp. (f. printed as a double-page-sized 
folding table). Both parts with engraved printer’s device to title-page. With  double-page-sized folding 
engraved maps and  engraved plans as well as a woodcut printer’s device at the end. Slightly later full 
calf, spine elaborately gilt.  ,

Only edition of this early, important source book for the history of the crusades and the Kingdom of Jerusalem and its 

vassal states.  e second parts contains the  rst printing of the much sought-after th century maps and plans by the 

Genoese cartographer Pietro Vesconte, previously available in manuscript copies only. “Four of the maps from Marino 

Sanudo’s early fourteenth-century manuscript atlas were reprinted by Johann Bongars in . Sanudo’s planisphere [...] 

is one of the few examples of medieval maps based on portolano sources in printed form. It is a circular map centered 

on Jerusalem with the Mediterranean relatively well de  ned.  e ocean surrounds the whole of the known world, the 

outer parts of which are represented by conjecture.  e authorship of Marino Sanudo is not de  nitely established and 

the original manuscript has also been attributed to Pietro Vesconte” (Shirley).

One of two title variants diff ering only in slight changes in the typesetting (here: “Expeditionum” begins between 

the “O” and the “R” of “Orientalium”). Binding somewhat rubbed, hinges starting. Rather severely browned through-

out due to paper stock, some waterstaining to margins, more pronounced near the end, sometimes reaching into the 

printed text. Stains to  rst title-page; the second title and its counter-leaf * are printed on diff erent paper stock. Some 

light worming, mainly con  ned to margins but also touching the text near the end; occasional edge defects. A copy 

in modern half vellum (severely browned, with some worming, but otherwise complete) commanded , Euros at 

Reiss’s spring  auction.

VD , :C. Atabey . Ioannou  (variant). Potthast I, . Tooley I, . Cf. Tobler . For the maps: Shirley  (with plate ); 
Nordenskiöld  (with  g. ); Laor  & f. as well as Lex. Kart.  & f.









Great history of the Portuguese era in the Arabian Peninsula and beyond

.  A NDR A DA, Francisco d’. Cronica do muyto alto e muito poderoso Rey destes Reynos de Portugal 
dom João o III. deste nome. Dirigida ha C. R. M. del Rey dom Felipe o III. deste nome nosso Senhor.

Lisbon, Jorge Rodriguez for the author, sold by Francesco Lopez, .  parts in  volume. Folio. (), , 
, ,  ff . With a central crowned coat of arms of Portugal on the title-page, title and coat of arms set 
in ornamental border, woodcut initials. Contemporary blind-tooled vellum,  (later) red morocco labels 
lettered in gold, traces of ties.  ,

First edition of this principal history of the reign of João III of Portugal (–), ruler of Portugal from  until 

his death.

His reign was marked by the introduction and establishment of the inquisition in Portugal from  onwards. During 

his rule, Portuguese possessions were extended in Asia and in the New World.  e majority of the  chapters of the 

book deal with Portugal’s overseas possessions and trading posts in the Middle East (Hormuz, Suez, Socotra), India 

(Diu, Goa, Chaul, Calicut), Africa (Zanzibar, Ethiopia, Mozambique), Brazil, China, Ceylon, the Moluccas, etc.  e 

chapters discuss newly acquired lands, the governors of the regions, voyages and travels, wars, sieges and trade.

“Francisco de Andrada (ca. –) was a Commander of the Order of Christ, a member of the State Council, Chief 

Keeper of the Archives and Chief Chronicler of the Kingdom. He was the son of Fernâo Alvares d’Andrada, Treasurer 

to King Joâo III’’ (Maggs).

Provenance: bookplate (in gold) of the Huth Library on inside of front cover, embossed stamp of Antonio de Almeide 

Correa on the title-page. Very good copy of an important work on the discoveries and conquests of the Portuguese.

Bosch ; Christian-Muslim Relations. A Bibliographical History IX, pp. –; Huth Library ; Maggs, Bibl. Brasiliensis ; Rodrigues .









Radziwill’s Palestinian travelogue – Duke Ossolinski’s copy

.  R A DZ I W IL L , Mikolaj Krzysztof. Ierosolymitana Peregrinatio [...] Primum a  oma Tretero 
custode Varmiensi ex Polonico sermone in Latinum translata, nunc varie aucta et correctius in lucem edita.

Antwerp, Plantin / apud viduam et  lios Joannis Moreti, . Small folio (ca.  ×  mm). (), , 
() pp. With engraved title-page and  full-page engraved illustrations in the text, as well as several 
woodcut initials and woodcut printer’s device. Contemporary full vellum. All edges red.  ,

Second, improved Latin edition of this famous account of a pilgrimage to the Holy Land by the Polish Prince Mikolaj 

Krzysztof Radziwill (–), frequently translated and reprinted. First published in ; the present edition is 

corrected and expanded.

During his two-year trip from  to  Radziwill visited not only Palestine, but also Syria, Egypt, Crete, Cyprus, 

Italy and Greece. “Radziwill, in his account of the pilgrimage to the Holy Land and Egypt, described the ethnic diversity 

of the inhabitants of these lands. Critics underline the fact that his descriptions were ethnographic in character and quite 

objective. His ‘Peregrynacja’ was published in Latin and in Polish and apparently was quite widely read” (S. Grodz, Islam 

in Polish-Lithuanian/Ottoman Encounters, in:  e Character of Christian-Muslim Encounter, Leiden , p. ).

 e emblematic illustrations show sailboats in a  erce storm, such as Radziwill himself encountered, as well as 

appropriate Biblical quotations in banners decorated with maritime elements, but also a plan of the Church of the Holy 

Sepulchre in Jerusalem (a separate appendix describes the prayers and songs there to be sung).

Binding somewhat brownstained and a little warped; upper hinge starting. Paper evenly browned throughout, occa-

sional brownstains. Provenance: from the library of Duke Franciszek Maksymilian Ossolinski (–), Polish pol-

itician in the service of the exiled Stanislaus I. Leszczynski and an important collector, with his autograph ownership 

inscription “Ex Libris F. M. Ducis de Tencryn-Ossolinski”, dated Lunéville,  Sept. , to front pastedown, and a 

three-line handwritten French quotation from St. Augustine to lower pastedown. In all a good copy of a widely received 

work; this edition rarely seen at auction.

Weber II, . Röhricht p. , no. . Estreicher XXVI, . Brunet IV, . Graesse VI, . Baumgarten, Hall. Bibl. VI, f. Ebert II, . 
Tobler . Cf. Aboussouan .









 e  rst complete copy since the Aboussouan sale

.  FÜR ER VON H A IM ENDOR F, Christoph. Itinerarium Aegypti, Arabiae, Palaestinae, Syriae, 
aliarumque Regionum Orientalium.

Nuremberg, Abraham Wagenmann, (–). Small to. With  ne engraved portrait of the author 
after Peter Issel to verso of title, engraved armorial device to verso of dedication f.,  folding engraved 
plates, and woodcut printer’s device to imprimatur f. at end. Contemporary limp vellum.  ,

First edition, second issue (with title dated ).  e  rst complete copy since the Camille Aboussouan sale in .  is 

second issue has two more plates than the  rst. “Fürer [...] travelled extensively from –,  rst in Italy and then to the 

Ionian Islands, Egypt and Palestine.  e work is concerned with the latter, though Fürer does provide some information 

on Corfu, Zakynthos, Crete and Cyprus. He is the  rst to give a description of Vesalius’s tomb on Zakynthos” (Blackmer).

“Mons Calvarius” plate trimmed just within border at foot; some (mostly light) waterstaining to lower margins, mostly 

light marginal foxing.

Macro, Bibliography of the Arabian Peninsula, . VD , :C. Blackmer . Aboussouan . Weber II, . Ibrahim-Hilmy I, . 
Gay . Tobler . Graesse II, . Brunet II,  (“volume rare et assez recherché”).









 e rare  rst edition of the foundation work of modern international law

.  GROT IUS, Hugo. De jure belli ac pacis libri tres. In quibus ius naturae & gentium: item iuris 
publici praecipua explicantur.

Paris, Nicolas Buon, . to ( ×  mm). (), , (), –, () pp. Title printed in red and 
black, roman and italic type, a few words or phrases in Greek type, shoulder notes. Woodcut printer’s 
device on title, woodcut head and tail-pieces and  oriated initials. Contemporary French calf, spine with  
raised bands richly gilt in compartments and with gilt-lettering in nd compartment (extremities rubbed, 
corners bumped and worn, boards rubbed, foot of spine little chipped), marbled endpapers, red-sprinkled 
edges.  ,

First edition of the “foundation of modern international law” (PMM). A prodigy in his youth, Grotius became a statesman 

and thinker of the greatest integrity whose in  uence on modern European thought can scarcely be overestimated. In 

, cutting short a successful career in the law and diplomacy, Grotius was sentenced to life imprisonment in the 

Louvestein fortress in Holland by order of the stadtholder, Prince Maurice of Nassau, for having attempted to orchestrate 

a compromise between the Calvinist and anti-Spanish party, led by Maurice, and the more moderate Remonstrant party, 

who advocated self-government of the Dutch states in matters of religion. After a dramatic escape two years later (his 

wife smuggled him out of jail in a book trunk), Grotius took refuge in France, where he survived on meagre pensions, 

settling in  in the country house of the President de Meme near Senlis, close to the property of de  ou  ls, who 

gave him free access to his father’s splendid library.  ere Grotius began writing his master work, “De jure belli ac pacis”. 

Many of the ideas developed therein had been outlined in an unpublished work of his youth, “De jure praedae”, the 

manuscript of which he had brought with him, enabling him to  nish the treatise in under a year.  e fundamental 

importance of the mature work is its attempt, a century before the spread of the Enlightenment, “to obtain a principle 

of right, and a basis for society and government, outside the church or the Bible” (M. Pattison, art. “Grotius”, Enc. 

Brit. , v. , p. ). “ e distinction between religion and morality is not clearly made, but Grotius’ principle of an 

immutable law, which God can no more alter than a mathematical axiom, was the  rst expression of the ‘droit naturel’, 

the natural law which exercised the great political theorists of the eighteenth century, and is the foundation of modern 

international law” (PMM).

Buon commenced printing the work in November . By using two or three presses, a few copies, presumably of the 

 rst state (Ter Meulen/D., p. ), were ready to be sent to the Frankfurt fair in March .  is  rst state (of which Ter 

Meulen and Diermanse record only one copy, at the Bodleian) contains no table, indices, addenda or errata; all but the 

errata were added, constituting a second state (Ter Meulen/D. ’), copies of which are also extremely rare, as it appears 

not to have been published. Both  rst and second states contain substantive textual variants, principally in bifolium Q. 

and in quires E–G, which were modi  ed under the author’s supervision, probably in the course of printing, forming 

a third and  nal state. While Q. appear to have been entirely re-typeset, other corrections or revisions, according 

to Grotius’s bibliographers, appear erratically in diff erent copies. States II and III have title in red and black, in both, 

book , ch.  begins on p.  and text ends on p. , and both are complete, except that state II lacks the errata. Our 

copy conforms to state III, with the following points present: mis-signing  as o and C as C, misprinting of p.  

as ,  as ,  as ,  as ,  as ; gathering C (pp. /–/) has double page numbering to 

 ll up the count preceding  on Dr; that sequence continues through  (Mv), then reverts to the actual count 

beginning with  on Nr. Book  begins on leaf Ar (p. ), as if preceded by A–Z? (which would end with p. ), 

indicating that its printing was begun before completion of the preceding text. State III leaves Q– (p. –) are a 

resetting of states I and II, with incorrect headline “LIB. III” on p.  (perhaps an unmodi  ed re-used headline from 

book ), though it has not been determined whether the inner bifolium Q. only, or the whole of Q, was reprinted.

Leaves a and a loose, short tear in blank margin of p. , little occasional spotting and browning of text, small 

wormhole to lower corner of  rst few leaves. Occasional light pencil annotations, text markings and corrections in 

contemporary hand. Provenance: M. de Kernier (bookplate to front pastedown), De Lherbetti, Lieutenant Criminel au 

Chateau du Loire (inscription on title-page). An outstanding, clean and completely unsophisticated copy.

PMM . Ter Meulen, Liste bibl. de  editions et traductions du De lure belli ac pacis, p. –. Ter Meulen/Diermanse, Bibliographie des écrits 
imrimés de Hugo Grotius, La Haye, . Books  at Made Europe p. .









With attractive maps of the Holy Land & Middle East

.  A DR ICHE M, Christiaan van.  eatrum Terrae Sanctae et biblicarum historiarum cum tabulis 
geographicis aere expressis.

[Cologne, Offi  cina Birckmannica, for Hermann Mylius, ]. Folio. () , () pp. With engraved 
allegorical title-page, numerous decorated woodcut initial letters and tailpieces,  maps of Israel and  
map of Jerusalem ( folding and  double-page). Contemporary calf, gold-tooled spine with red morocco 
title-label, blind-tooled sides, gilt binding edges.  ,

Van Adrichem’s famous description of the Holy Land & the Middle East. Christiaan van Adrichem (–) was 

interested in the topography of the Holy Land and collected material from histories and travel accounts, some of which 

were subsequently lost.  is work starts with a description of the Holy Land according to tribe, accompanied by one 

general map and ten maps depicting the territory of each tribe.  e description of Jerusalem published in  is included, 

and the work ends with a Chronicon, a chronology of biblical events from the creation of the world till the death of the 

apostle St. John. It is preceded by a chronological table which ends in the year .

Title and last page slightly soiled. Very good copy of an important work on the history of Palestine and Israel, with 

attractive maps of the Holy Land.

Bibl. Belg. I, p.  ( copies); Röhricht –; Tobler ; for Adrichem: NNBW III, cols. –.









Albuquerque’s expedition to the Arabian Gulf

.  BA R ROS, João de. Decada primeira (–terceira) da Asia.

Lisbon, Jorge Rodriguez for Antonio Gonsalvez, . Large to.  vols. (),  ff . (),  ff . (),  
ff . Title vignettes (royal arms of Portugal). Without the folding plan present in some copies. Uniform 
contemporary limp vellum with Iberian handwritten spine titles and traces of ties. All edges red. 
  ,

Second edition of the  rst three “Decades” on Portugal’s Middle Eastern enterprises, all that was published during the 

lifetime of the author (a fourth volume was produced posthumously in , and the set was continued by other hands). 

“ is is considered by Du Fresnoy as being a good edition of the three  rst decades” (Clarke,  e Progress of Maritime 

Discovery, p. ).  e writer de Barros (–), head agent for the Portuguese overseas trade authority “Casa da 

Índia”, managed to persuade King João III to commission from him a history of the Portuguese in India (including Asia 

and southeast Africa).  e result, published between  and , earned him renown as one of the  rst great Portuguese 

historians, and the the title of a “Portuguese Livy”.  e ‘Decades’ contain “the early history of the Portuguese in India 

and Asia and reveal careful study of Eastern historians and geographers, as well as of the records of his own country.  ey 

are distinguished by clearness of exposition and orderly arrangement.  ey are also lively accounts” (Enc. Britannica). 

Books  and  of the “Decada Segunda” (fols.  ff .) off er a detailed narrative of Afonso de Albuquerque’s expedition to 

the Arabian Gulf and his conquest of Ormuz in ; the island remained under Portuese occupation from  to . 

As vassals of the Portuguese state, the Kingdom of Ormuz jointly participated in the  invasion of Bahrain that ended 

Jabrid rule of the Arabian archipelago.

From the library of the Spanish Dukes of Medinaceli y Santisteban (their engraved armorial bookplate on the paste-

downs); olf shelfmark on  yleaves. Occasional slight browning, but a very good set.

Palau I.b. Howgego I, B, p. . Arouca B –. Löwendahl, Sino-Western Cultural Relations I, p. , no. . OCLC . Cf. Macro .









 e most comprehensive work on Portuguese colonial history

.  BA R ROS, João de and Couto, Diego de. Da Asia.

Nova ediçâo. Lisbon, na Regia Offi  cina Typogra  ca, –. Large mo.  vols. With engraved 
portraits of Barros, Couto, Henry the Navigator, and Afonso de Albuquerque and  folding maps. 
Uniformly bound in contemporary full calf, spines with titles and number of volume on giltstamped red 
labels. Edges lightly sprinkled red.  ,

A fundamental travel work: the best and most complete edition of what is considered the most comprehensive publication 

on Portuguese exploration and colonial history by João de Barros (decades I–IV) and Diego de Couto; the  rst edition to 

include decades × and XI. Books  and  of the “Decada Segunda” off er a detailed narrative of Afonso de Albuquerque’s 

expedition to the Arabian Gulf and his conquest of Ormuz in ; the island remained under Portuguese occupation 

from  to . As vassals of the Portuguese state, the Kingdom of Ormuz jointly participated in the  invasion of 

Bahrain that ended Jabrid rule of the Arabian archipelago.

 is is “the best edition of this famous work on Portuguese colonial history.  e  rst edition appeared at Lisbon, 

Madrid and Paris from  to . It consists of  “Decadas” (decades), comprising the history of the years –. 

Only Decadas I, II, III and a part of IV are by J. de Barros, the rest is by D. de Couto, who begins his part also with 

Decada IV, so that there are two Decadas IV” (Laures). De Barros (–), head agent for the Portuguese overseas 

trade authority “Casa da Índia”, managed to persuade King João III to commission from him a history of the Portuguese 

in India (including Asia and southeast Africa).  e result earned him renown as one of the  rst great Portuguese histo-

rians, and the the title of a “Portuguese Livy”.  e ‘Decades’ contain “the early history of the Portuguese in India and 

Asia and reveal careful study of Eastern historians and geographers, as well as of the records of his own country.  ey 

are distinguished by clearness of exposition and orderly arrangement.  ey are also lively accounts” (Enc. Britannica).

A crisp, uniform set with a contemporary ink note by L. Quesnel on the front pastedown of the index volumes and 

th century collector’s blue monogram labels (JCQ?) to  yleaves.

Cordier, BJ,  and BS, . Innocencio III, . Laures . Streit IV,  (with extensive list of contents) & VI, .  is edition not in Borba 
de Moraes. For the maps cf. Gole, India, .









Final edition of the famous Mercator-Hondius atlas, with  maps attractively 
coloured by a contemporary hand

.  MERC ATOR, Gerard and Henricus Hondius. Atlas sive cosmographicae meditationes de fabrica 
mundi et fabricati  gura. ... Editio decima.

[Amsterdam], heirs of Henricus Hondius, . Folio ( ×  cm). (), , (), ( blank) pp. With 
engraved title-page, engraved double-page portrait of Mercator and Hondius;  engraved divisional title-
pages,  engraved maps (almost all double-page) and many woodcut initials and tailpieces, all fully 
coloured by a contemporary hand, with some occasional details highlighted with gum arabic, and with 
the title-pages with some text and details highlighted in gold. All maps with letterpress texts on the back. 
th-century gold- and blind-tooled calf, gilt edges.  ,

Contemporary coloured copy of the  nal Hondius edition of the Mercator atlas, the greatest atlas of all time,  rst 

published posthumously in .  e Mercator atlas was the  rst to bear the name Atlas and it set the standard for all 

to come. Surely no atlas has ever been so in  uential. Although Ortelius’s  atlas helped to establish many of the 

modern conventions for atlases, Mercator (–) took further steps. Moreover, Ortelius borrowed and adapted his 

maps from existing ones, while Mercator’s were entirely new. In , the year of the present edition, it was still the most 

signi  cant geographical work of its time. However, this was also the year that Blaeu would introduce his Appendix atlas. 

 e present edition includes nine new maps, not included in the previous edition of .

Title-page restored at the foot and in the fore-edge margins, the following three leaves also with marginal restorations; 

double-portrait with a small restoration in the gutter, and some minor restorations throughout, binding in very good 

condition. Provenance: from the Schaff gotsch library, which had its roots in the th century, with the initials of count 

Carl von Schaff gotsch. An attractively coloured copy of the famous Mercator-Hondius atlas.

Keuning, “ e history of an atlas”, in: Imago Mundi IV, pp. –; Koeman Me B; Koeman & V.d. Krogt I, :; for Carl von Schaff gotsch: 
Emil Starkenstein, “Ein neuentdecktes Blass des Psalters von ” in: Gutenberg Jahrbuch XIV (), pp. –.









Blaeu’s stunning  rst terrestrial atlas, with  maps beautifully coloured by hand

.  BL A EU, Willem Jansz. Appendix theatri A. Ortelii et Atlantis G. Mercatoris, continens tabulas 
geographicas diversarum orbis regionum, nunc prima editas, cum descriptionibus.

Amsterdam, Willem Jansz. Blaeu, . Super Royal folio ( ×  cm). With engraved title-page,  
engraved maps ( multi-sheet folding,  double page and  half page),  engravings in text and woodcut 
initials and tailpieces, all beautifully coloured by a contemporary hand, the engraved title-page highlighted 
with gold (also the letters in the  rst  lines of capitals) and some occasional use of gum arabic on the 
maps. Contemporary gold-tooled vellum, gilt edges.  ,

Beautiful and exceptionally rare hand-coloured copy of Blaeu’s famous Appendix theatri, in the original Latin, –  is 

atlas was the birth of the famous Blaeu house of cartography and proved to be the forerunner of Blaeu’s many further 

famous atlases and foundation of the Grooten atlas, oft werelt-beschryving, published in –. We have located 

one other coloured copy in the Library of the Institute of History CAS, Prague.

Blaeu began his career as a globe maker around , moving to Amsterdam in  when he probably began copper-

plate printing as well. He quickly expanded into separately published maps (especially nautical charts) and into pilot 

guides that often included a collection of nautical charts.

Slightly browned (mostly from the green pigment used for the colouring, some occasional minor wormholes in the foot 

margins (not aff ecting the maps), a couple marginal tears and restorations, but most of the maps in very good condition. 

A beautiful hand-coloured copy of Blaeu’s stunning  rst terrestrial atlas.

Cat. NHSM, p. ; J. Keuning, “Blaeu’s atlas”, in: Imago mundi XIV, pp. –; Koeman, Bl ; V.d. Krogt, Koeman’s Atlantes Neerlandici 
:; cf. Shirley T.BLA–b (variant  ed.).









“ e greatest and  nest atlas ever published”, in  ne contemporary colour

.  BL A EU, Joan. Grooten atlas, oft werelt-beschryving, in welcke ‘t aerdryck, de zee, en hemel, wort 
vertoont en beschreven. 

Amsterdam, Joan Blaeu, –.  volumes. Imperial folio (. × . cm). With  engraved title-pages, 
an engraved frontispiece and  engraved maps, views, plans, etc., mostly double-page (. ×  cm, 
plate size ca.  ×  cm),  larger folding, a few single-page and a few smaller, many including additional 
inset maps, plans and views, and decorated with coats of arms, human & mythological  gures, animals, 
produce, etc. With the engraved title-pages, frontispiece, other engravings (except for the compass rose 
and  inscriptions), woodcut devices on  title-pages and  woodcut initial coloured by a contemporary 
hand (the maps mostly in outline but with their decorations fully coloured) and some (mostly the engraved 
title-pages) with extensive use of gold. Contemporary gold-tooled vellum.  ,

First and only Dutch edition of Joan Blaeu’s great terrestrial atlas, often considered the greatest atlas of all time, with 

 engraved maps, views, etc., mostly double-page and coloured by a contemporary hand.

 e atlases produced by the Blaeus, especially Willem Jansz (–) and his son Joan (/–) are justly 

famous for the accuracy, originality and beauty of their maps and for the technical quality of their engraving and 

printing.  e Blaeus had close ties with the  (Dutch East India Company) and Joan was appointed examiner of 

their navigators in , giving him access to all the latest surveys and other topographic information the  brought 

back from their voyages throughout the world.

 e gold tooling is slightly rubbed and there are one or two minor stains on the boards, but the binding is also generally 

very good. With occasional browning, an occasional small scuff  mark, an occasional marginal tear. But the atlas is 

generally in excellent condition, most maps and text leaves  ne, and the colouring is still bright and clear.

Provenance: although the atlas contains no indication of provenance, it came from a Dutch noble family and has been 

in the family since the th century. Blaeu’s stunning great atlas, with  maps, plans and views, mostly double-page, 

coloured by a contemporary hand.

Koeman & V.d. Krogt .; Koeman Bl ; cf. H. de la Fontaine Verwey, “De glorie van de Blaeu-Atlas”, in: Uit de wereld van het boek III, 
pp. –.









 e second edition in English, by the greatest translator of the Elizabethan age

.  PLIN IUS SECU N DUS, Gaius (Pliny the Elder).  e Historie of the World, commonly called 
the Naturall Historie.

London, Adam Islip, . Folio ( ×  mm).  vols. in one. (), , () pp. (), , () pp. 
Elaborate woodcut device on title-page; woodcut initials, head- and tailpieces. Contemporary calf, spine 
in six compartments, tooled and lettered in gilt.  ,

Pliny’s renowned Natural History in its second publication in English (repeating, with corrections, the   rst publi-

cation), translated by Philemon Holland, the greatest translator of the Elizabethan age.  e “Naturalis Historia” is one 

of the largest single works to have survived from the Roman empire to the modern day and purports to cover the entire 

 eld of ancient knowledge, based on the best authorities available to the author. Pliny claims to be the only Roman ever 

to have undertaken such a work. It comprised  books in  volumes and covered over , facts on topics including 

the  elds of botany, zoology, astronomy, geology and mineralogy as well as the exploitation of those resources. It remains 

a standard work for the Roman period and the advances in technology and understanding of natural phenomena at 

the time. Some technical advances he discusses are the only sources for those inventions, such as hushing in mining 

technology or the use of water mills for crushing or grinding corn. Much of what he wrote about has been con  rmed 

by archaeology. “We know from Pliny that there were important pearl  sheries in the Gulf [...] Pliny identi  es Tylos 

(Bahrain) as a place famous for its pearls [... He] attests that pearls were the most highly rated valuable in Roman society, 

and that those from the Gulf were specially praised [...]  e pearl related  nds at the site of El-Dur indicate the site 

was integrated into the maritime trade routes linking the Roman Empire, the Persian Empire, India and South Arabia” 

(Carter). Book  holds a chapter that gives the  rst detailed account of the regions around the Gulf, including what are 

now Qatar, the Emirates and Oman.

Binding rubbed; front hinge splitting. Includes the  nal printed leaf in vol. , containing the publisher’s advertisement 

to the reader that all errors have been corrected in the present edition and the errata leaf (included in the same position 

in ) has become unnecessary rather than having been mistakenly omitted. Some slight browning and brownstain-

ing, but an excellent copy removed in  from the Royal Meteorological Society (Symons Bequest, ) with their 

bookplate on the front pastedown.

STC . Cf. Pforzheimer  ( ed.).









Spectacular navigational and travel guide to the East Indies,
with  double-page and folding plates, including  maps,
all engravings beautifully coloured by a contemporary hand

.  L INSCHOT E N, Jan Huyghen van. Histoire de la navigation ... aux Indes Orientales ... Avec 
annotations de B. Paludanus, ... Troixiesme edition augmentee.

Including:

L INSCHOT E N, Jan Huyghen van. Le grand routier de mer, ...

L INSCHOT E N, Jan Huygen van]. Description de l’Amerique & des parties d’icelle, ... 

Amsterdam, Evert Cloppenburg, . Folio (. ×  cm). (), ; (), , ( blank); (), ( blank), “” 
(= ), ( blank) pp. With  title-pages ( from the same full-page engraving and  letterpress with an 
engraving of a ship in a cartouche with  inset city views), a nearly full-page engraved portrait of the 
author in a cartouche with  inset views,  engraved plates including  maps ( double-page &  larger 
folding). All plates coloured by a contemporary hand. Near contemporary mottled calf, gold-tooled spine.
  ,

A hand-coloured copy of the French edition of Linschoten’s classic illustrated guide for travellers to the East Indies, 

termed by Lach ‘‘the most important of the  rst-hand accounts published independently of the great travel collections’’ 

(I.). No other book contained so much useful intelligence on the East Indies. It includes such information as sailing 

directions, physical descriptions of countries, and statistics on commerce and trade.  e work was held in such high 

regard that for nearly a century, every Dutch ship sailing to Africa, Middle East & Far East carried a copy of this book 

by Linschoten.  e  plates ( large folding) are especially noteworthy, including  maps and several bird’s-eye views, 

many with coats of arms of the regions shown and of the colonial powers that controlled parts of them.

 e text is divided into three parts.  e  rst part covers the East Indies and East Africa, including regions as far east 

as Japan.  e second describes the navigation along the coasts of West Africa around the Cape of Good Hope to Arabia, 

together with some coasts in the New World.  e third book is devoted to North America, the Caribbean and Brazil.

Som minor foxing, a small tear repaired in the title-page to part  (not aff ecting the text or engraving), one plate was 

cut and reattached at an early date and a few others show very minor browning or small tears where the folds cross, the 

corner of one leaf torn off  (without loss of text) and a few other minor marginal defects, but still in very good condition, 

with the colouring rich and in good condition.  e boards are slightly rubbed and the head and foot of the spine expertly 

restored, but the binding is in excellent condition. A seminal work on navigation to the East and West Indies that opened 

up exploration to explorers outside Spain and Portugal.

Alden & Landis / ( copies); Burnell & Tiele,  e voyage of John Huyghen van Linschoten to the East Indies, Hakluyt Society (old series) 
LXX–LXXI (London ); JCB II, p. ; Lach, Asia in the making of Europe, ..– & –; Palau ; Sabin  &  (parts 
 & , cf.  & :  ed. of part ); STCN ( copies); Tiele, Bibl. –.









Portuguese classic of Arabian travel, the rare  rst edition

.  A N DR A DE , Jacinto Freyre de. Vida de Dom João de Castro Quarto Viso-Rey da India Escrita 
por Jacinto Freyre de Andrada.

Lisbon, Offi  cina Craesbeeckiana, . Small folio ( ×  mm). (), , () pp. With separate engr. 
title page, eng. portrait fater the preliminaries and full-page woodcut on p. . Contemporary limp vellum 
with remains of ties.  ,

First edition, very rarely seen in trade or auction and only  copies recorded in the US according to OCLC.

“Cette biographie est un des livres classiques de la langue portugaise” (Brunet). Includes an account of the battles 

at Ormuz between the Turks and the Arabs. Dom João de Castro (–) was a naval offi  cer and later Viceroy of 

Portuguese India. In  he embarked on his  rst voyage to India, arriving at Goa and immediately proceeding to 

the defense of Diu. Castro was responsible for the overthrow of Mahmud, King of Gujarat whose interests threatened 

Portuguese control of the Goan coast. His voyages frequently took him to the coasts of Arabia, and his present biography 

contains many details about the Peninsula, especially about Aden and the sea route to Mecca. Castro died in Goa in  

and was initially buried there, but his remains were later exhumed and transferred to Portugal.

Contemporary ink ownership to printed title. Binding loosened in places, still a good, wide-margined copy.

Atabey . Brunet I, . Graesse I, . Pinto de Mattos p. (“os exemplares desta edio, so raros e estimados”).









 e customs of the Arab world illustrated

.  M A N DEL SLO, Johann Albrecht von. Morgenländische Reyse-Beschreibung.

Hamburg & Schleswig, Johann Holwein for Christian Guth, . Folio. (), , () pp. With separate 
engraved title-page, engr. portrait, double-page engraved map and  large text engravings by Christian 
Rothgießer; woodcut initials and head- and tailpieces.

(Bound after) II: S A A DI (ed. Adam Olearius). Persianischer Rosenthal. In welchem viel lustige 
Historien, scharff sinnige Reden, und nützliche Regeln. Ibid., Johann Holwein for Johann Naumann, 
. (), , () pp,  nal blank f. With separate engraved title-page, engr.avedportrait and  large 
text engravings by Rothgießer. Contemporary vellum.  ,

First edition of this famous travel report, containing “many interesting details of the eternally plentiful oriental world” 

(cf. Henze). While the engraved maps depict Southeast Asia from Persia to Japan and Java, the remaining engravings 

mainly illustrate the customs of the Arab world, of Persia and India. “Mandelslo was a German traveller and adventurer 

(–). Originally a page at the court of the Duke of Holstein-Gottorp, in  Mandelslo was attached to the duke’s 

embassy to Moscow and Persia, a mission intended to open trade negotiations.  e Duke’s librarian and mathematician, 

Adam Olearius, accompanied the embassy as its secretary.  e ambassadors themselves remained in Persia, but in  

Mandelslo, feeling the need for wider travel, obtained permission to travel on to India. Sailing from Hormuz, he landed 

at Surat in April  then travelled through Gujarat to Agra, Lahore, Goa, Bijapur and Malabar. He sailed for England 

from Surat in January , calling at Ceylon and Madagascar, but was to die of smallpox  ve years later. Before his 

death, Mandelslo had entrusted his rough notes to Olearius, who subsequently published them bound with his numerous 

offi  cial accounts of the embassy” (Howgego I, ).  is  rst edition is signi  cantly rarer than its later reworkings and 

translations; ABPC lists a single complete copy at auctions of the last decades (Sotheby’s, Oct , , lot , ,).

Bound with this is the  rst German edition of Saadi’s “Gulistan”, also edited by Olearius.

Old armorial bookplate (name erased) and bookplate of Eivind Hassler (–) on front pastedown.

I: VD , :D. Lipperheide Ld . Adelung II, pp. –. Alt-Japan-Katalog . Bircher A f. Cordier, Japonica, cols. –. Cox 
I, f. Dünnhaupt, pp. –, .. V. Gelder, Het Oost-Indisch avontuur, pp. , , . Howgego I M. Commissariat, “Mandelslo’s Travels 
in Western India”, in:  e Geographical Journal,  (), pp. ff .

II: VD , :H. Dünnhaupt S. , .. Bircher A . Goedeke III, , .









“on pesche les perles ... dans le Golfe Persique, principalement ... aupres de Baroyn”

.  BERQU EN, Robert de. Les merveilles des Indes orientales ou nouveau traitté des pierres precieuses 
& perles, contenant leur vraye nature, dureté, couleurs & vertus: chacune placée selon son ordre & 
degré, suivant la cognoissance des marchands orfévres. Auquel est adjouté une petite table fort exacte, 
pour connoitre en un instant à quel tiltre les marchands orphevres de Paris, & les autres dans toutes les 
principalles villes presque de toute l’Europe, travaillent l’or & l’argent.

Paris, C. Lambin, . to. (),  pp. With engraved portrait frontispiece of Anne Marie Louise 
d’Orleans and numerous pretty woodcut initials and tailpieces. Contemporary richly gilt calf, leading 
edges and spine gilt (tiny defect to upper spine-end and hinge). Marbled pastedowns.  ,

First edition of this rare work on precious stones and pearls found in the East and West Indies, written by a Parisian 

“marchand orphèvre”. Dedicated to “La Grande Mademoiselle” Anne Marie Louise d’Orléans, Duchess of Montpensier 

and niece of Louis XIII, with her  nely engraved portrait by L. Boissevin (which, according to Graesse, is frequently 

lacking).  is “very early, and important treatise on gemstones, gold & silver” (Sinkankas) includes a chapter dedicated 

exclusively to pearls, a subject with which the author was especially familiar (cf. ibid.), and the Gulf is stated as one of the 

main locations of pearl  shing: “on pesche les perles en divers endroits du monde. Dans le Golfe Persique, principalement 

aux environs de l’Isle d’Ormus & Bassora: aupres de Baroyn [i.e., Bahrain], Catiff a, Iuff a, Camaron, & autres lieux 

de ce Golfe [...]” (p. ). “ e  rst chapter attempts to reconcile diff ering views of various writers, as cited by Berquen, 

on the origin of gemstones and precious metals, with following chapters taking up the principal gemstones, and some 

minor ones, as diamond, sapphire, topaz, ruby, spinel, emerald, amethyst, aquamarine, hyacinth, opal, chrysolite, iris, 

vermeille, garnets, carnelian, turquoise, quartz varieties, pearl, coral and amber, and lastly, a chapter on gold and silver 

[...] Both [the  rst and the second edition] are rare” (Sinkankas, p. f.).

Insigni  cant waterstain and occasional slight worming, mainly con  ned to upper margin. A good copy in an elabo-

rately decorated contemporary French binding.

Sinkankas . Sabin . Brunet VI, . Graesse I, . Ferguson II,  (note). Cf. Duveen  ( second ed.).









Monumental nautical work with  volvelles

.  DU DL EY, Sir Robert. Arcano del Mare.

Florence, Giuseppe Cocchini, Giacopo Bagnoni & Antonio Francesco Lucini, . Large folio ( × 
 mm). Book : (),  pp., with engraved vignette of navigational instrument on printed title-page; 
double-page-sized engraved plate (facsimile of the Patent),  engraved plates including  volvelles: 
 with  moveable parts and  with strings. Book :  pp.,  engraved plates with  volvelles (and  
moveable parts), lacking the  engraved maps. Book : , () pp.,  engraved plates. Book :  pp,  
engraved plates ( of which are double-page-sized). Book :  pp.,  engraved plates,  with volvelles 
(with  moveable parts, another loose, and  strings),  double-page-sized. Without Book  (containing 
the Sea Charts). In all,  engraved plates, of which  show one or more volvelles, with  moveable 
parts. Full contemporary calf, ornate gilt spine with original red calf gilt title label. Includes Dudley’s 
maritime map of the Indian Ocean, with the east of the Arabian Peninsula.  ,

Second (and arguably best) edition of Dudley’s landmark work on shipbuilding, nautical and astronomical instruments 

and navigation, all profusely illustrated with engravings. Book  deals with longitude; book  covers the errors which can 

be made when drawing sea-charts; book  deals with military and naval manoeuvres and exercise; book  describes the 

method of designing and building ships, on which this present work is the  rst scienti  c publication; book  is devoted 

to the art of navigation. Book , which is not present here, contains the sea atlas.  e “Arcano del Mare (secrets of the 

sea) ... is an encyclopedia of everything connected with the sea from shipbuilding to navigation to cartography.  is 

volume contains the text and volvelles for the sections devoted to navigation. It has been said that this volume is to the 

history of precision instruments of the seventeenth century what Peter Apian’s Astronomicum Caesareum was to the 

sixteenth” (Tomash & Williams).

 e engraver employed for the immense task was Antonio Francesco Lucini, born in Florence in . Lucini states 

in this second edition of  that he worked for twelve years in a small Tuscan village, using , pounds of copper to 

make the plates.  ey represent the  nest of Italian capabilities, the clarity of the engraving presenting an uncluttered 

image. Even the  orid italic calligraphy, while ful  lling a purpose, is of the highest standard.

 is is an example of the  rst volume only, containing books – of  but lacking the  general maps.  e Library of 

Congress possesses a similar volume, and Phillips describes in detail the diff ering collations of Books –. “ e remainder 

of the work consists of writings to explain navigation, latitude and longitude, winds, tides, military and naval warfare, 

naval architecture, and instruments. Dudley illustrates his constructions and supplies working models with volvelles and 

pointers which can be moved for calculations [...] Up to about , the Specola Museum in Florence possessed working 

wooden models of the instruments devised by Dudley. Unfortunately they were unwittingly destroyed in a building’s 

incinerator during a fuel shortage” (Dilke).

Bookplate of the Institution of Naval Architects, Scott Library collection, recording presentation of the book by Mr. 

R. E. Scott, July , on front pastedown. Hinges restored preserving original spine. Generally in very good condition.

Phillips . Shirley, M.Dud-b. Dilke, “Sir Robert Dudley’s contribution to cartography”, in:  e Map Collector  (June ), pp. –. 
 e A. E. Nordenskiöld Collection . Tomash & Williams D.









In Arabia: Jiddah, Aden, Muscat, Ormuz

.  A N ATOM Y OF T H E O T TOM A N E M PI R E .  L’A natomie de  l ’Empire des 
Ot tomans.  Decla ra nt l ’Orig ine, Conquestes, Loix, Religion, rentes et fortes des Turcs [...].

No place, . to ( ×  mm). French manuscript on paper. ( blank, ),  ff . Cursive script in light 
brown ink, per extensum, left and right margins ruled in lead pencil. Contemporary unsophisticated 
cardboard with handwritten calligraphic title, date and a skilfully executed drawing of a grashooper to 
upper cover.  ,

Unpublished, highly interesting th century French manuscript about the history, religion, and topography of the 

Ottoman Empire, written to convey in brief the essentials of the Muslim world. Chapters include “Origine des Turcs 

et leurs conquestes”, “De la Secte de Mahomet et des Loix et Polices des Turcs” (an extensive discussion of Islam and 

the Prophet), “Estat present de l’Empire des Ottomans” (on the Ottoman state), “Princes con  nans avec l’Ottoman”, 

“Princes pretendans sur cest Empire”, “La maniere de faire une ligue contre les Ottomans”, and “Moyen d’attaquer, 

abbatre et aneantir l’Empire des Turcs”. At the end, the manuscript also mentions Arabia “on the Red Sea” and the port 

of Jiddah, “where the pilgrims of Mahomet disembark for Mecca”. Further, the author discusses navigation of the Red 

Sea (dangerous at night) and the coast of the Arabian Peninsula, including the port of Aden, Ras Fartak, Norbat (Ash 

Shuwaymiyyah) opposite the Khuriya Muriya Islands, Muscat, the Kingdom of Ormuz and other places in the Gulf 

under Portuguese rule.

Occasional slight brownstaining, lower half of title-page defective and rebacked (apparently without loss), otherwise 

a well-preserved, well-legible manuscript, untrimmed in its original th century binding.









One of the earliest printed sources for the early history of Fujairah and Sharjah

.  VA L L E , Pietro della. Viaggi di Pietro della Valle il pellegrino.

Venice, Paolo Baglioni, –. mo.  vols. (),  pp. () ff . ( blank), , () pp., () ff . ( 
blank), , () pp. , () pp. With a woodcut in the text of vol. , p. , and a full-page engraving 
on p.  of vol.  (both diagrammatic). Contemporary limp vellum with ms. spine titles; all edges of vol. 
 sprinkled in red.  ,

Early duodecimo edition of Della Valle’s complete “Viaggi”, published while the  rst complete edition was still under the 

press. Della Valle’s account is highly sought after as one of the earliest printed sources for the early history of Dibba, the 

coastal region at the northeastern tip of the United Arab Emirates, today ruled by the Emirates of Fujairah and of Sharjah.

Pietro della Valle (–) left Venice in  on a pilgrimage to Palestine, proceeding to Baghdad and then into 

Persia, where he married and sojourned in the court of Shah Abbas. While staying with the Sultan of Bandar Abbas, 

he “met the son of the ruler of Dibba who was visiting. From this he learned that Dibba had formerly been subject to 

the kingdom of Hormuz, but was at that time loyal to the Safavids who in  sent troops to Dibba, Khor Fakkan and 

other ports on the southeast coast of Arabia in order to prepare for a Portuguese counter-attack following their expulsion 

from Hormuz (Jarun). In fact, the Portuguese under Ruy Freire were so successful that the people of Dibba turned on 

their Safavid overlords, putting them all to death, whereupon a Portuguese garrison of  men was installed at Dibba. 

More Portuguese forces, however, had to be sent to Dibba in  as a result of an Arab revolt. Curiously, two years later 

the Portuguese proposed moving part of the Mandaean population of southern Iraq, under pressure from neighbouring 

Arab tribes, to Dibba” (UAE History:  to  years ago – UAEinteract, online). “Della Valle displayed excellent 

narrative and descriptive skills, powers of acute observation, and a genuinely scholarly breadth of learning. He refused 

to comment on what he had not witnessed himself or checked against the best authorities” (Gurney). He continued his 

travels east to the coast of India, Goa and Muscat, and thence back to Aleppo by way of Basra. He reached Rome in 

, where the original Italian text of his letters written to the Neapolitan physician Mario Schipano was published. 

Only the  rst volume, dealing with Turkey, saw print during his lifetime.  e two-part volume II on Persia was released 

in , four years after his death; in  the Turkey volume saw a second edition, and the set was concluded in  

with the volume on India. A single-volume English translation of the Indian travels appeared in .

Occasional slight brownstaining, otherwise  ne.

Röhricht , p. . Tobler . Weber II, . British Library STC II, . Cf. Graesse VII, . Atabey  ( Baglioni ed.,  vols. only). 
Blackmer  (mixed French ed.). Macro . Gurney, “Della Valle, Pietro”, in: Encyclopaedia Iranica (online ed.).













Della Valle’s travels in Persia and the Near East

.  VA LL E , Pietro della. De volkome beschryving der voortreff elijke reizen van de deurluchtige reisiger 
Pietro della Valle, edelman van Romen, in veel voorname gewesten des werrelts, sedert het jaer , tot 
in ‘t jaar  gedaan … 

Amsterdam, Abraham Wolfgang,  (each volume title: Abraham Wolfgang, widow of Jan Hendriks 
Boom, Jan Rieuwertsz., –).  volumes bound as . to. (), ; (), ; (), , ( blank); (), 
, ( blank); (), , ( blank); (), , () pp. With general title-page printed in red and black with 
Wolfgang’s wolf and honey tree device,  title-pages for the  volumes, each with the same woodcut  oral 
decoration, and  engraved plates. th-century vellum, gold-tooled spine label, nonpareille marbled 
endpapers.  ,

First Dutch edition, the  rst one to be illustrated, of Pietro della Valle’s account of his travels in Turkey, Egypt, the 

Holy Land, Syria, Iraq, Persia (Iran) and India. Della Valle, an Italian nobleman, sailed from Venice in  to Istanbul.

He spent a year exploring the city and continued to Rhodes, Alexandria, Rosetta, Cairo, crossing the Sinai desert to 

Jerusalem, Damascus and Aleppo. Rather than return to Istanbul, Della Valle decided at this point to travel to Persia to 

meet the Safavid ruler Shah Abbas I. He travelled with the next caravan to Baghdad, where he married Ma’ani-Jowayri, 

daughter of a Nestorian Catholic father and an Armenian mother, and together they continued through snow-covered 

Kurdistan to Isfahan (Persia), which they reached in March . Della Valle sojourned in Persia until early , wit-

nessing and commenting on the escalating con  ict between Shah Abbas and the Portuguese empire. He “displayed 

excellent narrative and descriptive skills, powers of acute observation, and a genuinely scholarly breadth of learning. 

He refused to comment on what he had not witnessed himself or checked against the best authorities ... Della Valle’s 

eighteen letters from Persia provide one of the most detailed sources of information for most aspects of Persian life in 

the second half of Shah Abbas’ reign” (Gurney).

Some marginal water stains, several tears repaired and the general title-page somewhat dirty. Hinges reinforced, 

boards bowed, one corner of front board chipped. Provenance: bookplate of J.K. Leeksma on paste-down. An impressive 

eye-witness narrative of travels in the Near East.

Atabey ; Cat. NHSM I, p. ; Howgego, to , D; STCN ( copies, incl.  incomplete); Smitskamp, Philologia Orientalis II, ; Tiele, 
Bibl. ; Tobler, p. ; cf. Gurney, “Della Valle, Pietro”, in: Encyclopaedia Iranica (online ed.).





“One of the  nest works of travel literature” (Howgego)

.  VA LL E , Pietro della. Reiss-Beschreibung in unterschiedliche  eile der Welt, nemlich in Türcken, 
Egypten, Palestina, Persien, Ost-Indien und andere weit entlegene Landschaften.

Geneva, Johann Herman Widerhold, . Folio.  vols. bound as . [], , [], [ blank]; [], , 
[]; [], , [], [ blank]; [], , [] pp. First title-page printed in red and black, each title-page with 
Widerholds’s woodcut device (motto: “Gradatim ad sidera tollor”). With  engraved plates ( folding), 
including frontispiece and portraits of the author and his wife, by Jean Jacques  ourneyser. Further with 
woodcut initials, head- and tailpieces, factotums and several small woodcuts in the text. Contemporary 
vellum, manuscript spine-title, blue sprinkled edges.  ,

First edition in German of Pietro della Valle’s deservedly famous narrative of his travels in the Middle East, with an 

excellent account of Muscat and the Arabian Gulf and references to Dibba. Della Valle, an Italian nobleman, sailed 

from Venice in  to Istanbul, where he arrived in August , spending a year to explore the city. He continued to 

Rhodes, Alexandria, Rosetta, Cairo, crossing the Sinai desert to Jerusalem, Damascus and Aleppo. From there Della Valle 

proceeded to Isfahan (Iran) to meet the Safavid ruler Shah Abbas I. He sojourned in Persia until early , witnessing 

and commenting on the escalating con  ict between Shah Abbas and the Portuguese empire. In  he decided to return 

to Europe and set off  for the Persian Gulf, but the Persian and English blockade prevented his sailing. By way of India 

he  nally sailed for Muscat in January , from which he crossed the Arabian Gulf to Basra, continuing overland to 

Aleppo, arriving in Europe in . During his travels he wrote regularly to his learned friend in Naples, Mario Schipano. 

 ese  letters formed the basis of an account of his travels that was  rst published in Rome as Viaggi di Pietro della 

Valle from  to . “Della Valle displayed excellent narrative and descriptive skills, powers of acute observation, 

and a genuinely scholarly breadth of learning. He refused to comment on what he had not witnessed himself or checked 

against the best authorities [...] Della Valle’s eighteen letters from Persia provide one of the most detailed sources of 

information for most aspects of Persian life in the second half of Shah Abbas’ reign” (Gurney).

Engraved armorial bookplate on paste-down. Evenly browned throughout, some spotting, few quires in volume  with 

wormholes in gutter margin, not aff ecting the text, otherwise in very good condition.

VD , :Q. Tobler, p. . Cf. Atabey – (other eds.); Blackmer  (French ed.); Gurney, “Della Valle, Pietro”, in: Encyclopaedia 
Iranica (online ed.).









First Dutch editions of eight accounts of the Middle & Far East, from Marco Polo’s 
voyages to the capture of Formosa by the pirate Zheng Chenggong

.  POLO, Marco. Reisen, en beschryving der Oostersche lantschappen; ...
Including:

– Hetoum of Corycus. Historie der Oostersche lantschappen; ...

– [Bracciolini, Poggio, and Girolamo di Santo Stefano]. Reysen naar Indien, en d’oostersche landen; gedaan by 

Nicolaus Venetus, en Jeronymus van St. Steven.

– [Anonymous VOC offi  cer in Formosa]. Verhaal van de verövering van ‘t eylant Formosa door de Sinesen.

Amsterdam, Abraham Wolfgang, . With  engraved plates.

With:

() Bourges, Jacques de. Naaukeurig verhaal van de reis des Bisschops van Beryte uit Frankryk te lant en ter zee naar 

China.

Amsterdam, Abraham Wolfgang, . With  half-page engraved illustrations in text.

() Verhaal van drie voorname reizen naar Oostindien, te weten van Johan Jacobsz Saar, Volkert Evertsz, en Albrecht 

Herport.

Comprising:

– Saar, Johann Jacob. De reisbeschryving ... naar Oostindien, sedert ... . tot ... . ...

– Olearius, Adam. De beschryving der reizen van Volkert Evertsz. [= Volquard Iversen] naar Oostindien. ... uitgevaren 

in ... . en in ...  ... gekeert.

– Herport, Albrecht. De beschryving der Oostindische reizen ... sedert ... . tot ... . ...

Amsterdam, Jan Rieuwertsz & Pieter Arentsz,  (works  and  dated  on their title-pages). With 
 engraved plates, the last  sometimes attributed to Romeyn de Hooghe or his school.  editions (the st 
containing  works and the rd containing  works) in  volume. to. (), , (), ( blank), , (), , ( 
blank), , (), ; (),  pp. Contemporary vellum.  ,

(): First Dutch edition of Marco Polo’s account of his voyages from Venice to China and back. Polo’s account of his 

voyages remains one of the earliest and most important Western records of Asian history, peoples and culture and for 

many years remained the primary source for most Europeans’ knowledge of the orient. It also records information about 

th-century Asia that has not survived in any other source.

 e present edition adds three further accounts of Far Eastern lands and peoples, all in their  rst Dutch editions.  e 

 rst is that of Hetoum of Corycus (ca.  – ca. ).  e second additional text is the humanist Poggio Bracciolini’s 

account of the travels of the Italian merchant Niccolò de’ Conti (ca.  – ca. ) from Venice via Syria, where he 

learned Arabic, Bagdad, around the Arabian peninsula to the Gulf and Iran, where he learned Persian, to India, the East 

Indies, Southeast Asia, possibly southern China and back in the years –. 

(): First Dutch edition of a popular account of an overland voyage from France to the Far East, ending in China, by 

Jacques de Bourges (ca. –), who accompanied the French titular Bishop of Beirut, Pierre Lambert de la Motte, 

on the newly established Société des Mission Etrangères’s  rst expedition to the Far East.  ey left Marseille in June 

, and travelled via Malta, through the Holy Land, Syria, Iran, Iraq and India, to Siam ( ailand). Bourges gives 

extensive descriptions of the people, their customs and costumes, and the places he visits. 

(): First and only Dutch edition of accounts of three voyages made under the auspices of the  (Dutch East India 

Company) by Johann Jacob Saar, Volquard Iversen (Evertsz) and Albrecht Herport.

(): Cordier, Sinica, cols. –; Howgego P (for Santo Stefano and King Houten I see S & H); STCN ( copies); Tiele, Bibl. ; 
for Zheng Chenggong’s capture of Formosa, see also Tonio Andrade, De val van Formosa; Lach & Van Kley III, pp. – (based on an English 
translation of Coyett’s  Dutch account); Walravens, China Illustrata  ( German trans. of Coyett’s  Dutch account).

(): Howgego P (see also D); Lach & Van Kley III, pp. –; Scheepers I, ; STCN ( copies); Tiele, Bibl. ; cf. Cordier, Sinica, col. 
 ( French ed.); Chadenat  ( French ed.).

(): A. Cheke, “ e dodo’s last island ...”, in: Proc. Royal Society of Arts & Sciences,  (), pp. –; Howgego S, I, H; Lach & Van Kley 
III, pp. –; Landwehr, VOC ; STCN ( copies); Tiele, Bibl. .













Two rare travel accounts of Constantinople and the Ottoman Empire,
with an appendix on the Arnheim’s return from Batavia

.  SOMER, Jan. Johann Sommers See- und Land-Reyß nach der Levante, das ist nach Italien, Candia, 
Cypern, Rhodis Egypten, Syrien, Gelobten Lande, Constantinopel und von dar wider durch Ungarn, 
Italien und Teutschland nach Mittelburg nach Hauß [...].

Frankfurt, Johann Frantz for Wilhelm Serlin, . to. (),  pp. With  engraved plates (some with 
touches of colour, two folded).

(Bound with) II: W EN N ER , Adam. Türckisches Reisebuch von Prag aus biß gen Constantinopel 
[...]. Nuremberg, Johann Andreas Endter & Wolfgang Endter’s heirs, . (), , () pp. Title printed 
in red and black.

Contemporary full vellum with handwritten title to spine.  ,

Exceedingly rare Mediterranean travelogue: one of two German editions published in the same year (the other, an 

entirely diff erent translation, by Cunradus in Amsterdam; the Nuremberg edition cited by several bibliographies is 

 ctitious). Dutch editions had previously appeared in  (the  rst) and in . Although the Amsterdam-published 

German edition dates the journey to –, the Dutch  rst edition as well as the present translation make it clear 

that it had taken place as early as –! Somer’s voyage began inauspiciously – he was captured by a Turkish galley 

in the harbour of Famagusta and brie  y enslaved, but was soon set free after the French consul at Alexandria intervened 

for him. In spite of this episode, he travelled the Ottoman Empire at a time of relative peace (the Long Turkish War 

with the Habsburgs would not break out until ), spending several months in Egypt, Constantinople and Palestine. 

His colourful account includes a description of desert sandstorms and the trade in Egyptian mummies (not all of them 

ancient) as well as extensive chapters on Constantinople, the Ottoman court, the ubiquitous baths, Turkish customs and 

manners, the Muslim faith, curses and magic, etc. Somer returned via then-Ottoman Greece and Hungary, which he 

also describes. An appendix (pp. ff .) contains A. Stockram’s topical account of the voyage of the Dutch ship Arnheim, 

which foundered off  Mauritius on the return from Batavia.  e translation is credited to “Philemerus Irenicus Elisius” 

(i.e., Martin Meyer). Rare; the last copy in auction records sold in  (Erasmushaus, an incomplete reissue with only 

 views).

Bound after this is the second edition of A. Wenner’s narrative of the Imperial embassy to the Porte in –, to 

ratify the Treaty of Zsitvatorok. Wenner served as secretary to the embassy; his “book is a day-to-day account of the 

journey to Constantinople from Prague, and includes a list of all the entourage from nobles to the apothecary, goldsmith, 

musicians, tailors, cooks, and so on. A list of presents for the sultan, with their values, is also given” (Atabey).  e Treaty 

of Zsitvatorok “was a landmark in Turkish-European diplomatic relations, when the Turks  rst began to observe the 

general principles and courtesies of international law, and to exchange special ambassadors on an equal footing with 

European nations” (Blackmer).

Some browning throughout due to paper, more pronounced in Somer’s work, the title-page of which shows an unob-

trusive tear in the upper edge. Contemporary handwritten ownership “Bocken” to recto of  yleaf; verso has stamp and 

 ownership of the Viennese collector Werner Habel (–).

I: VD , :C. Tobler . Röhricht p. , no. . Paulitschke ; Ternaux-Compans, Bibliothèque asiatique et africaine,  (both have 
“Nuremberg” in error for Frankfurt). Cf. Weber II,  (Amsterdam German ed.); Kat d. Scheepvart Mus. I, f. (Dutch eds.). Not in Atabey, 
Blackmer, Aboussouan, Howgego, Henze, Cox, or Chauvin.

II: VD , :B. Cf. Atabey ; Blackmer ; Brunet VI.,  (all for the   rst edition). Not in Röhricht, Tobler, Aboussouan or 
Brunet.





 e Portuguese dominions in Asia with views of Hormuz and Muscat

.  FA R I A Y SOUSA, Manuel de. Asia Portuguesa.

Lisbon, H. V. de Oliveira & A. Craesbeeck, –. Folio ( ×  mm).  vols. (), , () pp., 
 nal blank leaf. (), , () pp. (), , () pp. All title-pages within engraved architectural borders. 

With  ( engraved,  woodcut) folded plates with views and plans,  engraved portraits and  (some 
full-page) woodcuts in the text. Attractive th-century speckled calf, spines gilt with raised bands and 
original black leather labels. Edges sprinkled red.  ,

Very rare  rst edition, with an impressive iconographic setting. A trove of information regarding the Portuguese involve-

ment with China (most notably the Chinese missions), the wars between the Dutch and the Portuguese in Macau, the 

trade relations with India and the Portuguese outposts there (Daman & Diu). Most notably, it deals extensively with the 

history of the Arabian Gulf, narrating the capture of Ormuz in  by the Portuguese Afonso de Albuquerque which 

gave the Portuguese full control of the trade between India and Europe passing through the Gulf. It also speaks of the 

discovery of Baharem and Catif and the wars with King of Al-Hasa. Also the aspect of trade is described: there are several 

mentions of “the Fishery of Pearl, so famed that draws all Mankind thither”. Faria y Sousa also gives accounts of later 

events such as the building of “forts of great strengths” in Muscat, after the fall of Ormuz in  which opened up the 

Persian trade with England in the Gulf.  is one of the very few sets on the market with a full set of plates.

Some browning and intermittent water-staining or  ngermarking. Early ownership inscriptions on title-pages illlegible 

due to ink corrosion, aff ecting paper. Rare in the trade.

Cordier (Sinica) . Palau .. Streit V, . Alden/L. /. Sabin . Laures . Takahashi . Lach/Van Kley, p. .









Unique hand-coloured copy of Dapper’s famous description of Africa

.  DA PPER, Olfert. Naukeurige beschrijvinge der Afrikaensche gewesten van Egypten, Barbaryen, 
Lybien, Biledulgerid, Negroslant, Guinea, Ethiopiën, Abyssinie: vertoont in de benamingen, grenspalen, 
revieren, steden, gewassen, dieren, zeeden, drachten, talen, rijkdommen, godsdiensten en heerschappyen. 
Getrokken uyt verscheyde hedendaegse lantbeschrijvers en geschriften van bereisde ondersoekers dier 
landen.

(Including:) Naukeurige beschrijvinge der Afrikaensche eylanden: als Madagaskar, of Sant Laurens, 
Sant  omee, d’Eilanden van Kanarien, Kaep de Verd, Malta, en andere: vertoont in de benamingen, 
gelegentheit, steden, revieren, gewassen, dieren, zeden, drachten, talen, rijkdommen, godsdiensten en 
heerschappyen.

Amsterdam, Jacob van Meurs, . Folio ( ×  cm).  works in  volume. (), , , (); (), , 
() pp. Title-page printed in red and black. With a richly engraved allegorical frontispiece representing 
Africa, a large folding engraved map of Africa ( ×  cm),  double-page engraved maps of parts 
of Africa and the adjacent islands,  double-page and  larger folding engraved plates and views, and  
half-page engraved views, plans, illustrations of costumes, animals, plants, etc. in the text. All illustrations 
hand-coloured by a contemporary hand. Contemporary vellum at a later date with elaborate blind-tooled 
decorations, including oriental portraits. With  decorated brass clasps, signed B-I.  ,

First impression of the second, much enlarged Dutch edition of Dapper’s famous description of Africa. Olfert Dapper 

(–) was celebrated by his contemporaries for his descriptions of faraway lands. He began his writing career with a 

description of Amsterdam, where he spent his whole life. His description of the entire continent of Africa and its islands 

was  rst published in , which was still early in his career. It is now accepted as his best work and was translated into 

German and English in , and into French in .  e present second edition was thoroughly revised.

Dapper’s attention was drawn mainly to the Islamic North of Africa, and he gives extensive descriptions of the area 

between Morocco and Egypt (with a magni  cent illustration of pyramids) and the Ethiopian Empire (Abyssinia). He 

maps the whole of Africa, Egypt and Ethiopia including the Arabian Peninsula as far as the Gulf and the Red Sea. He 

includes an impressive double-page plate with a view of a Hajj caravan from Cairo to Mecca.

Of special interest are the book’s abundant, exact and  nely executed illustrations – especially as they are here coloured 

by a contemporary hand, a highly unusual feature for this work.  e illustrations include engraved maps of the states, 

provinces, and towns, engraved plates and a large number of engravings in the text representing the residents, the less-

er-known plants and animals.

Dapper’s interdisciplinary approach was innovative. He compiled his description of Africa from various sources, 

including unpublished Dutch reports and eye-witness accounts, most of them now lost or scarce, which lends this early 

work on Africa an enduring historical value.

Faded manuscript title on spine. Covers and spine slightly rubbed, clasps reattached, new ties. Otherwise in very 

good condition.

Cox I, . Gay, L’Afrique, . Mendelssohn I, f. Tiele .









 e  rst overland journey from Spain to the East Indies, by way of Iran

.  CU BERO SEBA ST I A N, Pedro. Breve relacion de la peregrinacion que ha hecho de la mayor 
parte del mundo.

Madrid, Juan Garcia Infaçon, . to. (),  pp. With the title page within a border of cast  eurons, 
woodcut arms of the dedicatee Charles II of Spain, and several woodcut initials and tailpieces. Modern gilt 
blue morocco by the leading Barcelona binder Emilio Brugalla (–), also active in Madrid, signed at 
the foot of the front turn-in: “Brugalla ”, with the arms of the Spanish bibliophile Isidoro Fernandez 
(–) stamped in gold on front and back in a blind-stamped panel, double  llets on binding edges 
and richly gold-tooled turn-ins, gilt edges.  ,

First edition of an interesting and detailed account of the  rst overland journey from Spain to the East Indies (–) 

made by the Spanish missionary Sebastian Pedro Cubero. Interestingly, Cubero covered most of his route by land, as 

would later Careri, thus constantly being able to observe the customs, religions, ceremonies and costumes of the peoples 

he visited, describing them in considerable detail. After spending time in Italy, where he was appointed as a missionary 

to Asia and the East Indies, Cubero travelled by way of Istanbul and Moscow to Iran, visiting Isfahan (“Hispaham”) 

and Bandar Abbas, after which he  nally arrived in India. After crossing to Malacca he was imprisoned by the Dutch 

and later banished from the city. He then proceeded to the Philippines and ultimately, by way of Mexico, back to 

Europe. “After a stint as confessor in the imperial army in Hungary, Cubero became one of the notable travellers of the 

seventeenth century. What set him apart was the variety of his traveller’s hats. Most obviously a missionary [...], he also 

became [...] a representative  gure of the whole exploratory enterprise. By circumnavigating the globe in his travels, he 

was recognized in his own time to be another Magellan, Drake, or Cavendish” (Noonan).

With bookplates on pastedown; title-page has contemporary ownership of Pere de Ribes-Vallgomera de Boixadors, 

Marques de Alferras, ennobled by Philip V in . Some occasional foxing and a small restoration, replacing the outer 

lower corner of the t. p. in a subtle facsimile. Very narrow margins, occasionally just shaving the headlines and quire 

signatures, otherwise in very good condition. Rare in the market: two copies appeared at auction in the last  years.

Palau . Sabin . OCLC . Howgego C. Lach & Van Kley III, . Maggs cat. , .  is ed. not in Salvá. For the author 
cf. F.T. Noonan,  e road to Jerusalem: pilgrimage and travel in the age of discovery (), p. .









Description of the Middle East:  rst German edition

.  DA PPER, Olfert]. Umbständliche und eigentliche Beschreibung von Asia: In sich haltend die 
Landschaff ten Mesopotamien, Babylonien, Assyrien, Anatolien oder Klein-Asien. Ins Hochteutsche 
getreulichst übersetzet von J. Ch. Beern.

Nuremberg, Froberg for Hoff mann, . Folio ( ×  mm). (), , () pp. With engr. frontispiece, 
 double-page-sized engraved maps,  engr. plates ( double-page-sized,  folding), and  engravings in 
the text. Contemp. calf with gilt spine.  ,

First German edition of Dapper’s description of the Middle East, including Mesopotamia or Algizira, Assyria, and 

Anatolia; the second part is entirely devoted to Arabia. Dapper’s work is of special importance for its original and new 

information on Islam, Arab science, astronomy, philosophy, and historiography, as well as for its illustrations. “Dr. 

Olfert Dapper (–), physician, geographical and historical scholar, was the author of a series of works dealing 

with Africa, America and Asia.  e  ne plates [...] are after a number of mapmakers and artists, including Christiaan 

van Adrichom, Juan Bautista Villalpando and Wenzel Hollar among others” (Blackmer). Includes accounts of Mecca 

(with a description of the Hajj), Jeddah, Medina, Sana’a, etc.  e engravings show costumes, religious rites, specimens of 

local  ora, views, etc., including Aden, Mocha, Maskat, Babylon, Baghdad, Ninive, Ephesus, and Smyrna (re-engraved 

from the Dutch original edition).

Old repair to view of the Tower of Babylon (slight loss to image). Engraved armorial bookplate “ex Bibliotheca 

Blomiana” to pastedown. Formerly in the Ottoman collection of the Swiss industrialist Herry W. Schaefer.

VD , :U. STC D . Blackmer . Tiele  (note).









Travels to the East Indies, China, Middle East and the Gulf

.  CU BERO SEBA ST I A NO, Pedro. Peregrinazione del mondo.

Naples, Giuseppe Criscolo, . to ( ×  mm). (), , () pp. With additional engraved title and 
 portraits. Original papered boards with handwritten lettering to spine.  ,

First Italian edition of a fascinating and detailed account of the  rst overland journey from Spain to the East Indies 

(–) made by the Spanish missionary Sebastian Pedro Cubero. Interestingly, Cubero covered most of his route 

by land, as would later Careri, thus constantly being able to observe the customs, religions, ceremonies and costumes 

of the peoples he visited, describing them in considerable detail. After spending time in Italy, where he was appointed 

as a missionary to Asia and the East Indies, Cubero travelled by way of Istanbul and Moscow to Iran, visiting Isfahan 

(“Hispaham”) and Bandar Abbas, after which he  nally arrived in India. After crossing to Malacca he was imprisoned 

by the Dutch and later banished from the city. He then proceeded to the Philippines and ultimately, by way of Mexico, 

back to Europe. “After a stint as confessor in the imperial army in Hungary, Cubero became one of the notable travel-

lers of the seventeenth century. What set him apart was the variety of his traveller’s hats. Most obviously a missionary 

[...], he also became [...] a representative  gure of the whole exploratory enterprise. By circumnavigating the globe in 

his travels, he was recognized in his own time to be another Magellan, Drake, or Cavendish” (Noonan). Included are 

three very three very detailed chapters of devoted to China, Tartary and the Chinese-Tartarian wars. Additionally, there 

are important discussion of Persia, India, Malacca, the Philippines, and Mexico; chapter XX (pp. –) contains an 

extensive discussion on Islam, the birth and death of Mohamed and Mecca and Medina. Chapter XXXIII (p. –) 

contains a discussion of the the Kingdom of Ormuz and Bandar Abbas, the city on the Straits of Hormuz at the mouth 

of the Persian Gulf.

Bookplate of the New York “Explorers Club” (James B. Ford Library) to pastedown. Old inscriptions to front  yleaf; 

occasional stains. Lacks lower  yleaf; small tear to corner with loss of some text to fol. O.  is is the only copy of this 

edition that appears in the auction records over  years, no copy in the trade.

Howgego C. Cf. Sabin . Palau . For the author cf. F.T. Noonan,  e road to Jerusalem: pilgrimage and travel in the age of discovery 
(), p. .









Complete run of this series of illustrated news sheets issued during the Great Turkish 
War: of the utmost rarity

.  L ORCK, Melchior (artist) / H A PPEL , Eberhard Werner (ed.)]. Der Türckische Schau-Platz. 
Eröff net und fürgestelt in sehr vielen nach dem Leben gezeichneten Figuren [...].

Hamburg,  omas von Wiering, (–). Folio ( ×  mm). (),  (instead of ) ff . With one 
engraved folded map, one engraved folded view and  woodcut illustrations in the text (including  
views). Contemporary full vellum with ms. spine title.  ,

A very rare and extraordinarily interesting volume published as a series of bi-weekly news sheets in the wake of the  

siege of Vienna, consisting of single sheets, each with a title (“Türckis. Estats- und Krieges-Bericht”) and number, a 

woodcut on the recto, and from no.  onward a date ( May through  Dec. ).  is series of more than  large 

woodcuts by Melchior Lorck, the Danish draughtsman who only recently was hailed as “one of the sixteenth century’s 

most original artists” and to whose life and work the publication of a  ve-volume monograph by E. Fischer (cf. below) 

paid ample tribute, provides us with the hitherto most extensive western-commissioned visual record of Ottoman society 

and Islamic culture in general. It is here published for the  rst time with the accompanying text written by the artist 

himself during two extended stays in Constantinople. Only two copies recorded at auction, the last one being incom-

plete, with three leaves missing, and heavily restored with the title-page and map partly supplied in facsimile (Christie’s 

London,  July , lot , ,).

 e editor is suggested to have been E. W. Happel, an active miscellaneous writer of the period best known for his 

“ esaurus exoticorum”. In the introduction he states that the aim of the publication was to present a report on Turkish 

society, customs, beliefs, manners, as well as forti  cations and recent battles.  e work is prefaced by an account of 

the Battle of Vienna, including an engraved map showing the territories between Vienna and Constantinople and an 

engraved view depicting the siege. Lorck’s illustrations fall into several groups:  rst, those of people and things, consisting 

of pictures of natives of diff erent parts of the Ottoman Empire, diff erent grades of person and trades, with a few plates 

of horses or things (no. : a Tartar covered wagon; no. : reproductions of Turkish coins).  en comes a group of 

views of towns, Damascus, Smyrna (–), portraits of lady sultans (–), followed by some more individual types 

(including a dervish), then views of the great mosques of Contantinople, including the Hagia Sophia and the Sultan 

Ahmed Mosque (–), then more pictures of animals (horses, including an Arab horse, camels), individuals and things 

such as Turkish standards (–).  e accompanying text describes each image in some detail and is printed across 

the page. It is followed (printed in a smaller type and in two columns) by contemporary news dated from  September 

to  December .

A complete, continuous run of the  rst  issues of these news sheets as issued from  onwards and jointly re-issued 

with a general title-page and prefatory matter in ; the  nal, double page issue (no. , titled “Das Türkische Kirchen-

Gemählde”) was obviously never bound with this set. Variously browned; slight worming to pastedown,  yleaf and 

title-page. Old ownership of Friedrich Engl of Wagrain on title-page; later ownership “Seiff enburg” to  yleaf. Latterly in 

the library of the Viennese collector Werner Habel (–) with his ownership stamp. An excellent, genuine copy in 

its original binding, especially in comparison with the few copies traceable in libraries and the two recorded at auction.

Erik Fischer, Melchior Lorck (), vol. III, passim. Atabey (Sotheby’s cat.) . Sturminger . VD , :H. Not in Blackmer, 
Kábdebo, or Koc.













With a map of the Gulf, a description of El-Katif, and the story of the pearl of the 
Imam of Muscat

.  TAV ER N I ER, Jean-Baptiste. Collections of travels through Turky into Persia, and the East-
Indies. Giving an account of the present state of those countries.

London, Moses Pitt, . Folio ( ×  mm).  parts in one vol. (),  pp. (),  pp. (),  pp, (). 
(), , (), –, (), –, () pp. (), , () pp. , () pp. With  full-page engr. plates,  folding 
plates, and numerous text illustrations (including plates of Arabian coins, the great name of Allah, and 
other Arabian inscriptions). Contemporary calf, spine rebacked.  ,

Rare  rst collected edition of Tavernier’s works, profusely illustrated with a fold-out map of the Arabian Gulf, an unusual, 

large map of Japan, and a fold-out map of the Great Moghul. Comprising: )  e First Book of Monsieur Taverner’s [!] 

Persian Travels; )  e Six Trabels of John Baptista Tavernier [...]  rough Turky and Persia to the Indies: ) A Relation of 

Japon; ) A New and Particular Relation of the Kingdom of Tunquin; ) A New Relation of the Inner-Part of the Grand 

Seignor’s Seraglio; )  e History of the Late Revolution of the Dominions of the Great Mogol. A rare and interesting 

account of Turkey, Persia, India, Japan, Tonkin, and Formosa. “ e Persian Gulf is the most dangerous Gulf I know, 

by reason of the shallowness and sharp promontories that point out into Sea [...]  e Merchant would be glad to  nd a 

way through the Coast of Arabia to get to Mascate [...] Elcatif a Sea Town in Arabia, where there is a  shery for Pearls 

that belong to the Emir of Elcatif” (pt. I, p. ; “Qatif” being an oasis in Saudi Arabia). Chapter XI (p. ) of the  rst 

part deals with the breeding and nature of camels; chapter III (p. ) mentions a voyage to Mecca; chapter XXIII (p. 

) deals with the island of Ormus (with the map of the Arabian Gulf).

 e second part begins with a discussion of Arabian currency and is illustrated with plates of Arabian coinage.  e 

most important story is perhaps that of “ e Imam of Muscat Pearl –  at Surpassed in Beauty All Other Pearls in the 

World”. In chapter XVIII of book II, “Of Pearles and the places where to  nd them” (p. ), Tavernier states: “In the  rst 

place, there is a Fishery for Pearls in the Persian Gulf, round about the Island of Bakren. It belongs to the King of Persia, 

and there is a strong Fort in it, Garrison’d with three hundred men.” Tavernier then narrates: “ ere is a wondrous Pearl 

in the possession of an Arabian Prince, that took Mascate from the Portugals. He then call’d himself Imenhect Prince 

of Masscaté; being known before only by the name of Aceph Ben-Ali Prince of Norennaé. It is but a small Province, 

but it is the best of all in the Happy Arabia.  erein grow all things necessary for the life of man; particularly, delicate 

fruits, but more especially most excellent Grapes, which would make most incomparable Wine.  is Prince has the 

most wonderful Pearl in the world, not so much for its bigness, for it weighs not above twelve Carats and one sixteenth, 

nor for its perfect roundness, but because it is so clear and so transparent that you may almost see through it.  e Great 

Mogul off er’d him by a Banian forty thousand Crowns for his Pearl, but he would not accept it.”  e use of the phrase 

“clear and lustrous as to appear translucent” seem to indicate a white or colorless pearl, the most sought-after color in 

pearls, with an optimum of lustre and orient caused by the re  ection and refraction of light, respectively.  e surface 

quality of the pearl must be exceptional and almost blemish-free in order to characterize it as a specimen surpassing in 

beauty all other pearls in the world, at that time.  e fact that the pearl was in the possession of the Imam of Muscat 

in the mid-th century indicates without any doubt that the pearl originated in the most ancient pearl  shing grounds 

in the world, the Arabian Gulf, most probably in the kingdom of Oman itself, at its very doorstep – on the pearl banks 

situated closer to the country’s shoreline in the Gulf or the Strait of Hormuz. Oyster bearing reefs were well distributed 

throughout the Gulf, but were greater in abundance on the Arabian side of the Gulf than the Persian one.  e pearls are 

depicted on a plate opposite page : “Figure one is of a Pearl which the King of Persia bought at the Fishery of Catifa 

in Arabia. It cost him , Tomans, or ,, Livres of our Money, at forty-six Livres and six Deneers to a Toman. 

It is the fairest and most perfect Pearl that ever was yet found to this hour, having no defect”.

Blackmer . Wing TA, T, T. Campbell (Japan) . Cox I, f. OCLC . Cf. Wilson . Howgego T. Severin –. Not 
in Atabey or Weber.





 engraved prints centred around the Great Turkish War,
with  views of the Arabian Peninsula

.  PE E T E R S , Jacob and Johannes. [Drop-title of letterpress text:] Korte beschryvinghe, ende 
aenwysinghe der plaetsen in desen boeck, naar hunnen tegenwoordighen standt, pertinentelyck uyt-
ghebeeldt, in Oostenryck.

[Antwerp], Jacob Peeters, [ca. ]. Small oblong folio (. ×  cm). Collection of  engraved prints 
published by Jacob Peeters, starting with  engraved scenes of the siege of Vienna after Romeyn de 
Hooghe (numbered –, but lacking plate ), and followed by  engraved city views after drawings by 
Jacob Peeters, engraved by Lucas Vorsterman and Gaspar Bouttats.  e city views are preceded by a  
page letterpress text giving descriptions of the towns. Contemporary red paper-covered boards.   ,

Interesting collection of engraved prints centred around the Great Turkish War (–), a series of con  icts between 

the Ottoman Empire and Europe.  e collection can be divided into  general parts: the  rst with engraved scenes of the 

siege of Vienna and the second with nearly a hundred views of the involved cities.  is second part contains  separate 

series, with views North Africa, and the Arabian Peninsula.  e series of  views of Arabia, includes Mecca, Jerusalem 

(), Bethlehem, Kidron Valley, Mount Sinai, Antiochia, the Valley of Terebinthu, Hurcasdin near Aleppo, the springs 

of Marah, Ramma Valley, a valley near Jerusalem with the Mar Elias Monastery, and a view of Suez with the mountains 

of Arabia in the background.

 e collection was published by Jacob Peeters (–), and most of the engravings are made after drawings by his 

brother Johannes, or Jan, Peeters (–).

Some occasional foxing and minor stains. Binding rubbed and spine worn and cracked. Good copy.

Atabey  (Dutch edition,  plates); Landwehr, De Hooghe Book Illustrator  (French ed. with unclear amount of plates); Weber  (Dutch 
edition,  plates); for related series: cf. Atabey ; Blackmer –; Hollstein (Dutch & Flemish) XVIII, p. , , III, p. ,  & XLII, pp. 
–, –; Le Blanc, p. ; Nagler XI, pp. –; Weber .









Vasco da Gama in Hebrew

.  FA R ISSOL , Abraham ben Mordecai. [Igeret orhot shalem], id est, Itinera mundi, sic dicta nempe 
cosmographia.

Oxford, Sheldonian  eatre, . to. (),  pp. (With:) BOBOW SK I,  Wojciech /  H Y DE , 
 omas. Tractatus Alberti Bobovii Turcarum Imp. Mohammedis IVti olim interpretis primarii, de 
Turcarum liturgia, peregrinatio Meccana, circumcisione, aegrotorum visitatione etc. Ibid., . (), , 
() pp. Marbled half calf with giltstamped title to spine. Top edge gilt.  ,

First Latin edition of the cosmographical and geographical work of Abraham Farissol,  rst published in Hebrew in . 

Includes the Hebrew text together with the Latin translation by  omas Hyde and copious notes, including sections 

in Arabic. Farissol incorporated accounts of Portuguese and Spanish exploration including the New World and Vasco 

da Gama’s voyage to India. Also includes a contemporary work on Turkish liturgy and the pilgrimage to Mecca by 

Wojciech Bobowski, a renegade Pole employed as a teacher, interpreter and musician at the Ottoman court of Mahomet 

IV. Composed at the behest of  omas Smith (–) during his tenure as chaplain to the English ambassador at 

Constantinople, the manuscript was bought back to England and translated into Latin by Hyde.

Binding rubbed and chafed, otherwise in good condition.

Auboyneau  (p. ). Wing F. Sabin . Steinschneider  no. . Fürst I, . Not in Blackmer or Atabey.









th century tales of travels in Turkey, the Middle East, Near East, India and the 
East Indies illustrated with about  woodblocks

.  M A N DE V IL L E , John.  e voyages & travels of Sir John Mandevile, Knight, … to the Holy 
Land, and to Hierusalem: as also to the lands of the Great Caan, and of Prestor John: to Inde, and divers 
other countries.

London, Richard Chiswell, Benjamin Walford, Matthew Wotton, George Conyers, [printing probably 
shared by  printers, one possibly Samuel Roycroft], . to (. × . cm). (), “” [= ], () pp. 
With a woodcut ship on the title-page (with a griffi  n on the sail) and about  woodcut illustrations in 
the text (mostly about  ×  mm) plus about  repeats, each with a thick-thin border. Set in textura 
types with incidental roman and italic. Gold-tooled, red goatskin morocco by Robert Riviere in London 
(ca. /), with  (false?) bands on the spine, each board with a double frame of double and triple  llets 
and  diff erent sets of  corner pieces, author and title in gold in nd and rd of  spine compartments, 
the others with gold-tooled decorations and the date and place of publication at the foot, gold-tooled 
turn-ins, gold  llets on board edges, straight-combed endpapers, gilt edges, stamped on the back of the 
free marbled endleaf in sans-serif capitals: “Bound by Riviere”.  ,

A rare th-century English edition, with about  diff erent woodcut illustrations, of a classic and partly  ctional 

th-century account of travels presented as voyages of Sir John Mandeville through Turkey, Egypt, Ethiopia, Syria, 

Persia, Arabia, India and the East Indies. According to the story he set off  on his travels in  from Saint Albans in 

England, returned in , wrote the present account in  and died in . It was originally written in French and 

is thought to have been compiled from various sources by Jehan d’Outremeuse (–) of Liege. A  manuscript 

survives and it  rst appeared in print under the title Itinerarius in Dutch (ca. ), French (), German () and 

other languages, and in English in Richard Pynson’s edition of ca. /. It includes many well-known stories and 

illustrations of monstrous people and animals in exotic lands: a man with only one enormous foot that he can use as a 

parasol, a dog-headed man, a man with his face in his chest, a girl who turns into a dragon, griffi  ns, nine-metre giants, 

ants that gather gold, diamonds that mate and give birth to baby diamonds and much more that spoke to the imagina-

tion (though the ox-headed man is presented as an idol that was worshipped, rather than a fantastic beast).  e book 

also includes genuine descriptions of the regions covered and gave many Europeans their  rst notions of the Near East, 

Middle East, India and East Indies. It shows carrier pigeons, an elephant and other recognizable or plausible scenes. It 

also incorporates and illustrates some biblical stories.  e part on Arabia includes an account of the birth of Mohammed. 

Most of the present woodcuts are loosely and indirectly based on those in the  Augsburg edition, partly in mirror 

image.  e book went through dozens of editions in English and other languages. It reached more or less the present form 

with the  London edition, which may have used the same woodblocks (we have not had an opportunity to compare 

them).  e imprint of the present edition names four London publishers, and one of them (Conyers) also advertises 

his edition of William Lithgow’s Nineteen years travels () at the foot of the last page.  e book was registered for 

these four publishers in the term catalogue for Trinity , issued in June.  e printing was probably shared between 

two diff erent anonymous printers: exactly half way through the book, between quires I and K, the running heads, the 

textura type used for the main text and the roman drop capitals opening the chapters change.  e  edition by four 

London publishers (none named in the present edition) not only uses the same woodblocks but is also typographically 

almost identical to the  rst half of the present edition and no doubt came from the same printer.  e drop capitals 

diff er, but those in the present edition have not been recorded before . Samuel Roycroft and James Orme both used 

them, and Roycroft used at least several of the other types in the  rst half.  e book is printed on coarse laid paper with 

no watermark. Halliwell, in his  edition of Mandeville, noted the present edition for its woodcuts and reproduced 

at least many of them from the Grenville copy now at the British Library. Only  other copies are known, all in U.S. 

libraries. Robert Riviere (–) established his famous bindery in Bath and moved it to London in , gaining a 

reputation as one of England’s best binders for the quality of his materials and workmanship. He signed his bindings 

“Bound by Riviere” from  to  (thereafter Riviere & son).

With an early owner’s inscription faded on the title-page and  armorial bookplates on the paste-down: Sir Edward 

Sullivan (–), Lord Chancellor of Ireland, and Allan Heywood Bright (–) in Liverpool, a member of 

Parliament, along with a loosely inserted signed autograph letter (ca. ) from Bright’s brother Hugh Bright (–

) in Leeds, giving him the book and noting that he bought it at Young’s “some years ago”. With  leaves with their 

margins extended at the fore-edge and foot ( N–O, Q, probably sophisticated from another copy of the same edition), 

sometimes shaving a catchword or quire signature, the title-page and last page somewhat worn and dirty, but further in 

good condition, with a few minor marginal chips and tears restored or repaired and  leaves with minor water stains in 

one corner.  e spine is slightly faded but the binding is still very good. A rare edition of Mandeville’s voyages, illustrated 

with about  woodblocks cut ca. .

Arber, Term catalogues II, p. , item ; ESTC R ( copies); J. O. Halliwell (ed.), Voiage and travaile of Sir John Maundevile (), p. xvi 
(item , from the Grenville library); Wing M (same  copies); for the story in general: Cambridge History of English Literature (), pp. –.









 e  rst printing of any work by Katib Chelebi in any language

.  K AT IB CHEL EBI (Haji K hal ifa /Musta fa ibn Abdal lah). Cronologia historica scritta 
in lingua Turca, Persiana, & Araba, da Hazi Halifé Mustafá, e tradotta nell’idioma Italiano da Gio. 
Rinaldo Carli [...].

Venice, Andrea Poletti, . to. (),  pp. (wanting  nal blank). With woodcut printer’s device on title.

(Bound after) II: PIR HI NG, Ehrenreich. SJ. Facilis, et succincta S.S. canonum doctrina [...]. Venice, 
Nicolo Pezzana, . (), , () pp. Title printed in red and black with two-coloured woodcut vignette.

(And) III: MOR ETTO, Bernardo. Propugnacolo della cattolica, apostolica, e universale Santa Romana 
Chiesa alle false obiettioni de scismatici, & heretici contra la parola Romana nella dottrina Christiana 
[...]. Venice, Andrea Poletti, . ( [instead of ?]),  pp. With engraved armorial vignette on title.

Contemporary blindstamped leather over wooden boards with  clasps. All edges red.  ,

First Italian edition of the “Taqwim al-Tawarikh”, an annalistic chronicle from the creation of Man to the year , when 

it was composed by the famous Turkish polymath Katib Chelebi (–).  is is, at the same time, the  rst printing 

of any work of Katib Chelebi’s in any language: the chronicle was not published in the original mixture of Persian and 

Ottoman Turkish until , by Müteferrika. “[T]he work originated as an excerpt of [Chelebi’s previous eff ort,] ‘Fazlakat 

aqwal al-ahyar’, but continued up to Chelebi’s own time [...] Becoming highly popular as an easy reference work, it was 

continued after Chelebi’s death by several authors, including Hüseyin Hezarfenn, Seyhi, and Ibrahim Müteferrika, who 

published it as the twelfth product of his press [...] Equally popular in Europe as a reference work, it was translated into 

Latin, Italian, and French. Today, the afterword is the main part of interest, as it contains a brief discussion of the regu-

larities or laws of history, and an initial elaboration of his ideas of causation in history, which are later copies by Na’ima 

(d. /) in his theoretical discussion” (Kafadar, Karateke, Fleischer: Historians of the Ottoman Emprire, s.v.).

Bound before this are two other rare Venetian works of the late th century, namely a single-volume reduction of the 

“Jus Canonicum” () by the Bavarian Jesuit Pirhing (–), and the second edition of an instructional dialogue 

between a Catholic and a heretic by the Venetian jeweller Moretto (  rst published in ). Some brownstaining and 

waterstaining; a few edge and corner  aws. Last leaves rather wrinkled, lacking lower  yleaf.

I: Babinger, GOW, . BN XXIII, . Encyclopaedia of Islam² IV, . OCLC , .

II: De Backer/Sommervogel VI, .









Large paper copy of the beautifully illustrated  rst edition of
De Bruyn’s travels to the Levant

.  BRU Y N L E BRU N , Cornelis de. Reizen van Cornelis de Bruyn, door de vermaardste deelen 
van Klein Asia, de eylanden Scio, Rhodus, Cyprus, Metelino, Stanchio, &c. Mitsgaders de voornaamste 
steden van Aegypten, Syrien en Palestina.

Delft, printed by Hendrik van Kroonevelt [engravings printed by Petrus Schenk and Gerard Valck?], . 
Large folio ( ×  mm). (), , () pp. With engraved frontispiece, engraved author’s portrait, large 
engraved folding map of the Mediterranean Sea,  engraved plates (many double-page and folding, 
and often containing more than one illustration) and  engravings in text (totally containing  illus-
trations, numbered A & –).  e engraved plates are all after drawings by De Bruyn and contain  
plates engraved by Jan Luyken and  by Casper Luyken, all but one unsigned. th-century, gold-tooled, 
tanned goatskin, marbled edges; rebacked, with original backstrip laid down and modern endpapers. 
  ,

Large paper copy of the  rst edition of the beautifully illustrated account of De Bruyn’s  rst journey, visiting Egypt, Syria, 

 e Holy Land, Rhodes, Cyprus, Scio and Turkey.  e Dutch traveller and painter Cornelis De Bruyn (–/) 

left  e Netherlands in  to travel through the Levant by way of Italy. He stayed in the Levant for seven years before 

settling in Italy in  and returning to the Netherlands in .  e work is especially valued because of its engravings 

after the drawings made by De Bruyn and executed by well-known artists as Jan and Caper Luyken and others, which 

include, amongst many others, folding panorama’s of Alexandria, Sattalia, Constantinople, Bethlehem, Jerusalem, 

Rhodes and Chios.  e publication was soon followed by editions in English and French.

 e present copy is printed on large paper from a single stock, watermarked:  eur-de-lys on a crowned shield above  

and WR = WK, with a trimmed leaf size measuring  ×  mm. (not in Heawood or Laurentius).

With some occasional spots, some folds and edges of the plates reinforced or mounted on new stubs; a very good copy. 

 e binding rebacked as noted and with some wear to the tooling.

Atabey . Howgego, to , B. Klaversma & Hannema . Tiele, Bibl. . Cf. Gnirrep, De Levant in een kleur ().













Portuguese voyages of discovery – (large paper copy)

.  BA R ROS, João de. De doorlugtige scheeps-togten der Portugysen na Oost-Indiën, mitsgaders de 
voornaamste gedeeltens van Africa en de Roode-Zee met alle daar omtrent gelegene eylanden ... Alles 
onlangs uyt het Portugys in ’t Nederlands getrouwelijk vertaalt ... Nu aldereerst dusdanig in twee stukken 
afgescheyden in ‘t ligt gebragt.

Leiden, Pieter van der Aa, [ca. ].  volumes. mo. Each part separately paginated. With  engraved 
title-pages, engraved dedication,  engraved maps ( double-page, and  half-page on  leaves), and 
 engravings in text. Including  new leaves printed for: De aanmerkenswaardigste en alombero-
emde zee- en landreizen der Portugeezen, Spanjaarden, Engelsen en allerhande natiën: ... ( e Hague, 
widow of Engelbrecht Boucquet and sons; Leiden, Jan van der Deyster, Pieter Jansz. van der Aa, ). 
Contemporary blind-tooled vellum, boards with a large blind-tooled centrepiece with the initials H.B. 
  ,

Large paper copy of the so-called “folio edition” of the Dutch translation of Barros’s accounts of  Portuguese voyages 

to the East Indies, Africa, China, the Arabian Gulf, the Red Sea and India, with many excellent maps and views.

 e voyages are arranged chronologically from  to . It includes Vasco da Gama’s  rst voyage to India in , 

Niccolo de Conti’s voyages through the Islamic World, two diff erent voyages to the East Indies by Pedro Alvarez Cabral 

in  and Joa da Nova in , voyages to the East Indies by Francisco d’Almeida, Pedro da Nhaya and Tristao da Cunha 

in –, Fernando Perez de Andrade’s voyage from Malacca to the Gulf of Bengal and the coast of China in .

Bindings slightly rubbed and soiled. One of the engravings in the text apparently showed the incorrect image and the 

corrected one has been pasted over it as a cancel. Otherwise in very good condition. Provenance: letterpress bookplate 

of J.B. Eeckelaert from Beveren in volume  (set in th-century types but perhaps the authors active in ) and the 

armorial bookplate of Viscount Vilain XIII (probably Georges, –) in both volumes.

Muller, America  &  (cf. ); STCN ( copies with both volumes); Tiele, Bibl.  (noting copies printed on large paper, cf. ); cf. JCB 
 ( reissue); Sabin , note ( reissue); for Van der Aa: P.G. Hoftijzer, Pieter van der Aa (–), Leids drukker en boekverkoper ().





 e early Caliphs and Kings of Egypt, the Hejaz and the Levant

.  H A SA N BIN OM A R BIN H A BIB A L H A L A BI, Badr ad-Din. Al-Khalaf ’a wa Muluk 
al-Amsaar [A historical and geographical account of the Caliphs and Kings of Islamic lands].

Ottoman Levant, Sha’ban  H [=  CE]. Small to ( ×  mm). Arabic manuscript on paper. () 
ff ., possibly lacking a  hrist at the beginning of the volume, else apparently textually complete.  lines, 
per extensum, written in cursive naskh, headings and key words in red, with catchwords, contemporary 
marginalia and annotations throughout. Waqf inscriptions for a private collector named Haj Ibramin 
Efendi Arabi (dated  H /  CE), with his seal stamped to  nal leaf. Contemporary leather-backed 
boards with fore-edge  ap.  ,

An historical and geographical account of the early Caliphs and Kings of Egypt, the Hejaz and the Levant, possibly 

inspired by the author’s travels in these regions.  e volume not only describes the rulers but also off ers insights into 

the geographical locations where they settled, their “Amsaar” (garrison towns), and the physical proximity of these 

locations to each other.

Habib al-Halabi (– CE) was a Damascus-born historian who lived in Aleppo. He travelled extensively during his 

lifetime, notably visiting Egypt and Arabia, twice performing the Hajj. Manuscript copies of his works are uncommon: 

his two best-known works are “Durrat al-Aslak   Dawlat al-Atrak” and “Tadkirat al-Nabih   Ayaam al-Mansur wa 

Banih”, recorded in several manuscripts in institutional collections; the present work, by contrast, is an exceptionally 

rare text, with no other copies traced in libraries or sold at public auction.

Binding rubbed and worn, extremeties bumped, covers and edges repaired. Some light water-staining to upper margins 

and a few scattered marks and stains, but overall a good copy.

Cf. GAL I, f. & S I, .









A magni  cent maritime atlas in Renard’s  rst edition

.  R ENA R D, Louis. Atlas de la Navigation, et du Commerce qui se fait dans toutes les parties du 
monde.

Amsterdam, Louis Renard, . Imperial folio ( ×  mm). (),  pp. Letterpress title-page printed in 
red and black with engraved vignette; Renard’s dedication leaf to King George I has engraved headpiece 
and initial. With additional engraved title-page in original hand colour, engraved portrait frontispiece 
of George I, and  ( folding) double-page-sized, numbered maps in original hand colour, as well as  
folding plates on forti  cation (mounted as ). Contemporary mottled full calf on  raised bands with 
giltstamped spine label to prettily gilt spine (showing small armillary spheres in the panels); leading edges 
gilt. Edges sprinkled red and green.  ,

Rare  rst Renard edition: a splendid example of the publisher’s best work.  e exceedingly pretty maritime maps are 

adapted from de Wit’s plates, which in their turn had been derived from those of Van Keulen, and must have been fairly 

obsolete by the time Renard republished them, even with the alterations he carried out. Renard also replaced de Wit’s 

name in the cartouches by his own.

Contents: two-hemisphere world map, supersized maps of Europe (printed from two plates, showing a bear hunt), 

map of the poles, maritime maps of Novaya Zemlya (with a polar bear hunt), Finland and Lapland, Norway (drying 

stock  sh), the Baltic Sea (with beehives), Denmark and Frisia, the North Seath with Great Britain, the English Channel 

between Kent and Flanders, the Channel with the  ames estuary (showing a commercial mill), Biscaya (with a naval 

battle), the Iberian Peninsula, the Mediterranean in two partial maps, the Black Sea and Crimea, the coasts of Africa in 

 maps (with Neptune), the Indian Ocean in two partial maps, the Paci  c (with a portrait of Magellan above Neptune’s 

chariot), Central America (hunting crocodiles), Tierra del Fuego, Brazil, the Atlantic with Newfoundland and parts of 

the coasts of North and South America, the Caribbean, Labrador, and Hudson Bay. At the end are the four uncoloured 

instructional plates on forti  cation, assembled as two folding plates (each measuring ca.  ×  cm).

All maps in excellent impressions with the publisher’s original hand colour and emphasized coastlines.  e cartouches 

were not coloured, leaving the  ne engraved illustrations unimpaired by coating paint.

A wide-margined atlas with the maps numbered in the lower right corner by a contemporary hand throughout. Text 

and maps clean and nearly spotless; a few repaired paper defects in the text. A small stamp has been erased from the 

verso of the engraved title; a small rebacked hole in the letterpress title-page. Some tears to the folds professionally 

repaired, including a larger broken area in the the folding map of Europe, near the Iberian Peninsula, caused by the 

green paint.  e massive binding is somewhat rubbed along hinges and extremeties; minimal cha  ng to covers, but in 

all very appealingly preserved.

Koeman IV, Ren .









Extremely rare atlas with  very large hand-coloured maps

.  W IT, Frederick de. Atlas maior.

Amsterdam, Johannes Covens & Cornelis Mortier, [ca. ]. Imperial folio ( × . cm). With engraved 
title-page and  double page (or in  cases larger folding) engraved maps, the title-page and all maps 
and their decorations coloured by a contemporary hand. Half tanned sheepskin (ca. ), gold-tooled 
spine with black morocco label, “maroquin” paper sides, with the bookbinder’s ticket of Cornelis Marinus 
Remigius (–) in Middelberg, successor to Cornelis Willem Dhuij (/–).  e edges 
decorated with blue paste, probably for the original th century binding.  ,

Extremely rare Covens & Mortier edition of De Wit’s Atlas maior, here with the engraved allegorical title-page and all 

 maps and their decorations beautifully coloured by a contemporary hand.

De Wit is known especially for the beautiful pictorial decorations on his maps. Only one other copy is recorded in 

the literature, at the Depôt de Marine in Paris.

 e atlas opens with the world map in  hemispheres. Among the other maps are  of the continents;  maps nominally 

of the Ottoman Empire but including besides the entire Arabian peninsula, also most of Iran and either the entire 

Mediterranean Sea – With a tear along the fold repaired in  double-page maps, but otherwise in very good condition 

and with large margins, with only an occasional small tear at the head or foot of the fold, one or two maps with an 

unintended fold and one with a small hole. A splendid hand-coloured great atlas, with only one other copy recorded. 

Koeman, C & M  ( copy, with  maps), cf. C & M  (based on th century catalogues); Marco van Egmond, Covens & Mortier (), III. 
(pp. –, citing Covens & Mortier’s ca.  catalogue); not in Cat. Nat. Mar. Mus.; KvK; Phillips & LeGear; Picarta; Shirley, Maps in atlases 
British Library; STCN; OCLC; for De Wit: Jan Werner, Inde Witte Pascaert ().













 e most important voyages from the th to the end of the th century, including the 
 rst edition of Balbi’s travelogue to the Middle East in Folio

.  A A, Pieter van der (ed.) / Gottfried, Johann Ludwig (falsely attributed to). De aanmerkenswaardigste 
en alomberoemde zee- en landreizen der Portugeezen, Spanjaarden, Engelsen en allerhande natiën: zoo 
van Fransen, Italiaanen, Deenen, Hoogh- en Nederduitsen als van veele andere volkeren. Voornaamenlyk 
ondernomen tot ontdekking van de Oost- en Westindiën, midsgaders andere verafgelegene gewesten des 
aardryks.

 e Hague and Leiden, widow of Engelbrecht Boucquet and sons, Jan van der Deyster, and Boudewijn 
and Pieter van der Aa, .  vols. mo and folio. With  (of ) engraved frontispieces (lacking that of 
volume ),  engraved dedications,  engraved maps on  leaves,  engraved plates and  engravings 
in text. Further with  (of ) title-pages (including a general title-page, a title-page to  (of ) volumes, 
lacking that of volume , and  for the separate works). Volume – & –: contemporary mottled calf, 
gold-tooled spine and board edges; volume : modern calf.  ,

Large paper copy of the so-called “folio-edition” (although here mostly printed as mo) of Van der Aa’s voluminous 

collection of important voyages to the East and West Indies and other countries, undertaken by all European countries, 

other than the Dutch. Including voyages by Acosta, Balbi, Cabot, Cavendish, Chester, Columbus, Cortes, Coutinho, 

Da Cunha, Drake, Evesko, Frobisher, Gallonye, Da Gama, Garay, Garcia, Gilbert, Jenkinson, Harcourt, Herberer, 

Magallanes, Mildenhal and Cartwright, Mouette, Petelin and Andrasko, Raleigh, Saris, De Soto, etc.

 e work is falsely attributed on the title-page to Johan Lodewijk Gottfried, by Van der Aa, most likely because he made 

good money publishing Gottfried’s “Chronicle” in . In reality Gottfried had nothing to do with the present work. 

 e work was edited and co-published by Pieter van der Aa, known for his ambitious projects. Where other publishers 

were primarily concerned about the pro  ts, Van der Aa wanted to publish outstanding books. For the present series of 

travels he either reused and revised older Dutch translations or had the original accounts translated for the  rst time 

into Dutch. In  he already started publishing the translated voyages both in small (vo) and large instalments (folio 

or mo), and a year later he published a -volume set of the vo editions.  e folio editions were afterwards issued and 

divided in four large collections of two volumes each.  e present issue, is a reissue of these four collections with their 

own independent title-pages and frontispieces, and ads a new general title-page and list of subscribers.

While all sets seem to be described as “folio” the present set is printed mainly as mo, with some occasional quires in 

folio. And as the large editions of the two volume sets were available on normal paper ( guilders) and on large paper 

( guilders; Hoftijzer, p. ), it seems very likely the present set is one printed on large paper. All leaves are unwater-

marked and the mo leaves are only slightly trimmed (measuring  ×  mm with the tranche  les often still visible) 

the folio leaves are trimmed more and don’t have visible tranche  les.  e fourth volume is from a diff erent set which is 

trimmed down much more, but also combines both mo and folio leaves.

Some occasional spots, a couple minor restorations and a few wormholes; a very good set, but with the fourth volume 

from a diff erent and heavily trimmed set (though printed on the same large paper), in a modern binding and lacking the 

frontispiece and the title-page to the volume.  e seven volumes with contemporary bindings slightly worn along the 

extremities and with some minor wear on the sides, but otherwise very good.

Cordier (Sinica) f. Muller, America . Sabin  (note). Tiele, Bibl. . For Van der Aa: P.G. Hoftijzer, Pieter van der Aa (–), 
Leids drukker en boekverkoper ().





A magni  cent copy of a classic world atlas, hand-coloured and sumptuously bound

.  HOM A N N, Johann Baptist. Grosser Atlas über die gantze Welt.

Nuremberg, Homann heirs (printed by Johann Heinrich Gottfried Bieling), [–]. Folio ( ×  
mm). Letterpress title-page printed in red and black with an engraved map of the northern hemisphere 
in a polar projection, engraved frontispiece with a globe and a dozen allegorical  gures (with a decorated 
cartouche at the foot giving the title in Latin), engraved portrait of Homann by Johann Wilhelm Winter 
after Johannes Kenckel, and  engraved maps ( double-page,  larger folding in  sheets and  half-page 
together on a double-page plate) many with further inset maps and/or views, all with decorated cartou-
ches, often with pictorial decoration or coats of arms; and  double-page engraved tables of topographic 
data. With the engraved title-page and all maps and tables (except for the small north polar projection on 
the letterpress title-page) coloured by an th-century hand, the maps in part or in outline. Gold-tooled 
red morocco (ca. ?) in a neo-classical style, from the workshop of or in the style of Georg Friedrich 
Krauss (Vienna).  ,

 e Lord Wardington copy of the last edition ( with later substitutions by the publisher, probably issued ca. ) of 

Germany’s most famous th-century world atlas in an exceptionally  ne binding, commissioned in Vienna around , 

and with the frontispiece and all maps coloured by an th-century hand. After a -page introduction and descriptions 

by Johann Gabriel Doppelmayr, the atlas contains a celestial chart in  hemispheres (with pictorial constellations) sur-

rounded by  smaller cosmological diagrams; a Copernican solar system; a world map in eastern and western hemispheres 

plus  smaller projections ( polar and  centred on Europe and the South Paci  c); the usual maps of the continents 

and numerous regions in Europe (including postal maps and maps of river valleys); but also maps of the Black Sea and 

surroundings (including one with the whole of Turkey); Egypt; the Persian (Iranian) Empire; the Ottoman Empire with 

the Arabian peninsula and the Gulf; China; Mexico, the Caribbean and most of what is now the United States; and  

half-page maps of British colonies in America (together on a double-page plate). From the collection of Christopher Henry 

Beaumont Pease, Lord Wardington (–), Sotheby’s  Oct. , lot . Some maps are bound out of order ( 

groups in reverse order, giving –, –, –, –, –, –, plus  &  interchanged). Without maps  

and  (Orleans and Lyonnais, but with a  map of the latter with a part of the former),  maps very slightly shaved 

at the head or foot (just touching the outside of the border or the top of the lettering above the border at the head, but 

with no signi  cant loss), a small tear repaired in the letterpress title-page, some edges slightly frayed, but still in very 

good condition. An outstanding example of Homann’s great atlas in an extraordinary binding.

Shirley, pp. –. Tooley, Dictionary of map makers, p. . For the author cf. NDB.









Khor Fakkan, where “there are pretty good refreshments to be had”

.  H A M I LTON, Alexander. A New Account of the East Indies. Giving an exact and copious 
description of the situation, product, manufactures, laws, customs, religion, trade, etc. of all the countries 
and islands, which lie between the Cape of Good Hope, and the Island of Japon.

London, C. Hitch & A. Millar, . vo.  vols. XXXII,  pp. VII, (),  pp. With a total of  
folding maps and  plates as called for. Contemporary full calf with giltstamped red labels to gilt spine.  
  ,

Second London edition of this important work,  rst published in Edinburgh in , “which remains to this day one of 

the most valuable  rst-hand histories of English merchant shipping in the Indian Ocean and East Indies” (Howgego). 

It covers “the whole of the Orient” (Hill) from Ethiopia to Japan and is very strong on India (some  chapters, not 

counting Bengal, which is described separately), but also includes an extensive section on the Arabian Peninsula: chapter 

IV “gives a little description of the coast of Arabia the Happy, from Mount Sinai to Mocha, with some observations 

on the religion, customs and laws”; chapter V “gives a description of the Immaum of Mocha’s country, particularly its 

situation, laws, customs and commerce”; chapter VI “contains a description of Aden [...], also an account of the sea-coast 

of Arabia petraea, as far as Muskat and Bassora”, chapter VII “treats of the kingdom and city of Muskat, and of their 

religious and civil customs [...] and a little account of the sea-coast of Arabia deserta, as far as Bassora”, while chapter 

VIII “gives an account of Bassora City, and that part of Arabia deserta”. Includes a rough, but apparently original map 

of the Gulf, showing “Barreen Island”, “Cape Mussendon”, and little detail along the Peninsula’s northeastern coast in 

between save for a place labelled “Zoar”, here not indicating Sohar in Oman but clearly referencing the area of the pres-

ent-day Emirate of Sharjah (even Niebuhr’s  map still shows a town named “Seer” – Sir, Julfar – opposite the island 

of “Scharedsje”).  e text mentions the region’s trade in horses and pearls, stating, “ ere are no towns of note between 

Muskat and Bassora, but Zoar, and but very few inconsiderable villages; but there are two or three pretty convenient 

harbours for shipping.  e southernmost is about  leagues to the southward of Cape Mosenden, called Courfacaun. 

It is almost like Muskat Harbour, but somewhat bigger, and has excellent fresh water from deep wells, about a quarter 

of a mile from the landing place.  e village contains about twenty little houses; yet there are pretty good refreshments 

to be had there [...]”.

In India, Gujarat and Bombay are covered particularly extensively, and the illustrations include not only a detailed 

coastline map of the subcontinent, but also several plates showing Ganesha, the elephant-headed god; a religious pro-

cession involving an elaborate wheeled scaff old from which men are hung; the temple of Jagannath; and the notorious 

“Juggernaut” car.

 e Scottish captain Hamilton went to sea, in his own words “very young”, in , and travelled as far as the Barbary 

coast before basing himself in Surat and trading and travelling all over the Indian Ocean, “visiting, it is said, every port 

between the Cape and Canton” (Howgego). He made a reputation for himself as a foul-mouthed, resourceful and bold 

operator fending off  Baluchi robbers, treacherous governors and Indian pirates.

Bindings professionally repaired. Light browning and occasional waterstaining; a few pencil annotations. Provenance: 

from the collection of the American diplomat Alexander Weddell (–) and his wife Virginia Chase Steedman 

Weddell (–); deaccessioned from the Virginia House Museum, Richmond (handwritten ownership “A. & V. 

Weddell, , Calcutta” to  yleaves; bookplate to pastedowns).

Alt-Japan . Howgego I, p. , H. Cf. Macro . Goldsmiths’ . Hanson . Cordier, Indosinica .  e Hill Collection of Paci  c 
Voyages () .









 e best edition

.  CHURCHILL , Awnsham & John. A Collection of Voyages and Travels, Some Now First Printed 
from Original Manuscripts.

London, Henry Lintot & John Osborne, by assignment from Messrs. Churchill, –. Folio ( 
×  mm).  vols. (), LXXII, (), , () pp. (), , () pp. , () pp. (), IV, – pp. (),  pp. 
, () pp. Title printed in red and black. With  engraved plates (many folding) and  engravings 
in the text (showing maps, plans, views, costumes,  ora, fauna, scenes, portraits etc., including  bound 
as frontispieces), as well as numerous woodcuts in the text (showing arms, seals, devices, coastal views, 
details, machinery etc.). Uniform full calf with red labels to spine (gilding oxydized).  ,

 ird and best edition of this important and profusely illustrated collection of travel reports, compiled by the brothers 

Awnsham and John Churchill, based on Hakluyt and Purchas. It includes the accounts of Martin Baumgarten (Egypt, 

Arabia, Palestine, Syria),  omas Roe, Philipp Balde and Johan Nieuhoff  (East Indies, including a detailed account 

of the north-eastern coast of Arabia, with a description of pearl  shing in Bahrain and mentioning Julfar, Qatar, Sir 

Bani Yas, Dubai, Sharjah, Ajman, Ras al-Khaimah, Amalgavine, and other places of interest along the coastline), J. 

Gemelli Careri (Turkey, Persia, India), Nicholas Rolamb (Constantinople), John Barbot (West Africa, with a chapter 

on “Mahomet and his Alcoran”), as well as of Yemen and various journeys to China, Korea, Greenland, Iceland, Africa, 

North and South America (including Columbus).

“ is is a very valuable collection, both for its range of coverage and for the fact that it gives the original accounts [...] 

 e third edition is considered to be best because of its greater inclusiveness and its copious index” (Hill). Two further 

volumes were issued separately in , republished in .

 e count of the illustrations is notoriously complicated: the “List of the Copper Plates” counts  illustrations and 

maps, of which as many as four are placed on a single plate, and some are placed within the text. Compared to this list, 

the present set lacks  illustrations, or ca.  plates, whereas the  rst volume contains  additional plates not called for 

in the List.  ree of the maps (Africa, Asia, America) which the List announces for the  rst volume are in fact bound 

in volumes IV–VI.  e introduction, a “History of Navigation from its Original to this time”, is likely one of the  nal 

works of the philosopher John Locke, whose publisher and  nancial manager Awnsham Churchill had been (while the 

attribution has been called into question, the text was included in Locke’s Complete Works).

Provenance: Byrdie McNeill, Mt. Edgecumbe, Alaska (her stamps). Bindings professionall repaired. Some browning; 

some edge defects, tears and paper  aws, but generally well-preserved.

Cox, I, . Hill . Sabin . Shirley G.CHUR-d. Alden/L. /. Borba de Moraes I, . Landwehr, VOC  (note). Cf. National 
Maritime Museum Cat. I, .









First explicit statement of the principles of pearl valuation

.  JEF FR I E S, David. A treatise on diamonds and pearls. In which their importance is considered: 
and plain rules are exhibited for ascertaining the value of both: and the true method of manufacturing 
diamonds.

London, C. & J. Ackers, for the author, . vo. (), IV, (), , () pp. With  engraved plates (some 
depicting cuts of diamonds) and tables. Contemporary mottled calf with gilt dentelle border and corner 
 eurons (rubbed); modern spine on  raised bands.  ,

Rare  rst edition of the “  rst book in English to describe how diamonds and pearls can be evaluated on the basis of the 

factors of size (or weight) and style of cut” (Sinkankas).  e London jeweller Jeff ries is also the  rst author to provide 

“a clear statement of the principle that the value of pearls should be calculated to the square of their weight [...]  is 

principle is implicit in the valuation tables given by earlier authors, including Tavernier and others, but Jeff ries is the 

 rst to state it explicitly. At the back of his book, he provides tables allowing the calculation of the value of individual 

and batches of pearls of diff erent size or quality.  is is eff ectively a ‘chau’ book, as used by merchants in the Gulf and 

India until the mid-th century, and ful  ls exactly the same function” (Carter).

“ e text explains the [diamond] cutting procedure, how the evaluation rules were derived, the importance of imper-

fections and  aws as aff ecting price, notes on rough diamonds [...] and  nally, a somewhat similar procedure for the 

valuation of pearls, with highest values accorded to pearls of closest approach to spherical perfection, luster, etc.  e math-

ematical rule used for the pearl is known as the ‘square of the weight’ multiplied by a per-carat base price” (Sinkankas).

Includes a list of subscribers in the preliminaries. Occasional spotting, a few small stains. Small tape repair to title, 

plates  &  with short repaired tears (no loss). Professional repairs to corners; modern spine (repairs including the  rst 

inch of the covers); modern endpapers. Removed from the Library of the Birmingham Assay Offi  ce, one of the four assay 

offi  ces in the United Kingdom, with their library stamp to the title-page.

Sinkankas . Carter, Sea of Pearls, p. , f.,  (with illustrations). Goldsmiths’ . Hoover  (note). Cf. Roller/G. II, .









First edition in French

.  JEFFR IES, David. Traité des diamants et des perles, où l’on considère leur importance, on établit 
des règles certaines pour en connoître la juste valeur.

Paris, Debure & N. Tillard, . vo. (), XXXXV, (),  pp. With engraved dedicatory headpiece and 
 engraved plates (some depicting cuts of diamonds) and tables. Contemporary French mottled calf with 
red giltstamped label to prettily gilt spine. Marbled endpapers. All edges red.  ,

First edition in French of this early book describing “how diamonds and pearls can be evaluated on the basis of the 

factors of size (or weight) and style of cut” (Sinkankas).  e London jeweller Jeff ries is the  rst author to provide “a clear 

statement of the principle that the value of pearls should be calculated to the square of their weight [...]  is principle is 

implicit in the valuation tables given by earlier authors, including Tavernier and others, but Jeff ries is the  rst to state it 

explicitly. At the back of his book, he provides tables allowing the calculation of the value of individual and batches of 

pearls of diff erent size or quality.  is is eff ectively a ‘chau’ book, as used by merchants in the Gulf and India until the 

mid-th century, and ful  ls exactly the same function” (Carter).

“ e text explains the [diamond] cutting procedure, how the evaluation rules were derived, the importance of imper-

fections and  aws as aff ecting price, notes on rough diamonds [...] and  nally, a somewhat similar procedure for the 

valuation of pearls, with highest values accorded to pearls of closest approach to spherical perfection, luster, etc.  e math-

ematical rule used for the pearl is known as the ‘square of the weight’ multiplied by a per-carat base price” (Sinkankas).

 is French edition is much scarcer than the expanded second English edition, on which it is based. It is dedicated 

by the translator (the Royal librarian Chappotin S. Laurent) to the sixteen-year-old Louis Joseph de Bourbon, prince de 

Condé, on the occasion of his marriage to Charlotte de Rohan.

Professional repairs to hinges and corners; in all a  ne copy. Provenance: Handwritten ownership of the Brussels jeweller 

Emanuel Meyer, dated , to title-page. th century engraved bookplate of  omas Westwood to pastedown. Latterly 

removed from the Library of the Birmingham Assay Offi  ce, one of the four assay offi  ces in the United Kingdom, with 

their library stamp to the second  yleaf.

Sinkankas . Cf. Carter, Sea of Pearls, p. , f., . Goldsmiths’ . Hoover . Roller/G. II, .









One of the earliest modern studies of Egypt

.  NOR DE N, Frederik Ludvig. Travels in Egypt and Nubia.

London, Davis, . Large folio ( ×  mm).  vols. (), XXXIV,  pp. (), VIII, , () pp. With 
engr. frontispiece, engr. portrait,  engr. vignettes,  engr. initials, and  engravings on  plates. 
Modern half cloth.  ,

First English edition of one “of the earliest modern studies of Egypt” (Howgego).

“ e  rst map of the Nile between Cairo and Derr based on autopsy, indicating all locales on the river banks” (cf. 

Henze).  e engravings show views, landscapes, ruins, antiquities, plans, and maps. Plates numbered I through CLIX; 

plates XVI, XXII and XVII are followed by an unnumbered plate; illustrations CXL/CXLI and CXLII/CXLIII are 

printed from a single plate; no. CVIII is printed from two separate plates and is not joined to form a single illustration 

(thus counted as two plates).

Some edge repairs near beginning and end; several plates trimmed closely. All plates stamped “Birmingham Library”. 

Endpapers show traces of a removed bookplate, as well as a later bookplate (apparently “Fritz Machac”) in hieroglyphs.

Howgego I, N. Weber II, . Ibrahim-Hilmy II, . Cox I, . Brunet IV, . Graesse IV, . OCLC . Cf. Gay . Henze III, . 
Paulitschke . Blackmer  ( volumes in one).









An unpublished manuscript travelogue to the Middle East, with  original drawings

.  GI A N N I, Vittorio. Notizie, ed aventure veridiche di un viaggio intrapreso da una persona di 
condizione privata [...] di Urbino [...], sino a Costantinopoli; e del ritorno suo [...].

Middle East, –. Folio ( ×  mm). Italian manuscript in two parts with  original pen and 
ink drawings ( and ), written in black ink in a neat, legible hand,  lines to a page. (), , () pp. 
(including illustrations numbered in pencil, upper right, but recto only). Collation, including illustrations: 
[ f.,  p.], [ ff .,  pp.], [ pp.], [ ff .,  pp.], [ pp.] (several sheets cut so that a tab only remains of 
the second page, and all illustrations tipped in). Contemporary half vellum over marbled paper boards. 
Generally written on both recto and verso, except for the two title-pages and the illustrations (recto 
only); all but  rst and last page enclosed with a single line border, in pencil for text pages and in ink for 
illustrations.  ,

Unpublished manuscript giving a vivid and event-  lled  rst person account of a journey from Urbino to Constantinople, 

well legible and beautifully presented with  equally unique pen-and-ink illustrations.

A unique account of a journey from Urbino to Constantinople and back, in –, hand-written and accompanied 

by  original drawings, which off er views of islands rarely if ever depicted in contemporary travel accounts or series. 

No counterpart has been found for the illustrations, which appear to have been prepared from eye-witness records.  at 

the artist may have been the author himself is suggested by the fact that he makes no mention of a separate artist, and 

by the manner in which he introduces the  rst illustration: ‘Il Paise è piccolo come vedrassi della  gura, che di curiosita, 

ed intelligenza di lettori porro a piedi di questo capitolo’ (p. v).  e story of his adventure is equally idiosyncratic, 

incorporating both a record of foreign places, people and customs common to other such literature, and also an account 

of a personal tragedy and a dangerous sea-voyage.  e manuscript falls within a tradition of cultural exchange and 

travel writing between Europeans and the Orient; but unlike Luigi Mayer, for example, employed to make drawings 

of the historical buildings of Constantinople by the English ambassador Sir Robert Ainslie shortly afterwards, or J. B. 

Hilair, whose paintings made on a trip throughout the Empire with the French ambassador Count Choiseul-Gouffi  er 

in , and engraved and published in Gouffi  er’s “Voyage pittoresque de la Grèce” (–), Gianni appears to be 

an entirely independent  gure.  ough the manuscript is set out like a printed book and was presumably destined for 

wider distribution in that form as a money-making enterprise, Gianni does not seem to have been commissioned, nor 

to have hoped for patronage. His stated aim is simply to give a true account to his readers, in case they might wish to 

undertake a similar journey. His route takes him through great cities such as Venice, Athens, Smyrna and Gallipoli, 

ancient sites such as Troy and Heraklia, through the Peloponnesus and islands such as Mykonos, Corfu, Maitos and 

Skios, all of which he describes and depicts in detail. Meanwhile, although he says that he is not writing in order to leave 

“una viva ricordanza di me, come di soggetto quali  cato”, that is precisely what he does: the second part of the book 

recounts his search for his son from whom he had heard nothing but that he had married a Greek girl. Reunited with 

him through a doctor who has been helping the boy through an illness, he tries to persuade the young couple to return 

with him to Urbino, but this plan is thwarted by the machinations of the doctor. His journey home, alone, is enlivened 

by an encounter with corsairs, a near shipwreck, a boy falling overboard and a violent storm.  e value of this book 

lies not only in the unique, unpublished text and illustrations, and legible and attractive presentation, but also in the 

combination of commonly-found themes such as dress and customs, with an entirely personal and richly-told narrative 

of one man’s search for his son.

One illustration (Smirne) has been trimmed along the right edge after having been bound in. Etched armorial bookplate 

of an unidenti  ed noble bishop on front pastedown.









Well-published world atlas with  engraved maps, all coloured by hand

.  T IR ION, Isaak. Nieuwe en beknopte hand-atlas. Bestaande in eene verzameling van eenige 
der algemeenste en nodigste landkaarten ... na de alderlaatste ontdekkingen van De L’Isle en anderen 
opgesteld.

Amsterdam, [widow of] Isaak Tirion, []. Folio ( × . cm). With  engraved maps ( dou-
ble-page and  larger folding; plate size mostly ca.  ×  cm), all coloured as published. Contemporary 
half calf.  ,

Coloured copy of a lovely world atlas by Isaak Tirion. Included are  maps of Asia and the Middle East,  of Africa, 

and  of America.

Noteworthy maps include the general map of Asia and the Middle East, the very detailed map of Arabia, that of 

mainland southeast Asia soon followed by separate maps of its most southern parts and the archipelago.

With restored tears in two of the folding maps, some small tears to the folds (mostly restored) and some occasional 

thumbing, but internally otherwise in very good condition. Binding worn. Provenance: owner’s inscription of the Dutch 

lieutenant Ernestus Engelbertus Pröbsting (d. ). Tirion’s Hand-atlas, coloured by hand and printed on heavy paper 

with broad margins.

Koeman, Tir ; V.d. Krogt, Advertenties ; Phillips & LeGear ; Sijmonds ; not in Cat. Nat. Mar. Mus.; JCB; Nordenskiöld; Sabin.









Taking control over the Pearl Fishing Industry

.  A L BUQU ERQU E , Bráz de. Commentarios do grande Afonso dAlboquerque capitao geral que 
foi das Indias Orientaes em tempo do muito poderoso rey D. Manuel o primeiro deste nome.

Lisbon, Regia Offi  cina Typogra  ca, .  volumes. vo. (), XXX, (), ( blank), , ( blank); (), 
, ( blank); (), , ( blank); (), ( blank),  pp. With a woodcut of Albuquerque’s coat of arms 
on all four title-pages, engraved portrait, an engraved illustration above the dedication, large engraved 
folding map, covering the regions from the Arabian Peninsula to southern China at head, and including 
the east coast of Africa, India, the Indian Ocean and most of the East Indies, and  woodcut illustrations 
in text. Contemporary tanned sheepskin, richly gold-tooled spines, marbled edges.  ,

 e Commentarios of the Portuguese admiral and second governor of Portuguese India, Afonso de Albuquerque (ca. 

–), “a great conqueror, and the real founder of the Portuguese empire in the Orient.

Appointed head of the “  eet of the Arabian and Persian sea” in , Albuquerque resolved to conquer the island of 

Hormoz, a great international market; the conquest would permit control of an important commercial route, while 

Hormoz’s treasure would provide the sums necessary to maintain Portuguese forces in the Indian Ocean” (Encyclopaedia 

Iranica).

 e  rst volume contains his  rst and second visits to India and the successful attack on Hormuz. “In AD , the 

balance of power and the ancient trading patterns of the Indian Ocean and  e Gulf were permanently altered by the 

dramatic arrival of the Portuguese, under the ruthless command of Alfonso de Albuquerque. …  e famously wealthy 

kingdom of Hormuz, which controlled all the shipping lanes of the Gulf and also a signi  cant slice of the Indian Ocean 

trade, was along with Aden and Malacca, a key target. …  e pearls of the region, and in particularly those of Bahrain, 

were already recognized as a chief objective. Prior to the conquest of Hormuz, Albuquerue sent a letter to his sovereign, 

King Manuel I, stating the following: ‘Bahrain is rich and pro  table; its Fishery of Pearls is easy to take over and improve. 

Once Hormuz is captured, Bahrain would be acquired and what is in the Sea of Persia’“ (Carter).

 e book was  rst published in , compiled by the Captain’s son Bráz de Albuquerque (who, after the death of his 

father, assumed the name of Afonso) from the dispatches forwarded to King Dom Emmanuel.

Internally in very good condition, with only a couple minor smudges and some spots on the map. Spines chipped and 

boards slightly rubbed along the extremities, but otherwise good.

Howgego, to , A–A; Innocêncio A; Porbase ( copies); Bibl. Salvá  note; cf. J. Aubin, “Albuquerque, Alfonso de,” in: Encyclopaedia 
Iranica (online ed.); Carter, Sea of pearls: seven thousand years of industry that shaped the Gulf (); Floor,  e Persian Gulf (), p. ; not 
in Blackmer; Atabey.









A superb set of two lavishly illustrated descriptions of Arabia and the Middle East

.  N I E BU H R , Carsten. Beschryving van Arabie, uit eigene waarnemingen en in ‘t land zelf 
verzamelde narigten ...

Amsterdam, Steven Jacobus Baalde; Utrecht, Johannes van Schoonhoven & comp. (colophon: printed 
by Johan Joseph Besseling, Utrecht), . With engraved title-page and  engraved plates, including 
 folding showing  view of military exercises,  Ku  c inscriptions (coloured by hand) and  maps.  e 
unnumbered map of Yemen (plate size . ×  cm) is coloured by hand in outline.

With: () N IEBU HR, Carsten. Reize naar Arabië en andere omliggende landen.

Amsterdam, Steven Jacobus Baalde; Utrecht, Johannes van Schoonhoven & comp. (colophons: printed 
by Johan Joseph Besseling, Utrecht), –. With  engraved title-pages and  engraved plates ( 
folding).

 works in  volumes. Large to (. × . cm). (), XXXXI, (), , (); (); VIII, (), , (); (), 
, () pp. Contemporary sprinkled and polished half calf. Untrimmed.  ,

First and only editions of the Dutch translation of a description of Arabia, Egypt and the Middle East (ad ) and an 

account of a voyage to Arabia and surrounding countries (ad ). Both works were originally written by the Danish 

traveller and surveyor Carsten Niebuhr (–) and published in German, in Copenhagen in . Both works are 

lavishly illustrated, having together  large maps of Yemen and  beautifully engraved maps, plans and views of all 

the regions Niebuhr visited.

Fine untrimmed set (giving very large margins) and bound as a matching set, with only the fore-edge of  folding plate 

slightly tattered, a small marginal tear and an occasional leaf with very minor foxing. Bindings show minor wear in the 

spines and a few small scuff  marks on the sides, but are still very good. Lovely copy of two important and complementary 

works on Arabia and the Middle East, lavishly illustrated.

Hamilton, Europe and the Arab World ; Howgego, to , N; Tiele, Bibl. –.









 e  rst European attempt at a complete account of Arabia

.  N IEBU HR, Carsten. Reisebeschreibung nach Arabien und anderen umliegenden Ländern.

Copenhagen, Nicolaus Möller, –. to.  vols. XVI, (), , () pp. With  plates and folding 
map. (), , () pp. With  plates and maps. Contemporary vellum with title to spine.  ,

First edition. – Niebuhr’s “work on Arabia was the  rst European attempt at a complete account of Arabia, its people 

and their way of life. He amassed a vast quantity of factual information which he relates in a simple unrhetorical fashion, 

distinguishing clearly between things observed personally and things learned from others.  e expedition, which lasted 

six years, was sponsored by the Danish king, and included the brilliant Swedish scientist, Peter Forsskal, who died while 

in Yemen” (Cat. Sotheby’s,  Oct , lot ). Of the  ve scientists, Carsten Niebuhr (–) was the sole survivor, 

and his work represents an important contribution to the study of the Middle East. His map of the Yemen, the  rst exact 

map of the area ever, remained the standard for the next  years.

An unsophisticated, exceptionally  ne copy.

Macro . Gay . Howgego I, N (p. ). 









Large paper copies of two lavishly illustrated descriptions
of Arabia and the Middle East

.  N IEBU HR, Carsten. Reize naar Arabië en andere omliggende landen.

Amsterdam and Utrecht, Steven Jacobus Baalde and Johannes van Schoonhoven & Co. and Bartholomeus 
Wild (colophon: printed by Johan Joseph Besseling, –.  vols. VIII, (), , () pp. (),  pp. 
(), XXXXI, (), , () pp. With  engraved title-pages, each with an engraved vignette (that for volume 
 from the plate of the  “Beschryving” with the lettering revised; that for volume  copied from it 
and unsigned),  engraved plates numbered I–LXXII, [LXXIII] (vol. ) & I–LII (vol. ) ( folding), 
showing topographic views, watermills, people, Egyptian and Persian antiquities, Egyptian, Persian, 
cuneiform and other inscriptions, etc. by C. F. Fritsch, C. J. de Huyser,  . Koning, G. H. Koning, C. 
Philips, O. de Vries, Baurenfeind and others.  e unnumbered folding map of Yemen (“Tabula Itineraria”, 
plate size . × . cm), with the trade routes coloured by hand, covers a smaller area at a larger scale 
than that in the Beschryving.

(Bound with) II: N I EBU H R, Carsten. Beschrying van Arabie, uit eigene waarnemingen en in ‘t 
land zelf verzamelde narigten opgesteld. Amsterdam, Steven Jacobus Baalde; Utrecht, Johannes van 
Schoonhoven & Co. (colophon: printed by Johan Joseph Besseling), . With engraved title-page 
showing an engraved vignette by N. van der Meer ( female  gures with a globe and other instruments) 
and  engraved plates numbered I–XXIV, (XXV), including  folding showing  view of military 
exercises,  Ku  c inscriptions (coloured by hand) and  maps.  e unnumbered map of Yemen (plate 
size . ×  cm) is coloured by hand in outline.  e full-page plates include maps, topographic views, 
costumes, coins, Arabic inscriptions, etc. All by C. J. de Huyser, N. van der Meer,  . Koning and C. 
Philips.  works in  volumes. to. Contemporary half tree calf, sides covered with paste paper; rebacked, 
with original gold-tooled backstrip laid down.  ,

One of the very rare large paper copies of the  rst and only editions of the Dutch translation by Jacob van Ekers 

of Niebuhr’s famous account of a voyage to Arabia and surrounding countries (ad ) and his description of Arabia, 

Egypt and the Middle East (ad ). Both works were originally written by the Danish traveller and surveyor Carsten 

Niebuhr (–) and published in German, in Copenhagen in  under the titles, “Beschreibung von Arabien” 

and “Reisebeschreibung nach Arabien und anderen umliegenden Ländern”. Both works were also translated in French 

and English.

In  Niebuhr was invited to join a scienti  c expedition to Egypt. Other members of the expedition were Friedrich 

Christian von Haven (a Danish linguist and orientalist), Christian Carl Kramer (a Danish physician and zoologist), 

Georg Baurenfeind (an artist from southern Germany), Berggren (a Swedish ex-soldier) and Pehr Forrskal (a Swedish 

botanist). In January , the expedition sailed from Copenhagen, Denmark to Alexandria, Egypt.  e members of the 

expedition spent a year in Egypt, visiting Suez and Mount Sinai.  ey left Suez in October  and sailed to Yemen. 

In May  they reached Mocha where Von Haven and Forrskal died from malaria. In August  Baurenfeind and 

Berggren died, followed by Kramer in February . Niebuhr was the only one left to continue the expedition. In 

, he explored India, sailing from Bombay to Muscat, as well as Shiraz, Babylon, Baghdad, Mosul, and Aleppo. He 

spent some time in Persepolis in  where he has made very detailed drawings and maps, which were used for more 

than a hundred years. In , he explored Palestine before  nally returning to Copenhagen on  November , 

after a journey of seven years. When he returned to Copenhagen the Swedish government warmly welcomed him and 

paid the costs of engraving the plates to illustrate his accounts of the voyage. Both works are lavishly illustrated, having 

together  large maps of Yemen and  beautifully engraved maps, plans and views of all the regions Niebuhr visited.

 e present set has both works printed on the same large paper watermarked: Strasburg bend above VDL and is only 

slightly trimmed, measuring:  ×  mm. with the tranche  les still visible. While regular copies are printed on 

unwatermarked paper measuring  ×  mm. Not even Tiele mentions the existence of copies on large paper.

Binding slightly rubbed on the sides and rebacked as noted; otherwise good. With a few occasional spots, the half-titles 

slightly thumbed and a few mm. of minor browning in the upper margins; a very good large paper copy, only slightly 

trimmed.

Howgego, to , N. Tiele, Bibl. f. Cf. Atabey f. Cox I, f. Gay . Hamilton, Europe and the Arab world .









Royalties owed for the “Description of Arabia”

.  NIEBUHR, Carsten, cartographer and explorer (–). Autograph letter signed (“Niebuhr”).

Meldorf,  April . to.  pp. Framed.  ,

Very rare letter by the great explorer, written (in German) to his publisher (possibly Nicolaus Möller in Copenhagen?), 

asking him to enlighten him as to the possible receipt of outstanding payments. Niebuhr writes that he would be inter-

ested to know whether “Messrs. van Ghelen, Brönner, and the Typographical Society in Berne [...] have paid. I do hope 

that it was not illness that prevented sending me an answer [...] I will, however, include here a list of what each and 

every gentleman is to pay.

Mr van Ghelen in Vienna owes, after having settled a bill,  Reichsthaler and  Groschen, and is instructed to pay 

me  Reichsthaler in Louisd’or on behalf of Professor [Maximilian] Hell [...] For  copies of the ‘Reisebeschreibung 

nach Arabien’, st volume, Mr Brönner in Frankfurt owes  Reichsthaler and  Groschen each [...]  e Typographical 

Society in Berne owes payment for  copies of the ‘Reisebeschreibung’, part , at  Reichsthaler and  Groschen each, 

[...] and  Reichsthaler  Groschen for  copy of ‘Beschreibung von Arabien’” (transl.).

Of the utmost rarity.









Manuscript compilation on Arabia and its vicinity with  pages of illustrations, 
especially inscriptions, but including views of the Great Mosques

at Mecca and Medina

.  N I EBUHR, Carsten, et al. (Johan Louis Gerlagh, compiler and draftsman). Aanteekeningen 
uit de Reise naar Arabie, en andere omliggende landen, van Carsten Niebuhr, geteekent en geschreeven 
door Joh. Louis Gerlagh.

[Hoeven (near Breda)?], . Folio ( ×  cm). , () ff . Manuscript in Dutch, written in ink on paper, 
with two loosely inserted supplements ( bifolia), with a calligraphic title-page (in script lettering with 
an interior white line giving an incised eff ect) and  pages of (mostly) ink and grey ink wash drawings 
of inscriptions, musical instruments, buildings, etc., including  pages of Ku  c inscriptions in black ink 
with vowel points in red and decorations in red, yellow and green, and a few other written inscriptions 
showing the styles of script, plus a small drawing of an inscription and a few written examples in the text. 
Contemporary half canvas, sides covered with printed pattern paper (a matrix of -petalled rosettes on 
a background of horizontal and vertical lines, and dots, in red, blue and yellow, sewn on  vellum tapes 
and tacketted to the canvas spine through a vellum liner.  ,

A Dutch illustrated manuscript devoted to the Arabian peninsula and neighbouring regions, compiled in  by (and 

the illustrations drawn by) Johan Louis Gerlagh (–), a director of the Dutch West India Company and East India 

Company (WIC and ). He takes a special interest in the various and styles of script, including Egyptian hieroglyphs 

and at least six styles of Arabic script (ku  c, naskh, ta’liq, thuluth, ruq’ah and maghribi), but he also discusses and illus-

trates bas-reliefs, buildings (including the Great Mosques at Mecca and Medina), musical instruments, footware, a scarab, 

etc., and provides tables of data concerning tides, compass corrections and temperatures, and accounts of the Islamic 

calendar, precious stones, weights and measures and coins.  e title describes the manuscript as notes from Carsten 

Niebuhr’s “Reize naar Arabië en andere omliggende landen”, a Dutch translation (Amsterdam & Utrecht –) of 

the German “Reisebeschreibung nach Arabien” (Copenhagen –), but Gerlagh apparently treats Niebuhr’s com-

plementary “Beschryving van Arabie” (,  rst published in German in ) as an additional volume of the Reize. All 

the illustrations and most of the text are copied from these two publications. Gerlagh does make use of other sources, 

however, quoting from Bernard Bredenbach, “Peregrinatio in Terra Sanctum” (); Heinrich Buenting, Itinerarium 

scripturae (); Fredrik Hasselquist, Travels in the Levant (); J.F. Martinet, “Historie der waereld” (–) and 

Joseph de la Porte, “Nieuwe reisiger, beschryving van de oude en nieuwe weereldt” (–).

Gerlagh came from a patrician family that had ties with the WIC by at least  (including a director by ) and 

the  by at least . He himself was a director of both by . Although he is recorded moving from  olen to 

Oosterhout (northeast of Breda) in , this may have been a second residence, for he had already set up in Hoeven 

(west of Breda) where he served as “schout” (head of the municipality) from  to , his wife died there in  and 

he died there in , so he probably produced the present manuscript there. His amateur drawings and sketchbooks, 

most of them in Museum Gouda, have been exhibited.

 e manuscript is internally in good condition, with most deckles preserved.  e binding is shabby, with tears in the 

canvas and the paper sides, the front hinge separated from the bookblock and the free endleaf at the back torn out. A 

good example of the fascination of leading  gures in the  and WIC with the Arabian Peninsula and vicinity and 

with Islamic culture.

For Niebuhr and his accounts of Arabia: Hamilton, Europe and the Arab world ; Howgego, to , N; for Gerlagh: Katalogus ... tekenwerk-
schilderwerk van Johann Louis Gerlagh (); A. Romeijn, De stadsregering van  olen (–) (), pp. f.









Augmented Dutch edition of Pococke’s celebrated description of the Near and Middle 
East, with  engraved plates

.  POCOC K E, Richard. Beschryving van het Oosten, en van eenige andere landen [...]. Including: 
S CH U T T E , Rutger. Verhandelingen over de reize der Israëlieten in de woestijne, en eenige 
bijzonderheden van Jerusalem en deszelfs omtrek.

Bladwijzer der schriftuur-plaatsen [...]. Utrecht, Rotterdam and Amsterdam, Gijsbert Tieme and Abraham 
van Paddenburg; Jacobus Bosch and Reinier Arrenberg; Martinus de Bruyn, –. to.  vols. (in 
 parts) bound as . XXXVI, , (), (), –, () pp. (),  pp., ( blank f.), VIII, (), –, 
–, () pp. VIII,  pp., ( blank f.), VIII, (), –, () pp. (), , (),  pp. With  
engraved folding plates (irregularly numbered I–CIII), including maps, plans, views and other illustra-
tions, depicting temples, antiquities, plants, animals, etc. Contemporary half calf, gold  llets and two 
title-labels on spines, sprinkled paper sides.  ,

First edition of the Dutch translation of Pococke’s celebrated monograph on the Near and Middle East, praised by 

Gibbon as a work of “superior learning and dignity” (Decline and Fall, ch. , n. ).  is Dutch edition was augmented 

with  plates, an essay by the minister Rutger Schutte on the travels of the Israelites, and a index to Biblical locations 

found in the main work.

“Pococke travelled extensively in Europe from  to  and continued on to the Levant, reaching Alexandria in 

September . He remained three years in the Eastern Mediterranean, visiting Egypt, Palestine, Asia Minor and Greece. 

His book describes these journeys but not necessarily in chronological order.  e plates of antiquities are after drawings 

by Pococke himself ... Pococke achieved a great reputation with this publication; the work was very popular during his 

lifetime and was praised by Gibbon” (Blackmer). “ e quality and particularly the earliness of his observations and 

their record in prose, maps, and diagrams make him one of the most important near eastern travellers, ranking with 

Frederik Ludvig Norden and Carsten Niebuhr, in stimulating an Egyptian revival in European art and architecture, 

and recording much that has subsequently been lost” (ODNB).

A couple plates in the last volume slightly browned and a few spots on the  rst few leaves of the  rst volume, otherwise 

a very good copy, with the leaves nearly untrimmed.  e bindings somewhat rubbed along the extremities (primarily 

the spines), but otherwise good.

Cox I, . Tiele, Bibl. . Cf. Blackmer  (English ed.); for the author: Baigent, “Pococke, Richard (–”; in: ODNB (online ed.).









“Ode to the Persian Gulf ”

.  IRW I N, Eyles. A Series of Adventures in the Course of a Voyage up the Red-Sea, on the Coasts of 
Arabia and Egypt; and of a Route  rough the Desarts of  ebais, Hitherto Unknown to the European 
Traveller, in the Year MDCCLXXVII. In letters to a Lady.

London, J. Dodsley, . to. XVI,  pp. With  folding maps and  plates. Contemporary full calf, 
spine elaborately gilt, leading edges gilt, red morocco label  ,

Second edition (the earliest mentioned). Irwin relates the series of misadventures which occurred on his journey back 

from India after his dismissal from the East India Company. Following the near wreck of his ship he was taken prisoner 

by Arabs who took him to the Nile, whence he travelled to Cairo on his release.

 e East India Company servant Eyles Irwin, born in Calcutta in , was appointed to survey the Black Town in 

 and “was made superintendent of the lands belonging to Madras [...] In  he became caught up in the political 

storm that overtook the governor of Madras, George Pigot, who was placed in con  nement by members of his own 

council. Irwin supported Pigot, and in August he was suspended from the company’s service. Early in  he left India 

in order to seek redress in England. Irwin later published an account of his journey home, which was entitled ‘A series 

of adventures [...]’. In this he displayed his classical education and described his experiences and observations during the 

journey, which lasted eleven months [...] Irwin returned to India in  as a senior merchant and his route was again 

overland, but this time via Aleppo, Baghdad, and the Persian Gulf” (ODNB).  e author recounts his imprisonment in 

Yanbu, Arabia, and further voyage to Jeddah, as well as his adventures in Egypt, his journeys through the Peloponnesus 

and Balkans as well as Persia. He includes an “Ode to the Persian Gulf”, which extols the beauties of Bahrain. In , 

Irwin was to produce a musical play, “ e Bedouins, or Arabs of the Desert: a Comic Opera in  ree Acts” (), which 

played in Dublin for three nights.

 e plates include views of the town of Mocha (al-Mukhah) on the shore of the Red Sea in Yemen, including its early 

mosques, and of the Straits of Bab al Mandab (“Babelmandel”). Also shown is a detailed view and chart of Yanbu, the 

port giving access to al Medina.

Maccles  eld bookplates to front pastedown and free endpaper. Plates somewhat toned and off set, otherwise an excellent 

copy, sumptuously bound.

Macro . Ibrahim-Hilmy I, . Gay . Brunet III, . Blackmer . Cf. Weber II,  (rd ed.).









 e  rst periodical of the Arab world: the extremely rare, complete set

.  DÉC A DE ÉGY PTIEN N E . La Décade égyptienne. Journal littéraire et d’économie politique.

Cairo, de l’imprimerie nationale, an VII–VIII [–]. Small to.  vols. (),  pp. (),  pp.  
pp. Near-contemporary half calf over green papered boards with gilt spines.  ,

Extremely rare, entirely complete run of this journal, praised by Guérmard as a “truly scienti  c review” and hailed by 

Glass and Roper as the  rst periodical published in the “Arab world”.  e  pages of these various issues appeared 

between  and  March :  rst every  days, then monthly for the second volume, and quarterly for the third.

 e journal has great interest for marking the beginning of printing in Egypt: “ e expedition of Napoleon Bonaparte 

to Egypt from  until  was a prelude to modernity. It was to change permanently the traditional Arab world [...] 

 e French brought Arabic typography to Egypt [...] For, leaving aside the Hebrew printing presses in Egypt of the th 

to the th centuries, until this date announcements and news adressed to Arabs there, as well as in other parts of the 

Arab-Islamic world, had been spread only in hand-writing or orally, by criers, preachers or storytellers [...]  e period-

ical [...] ‘La Décade Egyptienne’ [was one of] the  rst press productions of Egypt” (D. Glass and G. Roper, cf. below).

 e journal took its name from the “Décade philosophique”, the publication of the Institut National’s Section des 

Sciences morales et politiques, and contains “soit le texte intégral, soit le texte intégral, soit des extraits d’un grand nombre 

de mémoires ou rapports présentés au premier Institut d’Égypte par des membres de l’expédition, faisant pour la plupart 

partie de la Commission des sciences et arts. On y trouve également des observations faites par des médicins placés sous 

les ordres de Desgenettes. Celui-ci dirigea d’ailleurs la publication après le départ de Tallien” (de Meulenaere). At the 

time of the French capitulation, the  rst  pages of a fourth volume were in the press, but they were never distributed, 

and the only copy of these sheets remains in the Library of the Royal Museums of Art and History in Brussels (cf. ibid.).

First and last volume show traces of worming, occasionally touching the text, with additional brownstains in the lower 

corner of vol.  near the end. Bound in the mid-th century for Gaillardot Bey, with his handwritten ownership “Ch. 

Gaillardot” on the half-title of the  rst volume. D. Charles Gaillardot (–) served as one of the two vice-presidents 

of the Egyptian Institute in . A professor of natural history at the National School of Medicine in Cairo founded by 

Antoine Clot Bey, for  years head physician at the military hospital and  nally director of the Cairo medical school, 

he had created in the Egyptian capital a “Musée Bonaparte” of his personal collections, comprising books, engravings, 

weapons, and decorative items – keepsakes of the French Expedition to Egypt, today dispersed (cf. Gerhard Rohlfs, 

Voyages et explorations; Marc Chartier, Bayt el-Sennari). Later in the collection of the writer André Maurois (–) 

with his engraved bookplate to pastedown.

D. Glass/G. Roper, Arabic Book and Newspaper Printing in the Arab World, in: Middle Eastern Languages and the Print Revolution (Gutenberg 
Museum Mainz ), pp. –, at pp.  &  (“scienti  c magazine [...  rst periodical] of the ‘Arab world’”). Maunier, Bibliogr. économique, 
juridique, et sociale de l’Égypte moderne, p. XXIV, no. . De Meulenaere, Bibliogr. raisonnée des témoignages de l’Expédition de l’Égypte, p. . 
Not in Blackmer or Atabey.









Key source for British maritime and military history

.  NAVA L CH RON IC LE .  e Naval Chronicle (for –).

London, Bunney & Gold / Joyce Gold, –(). Large vo ( ×  mm).  volumes, prettily gilt 
to covers and spines. With more than  engraved and aquatint plates, maps, charts and portraits (many 
by Nicholas Pocock). Marbled endpapers.  ,

 e complete -volume run of the “Naval Chronicle”, the most in  uential maritime publication of its time and today 

a key source for British maritime and military history. Founded by the Royal Navy chaplain James Stanier Clarke and 

the naval offi  cer James Stanier Clarke, the monthly periodical ran for two full decades from January,  to December, 

. It contains a wealth of information about the Royal Navy of the United Kingdom, including biographies, histories, 

anecdotes and news, essays on nautical subjects, as well as poems and ballads on a variety of related topics.

Several volumes include material on events in the Arabian Gulf and Sea, often recounting episodes of “piracy” against 

British vessels, such as the capture of the East India Company’s ships “Shannon” and “Trimmer” on  Dec.  (an 

account is found in vol. XV, pp. f.) or the Arab raid on the “Minerva” on  May , during which the crew were 

massacred and the vessel converted into the Al-Qasimi  agship (reported in vol. XXIII, p. f.; vol. XXIV, p. f.). 

Such events provoked the British “Persian Gulf” campaign of , in which a large British force was deployed to destroy 

Al-Qasimi bases and ships.  e Battle of Ras al-Khaimah, fought on – Nov. , is re  ected in reports printed in 

vol. XXIV (pp.  and ), and renewed interest in the region and its history, customs and religion prompted a lengthy 

article on “ e Wahebite Arabs” (vol. XXIV, pp. ff .; ff .), or “the Wahebbi, whose name is much connected with the 

Iowassimi pirates”. A decade later, the British Navy would return in another massive operation against Ras Al Khaimah, 

which would lead to the signing of the General Maritime Treaty of  between the British and the Sheikhs of the coast 

which today comprises the United Arab Emirates.

Bindings variously rubbed and bumped, some quite severely with hinges split and extremeties chipped; some spines 

rebacked, some labels lost. Occasional brownstaining throughout, but largely con  ned to tissue guards and opposite 

pages. In all a worn but still appealingly bound set, often encountered in separate volumes only.

Sabin . ZDB-ID -.









A truly outstanding Cedid in its original binding

.  M A HMOU D R A’IF. Cedid Atlas Tercümesi [= New Atlas, Translated].

Üsküdar/Istanbul, Tab’hane-yi Hümayunda / Mühenduishâne Press,  H [= April  – March  
CE]. Folio ( ×  mm). (),  pp., engraved, illustrated title-page and  engraved maps after William 
Faden, in contemporary hand colour. Contemporary black morocco, richly stamped in silver and blind. 
Bright yellow pastedowns. In custom-made half morocco solander box.  ,

 e  rst European-style atlas printed in the Islamic world: an exceedingly rare, handsome, and entirely complete example 

in its original  rst binding. “[T]he  rst world atlas printed by Muslims [...], of which only  fty copies were printed” 

(Library of Congress, Near East Collections: an illustrated guide, online). Several copies were reserved for high ranking 

offi  cials and important institutions; most of the remainder were destroyed in a warehouse  re during the Janissary Revolt 

of . “Based on several estimates and accounting for the single maps (torn-out from bound volumes of the atlas) sold 

or being off ered worldwide, it is believed that a maximum of  complete examples could be present in libraries or in 

private collections, whereas some sources suggest that there exist only  complete and intact copies in the world. As 

such, it is one of the rarest printed atlases of historical value” (Wikipedia).

A prestigious project for the Ottoman Palace with the seal of approval of the Sultan Selim III, this work was one of 

the avantgardistic enterprises promoted by Mahmoud Ra’if to introduce Western technical and scienti  c knowledge to 

the Ottoman state. Composed of  maps based on William Faden’s “General Atlas”, it is the  rst Muslim-published 

world atlas to make use of European geographic knowledge. On each of the maps the place-names are transliterated in 

Arabic.  e Atlas includes Raif ’s -page geographical treatise “Ucalet ül-Cogra  ye” and the frequently missing folding 

celestial map on blue paper.

Maps very clean, showing only a few minor stains and repaired tears to folds; a creasemark to the map of Africa; an 

internal tear to pre-Revolutionary map of France. Binding professionally repaired at extremeties and upper hinge with 

a few scuff marks and insigni  cant traces of worming. An excellent copy, one of the very few surviving specimens in 

the beautiful original oriental leather binding (the only other known example was sold through us in ). A severely 

defective copy recently commanded an auction price of USD , (Swann Galleries NY,  May , lot ).

OCLC . Not in Philipps/Le Gear. Not in Atabey or Blackmer collections.













World atlas including one -sheet and eleven -sheet wall maps

.  K ITCHIN,  omas and others. Kitchin’s general atlas, describing the whole universe.

London, Robert Laurie, James Whittle, . Imperial folio ( × . cm).  leaf plus maps. With  
engraved maps (numbered in  parts) assembled from  sheets. Most include elaborate cartouches with 
pictorial decoration. With the maps coloured in outline. Contemporary half calf.  ,

Enlarged edition of an English world atlas.  e map of Asia with the islands of the Indian Ocean, Arabia, the East Indies, 

Australia and the Southwest Paci  c is made from  sheets numbered and bound as  parts.  e extraordinary -sheet 

map of the world by Samuel Dunn, with the routes of various voyages of discovery (the main map after D’Anville), 

includes an inset map in Mercator projection, celestial hemispheres, the solar system (with orbits of comets) and even 

a map of the moon, hence the atlas title’s reference to “the whole universe”. Kitchen was a cartographer, engraver, and 

hydrographer to King George III.

 e marbled sides are badly rubbed and the spine cracked, chipped, and restored at the head and foot. In very good 

condition. A magni  cent world atlas with one -sheet and eleven -sheet maps.

Phillips & Le Gear  (one -sheet map lacking & another incomplete); OCLC ( copies).





“Ces arabes paroissent destiné à jouer un grand rôle dans l’ histoire”

.  COR A NC EZ , Louis Alexandre Olivier de]. Histoire des Wahabis, depuis leur origine jusqu’a 
la  n de .

Paris, Crapelet, . vo. (), VIII, , () pp. Remains of original grey temporary wrappers. Stored in 
gilt modern quarter morocco box.  ,

First edition of this fundamental study of Wahhabism, not translated into Arabic until  (“Tarih al-wahhabiyin 

mundu naš’atihim hatta ‘am  m.”, published in Riyadh by Darat al-Malik ‘Abd-al-’Aziz). Corancez had lived 

in Aleppo for eight years as French consul. He married a Syrian and had  rst-hand information about the Wahhabi 

movement in Egypt, Syria, and Baghdad. He published his book soon after the followers of the Moslem reformer Abd-el 

Wahhab conquered the holy cities of Mecca and Medina in , an event that fueled a strong interest in the movement 

throughout Europe. “ is sect, which abhorred all loose living, attracted the attention of a number of travellers. Corancez’ 

account of the Wahabis precedes by many years that of Burckhardt, which was published posthumously in , although 

both men were living and travelling in Syria at the same time, and presumably knew each other” (Atabey). As Burrell 

comments, “the  nal merits – and challenges – of this book are [... that] Corancez was prepared to re  ect upon a range 

of issues which remain relevant and controversial, for many people in the Middle East today.  ese include the nature of 

Islam and its apparent resistance to self-doubt and the challenge of change, the complex attitude adopted by Muslims to 

Christians and Jews, the status of the Prophet Mohammed within Islam, the reasons for the enduring nature of despotic 

rule in the Middle East, the signi  cance of the diff erent status aff orded men and women [...]”.

Includes the sometimes-lacking errata  nal leaf. Slight brownstaining as common; untrimmed as issued with the pub-

lisher’s temporary grey-blue wrapper largely preserved. Spine chipped; upper cover frayed and partly pasted to half-title. 

 e Atabey copy (in contemporary half morocco) sold for , at Sotheby’s in .

Macro . Atabey . Gay . Quérard I, . Not in Blackmer.









Medieval account of Egypt

.  A BD A L L AT IF A L BAGHDA DI, Muwaff aq al-Din / Silvestre de Sacy, Antoine Isaac 
(ed. and transl.). [Kitab al-ifadah wa-al-i t̀ibar   al-umur al-mushahadah wa-al-hawadith al-mù ayanah 
bi-ard Misr]. Relation de l’Egypte par Abd-Allatif, medecin arabe de Bagdad. Suivie de divers extraits 
d’écrivans orientaux, et d’un etat des provinces et des villages de l’Égypte dans le XIVe siècle.

Paris, de l’Imprimerie Imperiale, . Large to ( ×  mm). XXIV, , () pp. With title vignette. 
Contemporary full calf gilt; spine repaired to style with original label. Marbled edges and endpapers. 
  ,

First French edition of this account of Egypt, translated and annotated by the orientalist Silvestre de Sacy, who added 

other signi  cant texts, such as “État des provinces et des villages de l’Égypte, dressé en l’année , sous le règne du 

Sultan Melic-Alaschraf Schaban”. Abd al-Latif (–), known as Ibn al-Labbad or Ibn Nukta, was a philosopher, 

physician, and historian. He was one of the most proli  c Arab writers, but of the numerous works ascribed to him, mostly 

on medicine, only his graphic and detailed account of Egypt has survived. In his edition Silvestre de Sacy provides many 

valuable notes to this text, the  rst translation into French. Abd al-Latif was educated in Baghdad, turned to philosophy 

and the works of Ibn Sina, visited Mosul and then Damascus and the camp of Salah al-Din outside Akka, where he met 

Baha’ al-Din ibn Shadad and Imad al-Din al-Isfahani, the famous Arabic chroniclers of the Crusades. He went on to 

Cairo and travelled between there and Syria, especially Aleppo. His work was widely known in Europe and translated 

into Latin and German. Edward Pococke junior was responsible for a Latin version of part of the text, later issued with 

the Arabic by  omas Hyde in a very scarce Oxford  edition; the Latin version was continued by Joseph White in 

another bilingual edition (Tübingen ; Oxford ). A German version by S. F. Günther Wahl followed in . 

 e  rst Arabic edition did not appear until  (Cairo,  AH).

Contemporary ink ownership “John Ross” to half-title.  e British physician and traveller Dr. John Ross was attached 

to the Baghdad Residency. He was  uent in Arabic and explored widely throughout Arabia; in / he accompanied 

James Baillie Fraser on his expedition to to southern Babylonia. Old French ownership to title page stricken out; later 

Arabic ownership in blue pencil to dedication. Light  ngerstaining to title-page; some gatherings printed on blue paper. 

A few professional repairs to a  ne volume with appealing shelf-appearance.

Brunet I, . Gay, . Zarkali , p. . Ellis, Arabic Books in the British Museum I, . Cf. Garrison  (cites White’s bi-lingual Arabic/Latin 
Oxford edition of ). Ibrahim-Hilmy I, . Sarton II, , p. .









Sumptuously bound, from the library of Mary Lecomte du Noüy

.  BR ETON DE L A M A RTI N IÈR E , Jean-Baptiste Joseph]. L’Égypte et la Syrie, ou moeurs, 
usages, costumes et monumens des Égyptiens, des Arabes et des Syriens. Précédé d’un Précis historique.

Paris, A. Nepveu, . mo.  vols. With  engraved plates, mostly aquatints, in contemporary hand 
colour, several folding. Contemp. red grained morocco, blindstamped and giltstamped, spine gilt, leading 
edges and inner dentelle gilt. All edges gilt.  ,

First edition, the rare coloured issue in contemporary French master bindings.

Contains a large number of very pretty views and charming genre scenes, also showing costumes, arms, tools, 

etc. Accompanied by notes by Jean Joseph Marcel (–), director of the French imperial printshop at Cairo. 

Immaculate, sumptuously bound copy from the library of Mary Lecomte du Noüy with her gilt morocco bookplate on 

all pastedowns. Uncommonly well preserved; most copies in the great travel collections were incomparably the worse 

for wear: the Atabey copy was described as “rubbed, upper joint of vol. VI wormed” and was uncoloured, as were most 

of the press run and all recent copies showing up in trade or at auction.

Atabey . Blackmer . Ibrahim-Hilmy I, . Röhricht . Lipperheide Ma . Colas . Hiler .









One of  copies

.  FOR BIN, Louis Nicolas Philippe Auguste. Voyage dans le Levant en  et .

Paris, de l’Imprimerie Royale, . Text vol. in vo and atlas in folio ( ×  mm). (),  pp. 
(),  pp. Half-titles in both vols.;  lithographed, sepia aquatint or engraved plates and plans, the  
 ne aquatints by Debucourt after Forbin, the lithographed subjects for G. Engelmann after Lecomte, 

Deseynes, Castellan, Carle, and Horace Vernet, Fragonard,  iénon, Legros, Isabey and others, large 
folding engraved plan at the end of text vol. th century marbled half calf with giltstamped title to gilt 
spine.  ,

First edition. Only  copies of this work were produced. “Forbin’s was one of the  rst important French books to use 

lithography on a grand scale, and the standard of production is equal to that of Napoléon’s ‘Description de l’Egypte’ 

or Denon’s ‘Voyage’” (Navari, Blackmer). Forbin succeeded Denon as director of museums in  and was authorised 

to purchase antiquities for the Louvre (his son-in-law, Marcellus, expedited the acquisition of the recently discovered 

Venus de Milo). In August  he began a year-long journey to the Levant accompanied by the artist Pierre Prévost 

and the engineer de Bellefonds. His journey took him to Melos, Athens, Constantinople, Smyrna, Ephesus, Acre, Jaff a, 

Jerusalem, Cairo, Luxor, and  ebes.

 is set includes the frequently lacking vo text volume: this has the plan of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre 

bound at the end with a list of plates which were sold separately.  e atlas volume repeats the text (entirely reset in-folio, 

sometimes found in a separate folio volume) and includes the magni  cent, highly desirable plates (after Carle Vernet, 

Fragonard, Isabey, and Forbin himself, as well as Prevost), which show  ne views of Greece, the Dead Sea, Jerusalem, 

Ramla, Gaza, and Egypt.

Occasional slight foxing, still a splendid copy from the library of the ducs de Luynes at the Château de Dampierre: their 

bookplate reproducing the arms of Charles Marie d’Albert de Luynes (–), th Duc de Luynes, on pastedown. 

 e Aboussouan copy (comprising both the folio and the octavo volume) commanded , at Sotheby’s in , 

while in  the Atabey copy of the folio volume alone fetched ,.

Atabey f. Blackmer . Aboussouan . Weber I, –. Röhricht . Tobler f. Colas . Hiler . Ibrahim-Hilmy I, . Brunet 
II, . Graesse II, . Cf. Lipperheide Ma  (nd ed.).













About the “pirates Joasmis de Rass-al-Kymer”

.  HEU DE, William. Voyage de la côte de Malabar à Constantinople, par le Golfe Persique, l’Arabie, 
la Mésopotamie, le Kordistan et la Turquie d’Asie fait en .

Paris, Gide  ls, . vo.  pp. With  hand-coloured engraved plates and a folding engraved map. 
Contemporary marbled full calf with giltstamped label to gilt spine. Leading edges gilt; marbled edges.
  ,

First French edition of this uncommon travelogue, containing a valuable account of the Arabian Gulf including the pres-

ent-day Emirates, Oman etc.  e book discusses at some length the “pirates Joasmis de Rass-al-Kymer” (the Al-Qasimi 

family of Ras al-Khaimah) and the British raid of , but also the Wahhabis, pearl  shing in Bahrein, and “Fata 

Morgana”-type mirages in the desert. “An interesting work, rich in topographical observations. Heude’s journey took 

him to Muscat, Ormuz, Baghdad, Bahrein and Nineveh” (Atabey). “ e author of this rare and interesting work was 

attached to the Madras Military Establishment and was apparently related to Earl Fitzwilliam, to whom the work is 

dedicated. Heude left Bombay in  and arrived in Constantinople the following year.  ere are descriptions of Arabia, 

Baghdad and Armenia and of a hazardous journey through the mountains of Kurdistan” (Blackmer). As is typical for 

British Romantic travel writing, Heude appreciatively describes Bedu life and the various religious sects he encounters.

 e plates show local costumes, including those of the Bedouin Arabs and of a Dervish of Basra.  e large map shows 

the Middle East from the Dardanelles and Asia Minor to Kuwait and Bushehr. Light brownstaining near beginning and 

end with more noticeable gluestaining to endpapers. A prettily preserved volume.

Atabey . Blackmer . Chadenat . Weber I, . Gay  (“ vol.” in error). Not in Cox, Henze, or Howgego.





First comprehensive description of ancient and modern Egypt

.  DE SCR IP T ION DE L’ÉGY P T E . Description de l’Egypte, ou recueil des observations et 
des recherches, qui ont été faites en égypte pendant l’expédition de l’armée Française.

Paris, C. L. F. Panckoucke, –. A total of  vols.:  text vols. (to) and  atlas vols. (elephant 
folio). With coloured frontispiece and  engraved plates and maps, many double-page-sized and folded. 
Slightly later English half calf, professionally repaired in places.  ,

Second edition of this monumental work (the  rst was published from  onwards), the  rst comprehensive description 

of ancient and modern Egypt. Commissioned by Napoleon during his Egyptian campaign between  and , this 

encompassing historical, archaeological, art-historical, and natural-historical account of the country was realised through 

the eff orts of the Institut d’Egypte in Cairo. Its in  uence was enormous, establishing Egyptology as an intellectual 

discipline and nurturing a passion for Egyptian art throughout the Western world. Edited by some of the leading intel-

lectual  gures in France, the Description also includes contributions from celebrated artists such as Jacques Barraband, 

Pierre-Joseph Redouté, Geoff rey Saint-Hilaire, Jules-César Savigny and others. More than  scholars and scientists 

and some  artists, designers and engravers were involved in its preparation.  e success of the publication was such 

that work on the second edition (known as the “Pancoucke edition”) began before the  rst was completed.  e text was 

expanded into a greater number of volumes, now printed in a smaller format; new pulls were taken from the plates, and 

these were bound with many of the large-format plates folded into the new, reduced dimensions.

A splendid, clean copy, complete with all the plates. An incomplete copy of the second edition of the Description de 

l’Egypte sold at Sotheby’s for , in .

Blackmer . Gay . Brunet II, . Graesse II, . Cf. Monglond VIII, – (for the  rst edition). Nissen, BBI . Nissen, ZBI . 
Heritage Library, Islamic Treasures, s. v. “Art” (illustration).









 e original Polish edition

.  R AC Z Y NSK I, Edward. Dziennik podrozy do Turcyi odbytey w roku MDCCCXIV.

Breslau, Grass, Barth & Co., . Royal folio ( ×  mm). VII, (), , VIII pp. With  plates ( 
full-page,  half-page and  folding), mostly engraved after Ludwig Christian Fuhrmann, some after 
drawings by the author;  engraved text vignettes,  engraved tughra as headpiece; lithographed dedication. 
Modern half calf over contemporary marbled boards with printed title label on spine.  ,

 e very rare original edition of this important account of a journey through Turkey and Asia Minor. According to 

Brunet the  nest publication ever to leave a Polish press, it was soon translated into German as “Malerische Reise in 

einigen Provinzen des Osmanischen Reichs” (last sold for , at Sotheby’s  Natural History and Travel Sale; 

no copy of the present original edition has appeared at German auctions during the last decades).

 e Polish statesman Count Edward Raczynski (–), a patron of the arts and founder of the Raczynski Library 

in Poznan, travelled to Constantinople by way of Odessa during the months of July through November . He was 

accompanied by the artist Ludwig Christian Fuhrmann (–), and most of the plates are engraved after his 

drawings. Raczynski also visited the Troad, the peninsula containing the ruins of Troy, of which a detailed description 

is given.  is beautifully illustrated work is highly sought after for its many detailed engravings, including a folding 

map of Istanbul, illustrations of the ruins of Troy and Assos, the bay of Lesbos, a portrait of Sultan Muhammad IV, the 

mosque of the Sultan, etc.

In the present set, most of the plates are early or proofs prints, still lacking numbers and/or captions, which are 

frequently supplied in meticulous pencil calligraphy (in Polish and English). Leaves of pp. / and / transposed; the 

former bound showing page  before . Interior severely browned throughout as common. Tears to title and dedication 

repaired; a few edge  aws due to brittleness of paper. Only  copies of this original edition listed in library catalogues 

internationally (BL, BnF, LoC, Stabi Berlin, NL Sweden).

Brunet IV, . Weber  (note). Not in Atabey. Cf. Blackmer  ( German edition).













First edition

.  BURCK H A R DT, Johann Ludwig (John Lewis). Travels in Syria and the Holy Land.

London, (William Nicol for) John Murray, . Large to ( ×  mm). (), XXIII, (),  pp. With 
lithographed portrait frontispiece,  engraved maps ( folding), and  engraved plans. Contemporary full 
calf with gilt spine, two labels, and cover borders. Gilt inner dentelle, marbled endpapers.  ,

First edition. Posthumously edited by William Leake, these journals describe Burckhardt’s various journeys between 

 and . It was at Aleppo that he studied Arabic in preparation for his later travels (clandestinely, in Arab guise 

under the cognomen Sheikh Ibrahim) and he toured Syria, the Lebanon and Palestine. Burckhardt had been recruited 

by Sir Joseph Banks on behalf of the African Association to carry out these explorations, but unfortunately he died in 

 before he was able to complete the entire project.

Binding somewhat rubbed along extremeties; hinges and upper spine-end repaired. A little browning and foxing near 

the beginning, otherwise internally  ne.  e portrait shows Burckhardt “in his Arab Bernous, sketched at Cairo Feb. 

 by H. Salt, Esq.”.

Macro . Blackmer . Atabey . Aboussouan . Tobler . Röhricht . Weber I, . Howgego II, p. , B. Henze I, . Brunet I, 
. Graesse I, . Ibrahim-Hilmy I, .





 e  rst Westerner to visit the Holy Cities

.  BURCK H A R DT, Johann Ludwig (John Lewis). Travels in Arabia, comprehending an account 
of those territories in Hedjaz which the Mohammedans regard as sacred.

London, Henry Colburn, . Large to ( ×  mm). XVI,  pp. With  ve lithographed maps 
(one folding). Contemporary full calf with gilt spine, two labels, and cover borders. Gilt inner dentelle, 
marbled endpapers. All edges marbled.  ,

First edition (the second of the same year was in two volumes, octavo). Burckhardt travelled disguised as an Arab, 

making his notes clandestinely.  is work deals primarily with his travels to Mecca and Djidda, Medina and Yembo. 

 e Lausanne-born Burckhardt (–) was a remarkable character, the  rst Westerner to visit the Holy Cities. In 

the guise of a pilgrim “he proceeded to perform the rites of pilgrimage at Mekka, go round the Kaaba, sacri  ce, &c., and 

in every respect acquitted himself as a good Muslim. No Christian or European had ever accomplished this feat before; 

and the penalty of discovery would probably have been death. [...] Burckhardt possessed the highest quali  cations of a 

traveller. Daring and yet prudent, a close and accurate observer, with an intimate knowledge of the people among whom 

he travelled, their manners and their language, he was able to accomplish feats of exploration which to others would 

have been impossible” (Stanley Lane-Poole, in DNB VII, f.).

Extremeties quite severely rubbed and bumped. Spine shows traces of early repairs, using the original material. Several 

tears to the half-title, light foxing to beginning and end, otherwise internally a very good copy from the library of the Rev. 

 omas  urlow (–), Rector of Boxford, Suff olk, with his engraved bookplate to the front pastedown. – Rare.

Macro . Howgego II, p. f., B. Weber I, . Henze I, . Gay . Graesse I, . Cf. Blackmer . Ibrahim-Hilmy I, . Not in Atabey.













Bedouins and Wahabys

.  BU RCK H A R DT, Johann Ludwig (John Lewis). Notes on the Bedouins and Wahabys, 
collected during his travels in the East.

London, (A. J. Valpy for) Henry Colburn & Richard Bentley, . Large to ( ×  mm). IX, (), , 
() pp. With an engraved map. Near-contemporary brown half calf (giltstamped spine recently rebacked).
  ,

First edition, posthumously edited by William Ousely. With this work, Burckhardt submitted what was at the time the 

fullest and most thorough account of the various nomadic tribes of Arabia, including a history of the Wahhabis from their 

 rst appearance until  (cf. Henze). A two-volume octavo edition followed immediately, as did a German translation.

 e Swiss explorer Burckhardt (–) travelled through Syria, Jordan, Egypt, Nubia, and the Arabian Peninsula. 

Under the name “Sheikh Ibrahim”, he crossed the Red Sea to Jeddah, passed an examination on Muslim law, and par-

ticipated in the pilgrimage to Mecca and Medina. He died in Cairo and is buried there in the Muslim cemetery. He left 

his -volume library to Cambridge University; his diaries were acquired by the Royal Geographical Society.

Light waterstain to the lower corner of the map, otherwise a very good, wide-margined copy of this rare work.

Embacher . Howgego II, p. , B. Gay . Ibrahim-Hilmy I, . Engelmann . Brunet I, f. Graesse I, . Cf. Macro ; Henze 
I, f.; Hiler  (two-volume edition).





Beautifully illustrated expeditions searching for ancient Egyptian antiquities

.  C A ILL I AU D & DROV E T T I /  JOM A R D, M. (ed.). Voyage à L’Oasis de Syouah. Rédigé 
et publié par M. Jomard [...] d’aprés les matériaux recueillis par M. le Chevalier Drovetti, Consul Général 
de France en Égypte, et par M. Frédéric Cailliaud, de Nantes, pendant leurs voyages dans cette oasis en 
 et en .

Paris, . Folio ( ×  cm). () (half title and title), () (description of plates),  pp. With  plates 
(including a map of Northern Africa and the region around Siwa). Very nice contemporary half calf, 
spine richly gilt. Map slightly cropped in right-hand margin, but only touching frame, no loss of picture. 
A  ne, very attractive copy of a particularly scarce work.

(Bound after:) C A ILL I AUD, Frédéric. Voyage a l’Oasis de  èbes et dans les Déserts situés a l’orient 
et a l’occident de la  ébaide, fait pendant les années , ,  et . Contenant: . Le Voyage 
à l’Oasis de Dakel, par M. le Chevalier Drovetti. . Le Journal du premier Voyage de M. Cailliaud en 
Nubie. . Des recherches sur les Oasis, sur les Mines d’émeraude, et sur l’ancienne Route du commerce 
entre le Nil et la mer Rouge. Paris, l’Imprimerie Royale, . XVII,  pp. With  ( colour) plates 
(including  maps).  ,

I) Voyage y l’oasis de Syouah: An important work on Siwa and at the same time the only source on Drovetti’s research 

in the oasis – a particularly rare book! – In September , Cailliaud travelled from Fayun westward to Siwa, where he 

carried out important research which was the foundation of the scienti  c discovery and exploration of Siwa oasis. In 

 Bernardino Drovetti arrrived in Siwa together with Mehmed Ali’s expedition. Accompanied by  draftsmen and 

protected by the Egyptian troups, Drovetti was able to explore the oasis and to have plans and views drawn.  us, he 

managed to supplement the picture Cailliaud had given of Siwa. He was also the  rst European to visit the village of 

Agharmi. Drovetti’s and Cailliaud’s reports were sent to Jomard who edited and published them. II) Voyage à l’oasis de 

 èbes: In , Cailliaud travelled to Nubia together with B. Drovetti. When he had returned, Mehmed Ali advised him 

to explore the adjacent desert regions near Egypt. First he went east through the Arabian desert to the Red Sea. After  

days he reached the diamond mines at Djebel Subara. From Djebel Kebrit, his easternmost point, he went back to the 

Nile. In June  he went east of Esna to the Great Oasis (Kharga), which, although Poncet und Browne had already 

seen it, had still remained unexplored.

 e plates show Sekket, Douch El Qualah, Chargeh, El Gabouet, the ruins of Chargeh, etc. Also contains the only 

publication of Bernardino Drovetti’s ‘Le Voyage à l’Oasis du Dakel’. Drovetti was, after Edmonstone, the second explorer 

to reach Dakel.

A separate second volume of the Voyage a l’oasis de  èbes was issued in .

I: Henze I, / (Cailliaud) and II, / (Drovetti). Ibrahim Hilmy I, . Not in Blackmer.

II: Cf. Henze I,  ff . Blackmer . Gay . Ibrahim-Hilmy I, . Embacher .









Massive navigational directory for the East

.  HOR SBU RGH, James.  e India directory, or, directions for sailing to and from the East Indies, 
China, New Holland, Cape of Good Hope, Brazil, and the interjacent ports ... third edition.

London, printed for the author and sold by Kingsbury, Parbury and Allen booksellers to the East India 
Company (back of title-page: printed by Plummer & Brewis), –.  volumes. to. (), XXVI, , 
(), ; (), , (), ( blank) pp. Contemporary half calf, rebacked with the original backstrips laid down.
  ,

Rare third, revised edition of a massive navigational directory, with exhaustive information on the Arabian Sea, the Red 

Sea, and the Arabian (Persian) Gulf. Including detailed entries on Sharjah, Dubai, Abu Dhabi (“Abothubbee”), Bahrain 

and Hormuz, not only covering navigational details, but also the inhabitants, pearl  shery, geography, commerce etc.

Compiled chie  y from recent journals of ships employed by the East India Company, by James Horsburgh (–), 

hydrographer and chart maker to the Company. “As hydrographer Horsburgh was primarily responsible for supervising 

the engraving of charts sent back to London by marine surveyors in India and ordered by the company to be published, 

and for examining the deposited journals of returning ships for observations which would re  ne the oceanic navigation 

charts currently in use, besides other duties of provision of information laid on him by the court” (Cook).

 e book appeared in a total of eight editions between  and  before being superseded by Findlay’s A directory 

for the navigation of the Indian Ocean ().

With an inserted manuscript note facing p. , vol. , and a short manuscript note at the foot of page , vol. . Some 

faint thumbing to the title-pages and rebacked, but otherwise in very good condition.

Cf. Cat. NHSM, p.  (  fth ed.). Sabin  (  fth ed.). For the author: Cook, “Horsburgh, James (–)”, in: ODNB (online ed.).









Islamic Texts on the Christian Crusades

.  R EINAUD, (Joseph-Toussaint)]. Extraits des historiens arabes, relatifs aux guerres des croisades, 
ouvrage formant, d’après les écrivains musulmans, un récit suivi des guerres saintes, nouvelle édition, 
entièrement refondue et considérablement augmentée.

[Paris], Imprimerie royale, . vo. XLVIII,  pp. Contemporary dark green half sheepskin, gold-
tooled spine, marbled endpapers.  ,

First edition of a work on Islamic texts about the Christian crusades, by the French orientalist Joseph Toussaint Reinaud 

(–). It gives a French translation of numerous texts and extracts relating to the crusades originally written in 

Arabic from the th to the th century by Arab historians, with occasionally some passages in Arabic in the notes. 

Most of the texts deal with major battles and sieges, Saladin, and victories and deaths of important leaders.  e prelim-

inaries include brief biographies of some of the major authors, including Ali ibn al-Athir, Baha ad-Din ibn Shaddad, 

Imad ad-Din al-Isfahani, Ibn al-Adim and many more.  e texts are arranged into diff erent chapters, each devoted to 

a diff erent stage of the crusades.

 e book is in fact the publication of a part of the extensive manuscript by Georges-François Berthereau (–), 

who collected numerous Arab texts on the crusades, but the publication was prohibited during years following the French 

Revolution.  e book was published as a part of the Biblithèque des croisades, as an addition to the well-known Histoire 

des croisades, written by Joseph François Michaud (–).

With a stain on the half-title and some staining throughout, otherwise in very good condition.

Hage Chahine . Not in Blackmer.









First substantial English translation of Ibn Batuta’s travels
through the Islamic world and beyond

.  IBN BAT U TA /  SA M UE L L E E ED. .   e Travels of Ibn Batuta. Translated from the 
abridged Arabic manuscript copies, preserved in the public library of Cambridge. With notes, illustrative 
of the history, geography, botany, antiquities, &c. occurring throughout the work. (Including:) Report 
of the proceedings of the  rst general meeting of the subscribers to the Oriental translation fund, with 
the prospectus, report of the committee and regulations.

London, printed for the Oriental Translation Committee (colophon: by J. L. Cox) and sold by J. Murray, 
Parbury, Allen & Co. and Howel & Stewart, . Large to ( ×  cm). “XVIII” [= XX], (), , () 
pp. With various passages including the original Arabic text. Modern half morocco.  ,

First edition of the  rst substantial English translation of the travel account of Abu Abdullah Mohammed ibn Batuta 

(–/), known in the West as the Arabian Marco Polo, with extensive footnotes. “While on a pilgrimage to Mecca 

he made a decision to extend his travels throughout the whole of the Islamic world. Possibly the most remarkable of the 

Arab travellers, he is estimated to have covered , miles in forty years” (Howgego). His journeys included trips to 

North Africa, the Horn of Africa, West Africa and Eastern Europe in the West, and to the Middle East, South Asia, 

Central Asia, Southeast Asia and China.

 e account known as the Rihla, is esteemed for its lively descriptions of his travels, giving notable information on the 

history, geography and botany of the countries and cities Ibn Batuta visited. He describes, for example, the city of Aden 

as follows: “From this place I went to the city of Aden, which is situated on the sea-shore.  is is a large city, but without 

either seed, water, or tree.  ey have, however, reservoirs, in which they collect the rain-water for drinking. Some rich 

merchants reside here: and vessels from India occasionally arrive here.  e inhabitants are modest and religious” (p. ).

A very good copy, binding very good as well.

Howgego, to , B.









 e world’s nations illustrated: one of the greatest publishing ventures ever,
the rarest work to be found complete

.  FE R R A R IO, Giulio (ed.). Il costume antico e moderno o storia del governo, della milizia, della 
religione, delle arti, scienze ed usanze di tutti i popoli antichi e moderni provata coi monumenti dell’ 
antichita e rappresentata cogli analoghi disegni.

Milan, tipogra  a dell’editore, –. Folio ( ×  mm).  vols. incl. supplements and index. With 
 engr. folding maps,  engr. maps,  coloured aquatints ( double-page-sized),  engr. portraits,  engr. 
plates of musical notes, and  tables. Late th century half calf with giltstamped spine title. Untrimmed.
  ,

Without question the largest pictorial encyclopedia of the world published during the th century, and one of the 

rarest works to be found complete. Printed in a press run of no more than  copies, this set is numbered “” and was 

inscribed to a friend of the author (“del socio Signor G. Ferrario”); as such, it was printed on superior paper and coloured 

particularly carefully (according to Brunet, most of the  copies produced were issued entirely uncoloured).  e purpose 

of this -volume set in large folio format was to provide a complete account of all known parts of the world not only 

by describing in detail the various peoples’ costumes, governments, religion, habits, military, arts and science, but also 

by showing them in splendid illustrations, all of which are here individually coloured by hand.  e engravings include 

not only many costumes, but also buildings, objects of religious and of everyday use, monuments, historical scenes and 

much more.  e plates are printed on wove paper and bear the publisher’s drystamp. In spite of the enormous number 

of plates, the colouring is meticulous throughout.

Initially planned for no more than  volumes (–) and also published in French, this present Italian edition is 

the only one that was issued complete with all supplements and the plates in their impressive folio format.

Of the utmost rarity: we could not trace a single complete copy on the market since . Auction records list only the 

abridged vo reprint or single volumes of the present folio edition (Sotheby’s, May , , lot : , for vol. I, 

pt.  only). Interior shows occasional slight foxing to blank margins. Altogether an excellent, complete set of the luxury 

edition: uniformly bound, untrimmed and wide-margined.

Ibrahim-Hilmy I, . Lipperheide Ad . Colas . Hiler . Brunet II, f.









First edition, perfectly preserved

.  L A BOR DE , Léon [Emmanuel Simon Joseph] de. Voyage de l’Arabie Pétrée.

Paris, Giard, . Imperial folio ( ×  mm). (), , () pp. With large lithographed title vignette and 
coat of arms of Wilhelm II on dedication leaf.  lithographed plates, maps and plans after Laborde and 
Linant de Bellefonds, mostly mounted on India paper ( of which folding or double-page and  coloured). 
Period-style half calf with gilt title to spine.  ,

First edition of “an important work” (Blackmer), complete with all the magni  cent views in large folio format. All 

subsequent editions, including the English one, were published in octavo and retained only a few plates of the original 

edition, all in considerably reduced format. Laborde made the journey to Petra with the engineer Linant de Bellefonds 

in , travelling from Suez via St. Catherine’s and through Wadi al-Araba to Akabah. Although Burckhardt, Irby and 

Mangles had explored Petra before Laborde, he was the  rst to make detailed drawings of the area. Dedicated to the 

Elector Wilhelm II of Hesse (–).

Slight browning and foxing, occasional waterstaining and tears to folds; a small tear in the map repaired, but in all a 

good, wide-margined copy. Rare: the last complete copy came up for auction in  (Christie’s,  June, lot : ,).

Blackmer . Gay . Henze III, . Brunet III, . Vicaire IV, f. Nissen ZBI, . Not in Atabey. Cf. Macro, Bibliography of the Arabian 
Peninsula,  (nd ed. only). Howgego , L (– ed.).









Almost never encountered complete

.  SA IN T IN E , X[avier] B[oniface] [i. e. Joseph Xavier Boniface], ed.). Histoire scienti  que et 
militaire de l’éxpedition française en Égypte.

Paris, Dénain, –.  text volumes bound in  (vo) and  atlas vols. (oblong folio), altogether  
vols. With a total of  engr. plates ( folding,  in original hand colour, some with touches of colour) 
and  engr. portraits as well as  ( folding) facsimiles, almost all on China paper. Green grained half 
morocco, spines gilt.  ,

First edition, almost never encountered complete as thus. Important source for the history and activities of the  

French expedition to Egypt, published in ten text volumes by Louis Reybaud and two atlas volumes.  e portraits of 

the members of the expedition (usually forming part of the text volumes) have here been bound separately; also contains 

two additional portraits (not counted). “ e  pro  le portraits by Dutertre [...] are of particular interest” (Blackmer). 

Many of the plates showing views, antiquities, maps etc. were engraved after drawings by Vivant Denon, whose work 

opened up the Middle East for western eyes as no other had done before (cf. Henze II, ).

Plates numbered – (each of the  folding plates counting as a double), followed by “dernière planche” and  maps. 

Five of the facsimiles have been bound at the end of the second atlas volume, another in vol. .  e text volumes contain 

the “Histoire ancienne” (vols. –) and the “Histoire moderne de l’Égypte” (vols. –) as well as the expedition report 

proper (vols. –). All text volumes have four title pages (slightly departing from those in Blackmer’s copy). Vol.  also 

contains a “Rapport” of the work for the Académie by G. Saint-Hilaire, dated Nov. , which names Louis Reybaud 

as “principal rédacteur”.

A magni  cent set in period bindings, interior clean and spotless throughout. No complete copy recorded at auction 

within the last decades.

Blackmer . Gay . Cf. Hage Chahine  and Ibrahim-Hilmy I,  (both citing individual text volumes only).









Complete set of all periodical publications of the Royal Geographical Society

.  ROYA L GEOGR A PHIC A L SOCI ET Y .  e Journal of the Royal Geographical Society.

London, John Murray, –[–].  volumes (vols. I–L in  volumes and  volumes of indices). 
Contemporary red/purple half morocco over marbled paper-covered boards, spines gilt.

(With:) Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society. London: Edward Stanford, –. Vols. I–
XXII. Contemporary red/purple half morocco over marbled paper-covered boards, spines gilt.

(And:) Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society and Monthly Record of Geography. London: 
Edward Stanford, –. Vols. I–XIV. Title to  rst volume torn and laid down, map and facing p.  
of text damaged. Contemporary red/purple half morocco over marbled paper-covered boards, spines gilt.

(And:) Supplementary Papers of the Royal Geographical Society. London: John Murray, –. Vols. 
I–IV. Contemporary red/purple half morocco over marbled paper-covered boards, spines gilt.

(And:)  e Geographical Journal including the Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society. London: 
R.G.S., –. Vols. I–CXII only (in  volumes). Vols. –: contemporary red/purple half morocco 
over marbled paper-covered boards, spines gilt; vols. –: original blue cloth, or contemporary cloth, 
gilt. Institutional bookplates to some pastedowns; blindstamps to some title-pages; ink stamps to some 
plates and maps.  ,

Complete set of all periodical publications of the Royal Geographical Society  through , comprising  volumes 

with thousands of plates and maps, many folding.

Founded in , the Royal Geographical Society spearheaded eff orts to accurately map and describe every corner of 

the known world. As lesser-known regions of the globe such as Africa and the Middle East began to emerge as major 

centres of global trade in the th century, the Society funded thousands of European expeditions to these areas in 

an eff ort to promote British commercial and scienti  c interests. Explorers of the Arabian Peninsula such as Henry St. 

John Philby (aka “Sheikh Abdullah”), Percy Cox,  eodore Bent, Gertrude Bell, Wilfred  esiger (aka “Mubarak bin 

London”), and Bertram  omas all reported directly to the Royal Geographical Society, and their accounts, often with 

accompanying maps, contributed enormously to the western interest in the economy and geography of these regions. 

Macro’s “Bibliography of the Arabian Peninsula” – the only major attempt to date to itemize the most important pub-

lications on the Arab World – draws heavily on the papers published in the Journal of the Royal Geographical Society, 

especially for th century descriptions of the Arabian Gulf and its inhabitants.

Collected here is the entire run of publications issued by the Royal Geographical Society up to the mid-th century 

– a full  volumes containing thousands of seminal articles, plates, and maps chronicling the modern mapping of the 

world. Its importance for the Arabian Peninsula is well-re  ected in Macro’s bibliography. Wilson’s  “Memorandum 

Respecting the Pearl Fisheries in the Persian Gulf”, James Wellsted’s “Observations on the Coast of Arabia between 

Rás Mohammed and Jiddah” (), and Felix Haig’s “Memoirs of the Southeast Coast of Arabia” () are among 

the earliest reports on those regions. Georg Wallin delivered a valuable report on the Hajj to the Society in  in his 

“Narrative of a Journey from Cairo to Medina and Mecca”; William Palgrave is today regarded as one of the most 

important European explorers of the Peninsula, and his “Observations made in Central, Eastern and Southern Arabia, 

–” is found in the  volume of the Journal. A lesser-known  gure is Lewis Pelly, who in the Proceedings of the 

Royal Geographical Society () delivered a remarkably prescient lecture, “On the Geographical Capabilities of the 

Persian Gulf as an Area of Trade” – highlighting the future importance of the tribes and territories of the Gulf as global 

commercial centres, from Kuwait down to the coasts mainly controlled by “Arab pirates”. He also contributed “A Visit 

to the Wahabee Capital, Central Arabia” () – a fascinating, early account of Riyadh.

 e s saw a spurt of accounts of the Gulf in the Journal by  eodore Bent including “ e Bahrein Islands, in the 

Persian Gulf” (), “Expedition to the Hadhramaut” (), and “Exploration of the Frankincense Country, Southern 

Arabia” (). Also of note was an important study of the historical importance of Gulf ports such as Bahrain, discussed 

in Arthur Stiff e’s  article “Ancient Trading Centres of the Persian Gulf”. From this point on contributions on the 

Peninsula become too numerous to list.













Early th century reports on the coastal settlements between Abu Dhabi and Ajman

.  BERGH AUS, Heinrich. Geo-hydrographisches Memoir zur Erklärung und Erläuterung der 
reduzirten Karte vom Persischen Golf.

Gotha, Justus Perthes, . to. (),  pp. Forms part of: Asia. Sammlung von Denkschriften in 
Beziehung auf die Geo- und Hydrographie dieses Erdtheils; zur Erklärung und Erläuterung seines Karten-
Atlas zusammengetragen. –.  parts in all. With a lithographed map of Syria. Period black marbled 
papered boards with a green paper title label in manuscript.  ,

First edition. A detailed discussion of the Arabian Gulf coast in the early th century, with chapters on “the environs of 

the Mussendom promontory”, “ e Arabian coast between Ras Sheikh Monsud and Shaum”, “ e Pirate Coast”, “ e 

coast of danger between Debai and Eas Reccan”, “Islands in the great bay between Debai and Ras Reccan”, “Bahrein 

and its environs”, and “ e coast between Katif-Bey and the mouth of the Shatt al-Arab”. Includes details on pearl 

 shing and notes on all the coastal settlements, today forming the United Arab Emirates: “Amelgawein”, “Aymaun”, 

“Shargah”, “Debai” (“the inhabitants belong to the Beni Yass tribe and number some  persons [...] Pearling yields 

an annual revenue of –, dollars [...]  e only freshwater springs are in the three small date gardens beyond the 

city”), and “Abuthubbi or Buthabin, a city with a small fortress”, etc.

Published as part of a “collection of articles relating to the geography and hydrography of Asia”.  e other six parts 

of this rare work include a cartographical analysis of India, the Philippines, Assam, Bhutan, Syria, Arabia and the Nile, 

and the Himalaya. H. K. W. Berghaus (–) “is most famous in connection with his cartographical work. His 

greatest achievement was the ‘Physikalischer Atlas’ (Gotha, –), in which work, as in others, his nephew Hermann 

Berghaus (–) was associated with him” (Wikipedia).

Foot of spine shows chipping of marbled paper, but overall a very good copy.

Macro . Not in Gay.









 e Trucial States: the relevant treaties published for the  rst time

.  E A ST IN DI A COM PA N Y . Minutes of evidence taken before the select committee on the 
aff airs of the East India Company and also an appendix and index. VI. Political or Foreign.

London, for the House of Commons,  August . Folio ( ×  mm). X, , () pp. With  folding 
map. Modern wrappers with cover label.  ,

Includes the  rst publication of the treaties closed by the British with the Gulf sheikhdoms following General W. Grant 

Keir’s raid on Ras al-Khaimah in /: the preliminary treaties with Hassan bin Rama (Ras al-Khaimah,  Jan. ); 

Sultan bin Sakr ( Jan. ), Sheikh Kameya bin Mahomed bin Jabin al Moyeying, Skeikh of Kishmee, of Dubai ( Jan. 

), Skeikh Shakhbool bin Dhyab of Abu Dhabi ( Jan. ), Hassan bin Ali, for Sharjah, Umm al-Quwain, Ajman, 

and Abu Dhabi ( Jan. ). Also, Sketch of the Articles proposed to H.H. the Imaum of Muscat for the Prevention 

of the Foreign Slave Trade, in .

Slight waterstaining near beginning, but well-preserved. Rare.

OCLC .





Second volume about the “Nedjed Country”

.  BRY DGE S, Harford Jones. An account of the transactions of His Majesty’s Mission to the Court 
of Persia, in the Years – [...] To which is appended, a brief history of the Wahauby.

London, James Bohn, . vo.  vols. VIII, , XXXIV. (), V, ()– pp. With  lithogr. frontispieces, 
 lithogr. plates on Chine appliqué and  folding lithogr. map of Central Arabia and Egypt. Contemporary 
tan calf bindings, spines renewed in period style.  ,

First edition.  e second volume – and the map – are devoted entirely to the so-called “Nedjed Country”.

“ e  rst political and commercial treaty between Great Britain and Persia was concluded in , when the East 

India Company sent John Malcolm to the Court of Fath Ali Shah. Persia undertook to attack the Afghans if they were 

to move against India, while the British undertook to come to the defence of Persia if they were attacked by either the 

Afghans or the French. When the Russians intensi  ed their attacks on the Caucasian Provinces in  annexing large 

territories, Fath Ali Shah appealed to the British for help, but was refused on the grounds that Russia was not included 

in the Treaty.  e Persians thus turned to the French and concluded the Treaty of Finkenstein in . It was against 

this background that Harford Jones, who was the chief resident at Basra for the East India Company, was sent to Persia 

by the Foreign Offi  ce in  [...]  e French who had now entered into a treaty with Russia (the Treaty of Tilsit in 

) had lost interest in Persia and removed their political and military missions.  us the British were able to conclude 

another treaty with Persia (the Treaty of Friendship and Alliance, also called the Treaty of Tehran) which bound Britain 

to assist Persia in case any European nation invaded her (even if Britain had a treaty with that nation).  is treaty was not 

honoured by the British after the  rst Persian-Russian War” (Ghani). Volume  is devoted exclusively to the Wahhabis, 

tracing their history from the mid-eighteenth century to their defeat by Egyptian Ottoman forces at the site of the 

Wahhabi capital, Dariyah (Dereyah), in .

Rare: the only other copy in a contemporary binding on the market within the last  years was the Burrell copy 

(wanting half titles and rebacked; Sotheby’s, Oct , , lot , ,). Only slightly browned and foxed (occasionally 

aff ecting plates), but altogether fresh, in an appealing full calf binding.

Macro . BM IV: (). Wilson . Cf. Ghani f. (reprint). Diba .









Egypt in  beautiful illustrations, many in colour

.  VA L ER I A N I, Domenico / SEG ATO, Girolamo. Nuova illustrazione istorico-monumentale 
del basso e dell’alto Egitto. (Including:) Atlante monumentale del basso e dell’alto Egitto.

Florence, Paolo Fumagalli, – (text) & – (plates).  text vols. (vo) and  plate vols. (large 
folio). (), , (), () pp. , () pp. text. With engraved portrait of Segato as frontispiece in the  rst 
text volume and the plate volumes with  engraved and aquatint plates ( double-page), including  
tinted and/or coloured by a contemporary hand; many plates contain multiple illustrations, making  
illustrations in total. Contemporary green (text vols.) and brown (plates vols.) half morocco, sewn on  
recessed cords (text vols.) and  tapes (plates vols.), “agate” chemical marbled sides.  ,

First edition of a beautiful series of illustrations of Egypt and classical Egyptian monuments, with the accompanying 

text volumes giving detailed information on each illustration.  e illustrations show maps, costumes and views of 

both ancient and modern Egypt.  e scientist and Egyptologist Girolamo Segato (–) began working on a 

new description and depiction of Egypt, selecting illustrations from the works of Denon, Grau and Rosellini, and also 

including his own original drawings. After his premature death his collaborator Domenico Valeriani  nished the work 

and provided the accompanying texts.

Segato is best known for his technique similar to mummi  cation, this technique of petri  cation remains mysterious, 

despite numerous studies and attempts to imitate, as he destroyed all his documentation before his death.

 e text and plates volumes with marginal foxing throughout, minor except in the preliminary leaves. Otherwise in 

good condition.  e binding slightly rubbed along the extremities, damage to the upper right corner of the  rst plates 

volume, resulting in a stain on the front endpapers, and the upper half of the sides on the second plate volume faded, 

otherwise good and structurally sound.

Blackmer  (plate volumes only, erroneously noting  plates). Blackmer sales cat.  ( plates). Ibrahim-Hilmy II, . ICCU . For 
Segato: Almagia, “Segato, Girolamo” in: Treccani Enciclopedia Italiana (online ed.).









 scienti  c volumes on Western & Central Asia and India

.  JOUR NA L S  W E ST ER N A ND CEN TR A L A SI A; IN DI A . Ola f Caroe, Aurel 
Stein, Richard Temple, and Francis Younghusband a. o. [Large collection of journal articles about 
the scienti  c exploration of Western and Central Asia and India]. Including: (I:) Journal of the Royal 
Asiatic Society. (II:) Geographical Journal. (III:) Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. (IV:) Journal 
of the Royal Central Asian Society. (V:) Journal of the Royal Geographical Society. (VI:) Transactions 
of the Bombay Geographical Society. (VII:) National Geographic.

Various places, including London and Calcutta, various publishers, –.  volumes, many con-
taining multiple articles. vo. Some illustrated with plates and maps. Half calf with marbled sides and 
gilt lettering on spine or cloth with marbled sides and label on spine.  ,

Handsomely bound, extraordinary collection of important scienti  c journal articles by th and th century Western 

explorers of Afghanistan, Central Asia, China, the Himalayas, India (including Assam, Bengal, Kashmir, and Punjab), 

Karakoram, Pakistan (including Sindh), and Tibet, with content covering anthropology, archaeology, exploration, 

geography, geology, glaciology, history, language and grammar, mountaineering, and politics. At the time these were 

the far outskirts of the world for Western science, where a lot was yet to be learned. Often the maps in these journals are 

the  rst modern maps of such regions and  ndings were the  rst to be scienti  cally published.

Generally in very good condition. Please inquire for a full list of contents.









British parliamentary papers

.  SL AV E TR A DE . SL AV E T R A DE E A ST IN DI A . Slavery in Ceylon. Return to an 
Order of the Honourable  e House of Commons, dated  March ; for, Copies or abstracts of all 
correspondence between the directors of the East India Company and the Company’s government in 
India, since the st day of June , on the subject of Slavery in the territories under the Company’s rule; 
also respecting any Slave Trade therein; also of all orders and regulations issued, or any proceedings taken, 
by order or under the authority of the Company, with a view to the Abolition of Slavery and the Slave 
Trade, since the above date; also of any correspondence between the Board of Control and the Court of 
Directors on the said subjects. Also, Return to an Address of the Honourable  e House of Commons, 
dated  March ; for, Copies or extracts of all communications relating to the subject of Slavery in the 
Island of Ceylon, and to the measures there taken for its Abolition.

[London], ordered, by  e House of Commons, to be Printed,  July . Small folio ( ×  mm). 
VIII, , () pp. Later th c. buckram-backed marbled boards, labels lettered in gilt.  ,

Rare but frequently-cited British parliamentary papers with “Correspondence on the Slave Trade, and Measures Taken 

for its Abolition”. Includes a printed sketch of the southern coast of Yemen, illustrating the area in possession of the 

“Boo-Mehree-Buddooee (Bedouin) Arabs” and identi  ying the tribal chiefs as the Sultans of Qishn, Sayhut, and Dhofar 

(p. ); also, correspondence between the Imaum of Muscat and the British Resident in the Gulf, in which the latter 

congratulates the Imaum on the recent peace made between “Tahnoon and Sultan Bin Suggur [the al-Qasimi ruler 

of Sharjah and Ras al-Khaimah], and that there was a prospect of the poor people of this Gulf enjoying a quiet pearl 

 shing season, free from the scourge of war, that affl  iction of mankind” (p. ). Also, detailed reports on the slave trade 

at Muscat, Bahrein, Ras al-Khaimah and Sharjah (“Last year Shaik Sultan Bin Sugger’s own buggalow brought from 

the coast of Africa  slaves to Rasul Khyma, but this is a rare occurrence, vessels seldom going there from the Joasmee 

states”, p. ). In all, the volume contains a signi  cant number of references to the Arabian Gulf, Muscat, “Arabs”, etc.

Labels and lettering worn; a good clean copy. Formerly in the library of the British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society; 

ultimately withdrawn from the British Library of Political and Economic Science (cancellation stamp).









 e three Persian princes’  ight to England

.  NAJA F QU L I M IR Z A / K H AY YAT, Assad Yaqub (transl.). Journal of a Residence in 
England and of a Journey From and to Syria, of  eir Royal Highnesses Reeza Koolee Meerza, Najaf 
Koolee Meerza, and Taymoor Meerza, of Persia. To which are pre  xed some particulars respecting modern 
Persia, and the death of the late Shah.

(London, W. Tyler), []. vo.  vol. XXIII, (),  pp. (), , () pp. With a folding lithographed 
frontispiece. Contemporary giltstamped full cloth with giltstamped spine-title.  ,

First edition.  e intriguing account of the three Persian princes’  ight to England after the capture of their father, 

Hosayn Ali Mirza (–), brie  y self-proclaimed king of Persia, by the forces of Mohammad Shah (–), his 

nephew and heir-apparent.

 e journal describes Lebanon, Alexandria, Egypt, and Africa, as well as providing details about the princes’ sojourn 

in England. Prince Najaf mentions the effi  ciency of the British mail service, the annual meeting of schools at St. Paul’s 

Cathedral, and the London Zoo, as well as formal dinners held at the Marquis of Salisbury’s or Lord Palmerston’s places. 

Also, he praises the English railroads, by which one may cover “the incredible distance of forty miles an hour” with 

the “travellers becom[ing] like birds” (vol. II, p. ), and concludes with descriptions of Bavaria, Austria, Hungary, and 

Walachia. His account is pre  xed by a history of the events following the death of Fath Ali Shah of Persia (–).

While King Hosayn Ali Mirza was overthrown and imprisoned in Tehran, where he soon died of cholera, three of 

his  sons, with the prompting of their father and apparently assisted by some minor British consular offi  cials acting 

without instructions, managed to escape from Persia and make their way to England, at  rst causing some diplomatic 

embarrassment but thereafter enjoying the protection and pensions of successive British governments. Before going to 

London, Reza Quli Mirza, Najaf Quli Mirza, and Teimur Mirza spent a month in Damascus with the British envoy 

John William Perry Farren, who provided -year old Assad Khayyat, his dragoman and the translator of the princes’ 

travelogue, as their interpreter.

 e frontispiece shows a facsimile of a letter by Najaf Quli Mirza to Khayyat. Bindings rubbed, most prominently 

at head and foot of spines and along hinges; a small portion of the spine of vol. I loosened. Still a good set; rarely seen 

at auction.

Wilson . Ghani , . Bachmann-Medick, Übersetzung als Repräsentation fremder Kulturen .









In original colour: the Duke in Bavaria’s personal deluxe copy

.  M AY R, Heinrich von. Malerische Ansichten aus dem Orient, gesammelt auf der Reise Sr. Hoheit 
des Herrn Herzogs Maximilian in Bayern nach Nubien, Aegypten, Palaestina, Syrien und Malta im Jahre 
 [...]. Vues pittoresques de l’Orient [...].

München/Paris/Leipzig, Kaiser & Lacroix; Rittner & Goupil; Weigel, [–]. Folio ( ×  cm). 
Lithographed title-page. and  lithogr. plates, all in original hand colour, captions often raised in gilt. 
With  leaves of letterpress text.  instalments in the original printed wrappers as issued. Stored in 
contemporary green half calf with giltstamped spine and cover label. Ties.

(Includes): Die Uebergangsländer von Asien und Afrika, begreifend: Arabien nebst Mesopotamien und 
Syrien und das Nilgebiet. Munich, C. Wenng, . Engraved map with contemporary border colour. 
 ×  mm. Scale :,,.  ,

Only edition of the rare variant with all the plates and in their splendid original colour: the personal copy of Duke 

Maximilian in Bavaria. “Published in ten parts.  e plates show costume of the period and also that of earlier times, 

taken from paintings” (Hiler).  e picturesque views, which include Cairo, Alexandria, Jerusalem, La Valletta, Luxor, 

and  ebes, genre scenes and landscapes, are all framed within a decorative border and arranged as a small painting. 

 e Nuremberg artist Mayr, especially well-known for his depictions of battles scenes and horses, was personal painter 

to Duke Maximilian, whom he accompanied on his  journey of the Orient.  e group had departed from Munich 

on January  with a small entourage, travelling via Venice, Korfu, Patras, Athens, Alexandria, and Cairo to the Holy 

Land.  ey returned to Munich after eight months on  September ; the following year, Maximilian was made 

honorary member of the Bavarian Academy of Sciences.

Some foxing to letterpress explanatory text, plates beautifully preserved with only the backing paper showing occa-

sional duststaining. From the library of Duke Maximilian at Tegernsee Castle, retaining the original shelfmark label 

on the spine.

Includes the extremely rare map of the Arabian Peninsula and the Middle East which was published only in , at 

the instigation of the naturalist Gotthilf Heinrich von Schubert (–) and the geologist Joseph von Russegger 

(–), to satisfy this frequently noted lack in Mayr’s production (some foxing, but also  nely preserved).

Ibrahim-Hilmy II, . Gay  (only  plates). Lipperheide Ma  (= ). Hiler . Tobler . Graesse IV, . Engelmann . Kainbacher 
 (“a rarity”).  ieme/Becker XXIV, . Nagler VIII, f. (“highly memorable drawings”). ADB XXI, ff . Not in Blackmer or Abbey (Travel). 
Not in Colas.









With all the plates in original colour

.  M AY R, Heinrich von. Malerische Ansichten aus dem Orient, gesammelt auf der Reise Sr. Hoheit 
des Herrn Herzogs Maximilian in Bayern nach Nubien, Aegypten, Palaestina, Syrien und Malta im Jahre 
 [...]. Vues pittoresques de l’Orient [...].

Munich/Paris/Leipzig, Kaiser & Lacroix; Rittner & Goupil; Weigel, [–]. Folio ( ×  cm). 
Lithogr. t. p. and  lithogr. plates, all in original hand colour, captions often raised in gilt. With  
leaves of letterpress text. Half calf with giltstamped spine.

(Includes): Die Uebergangsländer von Asien und Afrika, begreifend: Arabien nebst Mesopotamien und 
Syrien und das Nilgebiet. Munich, C. Wenng, . Engraved map with contemporary border colour. 
 ×  mm. Scale :,,.  ,

Only edition of the rare variant with all the plates and in their splendid original colour: “Published in ten parts.  e plates 

show costume of the period and also that of earlier times, taken from paintings” (Hiler).  e picturesque views, which 

include Cairo, Alexandria, Jerusalem, La Valletta, Luxor, and  ebes, genre scenes and landscapes, are all framed within 

a decorative border and arranged as a small painting.  e Nuremberg artist Mayr, known especially for his depictions 

of battle scenes and horses, was personal painter to Duke Maximilian, whom he accompanied on his  journey of 

the Orient.  e group had departed from Munich on January  with a small entourage, travelling via Venice, Korfu, 

Patras, Athens, Alexandria, and Cairo to the Holy Land.  ey returned to Munich after eight months on  September 

; the following year, Maximilian was made honorary member of the Bavarian Academy of Sciences.

Some foxing, otherwise splendidly preserved. Includes the extremely rare map of the Arabian Peninsula and the Middle 

East which was published only in , at the instigation of the naturalist Gotthilf Heinrich von Schubert (–) 

and the geologist Joseph von Russegger (–), to satisfy this frequently noted lack in Mayr’s production (some 

foxing, but also  nely preserved).

Ibrahim-Hilmy II, . Gay  (only  plates). Lipperheide Ma  (= ). Hiler . Tobler . Graesse IV, . Engelmann . Kainbacher 
 (“a rarity”).  ieme/Becker XXIV, . Nagler VIII, f. (“highly memorable drawings”). ADB XXI, ff . Not in Blackmer or Abbey (Travel). 
Not in Colas.









One of the best English th century accounts of Arabia and the Gulf

.  W EL L ST ED, J[ames] R[aymond]. Travels to the City of the Caliphs, along the Shores of the 
Persian Gulf and the Mediterranean. Including a Voyage to the Coast of Arabia, and a Tour on the Island 
of Socotra.

London, Henry Colburn, . Large vo.  vols. XIII, (), , () pp. VIII, , () pp. With  lithogr. 
frontispieces and a folding map of the Arabian Peninsula. Contemp. blindstamped cloth with gilt title 
to spine.  ,

Only edition. One of the best English th-c. accounts of Arabia and the Gulf. Wellsted’s short career was almost entirely 

devoted to the surveying of the Red Sea, Arabia and Oman, undertaken on a number of expeditions between  and 

. On board the surveying ship Palinurus he was the  rst European to set foot in the interior of Oman. Starting late 

in  from the easternmost point of Oman, Wellsted made his way westward through the Jà alan region to the Wahibah 

Sands and then struck north up the Wadi Batha to Samad.  ere he was joined by Lieutenant F. Whitelock, also of 

the Indian Navy, who had set out from Muscat later. Together they reached Nazwa, the ancient capital of Oman, and 

climbed the lower slopes of the Jabal al-Akhdhar, in central Oman. In January  they arrived on the Al-Batinah coast 

and then turned west, recrossing the Hajar mountains and emerging on the edge of the Dhaharah, the rocky steppe that 

stretches west toward the Rub’ al-Khali.

Bindings rubbed; spines rebacked. Interior somewhat foxed as common. Removed from the Worcester Public Library. 

Rare; the Peter Hopkirk copy fetched , at Sotheby’s (Oct , , lot ).

Macro . Howgego III, . Weber I, . Wilson . Henze IV, . Not in Gay, Blackmer, or Ghani.









Fine illustrations of daily life of English and Indian people in India

.  TAY L ER, William. Sketches Illustrating the Manners and Customs of the Indians and Anglo 
Indians.

London,  omas McLean, . Large folio ( ×  mm). () pp. With  hand-coloured lithographed 
plates and a lithographed title. Contemporary half calf with cloth sides, gold tooled title on front cover.
  ,

First and only edition of an ethnographic study of native Indian people by William Tayler (–), who was at the 

time Acting Salt Agent of the Central Division of Cuttack for the East India Company. He dedicated his work to “Lady 

William Bentinck” (born Lady Mary Acheson, –), who was the wife of the Governor-General of India.  e 

illustrations were drawn by Tayler himself, who was an amateur artist and drew much of the Indian daily life that he 

encountered. He selected the present  drawings to be published and had them lithographed by J. Bouvier.  e  rst  

plates not only show the ways of Indian people, but even more so the luxurious life of the English in India.  e  rst plate, 

“ e Young Civilian’s Toilet” shows a young man relaxing while being treated by several servants, who are named “Anglo-

Indians”.  e room is strewn with objects of leisure.  e next  plates, “ e Young Ladies Toilet” & “ e Breakfast” 

show equal scenes.  e other  plates are more ethnographic in nature, showing native Indians in their everyday life: 

“Women grinding at the mill”; “the Sunyasees” (Sannyasis) & “ e village barber”. Tayler later became a controversial 

 gure for his excessively harsh oppression of Indian people when he was the commissioner of Patna.

Spine and covers slightly worn, pages a little frayed, some foxing on the text pages. Dedication page browned. Plate 

 detached and inserted loosely. Plates in good condition.

Abbey, Travel . Bobins I . H. K. Kaul, Early Writings on India . Prasannajit De Silva, Colonial Self-Fashioning in British India, c. 
– (), pp. –.









Six beautiful views made on a journey to the Middle East to procure Arabian horses

.  FR ISCH, [Carl Friedrich]. Skizzen aus dem Orient, gesammelt in den Jahren  und . Nach 
der Natur und auf Stein gezeichnet von F. Frisch, Hofmaler in Darmstadt, Begleiter des Oberstallmeisters 
Baron von Taubenheim.

Darmstadt, Verlag von Ernst Kern, . Oblong mo ( × . cm). With  tinted lithographed plates 
by Frisch, with captions in German and French below.  e  rst three in the deluxe issue printed by B. 
Dondorf, Frankfurt am Main, the last three in the regular issue printed by G. Küstner. Original pub-
lisher’s letterpress printed wrappers, with a list of subscribers and advertisements on the back of the front 
wrapper.  ,

Extremely rare set of six beautifully lithographed plates showing scenes made on a journey to the Middle East to procure 

Arabian horses for the Royal Wuerttemberg stud farms, by Friedrich Frisch (–), court painter in Darmstadt. In 

/ he accompanied the Wuerttemberg chamberlain Wilhelm von Taubenheim (–), the writer Friedrich 

Wilhelm Hackländer (–) and the physician Karl Bopp (–) on a journey to the Middle East to procure 

Arabian horses for the Royal Wuerttemberg stud farms Weil and Marbach.  ey  rst went to Constantinople, where 

they were welcomed by Sultan Abdülmecid I, continuing to Beirut, Damascus and Jerusalem. In Jaff a they met the 

Ottoman general Ibrahim Pasha.

 e set was originally published in two instalments and available in two issues: a deluxe issue printed with a larger 

tinted background with white highlights (plates –) and a regular issue (plates –).  ey show: () a rider on a dromedary 

with a letter to Ibrahim Pasha; () the camp of Ibrahim Pasha; () three Bedouin horse riders; () another scene with 

Bedouins; () the group’s passage through the Balkans; and () a Turkish courier. All views, except the  rst, include horses.

Hackländer wrote a short text to accompany the set, but it is not included. Two plates slightly soiled in the margins 

and some tiny tears along the extremities, otherwise in very good condition.

Engelmann, Bibliotheca geographica, p. .  ieme/Becker XII, p. . Not in Dejager; Huth; Mennessier de la Lance; Podeschi. WorldCat ( 
copies, incl.  with text only).









With a double-page plan and  tinted lithographed views of the forti  ed city of 
Jalalabad, Afghanistan

.  SA L E , Sir Robert H. (et al.).  e Defence of Jellalabad [...] drawn on stone by W. L. Walton.

London, Joseph Hogarth, Henry Graves & Co., and sold by Hullmandel & Walton, [/]. Folio 
(full-sheet leaves,  × . cm). Lithographed frontispiece, title-page & dedication plus , [ blank] pp. plus 
plates. With a lithographed frontispiece portrait of Sale by  omas Fairland after a painting by Scarlet 
Davis, a lithographed illustrated title-page, a lithographed dedication to Queen Victoria (reproducing 
Sale’s hand-written and signed dedication), a double-page “Plan of Jellalabad” (. ×  cm, lithographed 
by S. Leith in Edinburgh) and  tinted lithographic views of the city and its forti  cations (in landscape 
format) on  leaves ( full-page,  half-page and  pair of oblong half-page, numbered –, showing 
the forti  cations before and after repairs and improvements). All leaves are unwatermarked wove paper, 
the frontispiece on  ne “India” paper mounted on thick paper, the plan on thin paper and all other 
lithographs on thick paper, that of the title-page grey. With a guard-leaf bound in facing each plate. All 
lithographs were probably printed by Hullmandel & Walton, though only the frontispiece and title-page 
name them.Gold-tooled red goatskin morocco, on  recessed supports (not aligned with the  false bands 
on the spine), each board with a frame of  gold double  llets alternating with  blind single  llets, with 
the title and author on the front board and the nd and th of  spine compartments, richly gold-tooled 
turn-ins, gold-tooled board edges, yellow endpapers, gilt edges, blue and white headbands.  ,

 e  rst and only edition of a grand and spectacular visual presentation (there are only  ve pages of text) of the city of 

Jalalabad and its forti  cations in eastern Afghanistan and related sites as far away as Kabul.  e illustrated title-page 

(image size  ×  cm) shows the tower known as Alexander’s Column, with mountains and clouds in the background 

and several people at its foot (including two on horseback in the foreground: a British offi  cer and turbaned man), the 

whole framed by palm trees, other plants and military attributes, with the title in grey sans-serif and slab-serif capitals 

with a white drop-shadow.  e  rst  leaves of views ( half-page and  full-page, the latter mostly with image size 

. ×  cm) off er meticulously detailed views of sites in and related to Jalalabad, including four in and around Kabul. 

 ese show the architecture (including minarets, forti  cations and the building where the British were held prisoner) 

as well as British and Afghan people engaged in military activities and trade.  e  numbered plates that follow show 

two panoramas each (nos.  and  reproducing a hand-written caption) showing Jalalabad’s forti  cations before (below) 

and after (above) the repairs and improvements undertaken by Sale. A red line in the upper views indicates the parts 

that had been destroyed by an earthquake.

Although the title-page attributes the entire work to Robert Sale, the text begins with an account of the city and 

battle by Hamlet C. Wade, who served under him, followed by “Lady [Florentia] Sale’s narrative of her prison & fellow 

prisoners” and eight short texts giving an account of the view on the title-page and those in the  rst  leaves of views 

(the th to th together and the th and th together), that for the third signed by Florentia Sale.

 e grand presentation, the portrait of the author (Major General Robert Sale, who commanded the troops at Jalalabad 

during the  battle) and the dedication to Queen Victoria suggest this volume commemorates a great success, but 

in fact it was only a minor and short-lived reprieve in Great Britain’s foolish and disastrous First Anglo-Afghan War 

(–). In  Great Britain hoped to put Afghanistan back under colonial control by invading it and taking Kabul, 

ignoring the Duke of Wellington’s prescient warning that it was a foolish move, and that they would  nd it much more 

diffi  cult to hold Kabul than to take it.  e British grossly underestimated the strength of the opposition, the diffi  culty 

of the terrain and the country’s anti-colonial sentiment. Forced to abandon the city after an uprising in  they tried 

to retreat to Jalalabad but nearly all the British troops and their entourage were slaughtered in the treacherous mountain 

passes. Sale’s troops, who futilely awaited them in Jalalabad, were surrounded and attacked by the Afghans but managed 

to defeat them and drive them back to Kabul.

With an armorial bookplate showing the crest and motto (“sans changer”) of the Earls of Derby, probably the th 

Earl, Edward George Geoff rey Smith-Stanley (–), Conservative Prime Minister three times in the years –. 

With minor foxing, slightly more in the frontispiece and much more in one full-page plate (Baba’s garden, whose paper 

is not as thick as the others), but otherwise in very good condition.  e frontispiece (together with the  preceding free 

endleaves) has separated from the bookblock, the hinges have been restored and the binding shows a few scuff  marks, 

but the binding remains in good condition. Magni  cent and detailed tinted lithographs of buildings, forti  cations, 

terrain and life in and around Jalalabad (and Kabul) in Afghanistan ca. .

 omson,  e exotic and the beautiful (Bobins coll.) . WorldCat ( copies?). Not in Abbey, Travel.









A primary reference work on the history of travel and exploration

.  H A K LU Y T SOCI ET Y .   e complete series of the  rst  works issued by the Hakluyt 
Society.

London, for the Hakluyt Society, –. vo ( ×  mm).  volumes in , comprising a 
complete run of the  rst series (vols. –) and second series, part  (vols. –). Illustrated. Original 
green and blue cloth, spines gilt, with giltstamped motif of the ship “Victoria” on the upper covers. 
  ,

A primary reference work on the history of travel and exploration, including the principal accounts of the great voyages to 

the Middle East.  is is a complete run of the  rst series and a large part of the second series (with its  rst part complete), 

dating from  to , of the publications of the Hakluyt Society. Early volumes of interest to the student of the 

exploration of the Muslim world, but also of the world’s exploration by Muslims, include the travels of Abd-er-Razzak 

(India in the th Century, vol. , ), the travels of Ludovico de Varthema in Egypt, Syria, Arabia Deserta and Arabia 

Felix (vol. , ), and the History of the Imâms and Seyyids of ‘Omân by Salîl-ibn-Razîk (vol. , , providing the 

 rst indigenous account of the history of Oman in English), as well as the travels to Tana and Persia, by Josafa Barbaro 

and Ambrogio Contarini (with a Narrative of Italian Travels in Persia in the th and th Centuries, vols. a and b, 

).  e “Commentarios” of Afonso de Albuquerque, the  rst European to enter the Arabian Gulf, are present in a 

careful edition from ff . (vols. , , , and ), while the early th century narrative of the “Bondage and Travels 

of Johann Schiltberger, a Native of Bavaria, in Europe, Asia, and Africa” is the  rst account by a western Christian to 

state the true burial place of Muhammad, at Medina. Volumes  and  () contain accounts of early voyages and 

travels to Persia, while vols.  and  () off er the famous “Travels of Pietro della Valle in India”. Volume  () 

is a collection of “Early Voyages and Travels in the Levant”; vols.  and  () constitute the famous description 

of Africa by Al-Hassan Ibn-Mohammed Al-Wezaz Al-Fasi, also known as Leo Africanus. In the second series, vol.  

() gives the “Travels of Pedro Teixeira, with his ‘Kings of Harmuz’, and Extracts from his ‘Kings of Persia’”; vol. 

 () is the journal of John Jourdain, –, describing his experiences in Arabia; John Fryer’s “New Account of 

East India and Persia” (covering his travels made in –) is given in vols. ,  and  (–). Ibn Batuta’s great 

travels are contained in vol.  () and  (), while the itinerary of Duarte Barbosa, a Portuguese offi  cial in India 

from  to  (vols.  & , –), includes accounts of Mecca and Medina, the ports of Jeddah and Aden, the 

Arab kingdom of Hormuz, and the islands in the Arabian Gulf (with reference to pearl-diving).  e  pilgrimage of 

Arnold von Harff  to Syria, Egypt, Arabia, Palestine, and Turkey is given in vol.  (), while the following volume 

recounts the travels of the Abbé Carré in Syria, Iraq and the Gulf region,  to  ().

Founded in London in , the aim of the still-thriving Hakluyt Society is to “advance knowledge and education 

by the publication of scholarly editions of primary records of voyages, travels and other geographical material”. For  

years the society has published an annual or bi-annual volume of original accounts of such voyages.  eir historically 

signi  cant texts and translations, often appearing in print for the  rst time, are fully annotated, well illustrated with 

maps and plates, and conform to the highest standards of scholarship. As such they often represent the last word on 

the material they embrace, and are widely valued by historians and geographers throughout the world. Full complete 

sets of the publication are only held in institutional libraries, and this is the largest run to have appeared in the trade 

in over  years.

Some spines and covers chipped or repaired; library marks on spine. Provenance:  e Western Reserve Historical 

Society Library (bookplates).









Coloured de luxe issue

.  PR IS SE D’AV E N N E S, Achille Constant  éodore Émile. Oriental Album. Characters, 
Costumes, and Modes of life, in the valley of the Nile.

London, James Madden, . Folio ( ×  mm). (),  pp. With mounted chromolithographed 
additional decorative title heightened with gold, tinted lithographed portrait, and  hand-coloured litho-
graphs. Numerous wood-engraved illustrations in the text. Contemp. red half morocco with giltstamped 
cover and spine title. All edges gilt. Marbled endpapers. Modern calf-backed marbled boards, spine gilt 
with morocco label.  ,

First edition. Only a small portion of the press run – as the present copy – was coloured by hand, providing the utmost 

detail and atmosphere to the splendid plates showing bedouins, horses, local life and costumes. One of the most 

sought-after and earliest publications by Prisse d’Avennes, who spent many years in Egypt after ,  rst as an engineer 

in the service of Mehmet Ali. After  he explored Egypt disguised as an Arab, using the name Edris Eff endi; during 

this period he carried out archaeological excavations in the valley of the Nile. In  he  rst published his “Oriental 

Album”.  is unusual visual collection of “characters, costumes and modes of life in the valley of the Nile” is augmented 

by a commentary by the renowned orientalist and Egyptologist James Augustus St. John.

 e frontispiece portrait depicts the artist’s friend George Lloyd in the robes of a sheikh reclining with a hookah, and 

camels in the background. Lloyd, a botanist accompanying the expedition, accidentally shot himself whilst cleaning a 

ri  e.

Final plate with a few minor repairs to margins;  nal leaf creased and with marginal repairs. One or two other minor 

marginal defects.

While normal copies of the  rst edition regularly appear in the trade or at auctions, the present coloured de luxe issue 

with all the plates is quite rare.  e Atabey copy fetched , (Sotheby’s, May , , lot ); the Longleat copy 

commanded , (Christie’s, June , lot ) that same year.

Atabey . Blackmer . Lipperheide Ma . Colas . Hiler . Brunet IV, . Graesse V, . Cf. Heritage Library, Islamic Treasures, 
s. v. “Art” (illustration). Not in Cook (Egyptological Libr.), Fumagalli (Bibliogr. Etiopica), Gay, Abbey.









One of the author’s most sought-after and earliest publications

.  PR IS SE D’AV E N N E S, Achille Constant  éodore Émile. Oriental Album. Characters, 
Costumes, and Modes of Life, in the Valley of the Nile.

London, James Madden, . Folio.  tinted lithograph plates, all with partial hand-colouring. 
Contemporary red half morocco gilt.  ,

Second edition of one of the most sought-after and earliest publications by Prisse d’Avennes, who spent many years in 

Egypt after ,  rst as an engineer in the service of Mehmet Ali. After  he explored Egypt disguised as an Arab, 

using the name Edris Eff endi; during this period he carried out archaeological excavations in the valley of the Nile. In  

he  rst published his “Oriental Album”.  is unusual visual collection of “characters, costumes and modes of life in the 

valley of the Nile” is augmented by a commentary by the renowned orientalist and Egyptologist James Augustus St. John.

 e frontispiece portrait depicts the artist’s friend George Lloyd in the robes of a sheikh reclining with a hookah, and 

camels in the background. Lloyd, a botanist accompanying the expedition, accidentally shot himself whilst cleaning a 

ri  e.

Light foxing, aff ecting some plates, with  plates trimmed at foot and laid down.

Atabey . Blackmer . Colas . OCLC . Cf. Brunet IV,  (st ed. only). Heritage Library, Islamic Treasures, s. v. “Art” 
(illustration). Not in Abbey. Lipperheide Ma  (st ed.).









A perfect copy of the original edition

.  PR ISSE D’AV EN NES, Achille Constant  éodore Émile. L’Art Arabe d’après les monuments 
du Kaire depuis le VIIe siècle jusqu’la  n du XVIIIe.

Paris, Morel, [–].  volume of text (to) and  vols. of plates (large folio). Text:  bl. f., title leaf, 
viii,  pp.,  bl. f. With  lithogr. plates (all with tissue guards) and  text illustrations. Half morocco 
with giltstamped title to gilt spine. Spine rebacked. Plate volumes all with half title, title, list of contents 
and a total of  engraved plates ( of which are chromolithographs and  tinted lithographs). Plate 
volumes bound uniformly with text volume in giltstamped half morocco with cloth covers.  ,

Very scarce  rst edition of this splendid, unsurpassed standard work on Islamic art. Prisse d’Avennes spent many years 

in Egypt after ,  rst as an engineer in the service of Mehmet Ali. After  he explored Egypt disguised as an Arab 

and using the name Edris Eff endi; during this period he carried out archaeological excavations in the valley of the Nile. 

In , Prisse d’Avennes returned to France with a wealth of documentation and drawings, which he subsequently had 

reproduced by specially trained draughtsmen and published in this monumental set. “‘Arab Art’, however, is more than 

a monument to the author’s tenacity, skill, and devotion. For the historian of architecture, it is a precise source, a unique 

documentary record [...] On an entirely diff erent level, Prisse d’Avennes has provided today’s architects, designers, artists, 

and illustrators with some of the  nest examples of measured drawings, pattern details, and illustrations of selected 

aspects of the built environment of a medieval Islamic city. But ‘Arab Art’ is not merely an exercise in architectural 

description. Prisse d’Avennes writes about and records in the plates art forms ranging from elaborately decorated tiles 

to carpets and fabrics, to Korans and illuminated manuscripts. His text examines how these objects were made and the 

way they were used, and describes the value placed on them by contemporary society.  e result is that his book off ers 

invaluable glimpses of aspects of Arab life as they were viewed by a sympathetic West European” (preface to the  

London edition).

Beautiful, complete set (the last copy sold at auction was incomplete). Text and plates uncommonly clean and in an 

excellent state of preservation throughout, in contrast to the known copies in libraries and in institutional possession.

Ibrahim-Hilmy II, –.









 years in Constantinople:
autobiographical manuscript of the French Ambassador to the Porte

.  GU IGNA R D, comte de Saint-Priest, François-Emmanuel, French diplomat (–)]. 
Mémoires sur l’ambassade de France en Turquie et sur le commerce des Français dans le Levant.

No place, mid-th century. Small folio ( ×  mm). Ink scribal manuscript on paper.  (but: ) 
pp. Sumptuous red half morocco with giltstamped spine title: “Mémoires (sur l’ambassade de France en 
Turquie et sur le commerce des Français dans le Levant) du Cte Emmanuel de St. Priest Ambassadeur et 
Pair de France –. Revues et corrigées par le comte Alexis de Saint-Priest de l’Académie Française”. 
Marbled endpapers.  ,

Highly interesting autobiographical account of Guignard de Saint-Priest, a French politician and diplomat during the 

Ancien Régime and French Revolution, and of his diplomatic career. Appointed ambassador to the Ottoman Empire in 

, he remained in Constantinople until , with a single brief interruption in /, and there married Wilhelmina 

von Ludolf. Roughly half of the manuscript covers these decisive years spent at the Ottoman court of Mustafa III and 

Abdul Hamid I, off ering a history of French relations with the Porte, biographies of previous French ambassadors and 

envoys to Turkey, and a history of French commerce and navigation in the Levant. In spite of his long mission, Guignard 

clearly was not happy with his posting, complaining of the “faibles et ignorance da la Porte Ottomane”, yet he shows a 

keen eye for detail as well as for the Ottoman Empire’s manoeuverings within the broader context of European power 

politics. His famous portrait of Marie-Antoinette is found in chapter XIX of the manuscript (p. –). His account 

continues as far as the year , also including his time at the Russian court of Paul I and the last years of Catherine 

the Great, as well as his stay in Denmark and Norway.

Born in Grenoble, Guignard joined the army at the age of . After his mission to Constantinople he became secretary 

to the Royal household of Louis XVI and Minister of the Interior in Necker’s second cabinet in . Later, he appar-

ently served Russia as a spy at the Swedish court before accompanying the exiled court of Louis XVIII to Blankenburg 

and Mittau.

 e manuscript’s editor, Comte Alexis de Saint-Priest (–), was the grandson of François-Emmanuel. His father 

was François-Emmanuel’s second son Armand-Emmanuel-Charles de Saint-Priest (–), also a diplomat who later 

became Governor of Poldolia and Odessa in Russia. After his return to Paris, Alexis moved in literary circles, became a 

member of the Académie Française, and is mentioned in the preface of the original edition of the “Mémoires” (Calmann-

Lévy, ) by the baron de Barante. Alexis de Saint-Priest entrusted the manuscript to Prosper de Barante as the basis 

of a biography published in .

At the beginning of the th century this manuscript was still in the hands of a descendant of Barante’s, who was 

responsible for the publication.  e present mid-th century manuscript was probably copied from the original fair 

copy, as it contains pencil corrections in a diff erent hand throughout and corresponds with important variants in the 

printed edition.

A single page repaired with tape, a small tear to another page not aff ecting the text, otherwise a  ne and clean copy, 

splendidly bound.

Cf. Hellwald, p. . Saint-Priest, Mémoires ... annotée par Nicolas Mietton ().









A photographic pioneer in the Middle East,
“the  rst completely realized photobook” (Parr/Badger) ever published

.  DU C A M P, Maxime. Égypte, Nubie, Palestine et Syrie: dessins photographiques recueillis pendant 
les années ,  et , accompagnés d’un texte explicatif et précédés d’une introduction.

Paris, Gide & J. Baudry, . Folio ( ×  mm).  mounted original salt-prints, letterpress captions 
to mounting leaves and tissue-guards,  small engravings to the introductory text, double-page engraved 
plan of Karnak, single-page plans of Medinet-Habu and the island of Philae. Recent half brown cloth, 
marbled boards, original spine, brown hard-grained morocco laid down, title gilt direct, low  at bands 
with dotted roll gilt, double  llet panels to the compartments, new endpapers, original marbled free 
endpapers retained.  ,

Extremely rare  rst edition complete, illustrated with  salt prints from wet paper negatives (Blanquart-Evrard process) 

mounted one to a page. Maxime Du Camp’s monumental survey, “Égypte, Nubie, Palestine et Syrie”, was the  rst of its 

kind, the  rst travel album to be completely illustrated with photographs of archaeological monuments.

A young man of independent means, Du Camp learnt the craft of photography from Le Gray in  in preparation 

for his second journey to North Africa. By the time he came to Abu Simbel in March  to explore the rock-cut temples 

built by Ramesses II (reigned – BC), Du Camp was thoroughly at ease with the medium. With offi  cial backing 

from the French Government, and travelling in the company of the novelist Gustave Flaubert, Du Camp returned with 

over  paper negatives of the antiquities of Egypt and the Near East, of which  were published in the present work. 

 e illustrations were produced at the photographic printing works of Louis-Désiré Blanquard-Évrard at Lille and their 

distinctive cool neutral tones are due to the prints being chemically developed rather than merely printed-out in sunlight.

Distinguished as it was, Du Camp’s photographic career was short-lived. After the completion of his magisterial survey 

of the antiquities of the Near East, he abandoned photography entirely in favour of literary pursuits.

Soundly bound, presenting well on the shelf, front hinge slightly cracked towards the head at the  rst blank, some 

foxing throughout, varying from light to moderately heavy but the prints themselves fairly lightly touched when at all, 

remains very good.

Parr/Badger,  e Photobook, I, . QNL Inaugural Exhibition (), .









One of only two th century English coloured plate books mentioning the Gulf

.  CL I V E, Robert. A Series of Lithographic Drawings from Sketches by Robert Clive, comprising 
the undermentioned subjects, lying principally between the Persian Gulf & the Black Sea [...].

London, Dickinson & Co., []. Large folio ( ×  mm). Modern half morocco over marbled covers, 
spine gilt around raised bands with gilt spine title.  tinted lithographs on  plates ( on  leaf) after Robert 
Clive.  leaves ( repeat) of letterpress printed on rectos only.  ,

First edition of this rare lithographic plate book of Mesopotamian antiquities and views.  e  rst instalment of a total 

of three, containing nine lithographs: . Sculptures at Nimroud-Lions; . Moosul; . Hît; . Distant view of Mount 

Ararat; . Arab encampment near the Birs Nimroud (on one sheet); . Sheikh Adi; . Baghdad; . Roman ruin on the 

way to Palmyra; . Sculptures in the Mount at Nimroud.  e Victoria and Albert Museum ascribes this work to the 

artist Robert Charles Clive (–).

Original torn and somewhat defective front wrapper laid down on heavy paper and bound into a modern half calf 

binding; plates and binding  ne.  e two-page list of plates with descriptions is also laid on heavy paper.

OCLC . Not recorded in Atabey, Blackmer, Tooley, Röhricht or Tobler.









Extremely rare account of a journey through Arabia

.  WA L L IN, Georg August (Yrjö Aukusti). Första Resa fran Cairo till Arabiska Öknen i April 
. Fragment.

Helsingfors (Helsinki), (S. Baranovskij for) J. Simelius, . vo. VII, (),  pp.,  nal blank f. With 
lithographed map at the end of the volume; printed notes of a Bedouin melody within the text. Green 
half calf with contemporary marbled boards and giltstamped title to rebacked spine.  ,

First edition, published posthumously.

Extremely rare account of Wallin’s principal journey through Arabia, unknown to most bibliographers: “It was not 

until two years after his death”, writes Henze, “that the report of his  rst (and most important) journey (performed in 

, a year before the appearance of the  rst volume of Carl Ritter’s ‘Arabia’) was published”.  is refers to the English 

“Narrative of a Journey from Cairo to Medina and Mecca”, which was printed in the Journal of the Royal Geographical 

Society in . In fact, an extensive account of the  rst leg of this highly signi  cant journey was  rst given to the world 

in December , but little more than a year after the author’s passing. Of this Swedish-language book, edited by Berndt 

Otto Schauman, less than two dozen copies are known worldwide,  of which are in Finnish libraries (the remainder 

distributed throughout Sweden [ copies], Germany [ copies], Denmark, France, and the U.S.A. [a single copy each]). 

In contrast with the later JRGS publication, the present work includes an appendix rendering Arabic terms and phrases 

that occur throughout the text in the original language and script.

Like his more famous contemporary J. L. Burckhardt, Wallin was  uent in Arabic and, in local costume, was capable 

of passing for a scholarly sheikh. Indeed, the two explorers are often compared: “I see many points of resemblance 

between them, the same iron constitution, the same versatility, the same indomitable energy, the same imperturbable 

temper” (H. C. Rawlinson, quoted in Henze). Financially backed by his alma mater, the University of Helsinki, Wallin 

departed for the Middle East in  and set out on his expeditions from Cairo under the name of Abd al-Wali. “In 

, proceeding southeast across the wastelands of the Nafud Desert, he reached Ha’il then continued by force of 

circumstances southward to Medina and Mecca. From there he returned to Egypt” (Howgego). More precisely, he 

“moved eastwards from Wadi al-Araba,  rst touching upon the upper regions of Wadi Sirhan, then on to the oasis of 

Djuf (‘Algawf ’) and crossed the central regions of Shammar, via Djobbah (‘Gubbi’), the Great Nefud (‘Nufood’), and 

Hail [...] Of Shammar and its inhabitants he provided the fullest account, unsurpassed by later travellers in its scholarly 

precision” (Henze). After his return to Europe in , Wallin was made Professor of oriental languages at Helsingfors. 

His notes provide a detailed overview of the political and religious movements and the role of the diff erent tribes in 

Palestine and especially in Saudi Arabia.

Stamped ownership “L. L. Cygnaeus, Helsingfors” to  yleaf. A  ne, largely unbrowned copy.

K.-E. Henriksson (A Wallin Bibliography), in: Studia orientalia  (), p. –, at p. . OCLC . Cf. Macro . Howgego II 
(–), W, p. . Henze V,  (all citing only the  JRGS publication). Cf. Fück  (mentioning the journey). Not in Gay or Ibrahim-Hilmy.









Massive navigational directory, this edition updated with information on the north 
eastern coasts of Africa and Arabia

.  HOR SBU RGH, James.  e India directory, or, directions for sailing to and from the East Indies, 
China, Australia, and the interjacent ports of Africa and South America [...]. Seventh edition.

London, (Cox & Wyman for) Wm. H. Allen & Co., . Large to ( ×  cm).  vols. XII, XXXIV, (), 
“” [= ], ( blank) pp. VIII,  pp. Contemporary half calf, rebacked with the original backstrips 
laid down.  ,

Rare revised and expanded penultimate edition of a massive navigational directory, with exhaustive information on the 

Arabian Sea, the Red Sea, and the Arabian (Persian) Gulf. Including detailed entries on Sharjah, Dubai, Abu Dhabi 

(“Abothubbee”) and Bahrain, not only covering navigational details, but also the inhabitants, pearl  shery, geography, 

commerce etc., and shorter entries on islands such Sir Bani Yas, Zirku etc. For this edition expanded from the “extensive 

surveys along the N.E. coasts of Africa and Arabia, and into the Gulf of Cutch, compiled from the meritorious labours 

of Captain Haines, Carless, and Sanders, Commander Campbell, Lieutenant Grieve, and other offi  cers of the East-

India Company’s Marine service” (preface). It was compiled chie  y from recent journals of ships employed by the East 

India Company, by James Horsburgh (–), hydrographer and chart maker to the Company. “As hydrographer 

Horsburgh was primarily responsible for supervising the engraving of charts sent back to London by marine surveyors 

in India and ordered by the company to be published, and for examining the deposited journals of returning ships for 

observations which would re  ne the oceanic navigation charts currently in use, besides other duties of provision of 

information laid on him by the court” (Cook).  e book appeared in a total of eight editions between  and  

before being superseded by Findlay’s A directory for the navigation of the Indian Ocean ().

With the seller’s ticket of George Sweetser, “dealer in sextants, quadrants, telescopes and compasses, nautical books 

& charts, …” and the early owner’s inscription of “Wm. A. Ordway, Bradford, Mass.”. Some browned corners in the 

opening leaves and some tiny waterstains in the head margin of volume two, otherwise in very good condition. Bindings 

rubbed and rebacked.

Cf. Cat. NHSM, p.  (th ed.); Sabin  (th ed.). For the author: Cook, “Horsburgh, James (–)”, in: ODNB (online ed.).









Stunning double-tinted views of the Middle East,
after drawings made in  and , with  plates

.  ROBERTS, David / Croly, George / Brockedon, William.  e Holy Land, Syria, Idumea, 
Arabia, Egypt & Nubia.

London, Day & Son (vol. : New York, D. Appleton & Co.), –. Large vo ( ×  mm).  
vols. bound as . With  numbered plates (image size  ×  to  ×  mm), including a tinted 
lithographed portrait of the artist,  tinted lithographed title-pages,  stone-engraved maps and  tinted 
and double-tinted lithographed and  chromolithographed views. Contemporary, richly gold-tooled red-
dish-brown morocco, side-stitched and oversewn, then sewn on  recessed cords, with a hollow back,  
false bands on the spine, gold-tooled turn-ins, combed and curled marbled endpapers, headbands in red 
and yellow, gilt and gauff ered edges. With thin paper guard leaves facing each plate.  ,

Second edition, with reduced illustrations but with more of them double-tinted or chromolithographed, of one of the 

most splendid and historically important visual records of the Middle East, after drawings by David Roberts (–) 

from the sketches he made from life during his travels through what is now Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Syria 

and Lebanon in  and . In Egypt he ventured up the Nile as far as the Nubian temples at Abu Simbel, near the 

present border with Sudan and travelled by camel through the Sinai to the extraordinary carved-rock buildings of Petra. 

 ese had been unknown to Europeans until Burckhardt discovered them in  and , so Roberts’s views are among 

the earliest and are in many ways better than the few predecessors. In Lebanon he ventured as far as Baalbek, which had 

seen few European visitors before Egypt annexed it in . Other sites he visited and drew include Cairo, Suez, Gaza, 

Jerusalem and Beirut. He was one of the  rst Europeans allowed to make drawings of the interior of mosques, so even 

in well-known cities these too opened a new world to European eyes. His views also provide a very detailed visual record 

of many sites that were afterward destroyed or disturbed. He drew them during the infancy of photography, before it 

reached the Middle East and long before it reached maturity there. His views of the modern cities also preserve records 

of both their architecture and their daily life and he shows spectacular landscapes in the mountains, around the Dead 

Sea and along the Nile and the Jordan. Roberts, born to a poor (Welsh?) family in Edinburgh, was apprenticed as a 

house painter, moved to London and worked his way up to paint sets for the Drury Lane  eatre and others.  anks 

to patrons who appreciated his talents and hard work he was able to make the expensive and dangerous voyage through 

the Middle East. George Croly (in volumes –) and William Brockedon (in volumes –) provided explanatory and 

historical notes on the sites shown in Roberts’s views.

Roberts’s views were originally published in two separate works, issued in parts in the years  to  and often 

found together. One centred on the Holy Land, though also including views in other parts of the Middle East, while 

the other was devoted to Egypt and Nubia.  e views in the former were made with only a single tint block and even the 

latter used fewer tint blocks than the present second edition and only one chromolithograph.  e present edition, with 

sometimes very intricate double tints and two chromolithographs (with black and three tint blocks) is a masterpiece of 

tinted lithography. Since the lithographers used photographic reductions of the lithographic views of the  rst edition as 

an aid to their work, the book also pioneered the use of photography in graphic reproduction.  e lithographed title-

pages are dated  except for those of vol.  (from the simultaneous New York issue, undated) and  () but volumes 

– include plates dated .  e dates of the plates in all six volumes range from  April  to  December .

 e title-page of volume  was intended for the simultaneous New York issue, but appears to have always been part of 

the present copy. In very good condition, with occasional light foxing, mostly on the backs of the plates, and with a faint 

marginal water stain in the lower outside corner of many plates in volumes  and , not approaching the printed image. 

 e inside front hinge of the second volume as bound has separated from the book block and the bindings show some 

wear at the hinges and extremities, but they are otherwise also very good.  mostly tinted and double-tinted lithographs 

providing stunning early views of the Middle East, including Petra, Abu Simbel and the interiors of several mosques.

Abbey, Travel  (lacking vols. –). Blackmer  (note). Gay . Hiler . Cf. Hamilton, Europe and the Arab world  (– ed.); 
Lipperheide, Lc  & Ma  (– ed.); Tooley f. (– ed.); not in Colas.









“It was an expensive book”

.  SA L Z M A N N, Auguste. Jérusalem. Etude et reproduction photographique des monuments de 
la ville sainte depuis l’époque judaïque jusqu’à nos jours. Planches.

Paris, Gide & Baudry, . Folio ( ×  mm).  ff . of letterpress matter (half-title, title and list of 
plates). With  mounted calotypes. Contemporary marbled half morocco on  ve raised bands with 
giltstamped spine title; marbled endpapers.  ,

Second, “better known” (Parr/Badger) edition of this pioneering work,  rst published in : only the plate volume 

with the  magni  cent calotypes, wanting the separately published  pages of text.

Wishing to support L. F. J. Caignant de Saulcy in the controversy concerning the dating of the wall of Jerusalem that 

followed his journey to the Dead Sea, Auguste Salzmann set out for the Holy Land on  December . With the help 

of his assistant Durheim, he prepared some two hundred waxed-paper negatives of the Jerusalem monuments during his 

four-month stay. While his  ndings were  rst published in a monumental volume in  (the copy of the Duke de Luynes 

commanded , Euros at Sotheby’s Paris in ), the present reduced edition, with prints by Blanquart-Evrard, 

is better known. “It was an expensive book, a livraison, or fasicle of three prints costing  gold francs. A single print 

was  francs [...] Salzmann was acutely attentive to both patina and pattern in attempting to de  ne the architectural 

strata of a city in which building was built upon building, thus leaving a vertical record of the various cultures that had 

occupied the city and left their remains on the foundations built by earlier conquerors [...] Salzmann himself described 

his pictures as having ‘a conclusive brutality’, but to modern eyes their poetic aspect seems paramount. It would appear 

that Salzmann was at one and the same time both expert and layman, dispassionate observer and enthusiast. His pictures 

have this dual quality,  ickering rapidly between documentary and poetry.  is, one might suggest, is the ideal goal 

for any photographer”.

Binding slightly rubbed and chafed in places. Marginal foxing throughout, aff ecting only a few photographs; insig-

ni  cant waterstain to edge; old ownerships erased from title, leaving slight traces.

Parr/Badger,  e Photobook I, . Tobler f. Röhricht f. Baier, Geschichte der Fotogra  e f. Gernsheim, History of Photography . 
Witkin/London, Photograph Collector’s Guide f.









Important and early photobook of the Near East

.  FR IT H, Francis. Egypt and Palestine. Photographed and described.

London, James S. Virtue, [–].  vols. Folio ( ×  mm). () pp.; () pp. of text; a total of  
photographs on plates by Francis Frith (sizes ca. – × – mm), each with a separate leaf of text. 
Contemporary red morocco, spines and covers gilt. Marbled endpapers; all edges gilt.  ,

First edition of this important and early photobook on the Near East. During the years –, Frith (–) made 

three visits to Egypt and the Holy Land; this selection of his photographs, from wet-collodion  ×  negatives taken 

with an -by- inch camera, was published in  fascicles of  prints each, a work hailed as “one of the most renowned 

nineteenth-century photobooks” ( e Photobook). Most of these images are dated  either in the plate or the printed 

caption.  ey include a portrait of the artist in oriental costume and views of Abu Simbel, Aswan, Baalbek, Bethlehem, 

Damascus, Giza, Hebron, Jerusalem, Karnak, Luxor, Nazareth, Philae, Tiberias, Wadi Kardassy etc.  e preliminaries of 

vol.  include title, introduction, table of contents, and subscribers, those of vol.  encompass title and contents. Each plate 

is accompanied by a full-page letterpress description. “Francis Frith is undoubtedly one of the best-known photographers 

to work in the Near East. His trips to the Levant were a brilliant commercial success as well as an artistic one” (Perez ).

Some foxing to blank margins, as well as to a few photographs. Modern bookplate of the German anthropologist 

Jasper Köcke. Bindings very slightly rubbed, but hinges somewhat brittle; unobtrusive chafe-mark to upper cover of vol. 

. Overall a  ne, appealingly bound copy.

 e Photobook I, . Blackmer . Hannavy . Gernsheim, History . Perez, Focus East . Van Haaften-White XII & XV.









Inscribed by the author

.  R IGBY, C[hristopher] P[almer]. Report on the Zanzibar Dominions. (Selections from the 
Records of the Bombay Government. No. LIX – New Series).

Bombay, printed at the Education Society’s Press, Byculla, . vo. (), , () pp. Publisher’s cloth-backed 
green printed wrappers.  ,

First edition. Author’s presentation copy to his wife, inscribed “Matilda Rigby from the Author” on the upper cover.

A scarce copy of this “comprehensive and informative survey of the sultanate” (P. J. L. Frankl, ODNB), covering the 

country’s historical links to Oman and the Sultans (the Arabic dynasty of the Al-Saids ruled Zanzibar until the revolution 

of ), the island’s trade (including in slavery), geography, populations both native and Arab, as well as the Sultan’s 

person and style of rule.  e account was written by C. P. Rigby (–) at the end of his three-year posting as the 

East India Company’s agent, and British Consul in Zanzibar, from  to . He married Matilda on his retirement 

from the army in .

Age-soiled, with an old grease stain on the lower cover; traces of an old vertical fold. Rare; OCLC lists copies in no 

more than six libraries (British Library, Oxford, SOAS, Yale, Univ. of Toronto, Strasbourg).

OCLC .













Rare and important color-plate book

.  VA N L EN N EP, Henry John.  e Oriental Album: Twenty illustrations in oil colors of the 
people and scenery of Turkey, with an explanatory and descriptive text.

New York, Anson D. F. Randolph, . Folio. Tinted lithographic additional title by Charles Parsons, 
printed by Endicott & Co.,  chromolithographic plates by Parsons after van Lennep, all printed by 
Endicott & Co. of New York. Expertly bound to style in half dark green morocco over period patterned 
cloth covered boards, spine lettered and decorated in gilt.  ,

A rare and important colour-plate book: one of the relatively few American costume books, and certainly the best such 

created in th-century America.  is is a notable and unusual instance of the taste for the Ottoman or “Turkish” which 

manifested itself in the furniture of the period but seldom in books. In terms of American color-plate books, this is one of 

the only large projects from the s, when the Civil War seems to have curtailed production of such lavish enterprises. 

“ e one really big chromolithographic book of this decade [...] the art is simple, but [Charles] Parson’s hand is obvious 

in the good lithography, and Endicott’s printing is well done for its time” (McGrath). “Endicott achieved a rich variety 

of color which demonstrated the increased technical ability of American printers in the medium” (Reese). Henry Van 

Lennep was born in Smyrna, the son of European merchants. Educated, on the advice of American missionaries, in the 

United States, he returned to Turkey as a missionary in , and spent most of the next twenty years in various parts of 

the Ottoman Empire. Returning to the United States in , he turned his superb original drawings of Middle Eastern 

life into the Oriental Album.  e plates include two scenes of Jewish life in the Ottoman Empire. Included are plates of 

“A Turkish Eff endi”, “Armenian Lady (at home)”, “Turkish and Armenian Ladies (abroad)”, “Turkish Scribe”, “Turkish 

Lady of Rank (at home)”, “Turkish Cavass (police offi  cer)”, “Turkish Lady (unveiled)”, “Armenian Piper”, “Armenian 

Ladies (at home)”, “Armenian Marriage Procession”, “Armenian Bride”, “Albanian Guard”, “Armenian Peasant Woman”, 

“Bagdad Merchant (travelling)”, “Jewish Marriage”, “Jewish Merchant”, “Gypsy Fortune Telling”, “Bandit Chief”, 

“Circassian Warrior”, “Druse Girl.”

Bennett, p. . Blackmer Catalogue . Blackmer Sale . DAB XIX, . McGrath, pp. , , . Reese, Stamped with a National 
Character . Atabey .





Correspondence of the “Lord of the Naval and Commercial Conquest of
Arabia, Persia, India and Asia”

.  R EBEL LO DA SILVA , Luis Augusto, et al. (eds.). Corpo diplomatico portuguez. Contendo 
os actos e relações politicas e diplomaticas de Portugal com as diversas potencias do mundo, desde o 
seculo XVI até os nossos dias.

Lisbon, Typographia da Academia Real das Sciencias / Imprensa Nacional, –. Small folio ( × 
 mm).  vols. (  nal vol. in  parts), uniformly bound in half tan sheep over decorated boards, spines 
gilt with raised bands in  ve compartments, decorated endleaves. Some original printed wrappers bound 
within. All edges sprinkled.  ,

First editions; all that was published of this massive project.  e “Corpo diplomatico” deals with the relations between 

Portugal and the Roman Curia, presenting a chronologically arranged sequence of documents from the th and th 

centuries.  e Portuguese Empire was the  rst global empire in history, and the sources here edited – frequently citing 

the signi  cant Portuguese royal title of “King of Portugal and the Algarves, on this side of the sea, and on the other side 

in Africa, lord of Guinea and of the naval and commercial conquest of Ethiopia, Arabia, Persia, and India” – provide 

substantial information on the principal world issues and con  icts during that vast Empire’s  rst era. Much of the 

diplomatic correspondence concerns con  icts between the worlds of Christianity and Islam: in one letter, King Manuel 

describes his attacks on and victories over the local Muslim rulers (“the Saracens are thrown into confusion”; “our men 

attacked and burned maritime towns belonging to the Saracens, situated on the mainland”; cf. vol. I, p. f.), and in a 

Papal Breve, Pius V praises the strengthening of the Maltese forti  cations after the Great Siege of Malta (“erit oppor-

tunissimum adversus Turcas, et praedones Afros totius christiani populi propugnaculum”, vol. X, p. ). Many volumes, 

but VII through XI in particular, contain material on the Arabian Gulf (Basra, Bahrain, Muscat, and Ormuz): “Ormuz, 

que he cabeça de todo o Reino de Ormuz [...] e na dita Cidade de Ormuz fortaleza minha com muita gente de christâos 

portuguezes” (vol. II, p. ); “o vejo, que se se faz guerra ao Turco e Vossa Alteza quer, sem despesa de quasi nada, o 

Egipto e Suria e Arabia seraom vossos” (vol. III, p. ); “e asy mandou que se reteuessem todas as naos, que viessem 

da India a Judá e a Meca” (p. ); “se entende hum muito boom socedimento pella armada de Vossa Alteza na ilha de 

Banrrehem [= Bahrain] de que se deve ter muito contentamento assi pella reputaçâo” (vol. VIII, p. ); “e depois em 

Ormuz poderia saber o acontesimento de Baharem” (p. ); “toda a costa de Melinde ate Moçambique e assi da outra 

de Adem ate Ormuz quererâo por alguma d aquellas tentar ardis [...] A Baçora vai tambem muita somma de especiaria” 

(vol. IX, p. f.); “O negocio he grave e de muita consideraçâo e em ser muita a somma da speciaria que vem pello mar 

Roxo ao Cayro e pello de Ormuz a Bacora” (p. ); “Andre Ribeiro que com Joâo de Lisboa foi cativo em Mazcate” (p. 

); “creo tambem que elles lá ou nos quá nâo sabemps o que passa em Bacora porque se n aquella ilha creserem galees 

sem hirem do mar Roxo, como as que ali vierâo quando de caminho tomarâo Mascate nâo sey por onde viessem as outras” 

(p. ); “pera o resgate dos portugueses que estam cativos no Cayro, e forom presos em Mazcate” (p. ; cf. p. ); etc.

Furthermore, there are reports on the Portuguese in Suez, Africa (including Angola, Mozambique, Guiné, Sofala, 

Morocco, Arguin, Cabo Verde, Congo, São  omé, Ethiopia), Brazil (Bahia, Maranhão, Rio de Janeiro, Pernambuco), 

the Azores, India (in nearly every volume, including Goa, Cochin, Damão, Malabar), and the Far East (Malacca and 

the Moluccas, with a few sections on Macau, China, and Japan scattered in vols. X–XIV).  e work also provides a 

wealth of detail about the Inquisition and “cristãos novos” (both discussed in almost every volume), the Jesuits (vols. 

V–XV), the Council of Trent (vols. VI–X), Protestant activity (particularly in England), the Restauração, the Dutch in 

Brazil, the wars with the Turks on land and sea, and the activities of D. Sebastião and St. Charles Borromeu, the Order 

of Malta, and Cardinal Mazarin. Among the most notable texts are Ambassador Martinho’s  letter describing the 

forces defending Christianity in India and Africa, Bishop Lourenço Pires de Tavora’s account of monasteries in India in 

, and  letters written by P. Antonio Vieira from  to  (vol. XIV).

Marginal spotting in vol. XV, part ; last  leaves remargined. Very discreet library markings on rear pastedown of 

each volume. Overall a very good set.

Innocêncio IX, . OCLC .









 e Ottoman state and its offi  cials in contemporary portraits, coloured by hand

.  A R IF PACH A, Muchir. Les Anciens Costumes de l’Empire Ottoman, depuis l’origine de la 
monarchie jusqu’a la reforme du Sultan Mahmoud.

Paris, Lemercier, . Folio ( ×  mm). Vol. I (all published). Lithographic calligraphic title, portrait 
of Arif Pasha, drawn on stone by M. Julien,  tinted lithographic plates after Arif, coloured and  nished 
by hand. Modern cloth.  ,

First edition of this valuable and beautifully illustrated survey of the costumes worn at the court of the Ottoman Empire, 

published with the text in both French and Turkish. Ministers, state offi  cials and military offi  cers (including intelligence 

service) are shown in full costume with their functions captioned in Arabic and French below. Although the lithographic 

title states ‘Tome er’, no further volume was published in either language.

Arif Pasha fought against the Greeks at Athens and at Euboea (–), and in Syria against Mehmet Ali. His career 

included a number of missions for the Sultan and his appointment, in , as governor of the province of Silistria.

A little marginal soiling, a few closed tears, portrait lacking tip of lower corner, but overall a good, complete copy of 

the rare coloured issue.

Atabey . Blackmer . Lipperheide m. Colas I, .









 e genealogy of the Arab peoples, printed in Baghdad:
early lithography in the Arab world

.  SU WAY DI, Muhammad Amin. Hadha kitab Saba’ik al-dhahab   ma’rifat qaba’il al-’Arab [ e 
book of gold bars: the knowledge of Arab tribes].

Baghdad, dar al-tiba’ah, dar al-salam,  H [=  CE]. to ( ×  mm). (),  pp. Lithographed 
throughout; pp. – comprise a continuous genealogical tree. Contemporary plain black cloth-covered 
boards with black sheepskin spine.  ,

First edition: a rare and important work on the genealogy of the Arab tribes, also an early, graphically sophisticated lith-

ographic eff ort from the Arab World.  e “Book of Gold Bars” by the prominent Iraqi theologian and historian Suwaydi 

(–) is a revised and expanded interpretation of the “Dictionary of the Arab Genealogy” by the legendary Medieval 

Egyptian scholar Ahmad ibn Ali Qalqashandi; notably, Suwaydi continued the genealogical pro  le up to modern times. 

 e book seeks to trace the genealogy of the Arab peoples, and the branches of their tribes, from Biblical times up to 

the age of Muhammad and then to the modern era.  e introductory text (pp. –) is followed by the grand, -page 

genealogical table and ultimately by an alphabetical reference section and analytical section (pp. –).

Suwaydi is thought to have commenced preparation of the work as early as , although he did not complete the 

treatise until  or , shortly before his death. Highly regarded in its time, for some years a small number of man-

uscript copies circulated in Islamic academic circles.  e present publication represents the  rst printed edition of the 

work.  e second edition was published in Bombay in  (and is likewise rare), while several subsequent editions 

appeared during the th century.

Covers slightly stained. Last  leaves with light tide-marking to outer margins and some sporadic light stains elsewhere, 

but overall in a good clean condition, a few leaves with short marginal tears some closed with discreet old restoration. 

Very rare: we can trace only six institutional examples (British Library; University of Cambridge; Bibliothèque de Genève; 

Yale University Library; University of California at Berkeley; National Library of Israel). No examples have appeared 

on the market over the last generation.

OCLC  & . British Library: Asia, Paci  c & Africa .c.. Yale University Library: CS.A S . On early lithography 
in Iraq, cf. A. Al-Rawi, Media Practice in Iraq (), passim.









A rare complete set

.  R ENA N, Joseph Ernest. Mission de Phénicie.

Paris, Imprimerie Impériale/Nationale, –. Folio (ca.  ×  and  ×  mm). Altogether 
 volumes ( text volumes and  issues of plates in  volumes). (), , () pp. With  engraved and 
lithographed numbered plates, including  folded plate,  folded map, and  plans,  of which folded; a 
few in original hand colour. Contemporary wrappers. Plates stored in two half cloth portfolios.  ,

First edition. – A rare complete set of this monumental description of the / archaeological expedition to Lebanon 

and Syria, commissioned by Napoleon III and led by the renowned scholar of Semitic languages, Joseph Ernest Renan. 

 e text volumes give a vivid account of the expedition, its route and  ndings, and include several illustrations within 

the text, while the plates provide additional documentation of the visited archaeological sites. Engraved by Jules Penel (b. 

), Georges Erhard Schièble (–), and others, they include a map of the expedition area, Phoenician monuments 

at Amrit, Arwad, Byblos, Sidon and other places, as well as a folded plate showing the Kabr Hiram mosaic and  folded 

plans depicting Sidon and the Sidon necropolis.  is important work documents the state of the excavations at that time 

and triggered further research on the Phoenicians. A facsimile edition appeared in .

Text volumes uncut. Some wrappers faded, extremities bumped. Paper somewhat browned as common; plates fresh 

and clean.









An extremely rare photographic work, unrecorded

.  ECCL E STON, John. Jerusalem Photographic Album.

Newark, NJ, . Large folio.  leaves ( ×  inches), each containing a large mounted albumen pho-
tograph (ca.  ×  inches) with descriptive letterpress beneath. Original leather-backed marbled boards 
with gilt-lettered roan label on front cover and leaf of printed introductory text mounted to inside front 
board. Skilfully rebacked and recornered. Small, unobtrusive th century embossed library stamp at 
lower right blank corner of each mount, minor wear at board extremities and chipping at edge of front 
endpaper, else an unusually clean and nice copy, with the photographic plates in perfect condition. 
  ,

An extremely rare photographic work, unrecorded in the major scholarly studies of early photography in the Holy Land.

According to the introductory text, “In the winter of  the King of Prussia sent an artist to the Holy Land to 

procure views for his portfolio. Having reached Jerusalem, whilst the Royal commission was being executed, I was so 

fortunate as to secure (through the courtesy of Right Reverend Samuel Gobat, of the Anglican and Prussian mission) 

 ne impressions from the most valuable of these negatives [...] they are now published, at the request of many persons 

[...]”. Eccleston was an Anglican minister in Newark, New Jersey.

A gilt frame surrounds each photograph, beneath which is the title of the plate and two columns of letterpress text 

within a decorative type-ornament border.  e titles of the plates are: Garden of Gethsemane; Damascus Gate; Jew’s 

Waling Place; Church of Holy Sepulchre; Mosk El-Aksa / Solomon’s Bridge; Valley of the Son of Hinnom; St. Stephen’s 

Gate; Golden Gate; Top View of Jerusalem; Bethany; Via Dolorosa and Ecce Homo Arch; Mount Moriah and the Mosk 

of Omar.

We have been unable to identify the photographer, as the work is unrecorded by the leading authorities on early 

photography in the Holy Land, and the photographs themselves do not appear in any of the other known photographic 

albums of the period. Both Eyal Onne, “Photographic Heritage of the Holy Land –” (Manchester ), and 

Yeshayahu Nir, “ e Bible and the Image” (Philadelphia ), record in considerable detail the early missions to the 

Holy Land and the photographers who either accompanied these missions or who were living in the Holy Land and 

were retained by the missions. In neither work is the king of Prussia’s mission recorded, nor is “Jerusalem Photographic 

Album” recorded in either bibliography of early photographic works on the Holy Land. Similarly, the recent book, 

“Revealing the Holy Land:  e Photographic Exploration of Palestine” by Kathleen Stewart Howe () records neither 

Eccleston’s book nor these photographs.

 ough seemingly unknown to scholars working in the  eld, two copies of Eccleston’s book are indeed known: the 

NUC and RLIN both record one copy, at Yale, and OCLC locates a second copy at the University of Texas. Our copy 

was given by Eccleston, probably soon after publication, to his local library company; in the s the library company 

was absorbed by a newly-created public library, from which it was purchased.









Views of India

.  SIMPSON, William / Kaye, John William. India Ancient and Modern. A Series of Illustrations 
of the Country and People of India and Adjacent Territories.

London, Day & Son, . Large folio (ca.  ×  mm).  vols. (), IV,  pp. (), – pp. 
Chromolithographed dedication heightened with gold and  chromolithographed plates after Simpson 
mounted on thin card. Contemporary half morocco with gilt rules. All edges gilt.  ,

A  ne set of Simpson’s views of India, monumental even in the reduced form in which the  nancial circumstances of 

the times forced the publisher to recast the work, originally planned to comprise  ve times the present scope.

Famed for his pictures of the Crimean war theatre, Simpson was commissioned to illustrate a work on India that was 

to rival David Roberts’s “Holy Land”. He arrived in Calcutta in  and joined the party of the Governor-General, Lord 

Canning, on a tour of the area where the mutiny had taken place. Over three years he visited much of the subcontinent, 

including the Himalayas, Kashmir, Ceylon, Tibet and its Buddhist temples, and upon his return submitted  watercol-

ours to his publishers. However, in the wake of the Panic of , the wealthy English patrons and subscribers on whom 

Day & Son had banked shrunk away from so costly an undertaking, and the publisher – already under pressure since 

cheaper wood engravings had turned chromolithographs into a luxury – issued a series of merely  chromolithographed 

plates. Simpson’s original watercolours, much to the artist’s chagrin, were ultimately sold off  as bankrupt stock.  e 

work remains a magni  cent achievement, presenting a detailed and wide-ranging representation of India immediately 

after the Sepoy Rebellion.

Light spotting to tissue guards; some plates lightly soiled in the margins with very occasional fraying to edges. Bindings 

professionally repaired and sympathetically rebacked with the original spine laid back. Removed from the Library of the 

Birmingham Assay Offi  ce, one of the four assay offi  ces in the United Kingdom, with their inconspicuous library stamp 

to the  yleaves. Very rare: we have traced only three other copies of this work at auction in nearly  years.

Cf. Pheroza Godrej & P. Rohatgi, Scenic Splendours: India  rough the Printed Image (London ), pp. f.













Early Turkish voyage and expedition

.  FA IK BE Y, Mühendis. Seyâhatnâme-i Bahr-i Muhit.

Istanbul, Mekteb-i Bahriye-i Sâhâne Matbaasi,  H [=  CE]. vo. (), , () pp. Ottoman Turkish 
in Arabic type. Modern blindstamped full calf with the Turkish crescent and star to upper cover, and 
giltstamped spine. Marbled endpapers.  ,

First and only early edition. – An exceedingly rare travelogue of the  rst ever voyage of the Ottoman navy to the American 

continent, albeit accidental.  rown off  their course to Basra by a storm on the Atlantic near Cape Verde, the two 

Ottoman warships Bursa and Izmir were dragged in the opposite direction, to Rio de Janeiro.  is lively account by the 

Turkish engineer and naval offi  cer Faik Bey describes all the stages of the corvettes’ -month journey, their voyage from 

Istanbul across the Mediterranean Sea to Cadiz, on to the Canary Islands and the Cape Verde Islands, and the  erce 

storm that brought them to the shores of Brazil, where they laid anchor at the port of Rio de Janeiro before setting sail 

again two months later.  ey visited many ports and countries including the Cape of Good Hope, Mauritius, Muscat, 

Bombay, and Iran, before  nally reaching Basra in November . Faik Bey gives a personal account of what must have 

been an exciting but strenuous journey, while also re  ecting on the economic conditions in the Ottoman state and the 

Islamic world at the time.

Extremely rare; we were not able to trace a single library copy. A second edition was not published until  years after 

the  rst, in  (Istanbul, Kitabevi).

A second account of this voyage, written by Imam Abdurrahman Efendi, who remained in Brazil for a while before 

returning to Istanbul, was published in . It only brie  y mentions the voyage to South America, instead focussing on 

the author’s time in Brazil and his return journey.

Flaws to upper margins of several pages, rarely touching the text. An intriguing documentation of an unplanned visit 

to the New World.

TBTK . Özege . Cf. Snowden, Accidental Turks in Brazil and Beyond. Kabacali, Gezi edebiyati seçkisi (). Not in OCLC, Weber, 
or Cox.





Author’s presentation copy

.  DE V E R EU X , W[illiam] Cope. A Cruise in the Gorgon, or, Eighteen Months on H.M.S. 
Gorgon, engaged in the Suppression of the Slave Trade on the East Coast of Africa, including a Trip up 
the Zambesi with Dr. Livingstone.

London, Bell and Daldy, . vo. XV, (), , () pp. With hand-coloured folding engraved map 
“shewing the Seat of the Slave Trade at Zanzibar”. Publisher’s original blue cloth, title gilt on spine with 
blindstamped covers.  ,

First edition. A  ne association copy gifted by Devereux to C. P. Rigby, British Consul at Zanzibar from  to , at 

the time that the H.M.S. Gorgon undertook its mission to suppress the slave trade on the East coast of Africa, inscribed 

“C. P. Rigby from the author” on the title-page.

 e ship stopped twice at Zanzibar (chapters  and ), the author noting that here “especially Englishmen are appre-

ciated ... thanks to Colonel Rigby, H.M.’s Consul, who, during a residence of three years, not only did much improve 

the morale of the place, but emancipated no less than  slaves with his own hand” (p. ).

A few corrections and names added in manuscript (identifying persons only noted by their initials in the printed 

text, one being Rigby). Binding somewhat worn, onner hinges weakened, one gathering working loose. Well-preserved 

altogether.

OCLC .









 rare albumen photographs showing the Holy Land:
Jerusalem, its buildings and its surroundings

.  PA L E ST IN E .  Album fotogra  co delle principali vedute della Palestina con apposite nozioni 
storiche in lingua italiana e francese.

Turin, Vincenzo Bona, [s, at least before ]. vo ( ×  cm).  ,

Album with  albumen photographs of sites in Palestine, made by an unidenti  ed photographer, all accompanied by 

an description on the pages facing the photographs and a two-page introduction on the album, both in Italian and 

French.  e album contains not only photographs of Jerusalem, such as a view on the city, and of buildings in the city 

(such as the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, the Mosque of Omar and the Tower of David). It also contains pictures of 

towns, villages, valleys and convents in the surroundings of Jerusalem. In the descriptions accompanying each picture, 

one can read some information on Jerusalem and its buildings, on the towns and villages surrounding Jerusalem (also 

mentioning the distance of these places to Jerusalem) and on their history, culture and the several places of interest and 

buildings there. We can  nd pictures of the Valley of Jehoshaphat, Betlehem, Hebron, Jericho, Nazareth and Beirut, 

and the Greek orthodox monastery called the Holy Lavra of Saint Sabbas, also known as Mar Saba.

With an owner’s inscription dated , indicating the album is possessed by at least one woman (“A Maria, l’anno 

 / Emilia “). Binding slightly worn, some minor foxing and browning (especially the preliminary text leaves), some 

leaves of the plates are half-loose from the strips on which these leaves are mounted. Otherwise a  ne album in good 

condition, being a beautiful example of early photography in the Middle East.









Slavery and all the Sheikhs of the Trucial Coast

.  SL AV E T R A DE . Report from the Select Committee on Slave Trade (East Coast of Africa); 
with the proceedings of the Committee. [H. of C.] .

[London],  e House of Commons,  August . Folio. XXIV,  pp. Sewn, with remains of spine. 
  ,

Almost unobtainable work on the British Foreign Offi  ce’s attempts to suppress the slave trade on the east coast of Arabia 

and Africa and especially in the dominions of the Sultan of Zanzibar.  e Committee Report contains examinations of 

Commanders who had visited the Gulf; they outline the role of the Arab tribes of the Gulf in slavery (p. –); provide 

details on the increasing demand for slaves in the Gulf due to the cholera (p. ); recommend enforcement of existing 

treaties with the Gulf chiefs (p. ); and give accounts of the rarity with with slave vessels are captured in the Gulf proper 

(p. ).  e appendix (pp. –) off ers, inter alia, the extract text of the treaty signed with the Arab Chieftains of the 

Gulf at Ras-al-Khaimah in  (“  e vessels of the friendly Arabs bearing the  ag above described...”), as well as of 

the treaties, agreements and engagements entered into between  and  with Sultan bin Suggur, Shaikh of the 

Joasmee (Qasimi) tribe; Shaikh Khalifa bin Shukhboot; Shaikh Makhtum of Dubai; Shaikh Abdullah bin Rashid of 

Amalgavine; Shaikh Abdulaziz of Ajman; Shaikh Said bin Zahnon of Abu Dhabi; and Shaikh Muhammad bin Khalifa 

of Bahrain; separate agreements were entered into with Zanzibar and Muscat.

A well-preserved, tightly bound copy.

Bennett . Wilson p. . OCLC .









 e only complete copy on the market for decades

.  LU Y N E S, Honoré d’Albert de. Voyage d’exploration à la mer Morte, à Petra et sur la rive gauche 
du Jourdain. Oeuvre posthume.

Paris, Arthus Bertrand, [–].  vols. and  volume of plates. (), II ff .,  pp. (), , () pp. (), 
VI,  pp. With  lithogr. plates ( in colour). Printed original wrappers. Folio ( ×  mm). Atlas: 
() pp.,  plates (some double-page-sized), including  photogravures by Charles Nègre after Louis 
Vignes. Original half cloth portfolio. Ties.  ,

First edition, very rarely encountered complete: only  copies sold at international auctions of the past decades (both 

incomplete; the last set wanting plate : Sotheby’s,  Oct. , lot , GBP ; only  plates from the set, including 

glass and collodium negatives, fetched , EUR at Sotheby’s Paris [ March , lot ]).

Rare travel report describing the scienti  c expedition to Palestine undertaken by the French archaeologist de Luynes 

(–) in .

 e work is sought for its splendid illustrations based on photos by Henri Sauvaire and the Naval Lieutenant Louis 

Vignes. Vol.  contains the Duke’s travel diary; vol.  contains the reports “De Petra à Palmyre” by L. Vignes and “Voyage 

de Jérusalem, à Karak et à Chaubak” by Mauss and Sauvaire; vol.  contains the “Géologie” by L. Lartet (with its own 

set of plates at the end).  e atlas is divided into two parts with a total of  plates (thus complete):  plates pertain 

to the Duke’s report ( unnumbered and  numbered:  map and  itinerary in colours,  engr. double plate, and  

photogravures by Charles Nègre after photos by Vignes (views of sites, towns, ruins, etc.); Mauss’s report is illustrated 

by  numbered plates:  double-page-sized itinerary,  plans ( in colour), and  lithogr. plates by Cicéri after photos 

by Vignes and Sauvaire (views of Karak, Zat-Raz, etc.).

Occasional slight foxing (esp. in vol. ); plates clean and spotless throughout. A  ne, complete set in the original 

printed wrappers as issued; text vols. are uncut and wide-margined.

Röhricht (Bibl. Pal.) f., no. . Röhricht (Pilgerreisen) , no. . Henze III, . Parr/Badger,  e Photobook I, .









Almost unobtainable

.  SL AV E RY  BR IT ISH M A R IT I M E L EG A L PROC E EDING S . Correspondence 
respecting Sir Bartle Frere’s mission to the East Coast of Africa. –.

London, Harrison & Sons, . Folio ( ×  mm). IV,  pp. With a large coloured folding map. 
Edges sprinkled in red. Cloth spine.  ,

Extremely rare work on the British Foreign Offi  ce’s attempts to suppress the slave trade on the east coast of Arabia 

and Africa and especially in the dominions of the Sultan of Zanzibar. Including full source documentation of Frere’s 

– mission to Zanzibar to negotiate a treaty with the sultan, Barghash bin Said Al-Busaid, for the suppression of 

the slave traffi  c, this publication contains the translated text of the letters sent by local rulers (including Sheikh Zayed 

bin Khalifah of Abu Dhabi, Hamad ben Rashed of Ajman, Evan ben Ali Al Khalifa of Bahrein, Husheer bin Mahtum 

of Dubai, Haji Abder Rahman, British Agent at Sharjah, etc.) and a detailed and dated map of the coasts visited by the 

mission. OCLC locates  ve copies worldwide, none in the U.S.

A very good, virtually unbrowned copy; two oversize leaves folded in. Includes Leslie Ward’s Vanity Fair caricature of 

Frere speaking before Parliament (“Men of the Day, No. . ‘ e Slave Trade’”:  ×  mm, matted colour lithograph).

Bennett . OCLC .









“Territories held by those independent maritime Arab Chiefs”

.  PEL LY, (Lewis). Report on the Tribes, &c., Around the Shores of the Persian Gulf.

Calcutta, Foreign Department Press, . vo. (), , () pp. With a large folding lithographic map 
printed in two colours and hand-coloured.  ,

First separate edition; of the utmost rarity. Includes details on the “Territories held by those independent maritime Arab 

Chiefs formerly the pirates of the Gulf, now partially commercial, and bound by the terms of a permanent truce to 

keep the peace at sea; the English Resident in the Gulf being mediator and quasi-guarantee for the observation of this 

truce by all the subscribing Chiefs, more especially during the season of diving on the Pearl Banks”, enumerating them 

as “Shaam and Kuleela; Ramse, Ras-al-Khyma; Jazirath-ul-Hamra; Amulgavine; Ejmaun; Heira; Sharjah and Fasht; 

Khan; Debaye and Aboothabee”.  e maps shows the “seven classes of jurisdictions enumerated” in the report, with 

the northern coastline forming a single jurisdiction from El Katif to the tip of the Musandam Peninsula. Pelly’s Report, 

dating from , was  rst published in  as “Remarks on the tribes, trade and resources around the shoreline of the 

Persian Gulf” in the “Transactions of the Bombay Geographical Society”.

Light foxing, more marked on title-page; traces of an erased ownership; numerous annotations in blue ballpoint.

OCLC . Cf. Macro .









Inscribed by the author to the Duchess of Somerset

.  BURTON, Isabel. AEI. Arabia Egypt India. A narrative of travel.

London, William Mullan & Son, . vo. VIII,  pp. With coloured frontispiece map and  plates. 
Original dark grey decorated cloth with bevelled edges, ruled and lettered in silver and gold.  ,

First edition. – Lady Burton’s second book, detailing a journey made with her husband Sir Richard Francis Burton to 

India via Arabia and Egypt between  and . Although the work is predominantly focused on India, there is a 

chapter devoted to Jeddah and some notes on Trieste, where this particular voyage began.

Provenance: Georgiana Seymour, Duchess of Somerset, with the author’s presentation inscription on the half-title: 

“ e Duchess of Somerset with aff ecti[onate] love from Isabel Burton /  Feb ”.  e beautiful Jane Georgiana 

Seymour, Duchess of Somerset (–), was the granddaughter of the Irish playwright Richard Brinsley Sheridan.

Neat restoration to extremities and inner hinges. A  ne association copy.









 photographs by Bechard of Egyptians and Nubians

.  BÉCH A R D, Henri. Égypte et Nubie.

No place or date (but ca. ).  photographs on albumen paper, measuring  ×  cm each, signed 
and captioned in the plate, numbered  through . Contemporary green half calf with gilt spine and 
title “Égypte & Nubie”, initialed “B.C.D.” on  rst plate.  ,

Large and beautiful photographs by Bechard: excellent vintage prints, mostly in superior condition.  ey represent 

the popular Egyptian and Nubian types, frequently in close-ups. Nissan N. Perez states that this part of the work of 

a photographer specializing in views of sites and monuments “has escaped general attention” (cf. Focus East, p. , 

reproducing the photograph of water carriers resting). Includes: a scribe; a sheikh reading the Qur’an, merchants and 

grocers, a group of ulemas (religious scholars) reading the Qur’an, an Arab drawing water, whirling dervishes, Arab 

peasants (a fellah carrying water), a sheikh going to the mosque, a game of Mangala, water carriers, mat manufacturers, 

Sheikh Sadad, a descendant of Mohammed, a falconer, washerwomen, an Arabic singer, a young fellah, a Darabouka 

player, labourers, a public fountain, a beggar, Arabs at prayer, Arabic coff ee, etc.

Béchard was active between  and ca. . “His work is distinguished by the superb quality of his prints and 

the generally spectacular presentation of even the most common sites, such as the pyramids. His studies of people and 

costumes are even more interesting and point to a very personal involvement of the photographer in the life and customs 

of the country. His cityscapes and urban scenes were mostly taken from unusual angles in an attempt to cope with the 

narrow and con  ned spaces” (Nissan N. Perez).

Binding repaired in places.









“First fruits of Arabia”: Doughty’s  rst book on Arabia

.  DOUGHT Y, Charles [Montagu]. Documents épigraphiques recueillis dans le nord de L’Arabie.

Paris, Imprimerie Nationale, . Large to ( ×  mm). (), , () pp. With  plates, mostly 
heliographed, of archeological inscriptions, sites and maps,  folding. Contemporary half calf over cloth 
boards with red label to richly gilt spine.  ,

Only edition: the “  rst fruits of Arabia” (Hogarth, Life of Charles M. Doughty, ), and the  rst publication in English 

of any account of Doughty’s travels, predating “Travels in Arabia Deserta” by four years. (In spite of the French pub-

lication, the “Note de M. Doughty sur son voyage”, comprising pp. –, is entirely in English.) Doughty (–) 

 rst met the great French orientalist and writer Ernest Renan in , and after the failure of his attempt to sell to Berlin 

the copies of the inscriptions he had made in the region of El-Hejr and Medain Salih, Renan wrote the preface and 

supervised the publication of Doughty’s work in Paris.

Occasional light foxing, mainly con  ned to endpapers, but an appealing copy, removed from the University of 

Lancaster Library with their bookplate to the  yleaf and their stamp to the title-page; additional armorial bookplate to 

pastedown.

Macro .









Hushur bin Maktoum, ruler of Dubai, surrenders seventeen slaves

.  SL AV E TR A DE . Slave Trade. No.  (). Correspondence with British representatives and 
agents abroad, and reports from Naval Offi  cers and the Treasury, relative to the Slave Trade: –. 
Presented to both Houses of Parliament by command of Her Majesty. August . [C.-].

London, Harrison and Sons, . Folio ( ×  mm). VI, , () pp. Disbound. In modern wrappers.
  ,

Rare British parliamentary papers and correspondence with local agents on the slave trade, including an admiralty report 

from Bushire that “upwards of  fty freshly imported Africans landed and [were] sold at Debay [Dubai]” in November 

, in violation of the existing engagements and treaties with the Sheikhs of the Gulf coast (p. ). Commander V. 

Anson investigates and soon thereafter reports to Vice-Admiral Sir W. Hewett: “We arrived of Debai, on the Arab Coast, 

at  P.M. on the th [of November]. After some delay the Sheikh of that place [Hushur bin Maktoum, ruler of Dubai] 

surrendered seventeen slaves who had been recently landed in contravention of Treaty [...] Having embarked the British 

Agent at Shargah [Sharjah], we proceeded on the th, and recovered  ve more slaves at the diff erent towns belonging to 

the Arab Trucial Chiefs” (p. ). Includes a list of  slaves received from Dubai, Sharjah, Ajman, and Umm al-Quwain. 

More relevant correspondence is to be found under the headings: “Turkey” (pp. –; with references to the trade at 

Jeddah and Hodeidah); “Turkey. (Consular) – Jeddah” (pp. –), and “Zanzibar” (pp. –; includes a report on 

Pemba [pp. –] by the Vice-Consul to the Zanzibar Agency, Lieutenant Charles Steuart Smith).

Disbound from a volume of parliamentary papers. A good copy.

Bennett .









Inscribed by the author to Sultan Abdul Hamid II

.  AU BRY, Paul. Mémoires originaux. Les Hôpitaux, les Asiles d’aliéné et les Léproseries en Orient. 
Grèce, Turquie, Egypte. (Revue Internationale des Sciences Médicales. Tome IV. No .  février ).

[Paris], Revue Internationale des Sciences Médicales, . vo. ()– pp. Contemporary half calf with 
giltstamped title to upper cover and spine. Endpapers marbled. All edges gilt.  ,

Only edition. – Rare account, by the French physician Paul Aubry, of Turkish military and civil hospitals, describing in 

detail their design and medical capacities, including accurate numbers of beds. An exceptional documentation of health 

care infrastructure in the Ottoman Empire, mentioning the Yildiz Ambulance, the Haider Pacha military hospital and 

the Haseki Hospital in Istanbul.  e present off print also contains a medical bibliography of works in German, Danish 

and Swedish published in – as well as several abstracts, including an article on gonorrhoea by the Ottowa physician 

Coyteux Prévost, published in the “Union Médicale du Canada” in the same year.

Inscribed and signed by Aubry to Sultan Abdul Hamid II (–) on the front  yleaf. Binding slightly rubbed. 

Small marginal tears to pp. –; last few pages somewhat creased. Library stamps erased from  yleaf and  rst page. 

From the library of Sultan Abdul Hamid II, the last Sultan of the Ottoman Empire to exert eff ective contol over the 

fracturing state and also remembered as a poet, translator and one of the dynasty’s greatest bibliophiles. While his passion 

for books is memorialized by the many precious donations he gave to libraries all over the world and which mostly have 

remained intact to this day (including the -volume “Abdul-Hamid II Collection of Books and Serials” gifted to the 

Library of Congress), his own library was dispersed in the years following his deposition in : books were removed 

to other palaces and even sold to Western collectors, the greatest part of his collection is today preserved in the Chester 

Beatty Library in Dublin.

U.S. Army, Index-catalogue of the library of the surgeon-general’s offi  ce VII, . Wohnlich-Despaigne, Les Historiens Français de la Médecine 
au XIXe Siècle .













 e Levantine Expedition of Algernon Heber-Percy in Vintage Photographs

.  H EBER PERC Y, Algernon. Argob and Bashan. Moab and Gilead. Photographs from Syria 
and Jordan.

Syria & Jordan, –. Folio (ca.  ×  mm). ( +  =)  large black-and-white photographs 
( ca.  ×  mm, the rest ca.  ×  mm). Mounted on cardboard leaves on cloth tabs. Handwritten 
English captions throughout. Bound for the photographer in two monumental full red morocco albums 
with giltstamped titles to upper covers. All edges gilt.  ,

Two monumental albums with photographs from travels undertaken to Bashan, Argob, Moab and Gilead, presently 

Jordanian and Syrian territories, in the years –. Mounted on the album leaves are  photographs taken by the 

British offi  cer Algernon Heber-Percy (–), recording two of his expeditions to the Levant. Most of the photographs 

show archaeological sites, ancient ruins, structures, Druze and Bedouin villages and the residents of the villages that 

Heber-Percy visited in the course of his travels.

 e  rst album, entitled “Argob and Bashan”, contains  photographs of sites that are today in Syrian territory, spe-

ci  cally Trachonitis, Bashan and Jabal al-Druze, which the photographer visited together with his spouse and two sons 

in .  e sites include villages in the Trachonitis region (the Lajat) as well as in the cities of Qanawat, As-Suwayda, 

Bosra and other cities, and the road from Damascus to Beirut.  e album also includes photographs of the region’s 

Druze inhabitants.

 e second album, entitled “Moab and Gilead”, contains  photographs from sites that are today in Jordanian 

territory, visited by the photographer in , including Beth Ba’al Ma’on, Dhiban, Umm ar-Rasas, Amman, Salt (Al-Salt) 

and Jerash.  e album also includes photographs of the region’s Bedouin inhabitants and three photographs showing 

a travelling circus of trained animals (a monkey, a goat and a bear) encountered by the photographer in the Madaba 

area. Heber-Percy also published on the expeditions recorded in these photographs: his account of his travels appeared 

in two books, “A Visit to Bashan and Argob” (London, ) and “Moab Ammon and Gilead” (), and some of the 

photographs in the albums were reproduced in these books.

Bound for the owner by Bennion & Horne, Market Drayton (their label to pastedown). Some foxing, mainly con  ned 

to  yleaves; occasional slight edge  aws. Bindings slightly scuff ed at the extremeties, but in all a  nely preserved, 

impressive set.









Demarcating the Durand Line

.  PA K ISTA N & A FGH A N ISTA N . WA LT ER S, Herbert Flamstead, British Indian 
Army offi  cer (–). Photos of the Baluch-Afghan Boundary Mission .

Baluchistan, .  original albumen photographs (ca.  ×  mm or the reverse), in contemporary 
British-made “interchangeable photo scrap album with movable title-slips” slipped into strong card-
boards on tabs, with pencil captions throughout. Bound in auburn cloth with giltstamped cover title 
“Photographs”. Oblong vo (ca.  ×  mm).  ,

A unique album of  original, almost entirely unpublished photographs assembled by Captain H. F. Walters of the th 

Baluchistan Regiment (also known as  e Duchess of Connaught’s Own Baluchistan Regiment of Bombay Infantry), 

taken during an expedition led by (Sir) Henry McMahon to the southern border of Afghanistan and northern Baluchistan. 

Following the drawing of the Durand Line in , created by the British to establish a buff er zone – Afghanistan – with 

a view to protecting the Indian Empire from a possible Russian invasion, McMahon’s  mission served to demarcate 

the border between these two countries from Gwazha as far as Koh-i-Malik Siah, a mountain which forms the meeting 

point of the boundaries of Afghanistan, Persia, and Baluchistan.  eir work included drawing up detailed topographic 

maps locating the  boundary demarcation pillars they erected (these publications remain available in the Survey of 

India collection at the British Library).

 e present album of photographs bears witness to the conditions of the expedition. Several images show the partici-

pants: apart from Captains McMahon and Walters also the surgeon Dr. Frederic Pinsent Maynard and the geographer 

George Passman Tate, who managed the surveying team. Other photos show the various British and Afghan delegations, 

the camps at Spintizha, Duganan, Chagai Fort, and Shorawak, an Afghan cemetery, nomad tents near Mehrab, wells, 

the ruins of Gudar-i-Shah, and views of the desert, but also soldiers of the Baluchistan regiment on parade, in combat 

training, and playing the bagpipes. One photograph, showing the British offi  cers and their team on the summit of Koh-

i-Malik Siah, “where three Empires meet”, was published by G. P. Tate in his  book “ e Frontiers of Baluchistan”; 

the others could not be traced in any publication or collection.

With a loosely inserted bifolium providing the “Names & nos. of Photographs” (from which the captions appear to 

be drawn), written and signed by G. P. Tate.

A well-preserved ensemble of largely unseen photos, documenting the demarcation of a tenuous border that continues 

to haunt geostrategic considerations in what has controversially been labelled the “Afpak” region.





Rare travel account

.  OPPENH EIM, Max von. Vom Mittelmeer zum Persischen Golf durch den Hauran, die Syrische 
Wüste und Mesopotamien.

Berlin, Dietrich Reimer, –. Large vo.  vols. XV, (),  pp. XIII, (),  pp. With  (instead of 
) folding maps in rear-cover pockets and numerous illustrations in the text and on photo plates. Original 
illustrated green cloth.  ,

First edition of this rare travel account by the diplomat, archaeologist and orientalist Max Oppenheim (–), a 

work that made his name as an expert on the orient. With numerous, mainly photographic illustrations.

Bindings rubbed; wants the large general map. Some slight browning; one map in vol.  loose with frayed edges.

Henze III, ff . OCLC .









First and only edition

.  W HIGH A M, H[enry] J[ames].  e Persian Problem. An examination of the rival positions of 
Russia and Great Britain in Persia with some account of the Persian Gulf and Bagdad Railway.

London, Isbister and Co., . vo. XVI,  pp. Folding map frontispiece and  full-page maps to the 
text,  as plates,  plates. Original sand buckram, title gilt to spine and upper board, top edge gilt, others 
uncut.  ,

First and only edition. Important regional study of the Arabian Gulf, published in response to the grant of the Baghdad 

Railway concession by the Ottoman Government to a German-backed consortium. Assesses the economic, military and 

political implications of rival claims in the various states of the area. Whigham was a well-connected Scottish author 

who emigrated to America and worked as drama critic on the Chicago Tribune, and as a war correspondent at the 

Spanish-American and Russo-Japanese Wars. A close friend and correspondent of British Persian Gulf opinion-makers 

Lord Curzon and Sir Percy Cox, Whigham wrote the book, based on his extensive travels in the region, at the request 

of Lord Curzon, who had “advised [him] to go to the Gulf [and] instructed his subordinate offi  cials in that part of the 

world to give me all the assistance in their power.” Whigham is probably best remembered as a prominent amateur 

golfer, winner of the second and third US Amateur Championships, and author of “How to play Golf”, the  rst golf 

instruction manual illustrated from action photographs.

Ink ownership stamp of Charles C. Sterrett, an American Presbyterian missionary to the Christian population in the 

region, to the front pastedown. Binding a little rubbed and spotted, endpapers foxed. Small inked library stamp and 

cancellation to the title page, otherwise very good.

Diba Collection , . Wilson . OCLC .









Trade with Oman and Bahrain

.  M ACL E A N, H. W. Trade with the Muscat Region. Report on the Condition and Prospects of 
British Trade in Oman, Bahrein, and Arab Ports in the Persian Gulf.

London, Eyre & Spottiswoode, . Folio ( ×  mm).  pp. Disbound. Top edge gilt.  ,

First edition of this rare and highly interesting commercial report. Maclean, Special Commissioner of the Commercial 

Intelligence Committee of the British Board of Trade, travelled to Muscat in February  and made detailed notes 

on the trade of Oman (imports, exports, coinage, weights, freight and course of trade). He then visited Bahrain and 

gathered information on its increasing trade before returning to Karachi via Bushire and Kuwait.  e notes on Bahrain 

provide a valuable insight into its economy, which – less than thirty years before the discovery of oil – still relied strongly 

on pearl  shing (“the annual value of pearls exported is estimated at , to ,”).

A few creases along folds, otherwise in excellent condition. No copies in Copac/Jisc; WorldCat locates a single copy 

at Gotha.

Cd. . OCLC .













 e only surviving documentation of Mshatta Palace in Jordan

.  BRÜ N NOW, Rudolf Ernst / DOM A SZ E W SK I, Alfred von. Die Provincia Arabia.

Strasbourg, Trübner, –. Small folio ( ×  mm).  vols. XXIV, , () pp. with heliogravure 
frontispiece,  illustrations,  plates and maps in the text, and  extra maps on  ff . XII, , () pp. 
with  illustrations and  plates. XIV, , () pp. with  illustrations and  plates. Publisher’s original 
half vellum and green boards.  ,

First edition: rare. A remarkably well-illustrated archaeological survey of sites in Syria, Jordan, and Lebanon, particularly 

valued for its account of Petra and of the palace of Mshatta in Jordan, a great monument of early Islamic art. With over 

 half tone illustrations, many full-page, and numerous splendidly produced plates (some folding or double-page, a 

few coloured).  e outstanding feature of the Mshatta palace was the intricately carved decoration on its facade. Today 

the complete facade, built in the mid-eighth century, exists only in Brünnow’s photographs (see vol. II).

Bindings slightly rubbed; upper joints of vol. III slightly split; stamp of the Meadville  eological School library to 

title page. A good, clean copy.

NYPL Arabia Coll. . OCLC .





“Secret” and “Con  dential”:  e making of the most famous map of Arabia

.  HU N TER, Frederick Fraser, British offi  cer and surveyor (–). Correspondence relating 
to Fraser’s classi  ed map of Arabia and the Gulf.

Mostly Simla and Dehra Dun, –. Ca.  items roughly arranged by correspondent, primarily 
inbound letters to Hunter but also retained drafts of outbound letters, telegrams, and some copy letters, 
many items marked “Secret” or “Con  dential”. Altogether ca.  pages. Various sizes. With two printed 
maps and one telegram loosely inserted. Bound in a folio volume of green half calf (ca.  ×  mm), 
spine labelled “Map of Arabia Notes – / F. F. Hunter / Vol. ”.  ,

 is letterbook containing correspondence on the research and preparation for F. F. Hunter’s “Map of Arabia and the 

Persian Gulf” () forms an important source that reveals the extensive and detailed work behind the production of 

a milestone in the mapping of the Arabian Peninsula.

When Hunter joined the Survey of India from the Indian Army in , he was ordered to produce an up-to-date map 

of Arabia. Hunter was well connected with the political agents and intelligence offi  cers who were at this time highly active 

gathering new information about a region that was of ever-increasing strategic signi  cance. As this volume of correspond-

ence reveals, reports and maps coming from this intelligence network provided much new topographical detail for his 

map.  e series of letters by Captain Maurice O’Connor Tandy (–), a key collaborator with extensive experience 

in the region, is particularly revealing in providing analysis of topographical details obtained from travellers and spies.

Principal correspondents include Col. Francis Becon Longe, Surveyor-General of India, including his letter of appoint-

ment (“I want you to compile a map of Arabia & the Persian gulf – in conjunction with Capt Tandy & Mr Lorimer of 

the Foreign Dept, Capt. Tandy will put you all right professionally & Lorimer will give you all the information. It is 

strictly con  dential [...]”,  Aug. ); other senior members of the Survey of India such as T. F. B. Renny-Tailyour, S. 

G. Burrard, and W. J. Bythell; but also the Intelligence Branch, the Imperial Library, and representatives of the Indian 

Foreign Offi  ce, Simla (“A great deal of fresh detail of the Arabian Coast in the Persian Gulf from Kuwait to Sazwa Bay 

including the Country inland [...] has recently been received which shows great alterations & additions to existing maps 

to be necessary”, Hunter writes to the Assistant Surveyor General, Simla, on  Jan. ).

 ere is an extensive series of lively correspondence with Capt. Tandy, for example discussing the explorer and political 

agent G. W. Bury: “he also undertook two journeys into the interior during which he made the map in  sheets, he 

went disguised as an Arab & is con  dent that no one suspected that he was anything else, when we were up country 

however we met chiefs from the districts he had visited & they assured us that they knew all the time that he was a 

Christian” ( June ).

Another extensive series of more than  letters and telegrams from John G. Lorimer focuses on the progress of the 

project and a controversy over the transliteration of names (“ e chief changes from my system are the use of Q instead 

of K in some cases, the showing of  nal H even when silent, and the omission of the vowel before or after (‘) where 

there is no vowel in Arabic”,  July ), recent travels in Arabia, information supplied by political agents and others, 

Hunter’s research including maps, charts, and other materials (many of them con  dential or secret) supplied to him to 

produce his map, including Capt. Prideaux’s “Rough map of Katar Peninsula Scale  inch =  Miles”, the progress of the 

project including redrawing sections, decisions on typography, and related subjects.

Hunter’s map was produced to accompany Lorimer’s “Gazetteer of the Persian Gulf”, and the two men worked very 

closely together, meaning that the letters from Lorimer in the current volume give particular insight into the progress 

of the map-making project. Hunter later reminisced on their time together: “Mr Lorimer, the draughtsman, and myself 

spent the winter of – in the Foreign Offi  ce at Simla – a building designed for summer use. We worked from ten 

to fourteen hours a day, often in overcoats and mittens, with our ink constantly freezing: good draughtsmanship was 

diffi  cult” (Hunter, “Reminiscences of the Map of Arabia and the Persian Gulf”, GJ  [], p. ).  e disagreements 

over transliteration delayed publication, but also gave an opportunity to redraw and improve the map, which was  nally 

published in  but, given its use of intelligence sources, was given a “Secret” classi  cation.

Occasional light edge nicks and fraying, more severe in the inserted maps; binding a little rubbed. Very well preserved 

in all.









 e  rst scienti  c account of Petra

.  M USIL , Alois. Arabia Petraea.

Vienna, Hölder, –. to.  in  vols. With  folding maps and one folding panorama. Numerous 
illustrations and plans. Original wrappers.  ,

First edition of this standard work on the region: the  rst scienti  c account of the Nabataean antiquities, including the 

ruins of Petra.  e Bohemian scholar Alois Musil (–) was  uent in  Arabic dialects. In  he had rediscovered 

the lost desert castle of Qusayr Amra (built c.  A.D.) in the Jordanian desert north of Amman. During WWI he was 

sent to the Middle East to thwart British operations against the Ottoman Empire, thus becoming the opponent of T. E. 

Lawrence. In  he helped establish the Oriental Institute of the Academy of Sciences in Prague.

With contemp. ownership “Dr. Zweig” on wrapper covers (in Hebrew and German). Some pages uncut; professional 

repairs to edges. Rare with all  volumes; no complete copy recorded at auction during the past decades.

Macro . Howgego III, M (p. ). Fück . NYPL Arabia coll. . OCLC .









Rare counterpart to Lorimer’s Gazetteer: “For Offi  cial Use Only.”

.  PAGET, William Henry / M A SON, A. H. / et al. (eds.). Frontier and Overseas Expeditions 
from India. Compiled in the Intelligence Branch of the Divisions of the Chief of the Staff  Army Head 
Quarters India. In six volumes. For offi  cial use only.

Simla, Government Monotype Press, –. vo.  vols. ( volumes &  supplements): v. . Tribes 
north of the Kabul River. . (), IV, XIX, (), , () pp. With  plans and  separate maps in both 
cover pockets.

Vol. , suppl. A. Operations against the Mohmands (including operations in the Khaiber, st–th May) . . (), 

II, (), , LVIII pp. With  maps in lower cover pocket.

Vol. . North-west frontier tribes between the Kabul and Gumal Rivers. . (), III, (), , () pp. With  folding 

plans and  separate map in lower cover pocket.

Vol. , suppl. A. Operations against the Zakka Khel Afridis . . (), , () pp. With  maps in lower cover pocket.

Vol. . Baluchistan and the First Afghan War. (), VII, (),  pp. With  folding tables,  plans ( folding), and  

separate folding maps in lower cover pocket.

Vol. . North and north-eastern frontier tribes. . (), IV, , () pp. With  maps and plans and  separate folding 

map in lower cover pocket.

Vol. . Burma. . X, (),  pp. With a folding map in lower cover pocket.

Vol. . Expeditions overseas. . (), X, (), , () pp. With  maps (many folding) and  separate folding maps in 

lower cover pocket.

Uniformly bound in contemporary quarter calf over green cloth covers with giltstamped spine labels.  ,

An excessively rare counterpart to Lorimer’s simultaneously published Gazetteer of the Gulf: like it, classi  ed at the time 

of its issuing as a con  dential British government document and still well-nigh unobtainable in the original printing, 

this third and last issue of Paget’s and Mason’s “Frontier and Overseas Expeditions” remains the most important single 

source on Raj-based military frontier operations carried out up to the First World War.  e work was  rst compiled in 

 by Colonel W. H. Paget as “A Record of Expeditions against the North-West Frontier Tribes”, with the intention of 

providing a “valuable guide” to such British commanders and policymakers as “might have future dealings with these 

turbulent neighbours”. It was revised in  by A. H. Mason of the Royal Engineers.  ree decades later, the frontiers of 

British in  uence had vastly expanded: they now reached to the borders of Afghanistan and Persia, and a newly compiled 

record of expeditions was urgently required. Under the editorship of Lieutenant C. F. Aspinall and Major R. G. Burton, 

the work known as “Paget & Mason” was thoroughly overhauled and expanded to six volumes, replete with maps and 

each dealing with a distinct geographical division, with two supplements. Only a few hundred copies would have been 

printed for circulation to British government departments, regimental libraries, and agencies.  e present set, issued 

to the th Division Military Society in  (later the Bareilly Brigade Military Library), bears the giltstamped copy 

numbers , , , , , , and  (supplement).

 e sixth volume deals in depth with “ e Arabian Peninsula and the Islands of Perim and Socotra”. It includes a 

sketch of the geographical situation before discussing in more detail the First Expedition to Ras-al-Khaimah in  

(“political causes – composition of the force – arrival at Masqat – arrival at Ras-al-Khaimah – description of Ras-al-

Khaimah – landing of main body – capture of Ras-al-Khaimah – bravery of enemy – burning of pirate vessels – losses 

– Lingeh – repulse of the troops – re-embarkation – daring action by Lt. Hall, I.N.

attack on Shanas – desperate resistance”). It is noteworthy that the British offi  cers here felt compelled to record the 

military gallantry of the al-Qasimi in their resistance to the British forces. Similarly, the Second Expedition to Ras-al-

Khaimah in  is treated, as is the Bani-Bu-Ali Expedition of  (mentioning the results of “bad diplomacy” and 

“bad tactics”, and citing the bravery of an Imam who displayed “great personal courage” while endeavouring to save an 

artilleryman). Further sections are given over to the islands of Perim (occupied in  and again in ) and Sokotra, 

of which British infantry took possession in  after “the Sultan would not come to terms”. 

Corners somewhat bumped, but altogether a tightly bound, handsome and well-preserved set.  and  stamps 

of the Bareilly Brigade Military Library to most volumes (but stamp of W. B. Salmon to the supplement to vol. ). 

Warning “For Offi  cial Use Only” stamped in gilt to spine labels throughout, with most title-pages being correspondingly 

imprinted (in red ink up to vol. ). As the publisher’s original inserted slip advises, the General Map of Afghanistan 

called for in the list of maps to volume  was not, in fact, completed and therefore was never issued with the set. Of the 

utmost rarity: not reproduced within the Cambridge Archive Editions series, although incomplete reprints appeared in 

Quetta in  and in Delhi in .

Provenance: ) th Division Military Society, ; ) Bareilly Brigade Military Library, /; ) U.S. private 

collection.

OCLC .









 e Social Structures and Tribes of Yemen

.  HU N T E R, F[rederick] M[ercer] / Sealy, C. W. H. / Mosse, A. H. E. An Account of the Arab 
Tribes in the Vicinity of Aden.

Bombay, Government Central Press, . Large vo.  vols. (), II,  pp.  genealogical tables ( 
folding) &  hand-coloured folding maps. Original green cloth gilt.  ,

First and only edition of this excessively rare manual on the tribal structures in the very area where the region’s biggest 

ongoing armed con  ict started in . Compiled initially in , the text was brought up to date in  by Captain 

A. E. Mosse.  e authors provide a chronological breakdown of the events, relationships and hostilities of each of the  

tribes in the Aden area. In addition, the work discusses the nature of each tribe (i.e. “a proud, warlike and independent 

race”), their income and their organisation, with notes on sub-tribes and their reigning families.  e appendix includes 

copies of the treaties and agreements signed between local tribes and the British, many of which led to the establishment 

of the British Protectorate.

Aden was ruled as a part of British India from  until , when it became a Crown Colony. Its proximity to 

Zanzibar, the Suez canal and Mumbai made it an important strategic possession in the British Empire. Hunter wrote 

the  rst account of some of the tribes surrounding Aden in his work “An Account of the British Settlement of Aden in 

Arabia” ().

Slightly rubbed and spotted. Old library shelfmarks to upper covers; some contemporary underlinings in coloured 

pencil.  e tables are at the end of the text volume, while the maps are stored loosely in a pocket in a separate volume.

Rare. Only two copies traced at auction within the last  years, one of which was lacking the maps showing the tribes 

of Yemen and the boundaries of the Aden protectorate.

Not in Macro.









British policy diff erences with Sheikh Butti bin Suhail Al Maktoum,
the ruler of Dubai

.  C ON F I DE N T I A L BR I T I SH  G OV E R N M E N T M E MOR A N DA ON T H E 
T RUCI A L C OA S T . Memorandum of information received during the month of January [–
December] , regarding aff airs in Arabia, the North-East Frontier and Burma.

[Calcutta], Foreign Offi  ce Press; Simla, G.M. Press, . Folio ( ×  mm).  parts in one volume. 
(), ; (), II, ; (), , (); (), , (); (), , (); (), ; (), ; (), ; (), ; (), , (); (), , (); 
(),  pp. Printed in single columns with blank space left at inner margins for notes. Half sheep over red 
cloth boards, rebacked, gilt-lettered spine.  ,

A full year’s worth of con  dential memoranda issued by Edward Henry Scamander Clarke (–), Deputy Secretary 

to the Government of India, providing a detailed picture of British relations in Arabia and Asia throughout .  e 

memoranda encompass Arabia (including Aden, Baghdad, Kuwait, Muscat, Bahrain, the Gulf, and the Trucial Coast), 

Tibet, Bhutan, Assam, and Burma.  e numerous and frequently extensive paragraphs dedicated to the “Arabian littoral 

of the Persian Gulf” not only discuss problems of charting and navigating the coastal waters, but also focus on defending 

British commercial interests in the region at a moment when the international trade was scrambling to access the Arabian 

pearl banks, while at the same time British authority was taking a dramatic plunge in the aftermath of the notorious 

“Dubai Incident” of  December , a botched gun raid operation that led to rising tensions between Britain and the 

people of the Trucial Coast. Items include notes on the desire of the “Wahabi Amir of Nejd”, Abdulaziz ibn Saud, to 

“come into closer relations with His Majesty’s Government”; proposed hydrographical surveys of possible approaches to 

Kuwait and Bahrain; a proposed enquiry into the causes of the depletion of the pearl banks in the Gulf, and the possible 

attitude of the local Arab tribes as well as foreign agents in the area; an investigation into possible business residences 

of Rosenthal Frères in Dubai and Bahrain, and the question of British  rms entering into the local pearling business; a 

proposal to secure written assurances from the Sheikhs of the Gulf not to extend pearl  shing concessions to foreigners; 

policy diff erences between Britain and the ruler of Dubai, Sheikh Butti bin Suhail Al Maktoum; piracy committed on 

a Dubai boat; the proposed establishment of British banks at certain port town along the Gulf coast; a discussion of the 

need for a treaty with the Qatar Sheikhs; the “question of the sovereignty over Katar”; the cancellation by the Sheikh 

of Sharjah of an excavation concession granted on Abu Musa island; the replacement of lost light buoys off  the Arabian 

Gulf coast; negotiations with Turkey over territorial diff erences; Kuwait and the Baghdad Railway; and the Ottoman 

occupation of Jazirat az Zakhnuniyah (off  the Saudi Arabian coast, between Bahrain and Qatar).

Further sections discuss treaties and trade agreements; expeditions and scienti  c missions; irrigation, shipping and 

railways, telegraph and postal networks, trade; arms traffi  cking; disturbances and risings; and British relations with 

Turkey and China. Also covered are the murder of Noel Williamson, assistant political offi  cer, Sadiya, and his party in 

the Panga Hills, Assam, and the subsequent Abor Expedition; the Chinese Revolution of  (Xinhai Revolution) and 

its impact in Tibet and Burma; and the Italo-Turkish War.

A few marks to text. Binding rubbed and marked at extremeties, spine recently rebacked. Extremely rare: no copy 

traceable in library catalogues internationally.









“Secret”: wartime notes and correspondence from the desk of the Aden Residency

.  Y E M EN   JACOB, Harold Fenton, British army offi  cer and Political Agent (–). 
A collection of papers from the Yemen Residency.

Mostly Aden, mainly –, with additional material to . Correspondence, memoranda, and notes 
in English and Arabic.  typescript pp. in-folio,  handwritten pp. in-to,  handwritten pp. in-vo. 
  ,

A collection of prewar and wartime notes and correspondence, some labelled “secret”, from the desk of the longtime 

First Assistant Resident in Aden, Lt. Col. Harold F. Jacob, who served in this capacity from  to  (and once the 

War started was also Chief Political Offi  cer to the Aden Field Force).

In a classi  ed report to a superior concerning tribal allegiances in Yemen and the threat of an Ottoman incursion, 

dated  June , he writes: “Interviewed the Abdali Sultan at Lahej yesterday and the following is what I have been 

able to elicit. .  e Sheikh Ibn Nasir Mukbil appears to be particularly anxious to secure our armed presence on the 

Haushabi border and Sheikh Husen Saleh the Azraki (our stipendiary) and Ali Ba Saleh the Haushabi Sultan’s Minister 

seem to be willing tools in his hand to eff ect that purpose. It must be remembered that Ibn Nasir Mukbil is still friendly 

to us or rather his unfriendliness is not proved. [...] It is hard to prophesy correctly in Arabia, and from a distance, since 

Arab politics change in so kaleidoscopic a fashion, but I am inclined to believe, even if there be certain hostile Turks 

and Arabs at Al Dareja, that the situation is not so critical as our friend the Abdali Sultan would have us believe. [...] [A]

s the Sultan of Lahej is able to procure at this stage  camels in  days I am strongly in favour of our engaging them 

since, if hostilities open, he will  nd it extremely diffi  cult to raise these numbers [...]”.

A telegram draft of  January  to the General Offi  cer Commanding Aden, likewise “secret”, Jacob writes: “Idrisi 

quite ready conclude supplementary agreement as outlined by Secretary of State (stop) [...] Says Farasan is part & parcel 

his sea-board and expects British protection from all outside interference (stop) Says British  ag, however, as repugnant on 

Farasan as would be at Jizan and likely draw Turkish vengeance as implying cession of Islands to us; further will preclude 

future favours qua arms from France and Italy (stop) I fully sympathize with both agreements and believe presence of 

 ag will place Farasan in category of annexation subject to ‘post-bellum’ adjudication (stop) [...]”.

Also, several items of Arabic correspondence, often with Jacob’s handwritten translation into English underneath. Also, 

a quantity of vo pencil notes in English and Arabic, some in the hand of another offi  cer (possibly the Aden Resident) 

and as early as , often not easily legible, apparently referring among other subjects to “Philby”, “How Turks lost the 

Yemen”, etc.

Jacob spoke Arabic  uently and knew the Qur’an intimately. As Political Agent in Aden and in the Hinterland he 

served on Lord Allenby’s staff  as an advisor on South West Arabia, where he became acquainted with Lawrence of Arabia. 

In  he published a book on Southern Arabia, “Perfumes of Araby. Silhouettes of Al Yemen”.

Edges brittle; some browning and folds, but altogether a well-preserved survival.









Ottoman Cartography: Mecca, the Hejaz and the Hajj

.  DA K HILIH NA Z A R ATA A ‘UMUR MUHA LI Y H W IL AYAT [Interior Ministry 
for Vi layet s].  Wilayat yawlalaa kharituh sydur [Road Maps of the Vilayets].

Istanbul, Dahiliye Nezareti Umur-Mahalliye-i Vilâyat Müdiriyeti, Hilâl Matbaas,  Rumi [=  CE]. 
Large to ( ×  mm).  bi-chrome lithographed double-page maps (each  ×  mm), with  
sheets of interleaved text, all contents unnumbered and entirely in Ottoman Turkish. Original half black 
cloth over red boards with cover bearing the title and the Tughra of Sultan Mehmed V Reshad in gilt .
  ,

 is is one of the rarest and most extraordinary works of late Ottoman cartography, produced by the Interior Ministry 

at the behest of the “Young Turks” regime on the eve of World War I. Published with text entirely in Ottoman Turkish, 

the atlas consists of  double-page maps, all of an extraordinary proto-modernist design, accompanied by detailed 

text explaining all of the road itineraries depicted. All of the maps are original productions, predicated upon the latest 

offi  cial sources supplied by both state engineers and private contractors. Of the maps, eight focus exclusively upon 

subjects from the Arab world, including a dedicated map of the Hejaz (with the Hejaz Railway and pilgrimage routes), 

as well as a map focussing upon Mecca and Jeddah.  e atlas provides by far and away the most comprehensive and 

accurate record of the road system throughout the Ottoman Empire, taken in the wake of an unprecedented wave of 

infrastructure development. Additionally, while not part of the technical remit of the work, the maps also provide a 

stellar overview of the Ottoman railway system, including the Hejaz Railway and the in-progress Anatolian-Baghdad 

Railway.  e atlas therefore gives the most authoritative historical accounts of the technical nature of the empire’s key 

corridors of military and commercial movement, as well as the most important routes of the Hajj Pilgrimage, during a 

critical historical juncture.

Internally remarkably clean and crisp, just some light natural oxidization of the original glue along the gutters of some 

leaves and light even toning to text pages, plus a few negligible stains, but overall in a very good condition.

Özege . Türkiye Diyanet Vakfý – Ýslâm Araþtýrmalarý Merkezi (ÝSAM) [Turkey Diyanet Foundation – Centre for Islamic Studies, 
Istanbul] . VÝL.Y. Dâhiliye Nezareti Umur-i Mahalliye ve Vilayat Müdürlügü Evraki [Archives of the Turkish Interior Ministry, Ankara] 
DH UMVM /. Istanbul Büyüksehir Belediyesi Atatürk Kitapligi [Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality Atatürk Library] . OCLC  
(listing the work, but not citing the locations of any examples). – Citations in recent academic publications: E. Erol,  e Ottoman Crisis in Western 
Anatolia: Turkey’s Belle Epoque and the and the Transition to a Modern Nation State (London, ), pp.  & . A. Kisa, “II. Mesrutiyet 
Dönemi’nde Bitlis Vilayeti’nde Karayollari” [Highways in Bitlis Province During the Second Constitutional Era], Tarih ve Gelecek Dergisi, Aralik 
, Cilt , Sayi  [Journal of History and the Future, December , Vol. , Issue ], pp. –, esp. pp. –.









Photographs taken by the author between  and 

.  MOR ITZ , B[ernhard]. Bilder aus Palästina, Nord-Arabien und dem Sinai.

Berlin, Dietrich Riemer, . Oblong folio ( ×  mm).  plates after photographs mounted on  
card mounts with captions, numbered – and a, b, a, a ( photos) and a, one map (numbered 
a), the images of varying sizes. Includes text booklet ( ff .,  pp.). Loose as issued in publisher’s cloth-
backed decorative portfolio boards, gilt lettered “Nord-Arabien und Sinai” on upper cover.  ,

A rare photographic record of the major sites and geographic features in Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Syria, Egypt and Palestine. 

 e images – taken for the most part by Moritz but some by Turkish friends in areas where he was prohibited from 

going – depict pilgrims on the Hajj to Mecca, Bedouins, the building of the Hejaz railway between Damascus and the 

holy cities of Mecca and Medina, Jiddah, Petra, and Mt. Sinai. Moritz (–) was an Arabist and archaeologist who 

from  to  headed the Khedival Library and Archive in Cairo. It was from there that he made numerous research 

trips to the Sinai and Hejaz, taking the present photographs between  and .

Plates and text are well preserved, with only a few occasional minor chips to the edges of the mounts. Portfolio 

uncommonly well preserved and only a little rubbed at the extremeties.

NDB XVIII, . OCLC .









Field guide for offi  cers during the Mesopotamian campaign (–),
with a folding map

.  MESOPOTA MI A . Indian Army General Staff . For offi  cial use only. Field notes. Mesopotamia. 
General staff , India. February . Including: Index to  eld notes, Mesopotamia, .

Calcutta, Superintendent Government Printing, India, . Small vo ( ×  mm). [],  (pp. f. 
printed on a single page, pp. – printed as three folding tables), [] pp. With large folding map and 
additional separately printed index in pocket at front. Original green cloth, printed title to spine and 
upper  ap. Ownership inscription of H. W. Leatham, Lieut., RAMC, dated April, .  ,

First edition of a  eld guide to Mesopotamia (Iraq), published on behalf of the General Staff  in India for the use of 

offi  cers serving in the Mesopotamian campaign during the First World War, stating on the binding and title-page “for 

offi  cial use only”.  e guide is divided into eight chapters, dealing with Iraq’s history, geography, population, resources, 

military strength, maritime power, administration and communication respectively.  e  fth and sixth chapter also 

contain valuable information on the Turkish military and maritime strength. Added to the present guide is many newly 

acquired information not present in the  guide. For example, the “list of routes” in the present guide contains  

routes from one city to another, compared to  routes in the  guide.  e routes are shown on the folding map. With 

the owner’s inscription of H. W. Leatham, Lieutenant in the British Royal Army Medical Corps, on the  rst  yleaf. A 

few small spots or stains. Binding only very slightly rubbed. Overall in very good condition.













Graded “Secret”

.  L AW R E NC E , T. E .   A R A B BU R E AU  HOG A RT H, David George). Secret. 
Handbook of Hejaz.

Cairo, Government Press, . vo. VI, , () pp. With folded outline map ( ×  mm, scale 
:,,) showing the Hejaz with the Hejaz railway, Mada’in Saleh and Al-’Ula marked, and a folding 
genealogical table. Original half cloth over printed boards.  ,

Extremely rare copy of the Arab Bureau’s intelligence manual for the Arab Revolt: the important second, expanded 

edition, compiled by T. E. Lawrence’s mentor, D. G. Hogarth, from multiple new sources which must have included 

Lawrence himself.  e manual was graded “Secret” and “For Offi  cial Use Only”, all copies to remain “the Property of 

H.B.M. Government”. It includes descriptions of the geography, population, districts and towns of the Hejaz (with a 

section on the “large oasis village” of El-’Ala and its date plantations), notes on the local tribes, political information, 

colourfully written accounts of the personalities among the ruling family and beyond, notes on the Muslim pilgrimage, 

on trade and industries, communications, and travel routes.

Dated  February , the book was issued by the Arab Bureau, established in Cairo the previous year under the 

auspices of the British Foreign Offi  ce to co-ordinate intelligence, propaganda and political activity in the Middle East 

during the Great War. It was based on information collected by the Admiralty War Staff , Intelligence Division, for 

the Admiralty’s Arabia Handbook, supplemented by native sources.  e  rst edition, written wholly by Hogarth and 

shorter by a full  pages, was rushed to the press in . It was soon challenged for certain omissions (by St John 

Philby, among others), and the present preface admits that “the development of events [...] has improved our knowledge 

of many physical features, as well as altered the social conditions, of Hejaz.  e  rst edition, therefore, which contained 

errors due to haste, has been recast by the hands responsible for its original appearance; and the second edition, now 

issued, is based, in considerably greater measure, on the evidence of persons who have actually visited the locality, and 

been in contact with its society”.

Exceedingly scarce: JISC locates just four holdings (Durham, Edinburgh, the British Library, and the Imperial War 

Museum); OCLC adds just one more, the only copy to be found outside the UK – at the U.S. Army War College, 

Pennsylvania. A reprint appeared in , and another a decade later within the Archive Editions series.  e printing 

code on the verso of the  nal leaf suggests that  copies were printed, but the only example ever to have appeared at 

auction was Peter Hopkirk’s copy of the   rst edition (Sotheby’s  Oct , lot ).

Printed cover slightly stained, but preserved in its entirely original state; interior complete and fresh. A principal 

source of information, “of major historic value to students of the Arabian Peninsula” (note to the  Falcon-Oleander 

Press reprint).

OCLC .





Arabians of Lawrence:  photographic portraits of sheiks & tribesmen,
by Lawrence of Arabia’s Chief of Staff 

.  ST IR LING, Walter Francis. “Arab Types”. Album of Arabian portrait photographs.

Syria, ca. . vo.  black and white photographs captioned in white, plus one repeat in a smaller print. 
Original board album, acquired from “M. Arthur, Beyrouth”. Paper label to upper cover: “Arab Types. 
Syria”.  ,

Small but fascinating collection of portrait photographs showing Arabian nobles as well as commoners, all captioned 

and the subject often identi  ed by name and tribe.  e photos, many of which are executed as highly expressive pro  le 

studies, were taken and assembled by Lt. Col. Walter Francis Stirling (–), Chief of Staff  to T. E. Lawrence. 

While the present photographs were taken during his time with Lawrence, whom Stirling revered, it is not his British 

comrades but rather the striking features of the sheikhs and bedouins on which this collection is focused. Among the 

images are “Sheik Gawaileh of Nejd, one of Lawrence’s Bodyguard”, and “Sheikh Hamondi, Friend of Lawrence”; others 

are more ominously identi  ed as “Yezidi Shepherd, Devil worshipper” or “Bad type of Hadadiyim Tribesman”. Of many 

noble tribesmen here depicted, such as Fauraz ibn Sha’laan, Emir of the Ruwalla, or Sheikh Daham al-Hadi, Paramount 

Sheikh of the Shammar tribe, these probably constitute the only photographic record.

Stirling was trained at Sandhurst and served in the Transvaal operation during the Boer War before being seconded 

to the Egyptian Army in . He spent  ve years patrolling with an Arab battalion on the Eritrean and Abyssinian 

borders.  roughout WWI he served at Gallipoli and the Palastinian campaign until he was appointed chief staff  offi  cer 

to Lawrence of Arabia, who called him “Stirling the imperturbable”. In , Stirling would re  ect on his famous wartime 

comrade: “From then [early ] throughout the  nal phase of the Arab revolt on till the capture of Damascus, I worked, 

travelled, and fought alongside Lawrence [...] We sensed that we were serving with a man immeasurably our superior 

[...] In my considered opinion, Lawrence was the greatest genius whom England has produced in the last two centuries 

[...] If ever a genius, a scholar, an artist, and an imp of Shaitan were rolled into one personality, it was Lawrence.” In 

 Stirling became advisor to Emir Feisal and Deputy Political Offi  cer in Cairo, then acting governor of Sinai and 

Governor of the Jaff a district in Palestine before moving to Albania in  to take up a position advising and assisting 

in the reorganisation of the Albanian Ministry of the Interior.









 e  rst photographic book to appear on the Nejd

.  PH ILBY, Harry St John Bridger]. Iraq in War Time. Al-Iraq   zaman al-harb.

Basrah, Government Press, []. Folio ( ×  mm). () pp. More than  photo prints. Original 
giltstamped green cloth.  ,

Intriguing photo publication of both Iraq and Central Arabia during the Great War, brought out by St John Philby at the 

end of the year , after he had served with the British administration in Baghdad from  to  and then travelled 

through the interior of the Arabian peninsula as head of a mission to Ibn Saud. Philby completed a great tour of the Nejd 

in nine months, covering some  kilometres. “Over  photographs were taken, some of which were later published 

in  in ‘Iraq in War Time’, the  rst photographic book to appear on Najd” (Badr El-Hage, p. f.).  e book, captioned 

throughout in English and Arabic (in which Philby was  uent) is divided into four sections: “Groups and Portraits” 

( illustrations); “Local Events” ( illustrations); “Views” ( illustrations, including “In Basrah City”, “Amarah”, 

“Nasiriyah”, “Baghdad”, “Najaf”, “Mosul”, “Suq al Shuyukh”, “In Persia”), and “A Tour through Central Arabia” ( 

illustrations). Among these are numerous equestrian images (“ e best Arab horse ‘Winchester’ owned by Fahud el 

Nasar”, “Well-known Basrah Race Horses”, “Arabs competing for a prize off ered for the best Arab mare”, “Judging the 

Arab mares”, “Winner of the Prize for Arab Mares” etc.), and the portrait section contains a veritable gallery of the 

sheikhs and political offi  cers of the Arabian scene during the Great War.  e tour of the Nejd shows fascinating images 

of Jeddah, Nafudh, Sakha, Madhiq, Riyadh, Al-Hafar, Saqtah Gorge, the Shamsiyah Garden, etc., as well as Arab chiefs 

and a group portrait with the anonymous tourist Philby himself, surrounded by his Bedouin escort. “Although Philby 

was an amateur photographer, and the quality of his photographs fails at times to be up to standard, his achievements 

were remarkable, and his photographs documented many towns and villages for the  rst time” (Badr El-Hage, p. ).

Near-indecipherable ownership inscription of Sheikh Abdulkareem bin Khaz’al, or possibly of the Sheikh of 

Muhammerah, Khaz’al bin Jabir bin Merdaw al-Ka’bi (–), to the verso of the rear free endpaper. A photograph 

of the Sheikh of Muhammerah appears in Part II. A few small scuff s and stains, corners bumped. A good copy of this 

rare and important work usually encountered only in poor condition.

Badr El-Hage, Saudi Arabia: Caught in Time, –, p. . Imperial War Museum ()/–. OCLC . Not in Macro or Wilson.









 e Treaties of Peace signed by all the Sheikhs of the Arab Tribes of the Gulf

.  PROT HERO, G. W. [ed.]). Persian Gulf: French and Portuguese Possessions.

London, H. M. Stationery Offi  ce, . vo. (), , () pp. (), , () pp. (),  pp. (),  pp. (),  pp., 
 nal blank f. (),  pp.  pp. (index). Publisher’s printed green cloth.  ,

A manual of “geographical, economic, historical, social, religious and political” information compiled for the British 

delegates to the Peace Conference that took place in Versailles in , here issued “for public use” for the  rst time. 

 e extensive section on the Arabian coastal regions includes not only detailed statistics (giving the population of Abu 

Dhabi, Dubai, and Sharjah at ,, ,, and , inhabitants, respectively), but also, in a separate appendix, the 

full text of the treaties signed between the United Kingdom and the Sheikhs and rulers of the “Trucial Coast” in  

and , including the names of all signatories: Sh. Hassan bin Rahmah for Ras al-Khaimah, Sh. Shakbout for Abu 

Dhabi, Sh. Zayed bin Syf for Dubai, Sh. Sultan bin Suggur for Sharjah, Sh. Rashid bin Hamid for Ajman, Sh. Abdullah 

bin Rashid for Umm al-Quwayn, etc.

Issued as vol. XIII of the “Peace Handbooks” by the Historical Section of the Foreign Offi  ce. Comprises in all: nos.  

(Persian Gulf),  (French India),  (French Indo-China),  (Portuguese India),  (Portuguese Timor), and  (Macao).

Binding slightly stained. Withdrawn from the University Library of Manchester (their ownership, bookplate, and 

deaccession stamp to endpapers). – Rare.

OCLC .









History of the Gulf region, with descriptions of Abu Dhabi, Dubai and Oman

.  M IL E S, Samuel Barrett.  e Countries and Tribes of the Persian Gulf.

London, Harrison and sons, . to.  vols. (),  pp. (), – pp.,  nal blank. With frontispiece 
portrait and  photographic plates. Contemporary stamped cloth with cover and spine titles.  ,

Second printing of the equally scarce   rst edition of this notable work of travel literature by the British Army offi  cer 

S. B. Miles, who served as a diplomat in various Arabic-speaking countries, notably Oman, which he came to know better 

than any other European of the time. His intent to revise the notes he had “jotted down on odd bits of paper as he rode 

through the desert on his camel” (Preface) was rendered impossible due to his failing eyesight. Five years after his death 

his widow decided to publish the manuscript as she found it, enriching it with Miles’s travelogue of Mesopotamia as 

well as an index.  e work includes the political and economic history of Oman and the Gulf as well as the history and 

geography of Dhofar, Arab tribes, and pearl  shing.  e plates show the forts at Bahila, Yabreen, and Rostak, as well as 

the house of Seyyid Hamed Bin Azzar at Rostak, a group of locals, and date palms, while the frontispiece depicts Miles 

resting in a chair wearing his sunglasses.

Binding slightly rubbed and soiled, cockling to upper cover of vol. , rebacked. A good copy of this popular work 

that saw re-issues in  and .

Cf. Ghani  (reprint of  only).









Interwar period agreements between the Western powers
and those of the Middle East

.  L E AGU E OF NAT IONS. Societe des Nations / League of Nations. Treaty Series.

Lausanne (Switzerland), League of Nations, Impriméries Réunis S. A., –.  vols. bound in , 
including: –, , – (paper), –, –, –, , –, –, , –, –, , , , 
–,  (paper). Indices of –, –, –, –, –, –. Vol.  with a folded map. Mostly 
blue cloth with giltstamped crest and spine title, original wrappers included in the binding.  vols. in 
original wrappers. Lithogr. coloured plate of a chart at the end of vol. / added.  ,

First and only edition: a substantial torso of the League of Nations Treaty Series (LNTS), the League’s offi  cially published 

collection of treaties and other international engagements. Begun in , it was discontinued in  (following the 

dissolution of the League) after  volumes.  e present set includes numerous important agreements reached during 

the interwar period between the western powers and those of the Middle East, such as Saudi Arabia, the Trucial States, 

Yemen, and Oman.

To cite but a few examples, vol.  includes the full Arabic and English text of the “Treaty of Friendship and good 

understanding between his Britannic Majesty and his Majesty the King of Hejaz and of Nejd and its dependencies. 

Signed at Jeddah, May , ”, authorized by Faisal Abdul-Aziz al Saud, Abdul-Aziz ibn Abdul-Rahman al Saud and 

Gilbert Clayton, pp. –, also noting: “Article . His Majesty the King of the Hejaz and of Nejd and its Dependencies 

undertakes to maintain friendly and peaceful relations with the territories of Kuwait and Bahrain, and with the Sheikhs 

of Qatar and the Oman Coast, who are in special treaty relations with His Britannic Majesty’s Government”, p. .

Vol.  includes the German and Arabic text as well as a French and English translation of the “Treaty of Friendship” 

between Germany and Hejaz, Neijd and dependencies of  in Cairo which was authorized by Stohrer, Sheikh Hafez 

Wahba, and Sheikh Fausan El Sabek, pp. –.

Vol.  includes the English text of the “Anglo-Muskat commercial treaty”: “[...] the Treaty of Friendship, Commerce 

and Navigation between Great Britain and Oman, signed on the eighth day of Shaban  H., corresponding to the th 

March, , will be prolonged by this writing notwithstanding all or any correspondence between His Late Highness 

Syud Faisal bin Turki and the Glorious British Government [...]” authorized by Taimur bin Faisal, Sultan of Muscat 

and Oman and R. Wingate, I.C.S.

Vol.  includes the English text of the “Anglo-Muscat Treaty prolonging for one year from February , ”, author-

ized by R. G. Hinde and Nadir, Muhammad bin Ahmad, Rashid, and Zubair in Muscat, pp. –.

Vol.  includes the “Agreement between Great Britain and Muscat renewing for a further period of one year from 

February th, , the Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation of March th,  [...]” in Arabic, French 

and English authorized by Said bin Tamur, Sultan of Muscat and Oman, and Major R. P. Watts, I.A., pp. –.

Vol.  includes the “Agreement between Great Britain and Mascat renewing for a further period of one year, from 

February , , the above Treaty of March , ” in Arabic, English and French, authorized by B. S.  omas, G. 

P. Murphy, and Hadji Zuber bin Ali “on behalf of his Highness Sayid Sir Taimur bin Faisal, K.C.I.E., C.S.I., Sultan 

of Maskat and Oman”, pp. –. Numerous further relevant treaties are referenced in the copious indices included 

with the series.

 ree sets of indices bound in separate volumes, the others bound with the treaties. Some of the original wrappers 

somewhat damaged when not included in the binding, but well preserved. Removed from the Champlain Library of 

the Université de Moncton, Canada (their shelfmarks to spines and stamps to edges); previously in the library of the 

University of Washington, Seattle, International Fisheries Commission (their stamps to some wrappers).









 e Mandate Reports on Palestine and Trans-Jordan

.  PA L E ST IN E  M A N DAT E R E PORTS TO T H E L E AGU E OF N AT IONS . 
Report by His Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom [...] on the Administration of Palestine 
and Trans-Jordan.

London, His Majesty’s Stationery Offi  ce, –. Large vo ( ×  mm).  volumes bound in . 
Includes  folding maps and  folding diagrams, a number of which colour-printed. Modern half calf 
with marbled boards and giltstamped titles to spines.  ,

A near-complete run of mandate reports on Palestine and Trans-Jordan from  onwards, mostly published under 

Britain’s mandate from the League of Nations, comprising both the relevant Colonial series and the Command Papers 

series as presented to parliament.

As early as , when the joint British, French and Arab military administration over the formerly Ottoman Levantine 

provinces was transformed into a civil authority, Britain’s High Commissioner of Palestine was required to  le regular 

reports to the Colonial Offi  ce on the operations of this new administration. From  onwards, when Britain was granted 

the Mandate for Palestine and Trans-Jordan, these reports were adapted for the Council of the League of Nations.  ey 

cover the  nances and taxation, customs and trade, law and legislation, education, public health, public transport and 

immigration in Mandatory Palestine, also detailing the various security problems and sectarian strife in the territory 

and covering the establishment of the Palestine Gendarmerie, its transformation into the Palestine Police Force, the 

introduction of military units and sources and causes of violence.  e reports were discontinued with the advent of the 

Second World War.

 e present set includes: An interim report on the civil administration of Palestine during the period st July  

– th June  [Cmd. ]. Palestine. Disturbances in May, . Reports of the Commission of Inquiry ... [Cmd. 

]. Miscellaneuous No.  () [Cmd. ]. Correspondence with the Palestine Arab Delegation and the Zionist 

Organisation [Cmd. ]. Mandate for Palestine ... [Cmd. ]. Papers relating to the elections [Cmd. ]. Proposed 

formation of an Arab Agency [Cmd. ]. Appendices to the Report ... for the year  [Colonial No. ]. Report ... 

on the Administration Under Mandate of Palestine and Transjordan for the year  [Colonial No. ]. Report ... to 

the Council of the League of Nations ... for the year  [Colonial No. ]. Report ... to the Council of the League of 

Nations ... for the year  [Colonial No. ].  [Colonial No. ].  [Colonial No. ].  [Colonial No. ]. 

 [Colonial No. ]. Palestine. Statement of Policy by his Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom [Cmd. ]. 

Palestine. Report on Immigration, Land Settlement and Development [Cmd. ].  [Colonial No. ].  [Colonial 

No. ].  [Colonial No. ].  [Colonial No. ].  [Colonial No. ].  [Colonial No. ]. Statistical 

Abstract of Palestine , Palestine Royal Commission  [Cmd. ].  [Colonial No. ]. Palestine Partition 

Commission Report  [Cmd. ].  [Colonial No. ]. Miscellaneous No.  (). Correspondence between 

Sir Henry McMahon […] and the Sherif Hussein of Mecca July –March . [Cmd. ]. Palestine Statement of 

Policy [Cmd. ].

Extensive sets as ours are extremely rare in the trade; the last set sold at auction did not contain a single volume of the 

Command Papers series (Christie’s , sale , lot ), as present here.

Cf. Khalidi/Khadduri, Palestine and the Arab-Israeli con  ict. An annotated bibliography, nos. , , – & .









Signed presentation copy

.  ROT HSCHIL D, Maurice Edmond Charles de. Voyage de M. le baron Maurice de Rothschild 
en Éthiopie et en Afrique orientale anglaise (–). Resultats scienti  ques. Animaux articulés [...].

Paris, Imprimerie Nationale, . Folio (ca.  ×  mm).  vols. XVII, (),  pp. (), –, () 
pp. With  folding maps and illlustrations in the text. Vol. III (atlas): half-title and  engraved plates,  
of which in original hand colour, with descriptions. Original printed wrappers; vol. III in contemporary 
half cloth. Stored in decorative full cloth slipcases.  ,

First edition. Signed presentation copy, inscribed by the author to the entomologist and carcinologist Eugène Louis 

Bouvier (–), who wrote the introduction to this elaborate entomological work: “A Monsieur le Professeur Bouvier, 

à qui je dois toute ma reconnaissance pour avoir mené à bonne  n cet important ouvrage faisant le plus grand honneur 

à sa haut compétence et à son grand dévouement à la sciene [...]”.

Between the years of  and  Maurice de Rothschild (–) led and  nanced a collecting expedition in 

East Africa, travelling from Djibouti, across Eritrea to Ethiopia and Kenya.  e collected specimens were presented to 

the Paris Natural History Museum. A large number of entomologists, including Charles Rothschild (–), worked 

on the specimens, their descriptions – some in Latin – being published in the  rst two volumes. A total of  specimens 

were named ‘rothschildi’, although not all of them are today known by this name.  e third volume, containing exquisite 

colour illustrations of the insects, occupied a similarly large number of artists.

Uncut. Bindings somewhat worn; interior crisp and clean. A very well preserved copy of this elaborate work. Rare: a 

single copy in auction records.

BM (NH) VIII, . Not in Nissen or Pankhurst.









Unrecorded account of a British reception of the Trucial Sheikhs in 

.  L OGBOOK OF H MS EF F INGH A M IN T HE GU LF . L A R K EN, Francis Wyatt 
Rawson, Royal Navy offi  cer (–). Unpublished manuscript journal of a British voyage to the 
Gulf, containing a hitherto unrecorded account of a meeting with the Rulers of the Emirates.

Middle East, mainly Arabian Peninsula, Persia, Africa, and India, –, with additional material 
to .  volumes of Royal Navy offi  cer journals. Folio ( ×  mm). Ca.  +  +  manuscript 
leaves with printed title-pages, printed headings and rules throughout. With  charts and plans and  
technical drawings in pen-and-ink and watercolour on card, mounted on stubs, nearly all full-page,  
gelatin silver print photographs mounted on interleaves (many depicting ships at sea), and a few other 
typescript documents bound in. Original two-tone cloth bindings with red spine-labels (chipped) and 
printed paper labels with Larken’s ownership inscriptions to front covers. Includes additional collections 
(see below).  ,

A unique primary source, and a rare privately owned, unpublished Western document about the Middle East: the man-

uscript journals of a British Navy offi  cer’s tour of the Gulf in the early s, including a richly detailed account of a visit 

to Dubai and an on-board reception of the Trucial Sheikhs on  December . While not enumerated individually, 

at the time these were Sheikh Shakhbut bin Sultan Al Nahyan (–) of Abu Dhabi, Sheikh Saeed bin Maktoum Al 

Maktoum (–) of Dubai, Sheikh Sultan bin Saqr Al Qasimi (d. ) of Sharjah and his cousin Sheikh Sultan 

bin Salim Al Qasimi (–) of Ras al-Khaimah, Sheikh Rashid bin Humaid Al Nuaimi (–) of Ajman, Sheikh 

Hamad bin Abdullah Al Sharqi of Fujairah, and Sheikh Ahmad bin Rashid Al Mualla (–) of Umm Al Quwain.

 e keeper of the journals, the -year-old Acting Sub-Lieutenant Wyatt R. Larken, proves himself a shrewd observer 

throughout – indeed one who in his youthful candour straightforwardly commits to paper the political and cultural biases 

of his class which a more experienced offi  cer might have chosen to couch in more diplomatic terms, thereby sometimes 

revealing Britain’s contemporary colonial attitudes with unexpected frankness.

Perhaps most interesting of all is his account of the Sheikhs’ visit on board the HMS Effi  ngham, a Royal Navy heavy 

cruiser just returning from Abadan: “At  the Trucial Sheikhs and their followers numbering in all some  came 

onboard.  e object of this visit is to impress the Sheikhs with the might and length of the British Navy’s Avenging 

Arm!  e truce which they hold with the British Government and which binds them to peaceful ways is sometimes 

overlooked by them and though it does not so much matter their  ghting among themselves it becomes more serious 

when they interfere with white men.  is is especially vital at the moment as we are preparing an Indian Air Mail Route 

down the Arabian Gulf of the Persian Gulf for when our agreement with the Persian Government comes to an end it 

will in all probability not be renewed”.

Larken goes on to describe how the Sheikhs, whose descendants would shake off  British dominion and rule independ-

ent Emirates within a little more than four decades, are given a tour of the battleship: “ ere were some  or  of the 

higher cast on board and these were taken round the ship by the Admiral and the Captain while their followers stayed 

on the Q[uarter] D[eck]. A torpedo was  red – also a full charge round from a gun.  is they watched from the Bridge 

and having all been supplied with cotton wool and having stood with  ngers in ears they remarked afterwards ‘What do 

you want cotton wool in your ears for.’  is was of course not at all according to drill but the situation was dealt with by 

the Captain who said ‘If you had been at the Gun you would not have liked to be without it.’  ey all then congregated 

on the Q.D. where the band played.  ey then left in their respective barges – ornate and rather splendid motor dhows, 

the various Sheikhs receiving salutes the number of guns ranging from  to  in ratio to their importance.  ey brought 

us gifts of Beef and Melon Jelly (neither of particularly sanitary appearance) and they were sent away with Gold Flake 

Cigarettes and chocolate. Every man carries his broad curved belt knife – heavily set with worked silver – and the chief 

ones wore splendid ‘Bournous’ of gold work cloth. All were  ne upstanding men very much like the Sheik of  ction […] 

In the evening a searchlight display was given for the further impressment of the Arabs”.

 e Effi  ngham’s cruise of the Arabian Peninsula and the Gulf lasted from  October to  December . During 

this time she visited Aden, Muscat, Sohar, Sur, Khasab and Khor al-Jarama in modern Oman, as well as Dubai and the 

island of Sir Abu Nu’ayr in what is now the UAE. Included with these highly remarkable journals is a set of memorabilia 

from Larken’s later career:

) Larken’s personal gilt braid commander’s epaulettes, black felt bicorn hat with gilt braid and button, and leather 

sword belt with gilt metal buckle, all stored in a maroon velvet-lined metal case ( ×  ×  mm).

) Commander’s Standing Orders for the HMS  eseus ( March ). Larken’s personal copy as commander.  

mimeographed typescript leaves, signed by Larken in blue ink on  rst leaf, string-bound in original blue cloth-backed 

boards with pictorial collotype label mounted to front board. Folio ( ×  mm).

) A silver cigar case with cedar lining, engraved with names of British soldiers (one name in Chinese), probably  

( ×  ×  mm).

) A collection of  printed books from Larken’s personal naval library.

Provenance: acquired from the Larken family.









“One must seek to replace resentment towards the Arabs with psychological 
understanding and an honest desire for co-operation”

.  EINSTEIN, Albert, German physicist and Nobel laureate (-). Typed letter signed (“A. 
Einstein”). Berlin,  Nov. . to. ½ pp.  .
In German, to the Austrian politician and writer Heinrich York-Steiner, a pioneer of Zionism, in answer to a request 

for permission to reprint a statement on Palestine. Einstein expresses his deepest admiration for York-Steiner’s book 

“Die Kunst als Jude zu leben” (), which he has read in its entirety, fully agreeing with its analysis and  nding it 

gratifying that the book has attracted so much interest. Einstein writes that he has published various items about recent 

con  icts with the Arabs and is unaware to which one York-Steiner refers, but gives permission to reprint whatever he 

 nds appropriate. Einstein writes that he became acquainted with the concept of Zionism only in , at the age of 

, after moving to Berlin, having previously lived in a totally neutral environment. “But ever since then it has been 

clear to me that to maintain, or rather regain, an existence in decency, we Jews have an urgent need to revive a sense 

of community. I recognize Zionism as the only eff ort that brings us closer to this goal. However, it is now necessary to 

ensure that this movement avoids the danger of degenerating into blind nationalism. Foremost, I feel, one must seek to 

replace resentment towards the Arabs with psychological understanding and an honest desire for co-operation. In my 

opinion, overcoming this diffi  culty will be the  nal touchstone on which will depend our community’s right to exist 

in a higher sense”. Unfortunately, Einstein must acknowledge that the attitude in offi  cial circles and the majority of 

published statements leave much to be desired in this regard.

On headed paper; small tears to centerfold re-backed.









Presentation copy inscribed to Saleh bin Ghalib Al-Qu’aiti,
Sultan of Shihr and Makalla

.  SA ID RU ET E , Rudolph. Said bin Sultan (–), Ruler of Oman and Zanzibar. His Place 
in the History of Arabia and East Africa.

London, Alexander-Ouseley, (). Large vo. XVIII,  pp. With half-title, frontispiece portrait,  
black-and-white plates, folding map and “Genealogical table of members of the Al Bu Said dynasty”. 
Publisher’s original blue cloth, title gilt on spine & upper cover, Said bin Sultan name gilt in Arabic on 
upper cover.  ,

Rare  rst edition: presentation copy from Said-Ruete to Sir Saleh bin Ghalib Al-Qu'aiti, Sultan of Shihr and Makalla 

(ruled –), inscribed in green ink: “To / His Highness  e Sultan / of Shiher and Makalla / Saleh bin Galib Alcaity 

/ a token of sincere esteem / by the Author. / London, May th ”. Below this is pasted a printed bookplate in Arabic.

 e Qu'aiti Sultanate of Shihr and Mukalla, in the Hadhramaut region of the southern Arabian Peninsula (now 

Yemen), was the third largest kingdom in Arabia after the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and the Sultanate of Oman. While 

the monarchy was toppled by communists in  and Sultan Ghalib II was forced to abdicate, the Qu'aiti royal family 

still thrives in exile.

Said-Ruete was the son of Princess Salma (–), daughter of Sayyid Sai’id ibn Sultan (–), ruler of 

Oman and Zanzibar.  e Princess married Friedrich Ruete, a clerk at the German embassy, and lived for  years as a 

widow in Germany.  eir son Rudolph produced this remarkable survey of his grandfather’s life and times, considered 

as important as Vincenzo Maurizi‘s “History of Seyd Said, Sultan of Muscat” (London ). Sayyid Said ibn Sultan 

became the ruler of Oman in , when he was about  years of age. After defeating the opposition with British help 

he determined to reassert Oman's traditional claims in East Africa. He eventually succeeded, and in about  shifted 

his capital to Zanzibar, where he introduced the cloves that became the foundation of the island's economy. He also 

controlled the Arab traders that brought back slaves and ivory from the African interior. In this monograph the author 

highlights the early history of Oman, the rise of Said ibn Sultan to power in Oman and Zanzibar, and his relations with 

foreign powers (France, England, and the United States). In his foreword to this work, Major General Sir Percy Cox 

identi  es the establishment of an Arab dominion in Zanzibar as Sultan Said's most lasting achievement.

Minimal wear to extremeties; insigni  cant spotting to  rst few leaves as common. A beautiful copy.

Macro . OCLC .









Private photographs of a visit to the oil  elds of the APOC, by the founder of Toc H

.  A NGLO PERSI A N OIL COMPA N Y  PHOTOGR A PHS . CH A PPELL, Henry 
Pegg (photographer)]. A Christmas pilgrimage to the Anglo-Persian Oil Co. in Persia made by P.B.C.. 
S.C.. H.P.C.

[Greece, Palestine, Iran, Iraq, Egypt, –]. Oblong photograph album (. ×  cm). (), ( blank) 
ff . With  sepia photographs (ca.  × . cm).   ,

Album of personal photographs, commemorating a journey in – to the oil  elds in modern Iran and Iraq, by a 

trio of travellers which included the Reverend Philip “Tubby” Clayton (–), the founder of the Toc H movement.

Several photographs show Galilee, Jerusalem, Rutbah Wells (Ar-Rutbah) and about  show “  elds”, mostly the main 

oil  eld at Masjed Soleyman, and its gas separator.

In  Clayton was invited by the director of the Anglo-Persian Oil Company, the predecessor of the British Petroleum 

Company, “to inspect the work among the Company units in Persia and the Middle East generally” (Harcourt).  ey 

visited the oil  elds near Tehran, Ahvaz, Haftkel, Mohammerah, Basra and Masjed Soleyman. After a journey to Cairo 

and Alexandria they boarded an oil tanker for the return journey to Britain.  is journey inspired Clayton to plead 

passionately for improvements to the life of the crews of oil tankers. He described “carrying oil by sea” as “the most 

lonely job on the world’s waters” (Clayton). In  he became chaplain of Anglo-Saxon Petroleum’s tanker  eet and 

would subsequently sail on multiple tankers.

 e photographs must have been taken by Henry Pegg Chappell (–), since the other members appear he is 

the only member not present in the photographs and he does not, and only Clayton who completed the journey by oil 

tanker. A carbon copy of a typed list describing all photographs is inserted in the album.

Binding slightly worn at the extremities. Paperclip and staple on the typescript rusted. Otherwise in very good 

condition. Provenance: inscription on title-page, probably by the three travellers.

Clayton, “In a tanker”, in:  e Times ( March ), p. ; Harcourt,  e impudent dreamer, pp. –.









Directory of the tribes of the Transjordan districts – author’s presentation copy

.  PE A K E , F[rederick] G[erard]. A History of Trans-Jordan and its Tribes. By El Fariq F. G. Peake 
Pasha.

Amman, no publisher, June . Folio (ca.  ×  mm). (),  ff . (), – ff . With numerous 
genealogical plates printed in red and green (of which  folding) in the nd volume. Original printed 
 exible boards with cloth-reinforced spine (vol. ); vol.  bound in modern half calf with cloth covers, 

preserving original printed upper wrapper within.  ,

Rare history of the Emirate of Transjordan (today the Arab Kingdom of Jordan), then a British protectorate. Presentation 

copy from the author to Ahmed Salem el Sakrun of the Arab Legion and inscribed by him to “my friend Ahmed Eff endi 

Hsein El Amawi as a remembrance, Amman ..” on inside of upper wrapper.

 e second volume contains not only the  rst volume’s index, but also an annotated directory of the tribes of the 

various districts of Transjordan, comprising extensive tables, genealogies, and introductory essays on each tribe. With a 

separate index to the tribes and a bibliography at the end of the volume. Major-General F. G. Peake (–), known 

to the Jordanians as “Peake Pasha”, served under Lawrence of Arabia and formed the “Arab Legion”, the territory’s regular 

army, in the early s. He was later appointed Major-General in the army of the Emirate of Transjordan. Upon his 

retirement in  he was succeeded in his command by John Bagot Glubb.

Title of vol.  trimmed and mounted on blank leaf; some light spotting or soiling;  nal leaf a little stained, slight 

fraying to edges at beginning and end, original printed upper wrapper rubbed and stained, lacking lower outer corner. 

Spine of vol.  a little chipped, else  ne.

Mimeographed typescript, printed on one side throughout. No copy in British Library.

OCLC .









“Tell him I saw the fraudulent Abdulla, the other day. Exactly as he was,
body & mind. Now, that’s the way”

.  L AW R ENC E, T[homas] E[dward], British explorer, intelligence offi  cer, and writer (–
). Autograph letter signed (“TE Shaw”).

Southampton,  July . vo.  pp. and  lines on bifolium.  ,

“Dear Lady Young I wonder if you (and His Ex.) are still there? Your letter to me sat at  Smith Square (Sir H. B. not 

knowing my whereabouts) till last night, when I called and collected it. I am sorry. Most of my addresses are like that. 

Would you be so good as to register / T. E. Shaw / Clouds Hill / Moreton / Dorset / as my likeliest spot, in future? It 

represents my cottage on the heath, which will be home after March when the RAF bring themselves, not reluctantly, to 

dispense with my help? I’m sorry not to have seen you. I wanted, while you were yet in Nyasa-land, to beg of His Ex.  e 

rectangular skin of a small ( sq. yard) lion, for my hearth-rug. But Ronald Storrs whom I saw at Southampton about a 

month ago told me you had been promoted to his province, and that there were no lions. Ronald was physically a very 

sick man. Mentally he was  ghting hard to keep brisk… too hard for his health, I fear.  e wreck of an old companion 

is too near a sight for sorrow, even. I hope Africa suits, after your trial of Asia and Europe. My respects to the Governor! 

Tell him I saw the fraudulent Abdulla, the other day. Exactly as he was, body & mind. Now, that’s the way. / Yours 

sincerely TE Shaw / A poor letter: but I picture you again in Africa, and my squib spluttering in the void”.

Between  to , Abdullah I of Jordan worked with the British guerrilla leader T. E. Lawrence (with whom he 

had actually never jarred), and played a key role as architect and planner of the Great Arab Revolt against Ottoman rule, 

leading guerrilla raids on garrisons. From  until his assassination in , Abdullah ruled Jordan,  rst as Emir under 

a British Mandate from  to , then as King of an independent nation from  onwards.









British post-war intelligence on the Middle East

.  SECR ET. G.H.Q. M.E .F. W E EK LY MILITA RY I N T E L LIGE NC E R E V IE W.

[Jerusalem, General Headquarters Palestine],  May  –  Feb. . Folio ( ×  mm).  issues. 
Together (),  pp. With  photographs,  plate of graphs showing incidents in Egypt, June–July , 
 folding plan of Persian Azerbaijan,  folding plan of Greece and Western Turkey, and  folding map of 
Middle East Intelligence. Original printed stapled wrappers.  ,

An intriguing specimen of British post-war intelligence documentation rarely seen in the trade, focussing on but not 

limited to the Middle East. Based on the Middle Eastern Intelligence services’ zones of major responsibility and their 

spheres of interest (see the map in vol. ), their reviews cover a vast range of topics.  ey not only outline the Anglo-

Egyptian treaty negotiations and the political situation in Libya, Palestine, and Syria, but also discuss the Arab League 

(photograph of a meeting of the League in vol. ), terrorist attacks carried out by Jewish illegal forces in Palestine, 

the struggle with illegal immigration (a photograph showing a boat of immigrants in vol. ), and political Zionism. 

However, the reviews also cover the political and economic situation in Germany, the problem of former Nazi sym-

pathisers regaining positions of power and security (sketched out in the case of “Dr. Drecksacker”), and include an 

eye-witness report by an SS man employed at the Auschwitz concentration camp, translated into English. British views 

on Russia make up another signi  cant part, including the reprint of an article by the American journalist Brooks 

Atkinson, published in the U.S. magazine “Life”, accusing Soviet leaders of “group paranoia”, as well as analyses of 

Russian broadcasts with respect to Middle Eastern countries. Moreover, the reviews outline British relations with Greece 

and the Balkans, France, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, Italy, Turkey and Kurdistan, Romania, and India, while also discussing 

the organisation and functions of the U.N.

Despite the imprint indicating a print run of  copies, none can be traced on WorldCat. A -volume set was sold 

at Christie’s in .

Wrappers have stamps of the “Assistant Director of Medical Service rd Divisions”. Traces of rust near the staples. 

 e  rst two pages of vol.  loose; a small tear on pp. f. of vol. , as well as a small  aw to the title-page of vol. , 

neither touching the text.

A rare window into the issues that concerned the British military intelligence following WWII.









 e Jewish insurgency in Mandatory Palestine: “Only your reluctance to be killed for 
their faults will teach the Government that it is up to them to clear the position”

.  PA L E ST IN E   ROBERT GEORGE CON WAY POOLE , British brigadier-general 
(–). Photo album. “rd Infantry Brigade Scrapbook –”.

Palestine, –. Oblong folio ( ×  mm).  original photographs ( loosely inserted, sizes 
 ×  mm and smaller) mounted on  leaves, together with newspaper clippings, letters, orders, set-
tlement search map, Christmas cards and sport programme. Blue half morocco. Together with two other 
albums containing  photographs, mostly relating to Poole’s family and his time in India, an offi  cial 
letter from the Lord Chamberlain informing him of his award of the CBE in , and large-format loose 
portrait photograph.  ,

An exceptional album containing a wide range of large-format images compiled by the Commanding Offi  cer of  

Brigade of st Infantry Division during the end of British rule in Palestine.  e events documented take place before 

the background of the growing insurgent activity of Jewish paramilitary groups such as the Irgun, Lehi, and Haganah 

and the bitter Jewish-Arab  ghting foreshadowing the  Arab-Israeli War, immediately prior to the expiration of the 

British Mandate and Israel’s Declaration of Independence.

 e album begins in / with a Ri  e Meeting in Egypt before moving to Haifa and the establishment of Brigade 

Headquarters at the Lev Carmel Hotel. Several important photographs show the illegal immigrant ships in Haifa docks, 

with press clippings of “Operation Agatha” and the King David Hotel bombing, and associated photographs and maps 

culled from G.H.Q. Middle East Land Forces Weekly Intelligence Brie  ngs, showing Jewish settlement searches, arrests 

of insurgents, discoveries of arms caches and Athlit Detention Camp for suspect terrorists. Other operations to curtail 

Jewish attacks are shown, including those of “Igloo” and “Elephant”.

With regard to the Arab population, there are some large-format images of the parade and “Presentation of the Ramad 

Gun to Nablus June ”, which appears to be a large public relations exercise, and the “Programme of Visit of HM 

King Abdulla of Transjordan to rd Infantry Brigade”, contrasting with photographs of the demolition of an “Arab’s 

sniper’s nest in Manshiya”.  ere are photographs of major military exercises in Transjordan, as well as a visit with the 

Commander-in-Chief across the Allenby Bridge, while Poole himself can be seen directing operations involving tanks 

and infantry on the Mediterranean sea front. An original propaganda lea  et by the Irgun Tsvai Leumi warns British 

soldiers to “avoid getting mixed into the trouble with this country’s men” rather than “risk [their] life every day so that 

the Government may have  more years to make up its mind to clear out of Palestine” (“picked up in Nathanya Mar, 

”).  e lighter side of the British offi  cer’s command, living under the frequently documented threat of death by 

mortars, bombings, and landmines, is re  ected in a snapshot of Poole taking a dip in a lake (pasted above a “remarka-

ble photograph” showing the burning King David Hotel) and the Monty-Pythonesque “Standing Orders” for the rd 

Brigade’s “Gold  sh Squadron” (“Intimidation of the Gold  sh by tapping the glass sides of the tank or by making faces 

or by violently disturbing the water is forbidden”).

Poole was born into a military family and served with the King’s Own Yorkshire Light Infantry from Sandhurst in 

. During World War II he commanded a battalion and later brigades in Burma. After  Poole was posted to 

Palestine and Egypt, where he set a record by commanding  Brigade of st Infantry Division for over  ve years until 

.  e following year he was appointed Aide-de-Camp to the Queen.

Occasional light browning and dampstaining;  leaves show cuts (aff ecting one photograph). A few marginal tears, 

one leaf detached. Covers lightly stained, extremities somewhat rubbed. A unique and important survival.









HRH King Saud of Saudi Arabia visits Germany: a full photographic account by his 
German personal protection detail, with a signed portrait of the King

.  SAUD BIN A BDUL A ZIZ A L SAUD, King of Saudi Arabia (–). Photo album of 
King Saud’s  visit to Germany, entitled “S. M. König Saud von Saudi-Arabien zu Besuch in der BR. 
Deutschland vom ..–..”, including a signed portrait photograph of King Saud on the  rst page.

Southern Germany, July/August .  black-and-white photographs, ca  ×  cm each, tipped in to a 
brown patent leather album of  leaves with gilt cover rules and handwritten spine label “Besuch König 
Saud ” (large to, ca.  ×  cm). Captioned in German in blue ballpoint throughout, with numerous 
newspaper clippings and other relevant ephemera.  ,

Unique photograph album comprised exclusively of previously unknown, unpublished material, documenting HRH 

King Saud’s  ve-week visit to Germany in the summer of . Providing the perspective not of a press photographer 

but of a participant with privileged access throughout, it was apparently assembled by a member of the German security 

detail, a special unit of the Federal Government’s detective squad which provided necessary local backup to the King’s 

own bodyguards.

King Saud arrived in Freiburg im Breisgau by train from Venice, on the evening of  July, accompanied by his brother 

HRH Muhammad bin Abdulaziz Al Saud; his uncle Ahmad bin Abdul Rahman Al Saud; the mayor of Riyadh, Prince 

Fahd bin Faisal bin Farhan; and four of his sons, as well as an entourage of some  persons. In Freiburg he visited his 

daughter Nour bint Saud, who was being treated at the University Hospital for severe burns sustained the previous year. 

 e album shows King Saud’s triumphal entrance at the train station, him granting an audience to Freiburg’s mayor 

Josef Brandel, taking a walk through the city with his  ve-year-old son HRH Prince Mashhoor at his side, meeting the 

Saudi envoy to Germany, Jawad Mustafa Zikri, and visiting Lake Titisee, the Feldberg (which the Arabian guests ascend 

by chairlift) and other places in the Black Forest.  e King’s hulkingly elegant blue and black Cadillacs with their Swiss 

plates present a striking contrast to the the miniscule German police cars of the s that protect it. Again and again 

the King is asked to sign autographs for the cheering Germans; several traditional local bands and choirs honour him 

with parades and music.

 e end of July saw King Saud’s departure from Freiburg, travelling onwards through Ettlingen in Baden to Bad 

Nauheim in Hesse, famous for its salt springs, where he was to take the waters. Here, he we see him greeted by the aged 

Saudi foreign policy advisor Shaikh Yousuf Yassin, having tea on the spa terrace, and in conversation with his Bonn-

based ambassador as well as with local German children.  e album commemorates the sojourn not only with numerous 

clippings from contemporary newspapers feting the famous guest, but also by original menus in German and Arabic 

that re  ect the sumptuous dishes set before the King at “Hilbert’s Parkhotel”. Another series of photos shows King Saud 

examining a falcon brought to him by a Munich falconer. We see the royal coff ee-makers with their Arabian coff ee 

cans and the omnipresent Arabian guards (with German and Saudi security staff  often seated together), but the photos 

also document King Saud’s visit to  eodor Heuss, the  rst President of the Federal Republic of Germany, in the  nal 

months of his decade-long presidentship. Saud spent a night at the Federal Government’s guest house on Petersberg near 

Königswinter; further stations of his tour through Hesse included Königstein and Kronberg im Taunus, Bad Homburg, 

and Wiesbaden, where the King met with the Minister-President of Hesse, Georg-August Zinn (who had the police 

band play the Saudi national anthem).  e photographs capture not only the King’s visits to Bad Nauheim’s dentist Dr. 

Atta (who, the captions reveal, extracted several teeth and prepared jacket crowns), the King’s personal physician Dr. 

Adib, his personal security offi  cer and his private secretary, but also the throngs of German onlookers waiting to catch 

a glimpse of the ever-patient smiling and waving Saudi royal.

 e album concludes with King Saud’s departure and his  nal farewell to the German security staff  at the Swiss-

German border. While the King would continue his journey to Geneva and later to Cairo, the  nal photograph shows 

two German security offi  cers back at the hotel in Freiburg, enjoying their  rst moment of relaxation in  ve weeks.  e 

photographer’s unique access to the King and his closest personnel throughout his entire tour makes this an outstanding 

document of King Saud’s long visit to Germany at a crucial moment of his reign.









HRH Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan visits Pakistan

.  A BU DH A BI  STAT E V ISITS TO PA K ISTA N .  Photograph archive and album: 
“Visit to Lahore of His Highness Sheikh Zaid bin Sultan Alnahayyani the ruler of AbuDhabi (th to 
th November, ).

Pakistan,  and . An archive of  photographs:  loose b/w photos (ca.  ×  cm),  smaller 
photos (ca.  ×  cm) numbered and mounted together on a single sheet of paper, and  photos in the 
album. Original black half morocco, with green cloth sides with title and emblem of Pakistan’s United 
Bank Limited on upper board. Includes numerous rolls of original medium format negatives.  ,

A trove of unpublished photographs depicting two offi  cial visits to Pakistan by HH Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan. 

 e earlier one, in , is documented by a separate photo album containing images of the visit to Lahore, the second 

largest city of Pakistan, between  and  November . (Almost  years later, in , Sheikh Zayed would donate 

a hospital to the city, now the “Shaikh Zayed Medical Complex”, which is one of the premier medical institutions in 

the country.)  e album opens with a picture of HH Sheikh Zayed arriving in his car; later pictures show him being 

honoured and presented with an album very similar to the present one, and in the company of offi  cials representing 

Pakistan’s UBL bank (United Bank Limited).

 e  small photographs show an audience with Sheikh Zayed as well as a banquet in his honour, attended by various 

Pakistani dignitaries including Agha Hasan Abedi (–), the illustrious founder of UBL.  ese photos, apparently 

clipped from a set of medium format contact prints, are mounted on a sheet of coated black photographic paper.

 e largest set in size and number shows the state visit that took place on – January  at the invitation of 

President Yahya Khan (–). It provides extensive documentation of how the large Abu Dhabi delegation is formally 

received by Yahya Khan, who served as president of Pakistan between March  and December . Many show HH 

Sheikh Zayed shaking hands with and speaking to President Yahya; others show the airport reception, formal dinners, 

speeches, but also informal conversations, members of the delegation handling falcons, and numerous high-ranking Abu 

Dhabi retainers. Among the persons depicted is again Agha Hasan Abedi, but there are also several pictures of Butti 

Bin Bishr, secretary to Sheikh Zayed, and of Ahmed Bin Khalifa Al Suwaidi, the  rst Minister of Foreign Aff airs of the 

UAE and the Personal Representative of Sheikh Zayed.

President Yahya Khan had been “one of the very  rst international leaders to reach out to Sheikh Zayed after the UAE 

had been founded and had, prior to this, in July , been instrumental in creating an agreement to provide technical 

assistance to the then Trucial States. With the December  union agreement approaching, Pakistan was quick to forge 

even closer ties, and Khan had been one of the  rst foreign leaders to off er his congratulations and reiterate his country’s 

support when the UAE was born. Full diplomatic ties were then quickly established, and Pakistan became one of the  rst 

to extend recognition to the new country [...] All his life Sheikh Zayed had held a personal affi  nity for Pakistan. He had 

hunted there extensively, came to know the people, its culture and lands, and enjoyed close ties with leaders” (Wilson).

Binding of the album slightly rubbed. Some of the loose photographs slightly scuff ed along the edges, occasional nicks 

or slight tears, but on the whole in excellent state of preservation.  e majority of the photographs are entirely unmarked, 

save for the odd Arabic inscription or stamp on the reverse. A  ne, unpublished set, entirely unknown and without 

counterparts in the UAEhistory, Keystone or Hulton/Getty press photo archives. From the estate of Azhar Abbas Hashmi 

(–), Pakistani  nancial manager and eminent literary patron with close ties to Karachi University. Long with 

UBL, Hashmi would serve as the bank’s vice-president before founding several important cultural organisations and 

becoming known as a man of letters in his own right. It was because of Hashmi’s close connections to the Gulf states 

that Abu Dhabi provided funds to build the Karachi University’s faculty of Islamic studies, along with Sheikh Zayed 

Islamic Centre and Jamiya Masjid Ibrahi.

Cf. Graeme H. Wilson: Zayed – Man Who Built a Nation (Dubai ), pp. f.









 e  rst good photographs of the surface of Mars

.  M A R S . A collection of views from the spacecrafts Mariner , , and .

Washington, DC, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, –.  original black-and-
white NASA photographs (gelatin silver prints), ca.  ×  mm each, with extensive offi  cial captions 
and NASA logo printed on the back in purple ink. Stored within black cardboard binder, photographs 
in individual transparent sleeves.  ,

A collection of original gelatin silver prints showing the surface of the planet Mars, taken by the American robotic space 

probes Mariner , , and :  ve photographs taken by Mariner  and seven taken by Mariner  (); the remaining  

taken by Mariner  in –. All are extensively annotated on the reverse with NASA’s printed offi  cial photo captions.

Mariner  and   ew over Mars’ equator and south polar regions, analysing the atmosphere and the surface with remote 

sensors and relaying to Earth hundreds of grayscale pictures.  e mission goals were to study the surface and atmosphere 

of Mars in close  ybys, so as to establish the basis for future investigations and to demonstrate and develop technologies 

required for future Mars missions. Two years later, NASA launched Mariner  and  – the former crashing into the 

Atlantic immediately, leaving the single surviving orbiter to perform a mission designed for two. Upon its arrival, NASA 

scientists were further dismayed to  nd the planet obscured by thick dust storms. Nevertheless, the mission turned out 

a complete success: after the dust had settled, the probe managed to send back excellent pictures of the surface. After 

 days in orbit, Mariner  had transmitted no fewer than  images, covering   of Mars’ surface.  e images 

revealed river beds, craters, massive extinct volcanoes (such as Olympus Mons, the largest known volcano in the Solar 

System), canyons, evidence of wind and water erosion and deposition, weather fronts, and fogs. Mars’ moons, Phobos 

and Deimos, were also photographed.  e  ndings from the mission underpinned the later Viking program.

 e exploration of Mars continues: the summer  launch window saw the United Arab Emirates send an orbiter 

on the Al Amal (Hope) Mars Mission. It arrived in February  to study the Martian atmosphere and weather.









 e ruling family of Dubai visits Pakistan

.  DU BA I  ROYA L FA M ILY .  Photograph album.

Pakistan, early s.  photographs ( in colour and  black-and-white). Various sizes ( ×  
mm to  ×  mm). Stored in large, six-leaf self-adhesive tan leather album (oblong folio,  ×  cm). 
Includes  original colour slides.  ,

A privately assembled photo album showing the ruling family of Dubai during a state visit to Pakistan, apparently in 

the early s. Pakistan was the  rst country to accord formal recognition to the United Arab Emirates after the state’s 

emergence in .

Nearly half of the images show HH Sheikh Rashid bin Saeed Al Maktoum (–), the father of the modern Emirate 

of Dubai, in conversation, at dinners, and relaxing in the garden. Other photos show his sons, the crown prince and 

later ruler HH Sheikh Maktoum bin Rashid Al Maktoum (–), the present ruler HH Sheikh Mohammed bin 

Rashid Al Maktoum, and HH Sheikh Ahmed bin Rashid Al Maktoum.  e collection was assembled by Azhar Abbas 

Hashmi, a high-ranking offi  cer of the Pakistani UBL bank (United Bank Limited), founded in  by Agha Hasan 

Abedi (–), who is seen in seven photographs with HH Sheikh Rashid as well as with his two older sons. While 

several pictures show the members of the royal family in negotiations with the Karachi banking offi  cials, there are also 

fascinating images of a falconry tour to the Pakistani countryside (including a  ne portrait of HH Sheikh Ahmed with 

a falcon perched on his arm).  e more than  fty original colour slides show other scenes of the same visit; only four of 

the images are among the prints included in the album.

Some occasional creases and even the odd tear, but in general  nely preserved.  ree photos printed by Karachi’s 

“Eveready Studio”, some inscribed in ballpoint with identi  cation on the reverse (“Mr. S. L. Anwar, HH, Mr. Masood 

Naqvi, Mr. Iqbal Khateeb / Mr. Hashmi showing the prospect drawings”), one in Arabic, another with ownership stamp: 

“Azhar Abbas Hashmi, Vice President Gulf Operations, International Division, UBL, HO, Karachi”. An unpublished 

set, entirely unknown and without counterparts in the online Keystone or Hulton/Getty press photo archives, from 

the estate of Azhar Abbas Hashmi (–), Pakistani  nancial manager and eminent literary patron with close 

ties to Karachi University. Long with UBL, Hashmi would serve as the bank’s vice-president before founding several 

important cultural organisations and becoming known as a man of letters in his own right. It was because of Hashmi’s 

close connections to the Gulf states that Abu Dhabi provided funds to build the Karachi University’s faculty of Islamic 

studies, along with Sheikh Zayed Islamic Centre and Jamiya Masjid Ibrahi.









 e  rst modern map of Arabia

.  G A STA L DI, Giacomo. Il disegno della seconda parte dell’Asia.

Venice, G. Gastaldi, . Two sheets joined ( ×  mm to the neat line, full margins showing the 
plate mark, overall size  ×  mm).  ,

An extraordinary example of “the  rst modern map of the Arabian peninsula” (Al-Ankary), by far the best copy we 

have ever handled: the  rst issue of the  rst edition, a strong impression on thick white paper with excellent contrast 

and exceptionally broad margins. “L’opera è dedicata al mecenate Johann Jakob Fugger ... a  rma Giacomo di Castaldi 

Piamonetse Cosmographo in Venetia” (Bifolco I,  for the  rst state of three).

Still the most sought-after map of the region, Gastaldi’s two page wall-map served as a model for all further mapping 

of the peninsula until the th century. Gastaldi is regarded as “the most important th century Italian cartographer. 

His maps are very rare, as they were issued separately to order and were not part of an atlas” (Al-Qasimi, st ed., p. ). 

Gastaldi used various sources including Portolan charts of the region drawn by the th-century Portuguese explorers. 

Many details, such as the coastline of the Arabian Gulf, certain coastal towns, or the peninsula of Qatar, are mapped 

and named for the  rst time. It is the most valuable of the early maps of the region. “Although the shape of the peninsula 

is distorted by modern standards, the Qatar peninsula and Bahrain are both shown – details that are missing on some 

maps produced up to almost  years later” (Stuart McMinn Catalogue).

 e map covers the modern geographical areas of Egypt, Ethiopia, Somalia, Saudi Arabia, Yemen, Oman, the United 

Arab Emirates, part of Iraq and Iran, Pakistan and the west coast of India.  e travels of Marco Polo, published in 

Ramusio’s “Navigationi et viaggi”, heavily in  uenced Gastaldi’s geography of this map, which is considered far superior 

to all previous maps of Asia. Gastaldi was “cosmographer to the Venetian Republic, then a powerhouse of commerce and 

trade. He sought the most up to date geographical information available, and became one of the greatest cartographers 

of the th century” (Burden).

Old foliation in brown ink to the upper right margin. Spotless and with temoins on the right outer edge. An excep-

tionally  ne example. 

Bifolco, I, f. Tibbetts . Karrow /. Nordenskiold II, , . Couto/Bacqué-Grammont/Taleghani, Atlas Historique du Golfe Persique 
(), p. , no.  and p. . Tooley, Maps in Italian Atlases of the th Century, . Sultan Bin Muhammad Al-Qasimi (nd ed.), p.  with 
  gs. Tooley, Dictionary II, .









De Jode’s modern map of the Middle East

.  JODE , Cornelis de. Secundae Partis Asiae [...].

Antwerp, .  ×  inches. Hand-coloured.  ,

Fine example of De Jode’s modern map of the Middle East, from his Speculum Orbis Terrae, published in Antwerp 

in  and engraved by Joannes & Lucas Van Deutecum.  e complete title reads: “Secundae partis Asiae: typus qua 

oculis subijciuntur itinera nautarum qui Calecutium Indiae mercandorum aromatum caufa fre quentant, ac eorum quoqz 

qui terrestri itinere ade unt Suacham, Laccam, in domino Praeto Iani, nec non eorum qui Aden et ormum inuifunt, 

et Balsaram quoque castrum, supra Euphratem  uuium situm, omnia suis gradibus subiecta, cum longitudinis tum 

latitudinis / Iacobo Castaldo pedemontano authore ; Gerhardus de Iode excudebat”. As noted in the title, the map was 

prepared by Gerard De Jode’s and is largely identical to Giacomo Gastaldi’s highly in  uential map of . De Jode’s 

delineation of Arabia is vastly superior to the contemporary maps of Ortelius, showing far more accuracy and detail. 

Extending from the Nile to Afghanistan and centered on the Arabian Peninsula and Persian Gulf, the map depicts what 

was then still among the most important trading centers of the commercial world.  e present example is from the  rst 

edition of De Jode’s work, which can be distinguished from the second edition by the pagination on the verso (VII 

for the  edition;  for the  edition).  e map is drawn from the rare  rst edition of De Jode’s Speculum Orbis 

Terrarum. At least one commentator has opined that as few as  known examples of the  rst edition are known to have 

survived, making separate maps from this  rst edition very rare on the market.

Giacomo Gastaldi (  . –) is widely considered to be the most important and in  uential of all of the Lafreri 

School mapmakers. Born in Piedmont, Gastaldi worked in Venice, where he become Cosmographer to the Venetian 

Republic. Karrow described him as “one of the most important cartographers of the sixteenth century. He was certainly 

the greatest Italian mapmaker of his age...” While his achievement is obvious, it is hard to quantify. A large number of 

maps were published throughout this period with the geography credited to Gastaldi, but it is often diffi  cult to know 

what role Gastaldi played in their creation. As a practice, he did not sign himself as publisher, although his name may be 

found in the title, dedication, or text to the reader. Frequently where there is no imprint one may assume that Gastaldi 

was the publisher. A further clue may be that many of the maps attributable to Gastaldi as publisher seem to have been 

engraved by Fabius Licinius. In other cases, where publication is credited to another, it is not always certain whether 

Gastaldi was commissioned by the publisher to compile the map, whether another less-enterprising publisher merely 

copied his work and attribution, or simply added Gastaldi’s name in the title to add authority to the delineation. His 

name clearly commanded the same sort of respect that the Sanson name had in the last years of the seventeenth century, 

and as Guillaume de L’Isle’s had in the  rst half of the eighteenth century. Gastaldi’s  rst published map was of Spain, 

engraved on four sheets, and issued in .  e following year he published a map of Sicily, among the most widely 

copied of all his maps. In the course of a proli  c career, Gastaldi subsequently produced a number of maps of Italy, and 

individual parts of the peninsula, with his general map of Italy, and the map of Piedmont also being very in  uential. 

Among the most important of his maps, however, were of areas outside Italy. Principal among these was his map of the 

World, published in , a four sheet map of the countries of south-eastern Europe, published in , and his series of 

three maps of the Middle East, Southern Asia, and South-East Asia with the Far East, issued between  and . In 

, Gastaldi issued a two-sheet map of the Kingdom of Poland, and in , a magni  cent eight-sheet map of Africa.

Karrow, Mapmakers of the Sixteenth Century, /.. Tibbetts, Arabia in Early Maps .









“ e Turks oppress the Arabians with Tribute, and Govern ’em with great Cruelty”

.  MOLL , Herman.  e Turkish Empire in Europe, Asia and Africa, Divided into all its Governments, 
together with the Other Territories that are Tributary to it, as also the Dominions of the Emperor of 
Marocco.

London, Herman Moll, John Bowles,  omas Bowles & John King, ca. . Coloured. Two sheets 
conjoined, total  ×  mm. Restoration to binding folds and tears.  ,

Moll’s large-format map of the Turkish Empire based on De l’Isle, also covering the whole of the Mediterranean,  rst 

published in .  e caravan route from Basra to Mecca is also given. Includes inset prospects of Constantinople, 

Smyrna and Jerusalem, and three views of the Holy Sepulchre. A note engraved in the area of the Arabian desert south 

of today’s United Arab Emirates contains a pointed editorial critique of Ottoman rule in Arabia: “ e Turks oppress 

the Arabians with Tribute, and Govern ’em with great Cruelty, which has made them several times attempt to throw off  

their Yoke, but in Vain:  ose of Arabia Felix are kept in Awe by the Turkish Gallies on the Red Sea; and those of the 

other Arabia’s not being able to subsist in their barren Countries have spread themselves into the mountanous parts of 

Syria and the Desarts of Barbary, Barca &c. where they live by Rapine in the Neighboring Countries, and plundering 

Travellers.” – Well preserved; an excellent, appealingly coloured specimen.

Tibbets . Al-Qasimi (nd ed.) p. .









Exceedingly rare engraved wall map comissioned by the Sublime Porte

.  OT TOM A N C A RTOGR A PH Y . Map of the Ottoman Boundaries.

Paris/Istanbul, ca. . Engraved map with original outline colour and manuscript calligraphy in red 
ink. With a  ne inset plan of the city of Kamianets-Podilskyi in the upper right corner, as well as an ovoid 
title cartouche, both bordered by Neo-Classical Ottoman-inspired designs. On thick laid, watermarked 
paper.  ×  cm.  ,

Exceedingly rare engraved wall map comissioned by the Sublime Porte, brilliantly labelled and hand-coloured in Istanbul 

by court calligraphers. A masterpiece of cartography and Islamic calligraphy, the map presents the theatre of the Russo-

Turkish War of – in its earliest stages. Focussed on the southern Ukraine, it extends from the Mouths of the 

Danube, in the west, to the Caspian Sea, in the east, rendering the region as it was common before the Russian surveys 

of the s.  e Russo-Ottoman boundary, as it existed between  and , is clearly delineated, with the Ottoman 

lands outlined in green and Russian territories in yellow, whilst the Polish territories, in the northwest, are outlined in 

pink. Until the war, the Ottomans controlled Crimea and the southern Ukraine in their entirety, along with most of 

the Caucasus.

As the Ottoman Empire lacked publishing capabilities, the Porte often relied upon their ancient ally, France, to supply 

them with custom-printed material, conveyed to the Topkapi Palace via the French Embassy in Istanbul’s Pera neigh-

bourhood.  e skeleton of the map, engraved in Paris, depicts topographic features and the locations of key cities and 

forti  cations, but omits all text: all names of regions and major settlements were added in Turkey in luxurious red ink. 

 e masterly penmanship would have been executed by a specialized imperial calligrapher: the rich, expensive red ink 

was reserved for sacred and high-level legal documents under the Sultan’s patronage and was only very seldom applied 

to cartography, indicating that the present map would have been held in particular esteem by the Imperial Court.

A single other example of the map with the Topkapi calligrapher’s manuscript work, executed in a similar fashion, 

survives in the Biblioteca Nacional de España (MR//), very likely once a high-level diplomatic gift to Madrid from 

Sultan Mustafa III, anxious to improve his diplomatic and trading links with the Bourbons. In addition, a single blank 

example of the engraved map template is held by the Bibliothèque nationale de France (CPL GE DD-,  B), 

formerly in the collection of the famous cartographer Jean-Baptiste Bourguignon d’Anville, who is known to have had 

privileged access to maps created for the French diplomatic corps.

Resplendent original calligraphy, several old tears professionally repaired without loss. An extremely rare survival in 

 ne condition.

Biblioteca Nacional de España, MR//. Elena Santiago Páez, La Historia en los mapas manuscritos de la Biblioteca Nacional (Madrid: 
Biblioteca Nacional, ), no.  (p. ). Not in Özdemir, Ottoman Cartography ().









th century drawing of a lost th century (?) Islamic world map, centred on the 
Gulf, showing the Great Mosque and Ka'bah at Mecca, the Great Mosque at 

Medina, and  ve others in Iraq and North Africa

.  WOR LD M A P  ISL A MIC M A N USCR IPT . Map of the world centred on the Arabian 
Gulf, showing seven mosques or minarets. 

Northern India or Kashmir?, ca.  / late th century copy of a th century (?) original.  x  
mm. Oval manuscript map in ink and watercolour (blue, brown, green and red; map image including 
water  x  mm, the land alone  x  mm) on a half sheet of extremely large European laid paper, 
with dozens of features labelled in Persian (written in black ink in the nastaliq script) and with animals 
(including elephants and a dragon), people and  European ships. Framed and matted.  .

An th century manuscript copy, in colour, of a lost map in the Islamic tradition, with dozens of inscriptions in Persian 

and extensive pictorial imagery showing numerous mosques, elephants in southern Africa, eastern India and what may 

be northern Bengal or part of Southeast Asia, snakes and a dragon (with four feet and two pair of wings) in East Asia, 

birds north of the Caucasus and people in Europe north of the Alps.  e regions with people and animals (excluding 

the dragon and snakes) are also the only regions shown wooded.  e oval land is surrounded by oceans with a European 

ship at each of the four cardinal compass directions: three -masted ships  ying  ags with St George’s cross (used by the 

crusaders, Knights Templar and English and French troops from the th century and by the Genoese and others from 

the th century: while it is not St George come to slay the dragon, these European ships in an Islamic map remain a 

puzzle), and at the south a -masted ship with no rectangular  ag, all four ships accompanied by rowboats. Inlets can 

be identi  ed as the Arabian Gulf, the Gulf of Oman, the Red Sea, the Mediterranean, the Black Sea (?) and another in 

the Far East. A wide straight band of mountains runs west to east from coast to coast, apparently representing the Alps, 

the Caucasus and the Himalayas, with a few additional mountains in southern India and elsewhere. One can clearly see 

the Tigris and Euphrates rivers as well as the rivers of the Indus and Ganges valleys. After one passes beyond Bengal it 

becomes more diffi  cult to identify the topographic features that ought to represent Southeast and East Asia: there is no 

island to represent Japan, and the peninsula that faintly resembles Korea seems more likely to be China. While some 

pictorial elements and lettering are designed to be viewed from various sides as one turns the map, there is a distinct 

bias in the lettering and some of the pictures for west at the head, which is quite unusual (most Islamic maps have south 

at the head). 

We have found no record of any closely similar map, but the topography certainly owes something to the traditional 

Islamic world maps, perhaps by the th-century Abu al-Hasan al-Harrani or his followers such as the th-century Ibn 

al-Wardi. Like most maps in the Islamic tradition (including those of al-Bakri and al-Istakhri), these follow the Greek 

tradition of Anaximander (th century BC) in depicting the world as an almost perfectly geometric circle surrounded 

by the great river or sea Oceanus, and also representing other features with abstract forms.  ey show the Nile running 

into the Mediterranean and (almost as its continuation north of the Mediterranean) a channel leading to the Black Sea, 

which continues via the river Phasis to the northern coast, forming a boundary between Europe and Asia.  e present 

map is much more naturalistic, with an oval form and irregular coastlines.  e inlets and rivers also have more natural-

istic forms, and the map shows much more detail than do the traditional Greek and Islamic maps (one can recognize 

Qatar and Ceylon/Sri Lanka, and one of the two islands in the Mediterranean probably represents Crete (is the other 

Ceylon, Sicily, an oversized Malta, or something else?). Yet in spite of its greater detail and naturalism, its geography is 

in some ways less accurate than that of its more abstract ancestors. Like the al-Harrani and al-Wardi maps, the Nile has 

an L shape (though not rigidly geometric like theirs), but the southern end connects to the Red Sea and the northern end 

passes east of the Mediterranean, continuing directly into the channel leading to the northern coast (with no graphic 

distinction between the Black Sea and the channel to Oceanus).  e Nile also appears to contain an enormous island, 

but the tower at its northern end might possibly represent the th-century minaret at Luxor.  e Mediterranean appears 

as a triangular inlet without even a bulge to suggest Greece or Italy, which many Islamic and Greek maps show clearly. 

Africa and India extend no farther south than the Arabian Peninsula, with only the Red Sea and the Gulfs separating 

them. Some Mughal maps, such as that of Sadiq Isfahani (ca. ), share the more naturalistic depiction, and Isfahani 

also depicts Ceylon similarly, but his map shows few geographic or topographic similarities. 

Formerly folded once horizontally and vertically. In very good condition. An th century copy of a lost th century 

(?) Islamic map of the world, showing seven mosques or minarets, unlike any other map known to us.









Napoleon’s Ambitions in the East

.  CH A N L A IR E , Pierre Gregoire & Mentelle, Edme. Carte du théâtre de la Guerre en Orient.

Paris, Chanlaire & Mentelle, –. Original outline colour. Dissected and aid on linen in two 
sections, together  ×  mm.  ,

A two-sheet wall map showing Prussia, Turkey, Egypt and Abyssinia in the west, and the Aral Sea in Kazakhstan, Persia, 

Arabia and Somalia in the east. Two inset maps show the routes from Siré to Gondar and from Gondar to the sources of 

the Nile. According to the inscription, the map is based on that of “the late J. B. Laborde” (Jean-Benjamin de Laborde 

[–], a traveller and musician), with amendments; however we have been unable to trace a map of the region by him.

 e vast map was published to satisfy French interest when their seemingly-unstoppable General Bonaparte turned his 

attention to the conquest of Egypt in . Napoleon had captured Malta en route to Egypt, and the oval title vignette 

shows him overseeing the burial of the French dead under Pompey’s Pillar after the capture of the important port city 

of Alexandria (July ).

After the defeat of the Mameluk army at the Battle of the Pyramids it was Napoleon’s intention to subdue the rest of 

the Ottoman Empire before moving to threaten British interests in India. However, as the political situation in Paris 

was deteriorating, Napoleon decided to leave his army in Egypt in , returning to France to become First Consul. 

His army was less fortunate, surrendering to the British at Alexandria in .

 is map is very scarce: the French citizens’ interest in maps of the Orient evaporated as quickly as Napoleon’s.









From Surveys made by the Offi  cers of the Indian Navy

.  CHESN EY, [Francis Rawdon] / PL ATE, W[illiam] H[enry]. A Map of Arabia and Syria Laid 
Down Chie  y From Original Surveys [...].

London, engraved by J. & C. Walker for Longman, Brown & Co., . Hand-coloured engraved map 
(scale:  miles to  inch).  ×  mm, including fold-out section at right edge showing Ras al-Hadd. 
Matted.  ,

Exceedingly rare, large map of the Arabian Peninsula, based on surveys conducted under General F. R. Chesney 

(–), the explorer of the Euphrates and founder of the overland route to India. Drawn by W. H. F. Plate.  is 

is a second, improved edition of a map that had previously appeared in  under the simple title “Arabia” (kept at 

the British Library, referenced as IOR/X/ within the Qatar Digital Library). “Mesopotamia and its rivers are laid 

down from Surveys made during the Euphrates Expedition.  e Red Sea, the Persian Gulf and the Southern Coast of 

Arabia are from those made by the Offi  cers or the Indian Navy.  e interior of the peninsula is from various sources, 

particularly materials furnished for the accompanying work by Aloys Sprenger M.D. and from documents obtained by 

Dr. Plate” (note). Finely preserved. No copy known outside the British Library.

OCLC . Not in the Al-Qasimi Collection.









 e Dauphin map of the world in a rare th century lithographed reproduction

.  DE SCE L IER S, Pierre. Lithographed facsimile of the world map painted on vellum for Henry 
II, King of France.

Paris, imprimerie de Kaeppelin, []. Lithographed wall map,  ×  cm.  conjoined sheets mounted 
on canvas. Rolled.  ,

Original-size facsimile of the manuscript nautical “mappemonde” executed by Pierre Desceliers in , lithographed 

by the cartographer Eugène Rembielinski (–).

Commissioned by King Francis I for his son (who would be crowned Henry II in ), Desceliers’ “Dauphin map” 

or “royal world chart” is one of the most famous of the  rst half of the th century: hand-drawn and illuminated on 

vellum, it vividly illustrates the discoveries made during the six decades following the discovery of the Cape of Good 

Hope by Bartolomeu Dias in . It was compiled from information that Desceliers had obtained from the other Dieppe 

geographers, from the shipowner Jean Ango, and the explorer Jacques Cartier.

Remarkably, the map has a dual orientation: north of the equator, the text and illustrations are reversed, suggesting 

that the map was in fact meant to be laid  at rather than wall-mounted so that it could be read from all sides.  us, the 

vast majority of the earth’s land mass, and almost all of the better-known parts of the world, is labelled as if the map 

were oriented with south at the top, recalling the Arab tradition exempli  ed by al-Idrisi’s famous th century map. 

In charting the Arabian Peninsula and the Gulf speci  cally, “the cartographers of Dieppe in northern France seem to 

have had direct access during the s to relatively reliable Portuguese prototypes” (Couto et al., Historical Atlas of the 

Persian Gulf [Brepols ], p. ), even if they appear to have had diffi  culty reading all the place names.

To the south of Borneo, Desceliers included not only an island labelled “Java Petite”, but also, immediately adjacent, 

a vast mass of land named “Java la Grande” – an uncannily good representation of the northern coastline of Australia, 

albeit far north of its true location, which merges into the Great Southern Continent that itself stretches into Antarctica 

(“Non du tout descouverte”), extending as far as the Strait of Magellan. Probably drawing on Marco Polo as well as 

Portuguese portolans of various scales, Desceliers’ representation “sums up everything cartographers knew about Australia 

in the mid th century” (Tooley, Landmarks of Mapmaking, p. ).

In the tradition of French Renaissance portolans, the map is remarkable for the wealth of its illustrations.  e seas 

are decorated with compass roses, ships and sea monsters, while the land is adorned with a multitude of scenes and 

representations of fantastic animals. It is framed in the northern hemisphere by a border decorated with the heads of 

men with long beards, and cherubim and human skulls in the southern hemisphere, representing the winds and cardinal 

points. In many parts of the world, Desceliers drew indigenous peoples with great precision, such as the Hottentots in 

South Africa and the Native Americans of North America.

In the th century, it was in Normandy that the most richly illustrated portolans were designed. Pierre Desceliers 

(–) is perhaps the most famous representative of the Dieppe school of mapmaking, and he is considered the 

father of French hydrography and cartography. Only two of his maps have survived. His manuscript world map from 

 is now kept in the library of John Rylands University in Manchester (French MS *).  e facsimile lithographed 

by Rembielinski in  is rare: we have only found two copies in public collections, one at the BnF, the other at the 

National Library of Australia.

Uniformly browned throughout; several old gaps and breaks professionally repaired.

OCLC . C. Hofmann et al. (eds.), L’Âge d’or des cartes marines. Exhibition catalogue of the Bibliothèque nationale de France (Paris, 
), pp. f.









Highly detailed folding map of the Arabian Peninsula

.  W Y L D, James.  e Persian Gulf. Persia with the Adjacent Countries of Russia, India & Turkey.

London, James Wyld, [].  ×  mm. Lithographed map with original hand-coloured outlines. 
Dissected into  sections and mounted on linen; marbled paper to the folded end sections. In original 
cloth slipcase with publisher’s label to upper board, handwritten title. Title label to spine.  ,

Highly detailed folding map of the Arabian Peninsula and adjacent regions from Turkey and the Caucasus down to Aden, 

to Persia and Central Asia through to north-western India. Two inset maps of the town and bay of Bushire (Bushehr) and 

the adjacent islands of Karrack and Corgo (now Khark and Kharko).  e present-day Emirates are marked “Aymaun”, 

“Sharja”, “Debai”, “Abothubbee”, “Khorefacawn” and “Fidgeerah”, with present-day Ras al-Khaimah labelled “Shaum”.

A  nely preserved example of this map, off ering an impressive degree of detail and showing numerous settlements not 

found in contemporary rival publications. Scarce, the only other copy traced in the British Library.

Not in: Sultan bin M. Al-Qasimi,  e Gulf in Historic Maps (st or nd ed.).









From the library of the distinguished British Arabist Samuel Barrett Miles

.  BOMBAY GEOGR A PHIC A L SOCIET Y.   e Transactions of the Bombay Geographical 
Society. From January  to December  (on its amalgamation with the B.B.R. Asiatic Society). 
Edited by the Secretary. Volume XIX. 

Bombay, Education Society’s Press, Byculla, . Octavo ( ×  mm). Contemporary half sheep, 
dark green pebble-grain cloth sides, red and green twin labels (Transactions of the Bombay Geographical 
Society / Vol. XIX).  maps and charts, both the large hand-coloured folding map of Oman and gene-
alogical table extracted and framed and glazed back-to-back. Spine slightly cocked and joints partially 
split but sound, bindings rubbed at extremities, scattered foxing, one folding map torn (without loss) and 
detached, old tape repairs to one leaf (pp. –) where split at edge of letterpress; map of Oman torn 
(with minor loss) in blank margin at top edge, short closed-tear; peripheral foxing to genealogical table, 
both creased where folded, otherwise in excellent condition.  ,

First edition, from the library of the distinguished British Arabist Colonel S. B. Miles, one of the primary contributors. 

 e British Raj maintained close surveillance over the Trucial States of Eastern Arabia before the Arab states gained 

independence, and the Transactions of the Bombay Geographical Society contain some of the most signi  cant publica-

tions dealing with Arabian matters of the time.

 e articles in the present volume are:

i) Notes on Annesley Bay [now Zula Bahir Selat’e, Eritrea], by Edwin Dawes.

ii) Notes on the Hot Springs of Lasiindra, in the Kaira Zilla, by Javherilal Umiashunker Yajni.

iii) Some Account of the Navigation of the Nerbudda or Narmada River, with Remarks on the Gulf of Cambay, by 

William Sowerby.

iv) Index of the Towns, Villages, &c. in the Fund Zilla of the Bombay Presidency, with introductory remarks, by J. 

Burgess.

v) Tides and their Action, Geologically and Geographically considered, by William Sowerby.

vi) Report on the portion of the African Coast in the vicinity of Bunder Murayah, the chief port of the Mijjertheyn 

tribe of Somalis, by Capt. S. B. Miles.

vii) Journal of an Excursion made by Capt. S. B. Miles, Bombay Staff  Corps, in company with Mons. Munzinger, from 

Howr, returning to Aden through the Fudhli Country, giving a General Description of the Country and of the several 

Arab Tribes occupying it, as also a Report upon the Geography of the District, by Mons. Munzinger.

viii) Memorandum on the Tribal Divisions in the Principality of ‘Oman, with a Map showing the General Distribution 

of the Tribes, and a Table showing the Genealogy of the Ruling Dynasty of Muscat, by Lieut.-Colonel E. C. Ross, 

Political Agent at Muscat.

Article vii is illustrated by a large genealogical table, measuring  ×  mm: “Genealogical Table of Descendants 

of the Imâm Ahmed Âl-Bû-Sa’îdî”.

 e last article is illustrated by a large map of Oman, measuring  ×  mm, hand-coloured in outline: “Map of 

Omân showing Distribution of the Principal Tribes. Compiled for Offi  cial Use by E. C. Ross, Political Agent, Muscat”, 

showing the entire peninsula from Abu Dhabi (“Abu  ebi”) and Dubai (“Debay”) to Ra’s Jibsh.  e map was compiled 

by Ross, based on a chart by Constable and Stiff e (–), combined with interior detail from Wellsted and Whitelock’s 

map (–), with corrections of spelling and “some additions from original native sources.”  e “Hinawi” tribes are 

shown on the map in red letters and the “Gha  ri” tribes in blue, together with known routes.

Provenance: Colonel Samuel Barrett Miles (–), Political Agent in the Gulf region (–); donated to Bath 

Public Library in  by his widow, later de-accessioned, with the usual library label, accession numbers, and blind 

stamps to the title, letterpress, and maps. Miles was educated at Harrow and entered the East India Company’s military 

service in  as an ensign in the th Bombay Native Infantry. His  rst contact with Arabia came with a regimental 

posting to Aden in .  e following year he was appointed cantonment magistrate and assistant resident, and after 

returning to India he transferred to the Political Service. In October  Miles was appointed Political Agent and Consul 

at Muscat, a position he held on and off  until . During this time, he undertook several important expeditions into 

the Omani interior. In  he made sailing trips to al-Ashkarah, Qalhat and Sur, and the following year became the 

 rst European in decades to visit al-Buraymi, subsequently visiting Jabal Akhdar, Ra’s Fartak, and Qishn. In  he 

became the  rst European to traverse the Wadi al-Ta’iyin. In  he made one last signi  cant journey, up the Wadi 

Sama’il to Izki, Nizwah and Dank, before returning to India in , his time in Muscat having been interspersed with 

postings as Political Agent in Turkish Arabia, Consul-General in Baghdad, Political Agent and Consul in Zanzibar, 

and Political Resident in the Gulf.









Working copy of the offi  cial plan

.  OPPE N H EI M, Max von]. Tell-Halâf-Stadt .

[Tell Halaf], .  ×  cm. Scale: :,. Whiteprint on thick paper. Title, scale and compass executed 
in manuscript in blue pen.  ,

Impressive plan of the excavation site of Tell Halaf (now on the Syrian-Turkish border), the location of the great ancient 

Aramaean town of Guzana, and one of the most important archaeological revelations of the modern era.  en in the 

Ottoman Empire, it was discovered in  by the German diplomat Max von Oppenheim (–) while travelling 

through northern Mesopotamia on behalf of Deutsche Bank, working on establishing a route for the Bagdad Railway.

 is is a working copy of the offi  cial, authoritative plan of the site produced during the – excavation led by 

Oppenheim, printed at Tell Halaf for the use of the senior archaeological team. Signed in the upper right-hand corner by 

 eodor Dombart (–), a professional architect and one of Oppenheim’s principal associates, later an esteemed 

professor of ancient Middle Eastern architecture and an authority on Munich history.

A little worn, slight toning along old folds, else very good.









 e railway to Baghdad that never was

.  H A IFA BAGHDA D R A ILWAY .  Collection of twelve maps of the Middle East relating 
to the proposed construction of a railway between Haifa and Baghdad.

Various places, ca. .  maps, various sizes and scales.  ,

Rare collection of maps relating to the proposed construction of a railway between Haifa and Baghdad. In the s 

the British contemplated building such a railway that would have connected the Mediterranean with the capital of Iraq, 

ostensibly to shore up their imperial rule, support the British-backed Arab government of Iraq, and secure the oil pipeline 

already running from the Mosul oil  elds to Haifa.  ey were also aware that developments of aerial warfare made the 

Suez Canal susceptible to aerial attacks in wartime, and alternative military routes across the Middle East to India were 

sought. However, a series of economic diffi  culties trumped political and military expediency, and with the outbreak of 

the Second World War, the dream of a trans-Middle Eastern rail service evaporated.

 e present collection includes: ) Baghdad (Valleys of the Euphrates and Tigris from Kirkuk (N-S) and Ramadi to 

Kermanshah (E-W), Baghdad at the centre. Scale :,,. ) Untitled French map, showing Baghdad to Deir-ez-Zor 

(E-W) and Mosul to Baghdad (N-S). Bureau Topographique des Troupes françaises du Levant, May . Colour-printed. 

 ×  mm. ) Untitled map showing the area between Abu Kemal on the Euphrates and Tikrit on the Tigris. ) Jaff a-

Nablous. Jaff a-Amman (E-W). Reproduction of a “carte de reconnaissance” by E. L. Ottoman. Scale :,. Paris, 

Service Geographique de l’Armee, . Colour-printed.  ×  mm. ) Four air photo maps showing Holt’s Zerka 

Valley Alignment (thus titled by hand, referring to Major A. L. Holt, R.E.). Haifa-Baghdad rly. survey. Trans-Jordan. 

Surveyed at War Offi  ce from photographs by the R.A.F. ground control under the direction of Major R. L. Brown, R. 

E. Showing a section of the Jordan river and the country east to Jerash. Colour-printed, with the proposed rail route 

marked in crayon with annotations. Scale :,. Each map  ×  mm. ) Four manuscript maps maps, coloured: 

a) Haifa-Baghdad Railway. Geological Map of Zerka Route, by G. S. Blake, B.Sc., F.G.S. .  ×  mm. b) Haifa-

Baghdad Railway, Geological Plan and Section, by G. S. Blake.  ×  mm. c) Map of Zerka Route. Haifa-Baghdad 

Railway.  ×  mm. d) Geological Section from Damascus to Rutba to show westerly inclination of strata.  × 

 mm. Geological section along proposed route of Haifa Baghdad railway from the Jordan to the Euphrates.

Some edge tears with occasional loss to paper but not to the map. A rare survival.









 e foundation stone of the modern mapping of Arabia: the unique earliest printed 
map of Saudi Arabia to include the name “Arabian American Oil Co.”,

documenting the birth of the Saudi oil industry

.  SH E ETS, G[len] S[cott].  e Arabian Peninsula and Adjoining Areas. B-.

[Dhahran / Jeddah / San Francisco], Arabian American Oil Company, Producing Department, 
Geological Division, March .  ×  mm. Polyconic projection, constant ratio linear horizontal 
scale :,,. Blue-line print. Framed.  ,

 e only known example: a highly detailed map of the Arabian Peninsula, published by the “Arabian American Oil Co.” 

in March , two years before the company was formally so renamed, and the  rst eff ort to produce a large-scale map 

of the entire Peninsula that satis  ed modern technical needs. Clearly produced in a very limited edition for internal use 

at the crucial, transitional moment in Arabian oil exploration, this is the earliest known map to use the name that still 

survives in “Saudi Aramco”, issued at a time when the company was still offi  cially Standard Oil of California.

 e legend identi  es railways, primary and secondary roads as well as “explorers’ routes”, oil pipelines, intermittent 

streams, airports, towns, “Arab wells”, oases, “sand areas”, “sabkhas”, and “marsh”.  e Maidan-i-Naftun and Naft 

Sa  d oil  elds in Iran (and the pipelines that link them to the A.I.O.C. Re  nery at Abadan) are illustrated, as are the 

Kirkuk oil  eld and the pipelines running from there to Haifa and Tripoli. Dammam and Dhahran, the sites of the 

 rst commercial oil wells in Saudi Arabia, also feature on the map. Aside from that, however, there is no illustrated oil 

development in the Middle East: the map eff ectively illustrates the blank slate that was Arabian oil exploration in the 

early s. On the coast of what was then Trucial Oman, Sharjah, Dubai (with air  eld) and Abu Dhabi are identi  ed; 

the areas to the southwest of Abu Dhabi City are labelled “Sabkha es Salmiyah” and “Taff ”. Shows adjoining areas from 

the Bosporus to Somaliland and the USSR.

 e “compiler and tracer” (cartographer and draughtsman) is identi  ed as the Aramco engineer G. S. Sheets; separate 

 elds to indicate “checked by” and “revisions” remain blank. Sheets had joined Aramco’s predecessor, the California 

Arabian Standard Oil Company, in  and immediately began work in Dhahran as a geological draftsman in the 

Production (Exploration) department. Upon his return to the U.S. he prepared several geological maps including the 

present one and acted as liaison with the Army Map Service. In  he became attached as a civilian to the U.S. Army 

Corps of Engineers, Army Map Service, but he returned to Arabia in  and in  became staff  assistant to the 

director of Concession Aff airs.

In excellent state of preservation. Extremely rare: OCLC locates only two examples, both of which appear to be pho-

tocopies (Library of Congress and American University of Beirut). While the large  map of Arabia that succeeded 

this, also produced by Aramco geologists, has occasionally appeared in the trade, no other original of this early map 

could be traced in libraries or in auction or trade records. A unique survival.

OCLC .









Aramco’s rare preliminary geographic map of the Peninsula

.  BROW N, Glen F[rancis]. [United States Geological Survey of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia]. 
Arabian Peninsula. Map I- B-.

Washington, D.C.,  e Survey (U.S. Geological Society), . : mm. Lambert conformal conic 
projection, constant ratio linear horizontal scale :,,. Relief shown by hachures and spot heights. 
Folded.  ,

A highly detailed map of the complete Peninsula, the  rst modern map in :,, scale: the rare preliminary edition, 

issued  ve years before the offi  cical release. Based on the groundbreaking series prepared by the U.S. Geological Survey 

and the Arabian American Oil Company under the joint sponsorship of Saudi Arabia and the U.S. State Department, 

“a unique experiment in geological cooperation among several governments, petroleum companies, and individuals” 

(Seager/Johnston). Also includes the territories of today’s Kuwait, Qatar, Bahrain, United Arab Emirates, Oman, and 

Yemen. “ e plan for a cooperative mapping project was originally conceived in July  [... By ] there was established 

a cooperative agreement between the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the U.S. Department of State, and the Arabian-American 

Oil Co. to make available the basic areal geology as mapped by Aramco and the U.S. Geological Survey” (ibid.).  e 

plan provided for  maps on a :, scale in both geologic and geographic versions; “a peninsular geologic map on 

a scale of :,, was to conclude the project [...]  e  rst geographic quadrangle was published in July  and the 

last in September . While preparation of the geographic sheets was in progress, a need arose for early publication of a 

:,,-scale peninsular geographic map. Consequently, a preliminary edition was compiled and published in both 

English and Arabic in ” (ibid.). While the revised,  nal version that appeared in  (“I- B-”) would incorporate 

some additional photographic, topographic and cultural data, the exceedingly uncommon present, preliminary edition is 

surprisingly complete in virtually all respects – a testament to the precision with which Aramco’s cartographers proceeded 

from the very  rst. Includes a key with symbols for water pipelines, desert watering points, oil  elds, pumping stations, 

re  neries, and a glossary of Arabic names.

“Although the search for oil, gas and minerals was ultimately to drive geological survey work across the region [...], in 

its early years it was the need for water that was the catalyst for Saudi Arabia’s resource exploration. In  King ‘Abd 

al-’Aziz approached the United States for a technical expert who could assist with the identi  cation and plotting of the 

kingdom’s natural resources, particularly its groundwater reserves.  e individual who arrived, Glen F. Brown, was one 

of the pioneers of a partnership between the United States Geological Survey (USGS) and the government of Saudi 

Arabia that was to span the next  ve decades and play an important role in the development of the kingdom [...] By  

the Saudi Ministry of Finance, USGS and Aramco were working together to produce the  rst full series of geographic 

and geologic maps of the country.  e  rst of their type in the Peninsula, these were published [...] in both Arabic and 

English versions, and the information they contained formed the basis of subsequent Saudi national development plans. 

To this day, all modern maps of the kingdom trace their roots back to these  rst publications” (Parry).

In excellent condition.

James V. Parry, “Mapping Arabia”, in: Saudi Aramco World /, p. ff . OCLC . O. A. Seager/W. D. Johnston, Foreword to the 
Geology of the Arabian Peninsula series (U.S. Geological Survey Professional Paper -A-D, ).









Abu Dhabi, Saudi Arabia, Qatar:
“all modern maps [...] trace their roots back to these  rst publications” (Parry)

.  U N ITED STATES GEOLOGIC A L SURV EY OF THE K INGDOM OF SAUDI 
A R A BI A . BR A M K A M P, Richard A. / R A M IR EZ , Leon F. Geographic Map of the Central 
Persian Gulf Quadrangle Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Miscellaneous Geologic Investigations Map I- 
A [and] B.

Washington, D.C., U.S. Geological Survey, – H [= – CE].  sheets (A, combined map of 
geography and geology; and B, geography only) in full colour, both covering the same section the Arabian 
Peninsula. Ca.  ×  and  ×  cm, folded. In original printed envelope. English and Arabic. Scale 
:,; relief shown by hachures and spot heights.  ,

 e only two sheets of the groundbreaking series covering today’s UAE – the remaining parts of the Emirates were 

skipped in the survey prepared by the U.S. Geological Survey and Aramco and were therefore never published.  e 

 rst to produce a full series of geological and geographical maps of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the venture was 

instrumental in establishing the country as a major global force in the production of natural resources and must count 

as “a unique experiment in geological cooperation among several governments, petroleum companies, and individuals” 

(Seager/Johnston).

 e area here covered is the eastern portion of Qatar and the westernmost area of Abu Dhabi, including the island of 

Sir Bani Yas and the adjoining border territory of Saudi Arabia. Indeed, this is the only map in the series to show any 

portion of today’s United Arab Emirates: the land to the eastward was still beyond the focus of oil exploration in the 

mid-s and was omitted from the mapping project.

 e importance of the present map within the series is underscored by the fact that its joint authors, R. A. Bramkamp 

and L. F. Ramirez, were Aramco’s foremost geologists. Together with Glen F. Brown, a veteran of the industry who also 

had been in the region since the s and who would oversee the venture, Bramkamp had in February  planned 

the entire programme, laying down everything from the scales of maps, the areas of responsibility, and types of terrain 

representation to the bilingual names. As Aramco’s chief geologist, Bramkamp was responsible for the compilation of 

the areas within Arabia where the sediments crop out.  is responsibility fell to Ramirez following Bramkamp’s early 

death in September .

 e surveyors divided the Peninsula into  quadrangular sections (numbered I- through I-), each to cover 

an area  degrees of longitude and  degrees of latitude. All maps were produced on a :, scale and issued in 

two series: a combined map of geography and geology (marked by the appendix ‘A’) and a map of geography only (‘B’). 

“High altitude photography [...] was [...] completed in  [...]  is controlled photography resulted in highly accurate 

geographic maps at the publication scale which then served as a base for the geologic overlay.  e topography of the sed-

imentary areas was depicted by hachuring and that of the shield region by shaded relief utilizing the airbrush technique. 

 e  rst geographic quadrangle was published in July  and the last in September  [...]  e  rst of the geologic 

map series was published in July  and the  nal sheet in early ” (Seager/J.).

Although it was the search for oil, gas and minerals that “was ultimately to drive geological survey work across the 

region [...], in its early years it was the need for water that was the catalyst for Saudi Arabia’s resource exploration. In 

 King ‘Abd al-’Aziz approached the United States for a technical expert who could assist with the identi  cation 

and plotting of the kingdom’s natural resources, particularly its groundwater reserves [...] By  the Saudi Ministry of 

Finance, USGS and Aramco were working together to produce the  rst full series of geographic and geologic maps of 

the country.  e  rst of their type in the Peninsula, these were published [...] in both Arabic and English versions, and 

the information they contained formed the basis of subsequent Saudi national development plans” (Parry).  e project 

was considered highly important by Ibn Saud, and its aims encompassed all aspects of cartography. It was to enable not 

only the search for natural resources but also aid in advances for agriculture, civil and military engineering and general 

infrastructure projects.  e results were seminal for the mapping of the region: “To this day, all modern maps of the 

kingdom trace their roots back to these  rst publications” (ibid.).

Lower left corner of ‘B’ map chipped (no loss to text or image); printed sleeve somewhat rubbed with a s few 

pencil annotations, otherwise a very clean set in excellent state of preservation. A single map of the quadrangle to the 

immediate west of this, I- (the  ‘A’ sheet only), showing Dhahran and Ras Tanura, is currently being off ered on 

the market at ,.

James V. Parry, “Mapping Arabia”, in: Saudi Aramco World /, p. ff . O. A. Seager/W. D. Johnston, Foreword to the Geology of the Arabian 
Peninsula series (U.S. Geological Survey Professional Paper -A-D, ).









Issued by the U.S. Government immediately after the end of World War II

.  PET ROL EUM FACIL IT I ES M IDDL E E A ST . Petroleum Facilities Middle East.

Washington, DC, Petroleum Administration for War, Foreign Operating Divisions, August .  black-
and-white maps on  sheet,  ×  mm. Various scales; index map scale approximately :,, 
(azimuthal equal area projection). Includes marine shipping distance table.  ,

Five maps on a single sheet, issued by the U.S. Government immediately after the end of Word War II.  e maps show 

all relevant petroleum facilities in Iraq and Western Iran, in Egypt, in Southwestern Iran, and in the Kuwait, Saudi 

Arabia, Bahrain, and Qatar areas, identifying not only international boundaries, capital cities and major towns, principal 

roads and railways, but also concession boundaries, oil  elds, oil re  neries, oil pipelines, pumping stations, and marine 

landing terminals.

A few minute edge  aws, but very well preserved. Extremely rare: OCLC lists a single institutional copy (in the 

Library of Congress).

OCLC .









With manuscript additions

.  U N IT ED A R A B E M IR AT E S .  S.E. Arabia. Series GSGS , Sheet  [Trucial Coast]. 
Edition -GSGS.

[London], D Survey War Offi  ce and Air Ministry, . Large colour-printed map, ca.  ×  cm. Scale 
:,.  ,

A highly detailed large scale British military map, showing the coast from Doha (Qatar) to Ras Al Khaimah (modern-day 

UAE).

Old folds, some creasing to margins and corners,  cm closed tear to bottom margin, a few other small closed tears, 

otherwise good. With “Additions drawn by: – Sgt Newman ::.  Troop  Topo Sqn R.E.”, marking additional 

camps, old oil camps, place names and airstrips (old, extant and “possible”), mainly in the desert areas of Abu Dhabi.









Abu Dhabi’s Oil industry: the Israeli perspective

.  MIDDL E E A STER N OIL R E SOURCE S . Neft ba-mizrah ha-tikhon. Zikaynot, shadot, 
tzinorot, batei zikuk. (Oil in the Middle East. Concessions, Oil  elds, Pipelines, Re  neries).

Tel Aviv, Israel Defense Forces, General Staff , ().  ×  mm. Chromolithographic map of the 
Arabian Peninsula, from Turkey in the north to the Indian Ocean in the south, and covering Saudi 
Arabia, Egypt, Israel, Palestine, Jordan, Syria, Lebanon, Iraq, Iran, Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, United Arab 
Emirates, Oman, North and South Yemen. Scale :,,. Folded.  ,

Extremely rare Israeli strategic map of the Arabian Peninsula showing oil  elds and associated infrastructure. Printed in 

black, red and blue, the map demarks the political boundaries of the time along with the areas covered by oil companies’ 

concessions. Pipelines form a web across the northern part of the Arabian Peninsula (shown in uncommon vertical 

orientation), while oil  elds and re  neries, large and small, are also marked.  e map was most probably created by the 

IDF in reaction to the Suez Crisis and its associated geopolitical shifts. With the Egyptians operating the Suez Canal, 

and Britain and France being forced by the USA to abandon their post-imperial plans, Israel now counted in both U.S. 

and Soviet plans for their control of Middle Eastern politics. Britain was forced to anchor its Middle Eastern in  uence 

in Cyprus, Aden and Iraq, while the increased American in  uence can be seen in the huge swathe of territory assigned 

to Aramco. We have only been able to trace a single institutional copy of this map in the National library of Israel.

Scale and key in Hebrew inset to top-right, inset explanatory panels in Hebrew and English, compass rose in Saudi 

Arabia. A couple of small light stains, some uneven creasing and edge tears along creasefolds with a couple of tiny holes 

at fold joins. Traces of pins from former wall mounting.









International petroleum operations in the Middle East

.  WOR LD PETROL EU M .  Map of Oil Concessions in the Middle East.

New York, World Petroleum, . Colour-printed map,  ×  mm. Folded.  ,

A detailed map issued by the New York-based World Petroleum publications, showing the oil concessions granted in 

every major area in the Middle East: Aden, Bahrain, Dhofar, Jordan, Kuwait, Iraq, Israel, Iran, Oman, the then “Neutral 

Zone” between Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Trucial Coast (now the UAE), and Yemen. While 

in  oil production was just beginning in the Shaikhdoms that would soon emerge as the Emirates, the maps shows 

that concessions were even then granted to the Petroleum Development (Trucial Coast) Ltd., a subsidiary of Petroleum 

Concessions Ltd. (IPC). Off shore, concessions were held by Abu Dhabi Marine Areas Ltd. and Dubai Marine Areas Ltd. 

(“expires ”), both co-owned by British Petroleum (two-thirds) and the Compagnie Francaise des Petroles (one third).

Some staining to upper and left edge, otherwise  ne.









 e only known copy

.  U N IT ED A R A B E M IR AT E S  OM A N . Sharjah – Salala. 

No place, [probably s]. Diazoprint map, . x . cm. Scale :,,. Folded.  .

Highly detailed map of the Arabian Peninsula’s coast from Abu Dhabi (Abu Al Abyad island) and Ras al-Khaimah in 

today’s United Arab Emirates to Ras al-Hadd and south to Salala in Dhofar, Oman.  e legend identi  es wells, towns 

and villages, wadis, scarps, edges of sand, quicksand, and tracks. Political boundaries are omitted.  e latest surveys 

incorporated are those undertaken by Nick Fallon, Douglas Michael Morton and René Wetzel in the mid- and later 

s, suggesting that the present map – identi  ed as “TP_ (Revised)” in the lower left corner but not traced in 

any institutional collection worldwide – was one of a very small number produced for the internal use of a geological 

exploration team in the s, when the  rst discoveries of oil in commercial quantities intensi  ed exploration eff orts 

both in the soon-to-be-independent Trucial States and in Oman. 

Light staining and wear; a few minor tears professionally repaired.









 e planning of the Bahraini Naval Forces: original map and organizational chart

.  B A H R A I N . Taqrir muqtarah an insha’ Quwwa Bahariyya li-Dawlat al-Bahrayn [Sketch 
proposal to build a Naval Force for the country of Bahrain].

[Bahrain, mid-s]. Hand-drawn military map and organizational  owchart, . × . m. Coloured 
ink and watercolour on paper. Accompanied by  original photos.  ,

Unique hand-drawn chart of Bahrain’s naval force as it was projected in the early and mid-s, including two large 

maps:  rstly, of the island’s location in the Gulf showing the Navy’s planned -mile range as well as strategic points 

throughout the Gulf, and secondly, a smaller scale map showing the defensive coastal artillery  ring range and radar 

ranges reaching out to the north and east of Qal’at al-Bahrain, Galali, and East Sitra bases around Manamah. An inset 

 owchart shows in detail the organization of Bahrain’s Navy, to be headed by the Commander of Naval Forces, presiding 

over the branches of Supplies and Exercises (Engineers, Supplies, Medical Offi  ce), of Operations, Planning, and Signals 

(all commanded by the Chief of Staff ), as well as the Naval Armed Forces proper (Fleet, Special Forces, and Coastal 

Artillery).  e extensive annotation describes the maritime theatre of war around Bahrain, identi  es vital targets (Port 

Sulayman, oil terminal, national airport, oil wells and storage tanks, re  nery) and crucial points to be observed, and 

sketches the projected scope of the navy: initially a small  eet of armoured motor vessels with radar-guided automatic 

ordnance, later to be upgraded with surface-to-surface rocket launchers with a tactical range of ca.  nautical miles. 

 e planning stage is to encompass some  to  months, followed by a development stage of about  years and an imple-

mentation phase of another year.

 e chart is accompanied by a set of nine original mid-s photographs of members of the Egyptian General Staff  

who assumedly were closely involved in advising the government of Bahrain on the structure and implementation of 

their new Naval Forces, which became fully operational in .

A  ne survival, undocumented and at the time undoubtedly a closely guarded military secret.









United Arab Emirates

.  SOV I ET GE N E R A L STA FF M A PS  – United Arab Emirates :,. General’nyí 
shtab. (United Arab Emirates :,).

[Moscow, General Staff ], , , . A total of  topographic maps, colour-printed, ca.  ×  cm. 
Constant ratio linear horizontal scale. In Russian (Cyrillic).  ,

All of the Soviet Union’s :, General Staff  map quadrangles showing the United Arab Emirates: from the Russian 

series of maps produced during the Cold War, based on high-quality satellite imagery, but usually also ground recon-

naissance. Assembled continuously (and omitting margins), the quadrangles form an enormous map spanning ca. . × 

. metres! – Products of a massive, clandestine cartographic project begun under Stalin and ultimately encompassing 

the entire globe, the Soviet General Staff  maps are today noted for their extreme precision. Indeed, even in post-Soviet 

times they provide the most reliable mapping for many remoter parts of the world: “Soviet-era military maps were so 

good that when the United States  rst invaded Afghanistan in late , American pilots relied on old Russian maps of 

Afghanistan. For almost a month after the United States began a bombing campaign to help oust the Taliban govern-

ment, American pilots were guided by Russian maps dating back to the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan in the s” 

(Davies/Kent, p. xi).

Although the details of the cartographic programme evolved over the decades, its overall system and plan remained 

remarkably constant. “ e basic quadrangle is the :,, sheet spanning ° latitude by ° longitude [...] Each 

:,, sheet is [...] subdivided into  :, sheets in a six-by-six grid [...  ey] normally contain on the reverse 

side a detailed written description of the districts (towns, communications, topography, geology, hydrology, vegetation, 

and climate) together with a geological sketch map” (ibid., p. –). “Printing such large-format plans in so many colors 

with near-perfect print registration itself testi  es to the skill of the printers in the military map printing factories across 

the former Soviet Union.  e quality of printing re  ects the level of training and the reliability of humidity-control 

equipment and the electricity supply at the time” (ibid., p. f.).

 e :,-scale maps are speci  cally labelled “For Offi  cal Use”. Indeed, all General Staff  maps de facto consti-

tuted closely guarded military material, none of which became available in the West before the end of the Cold War in 

the early s.

Some maps stamped “Is not subject to duplicating and copying” on reverse, with a note to apply to the Joint Stock 

Co., Moscow, for permits. Light traces of folds, occasional wrinkles and a few odd edge  aws, but altogether in excellent 

condition.

Cf. J. Davies / A. J. Kent,  e Red Atlas (Chicago/London, ).
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